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Graded E∞ -rings and Proj in spectral algebraic geometry
Abstract
Spectral algebraic geometry is a rather young field on the intersection between stable homotopy
theory and algebraic geometry. Its goal is to develop an analogue of algebraic geometry, in which
rings are replaced by their homotopical analogues. These come in the form of E∞ -rings, or in older
terminology, highly commutative ring spectra. Recent work of Lurie has laid the foundations of
the field, making such explorations as ours possible.
The goal of this thesis is to make a foray into projective spectral algebraic geometry. More
precisely, we introduce analogues of the Proj construction from ordinary algebraic geometry into
the spectral setting. To that end, we first show that several different definitions of graded E∞ rings are equivalent. We discuss two possible spectral analogues of a (positive) integer grading,
corresponding one to free E∞ -algebras and the other to polynomial E∞ -algebras. According to a
theorem of Töen-Vezzosi, which we re-prove, these two are not equivalent outside of characteristic
0. Then we define two variants of Proj for the two studied gradings on E∞ -rings. Under some
reasonable assumptions on the grading, we consider a few basic properties of the notion obtained.

Stopničeni E∞ -kolobarji in Proj v spektralni algebraični geometriji
Povzetek
Sprektralna algebraična geometrija je dokaj mlado področje na preseku med stabilno homotopsko
teorijo in algebraično geometrijo. Gre za različico algebraične geometrije, v kateri kolobarje nadomestijo njihove homotopske različice. Natančneje so to E∞ -kolobarji, oziroma s starejšim izrazom,
visoko strukturirani kolobarski spektri. Luriejevo nedavno delo je postavilo temelje področju, ter
omogočilo raziskave kakršna je naša.
Cilj te naloge je narediti prve korake v projektivno spektralno algebraično geometrijo. Natančneje,
uvedemo inačice Proj konstrukcije iz običajne algebraične geometrije v spektralni kontekst. S tem
namenom najprej pokažemo, da je nekaj različnih definicij stopničenih E∞ -kolobarjev med seboj ekvivalentnih. Preučimo dve mogoči spektralni posploštivi (pozitivnega) celoštevilskega stopničenja,
ki sovpadata ena s prostimi E∞ -algebrami, druga pa s polinomskimi E∞ -algebrami. Po izreku
Toën-Vezzosija, ki ga dokažemo, se ta dva pojma ne ujemata izven karakteristike 0. Ponudimo dve
možnosti Proj konstrukcije za dve različni stopničenji na E∞ -kolobarjih, ter ob določenih razumnih
pogojih na stopničenje obravnavamo nekaj osnovnih lastnosti dobljenega pojma.

Math. Subj. Class. (2010): 55P43, 55P42, 14A20 , 14N99
Keywords: E∞ -ring, E∞ -space, spectrum, torsor, spectral Deligne-Mumford stack, projective
bundle, projective space, affine line, comonadicity, Barr-Beck theorem, ∞-category, ∞-topos, classifying stack, quotient stack.
Ključne besede: E∞ -kolobar, E∞ -prostor, spekter, torsor, specktralni Deligne-Mumfordov sklad,
projektivni svežnji, projecktivni prostori, affina premica, komonadičnost, Barr-Beckov izrek, ∞kategorija, ∞-topos, klasicirajoči sklad, kvocientni sklad.
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Introduction
Building on the ideas of Bertrand Toën, Gabrielle Vezossi and many others, Jacob Lurie recently
developed a comprehensive analogue of algebraic geometry in a setting where commutative rings
are replaced by commutative ring spectra, more precisely connective E∞ -rings. In this setting he
pointed out two competing analogues of the projective space. One of the main goals of this thesis
is to investigate this difference and provide a conceptual framework in which to understand it.
In broad terms, we wish to do projective spectral algebraic geometry. More humbly, we wish to
develop an analogue of Proj, the homogeneous prime spectrum of a graded commutative ring, in
the context of spectral algebraic geometry. That is the principal goal of this Masters’ thesis.
Before going further, we will briefly explain the dichotomy of projective spaces in spectral
algebraic geometry. From the point of view developed in this thesis, the two versions of the
projective space arise essentially out of the fact that there are two versions of the affine line, or
which is equivalent, that the free and polynomial E∞ -ring tend to not be equivalent to one another.
The advantages of one version of the projective space over the other are the same as those of free
versus polynomial E∞ -rings. That is to say, the former agree with the “classical” case, which is
to say that when restricted to ordinary commutative rings, they recover the usual notions. The
latter on the other hand are in some sense more natural to the spectral world, possessing a nicer
universal property which makes proving certain structural results about them easier.
Let us provide an overview of the contents. Before being able to do any algebraic geometry, we
first have to decide what the spectral analogues of graded commutative rings should be. Various
such characterization and descriptions are the topic of section 1. In subsection 1.1 we review
the classical situation, both for motivation and to set up what sort of results to expect in the ∞categorical setting. Subsection 1.2 is dedicated to a review of torsors, since they figure prominently
throughout this thesis. We finally get to graded objects in subsection 1.3, where we describe
the general yoga of parametrized homotopy theory. Subsection 1.4 is dedicated to a proof of a
comonadicity result of Hess-Shipley which gives a useful alternative point of view on parametrized
spectra. We introduce the Day convolution product in subsection 1.5 and show that the results
of the previous subsections are compatible with this monoidal structure. This nets us a crucial
comonadic description of graded E∞ -rings. In subsection 1.6 we investigate how to extend such
descriptions to graded modules over a graded E∞ -ring.
In section 2 we start delving closer to projective spectral geometry, though we must first decide
on the appropriate homotopical analogue of positive integer grading. We discuss this issue in
section 2.1, where we choose to simultaneously develop the theory for two different possible choices
of grading. This is closely related to the well-known phenomenon that spectral algebraic geometry
admits two viable generalizations of the affine line. We provide a proof of this in subsection 2.2,
where we show that the two affine lines agree only when working rationally. Subsection 2.3 is where
we finally get to define our two variants of Proj and investigate their first properties. Crucial for
everything that follows is section 2.4 in which we provide an alternative “gluing” construction of
Proj, which we show to be equivalent to the previous definition under certain assumptions on the
graded E∞ -ring. Using this, subsection 2.5 characterizes closed immersions into Proj. In subsection
2.6 we treat the special case of projective bundles, and in the final subsection 2.7, we dip our toes
into quasi-coherent sheaves on Proj and their connection to graded modules.
Throughout this thesis we rely heavily on the theory of ∞-categories and abstract categorical
algebra. We assume the reader is comfortable with this technology, but for whatever it is worth,
we also include a summary of the material (without any proofs, of course) in the Appendix. Its
primary purpose is to fix terminology and notation, though this is probably unnecessary since we
tend to follow Lurie’s lead in these departments.
A notable exception is that we do not distinguish in notation between the spectrum of a connective E∞ -ring, when viewed as a spectral scheme, and the étale spectrum of the same E∞ −ring,
viewed as a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack. While Lurie denotes the former by Spec and the
latter by Spét, we denote both by Spec . The argumentation for this choice is that, since spectral
schemes may always be viewed as special examples of spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks anyway,
we might just as well view them as such from the get-go and use whichever description is more
convenient at any given moment.
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Aside from that one point of contention, we follow Lurie’s conventions very closely. Due to
citing his work so often, it seems prudent to reserve special referencing rites for his monographs:
[21], will be cited as HTT, [20] as HA, and [22], as SAG.
1. Graded E∞ -rings
1.1. Warm-up: graded commutative rings. In classical commutative algebra, a graded commutative ring is defined to be a commutative ring A together with a decomposition into a direct
sum A = ⊕n∈Z An of additive subgroups An , which must be compatible with the multiplication on
A in the sense that Am An ⊆ Am+n and 1 ∈ A0 . This is not an optimal definition for generalization to E∞ -rings, since it is not at all clear what the the precise coherence conditions exhibiting
“compatibility with multiplication” should be. Let us therefore review a few alternative ways of
phrasing the definition of a graded commutative ring.
(1) Trying to rephrase the compatibility condition, we might observe that the direct sum
structure in the above description is a red herring; a morphism of graded commutative rings
is required to preserve the grading, so we may as well view a graded commutative rings
as a collection of abelian groups {An }n∈Z . Multiplication is encoded by homomorphisms
Am ⊗Z An → Am+n such that the diagram
Am ⊗ Z An

≃

/ An ⊗ Z Am

&
x
Am+n
commutes for all m, n ∈ Z, likewise for all m, n, l ∈ Z commute
/ Am+n ⊗Z Al
Am ⊗ Z An ⊗ Z Al

Am ⊗Z An+l


/ Am+n+l ,

together with a homomorphism Z → A0 representing the multiplicative unit for which the
diagram
/ An ⊗ Z A0
An

A0 ⊗ Z An

id


/ An ,
&

composed of the unit map and the multiplication map, is commutative for all n ∈ Z .
It is easy to check that this data is uniquely defined by and uniquely defines a graded
commutative ring structure on A = ⊕n∈Z An .
The described conditions may be described in another fashion. The assignment n ↦ An
may be viewed as a functor Z → Ab from the discrete category1 Z to the category of
abelian groups. Both of these categories carry natural symmetric monoidal structures:
on the discrete category Z we may define m ⊗ n ∶= m + n and for abelian groups let
A ⊗ B ∶= A ⊗Z B be the usual tensor product. The data described above is equivalent to
specifying n ↦ An to be a lax symmetric monoidal functor with respect to these symmetric
monoidal structures. Thus a graded commutative ring might alternatively be defined as a
lax symmetric monoidal functor Z → Ab.
(2) A perhaps more categorically organized approach to graded commutative rings might be
to first dismiss the multiplicative structure. Graded abelian groups are simply abelian
groups A together with a decomposition A = ⊕n∈Z An and their morphisms are abelian
group homomorphisms which respect this decomposition. The category of graded abelian
groups possesses a canonical symmetric monoidal operation in the tensor product, formed
as A ⊗Z B on the level of underlying abelian groups, graded according to the rule
(A ⊗Z B)n = ⊕ Ak ⊗Z Bl
k+l=n
1Note that Z is viewed here as a discrete category, i.e. as simply a set together with identity morphisms at each

object, which is to say at each point, and no other morphisms.
2

for all n ∈ Z. The unit object for this symmetric monoidal operation is clearly the graded
abelian group Z concentrated in degree 0. In any symmetric monoidal category we may
take commutative algebra objects2, and doing so in graded abelian groups recovers graded
commutative rings. Indeed, a commutative algebra structure on a graded abelian group
A = ⊕n∈Z An consists of a multiplication map µ ∶ A ⊗Z A → A, morphism in the category
of graded abelian groups so really piece-wise a collection of abelian group homomorphisms
(A ⊗Z A)n = ⊕ Ak ⊗Z Al → An
k+l=n

for all n ∈ Z. Such a homomorphism is uniquely determined by the collection of abelian
group homomorphisms Ak ⊗Z Al → An for all k+l = n, in which we may recognize the homomorphisms encoding multiplication in the previous approach (1). The usual diagramatic
encodings of associativity and commutativity of multiplication are
µ⊗id

A ⊗Z A ⊗Z A

/ A ⊗Z A

id ⊗µ

µ


A ⊗Z A


/A

µ

and
/ A ⊗Z A

τ

A ⊗Z A
µ

#

A,

{

µ

in which τ ∶ A ⊗Z A → A ⊗Z A is the transposition map defined by a ⊗ b ↦ b ⊗ a. Since
the arrows appearing in these diagrams are all graded homomorphisms, we may restrict to
each graded piece individually and recover the diagrams depicted above in (1). In order for
A to be a commutative algebra object, it also needs a unit, given by a morphism Z → A,
where Z is the unit object for the tensor product of graded abelian groups, which is hence
equivalent to a group homomorphism Z → A0 for which certain diagrams (again copies of
the ones displayed in (1)) commute.
Therefore a commutative algebra object A in the symmetric monoidal category of graded
abelian groups gives rise to a lax symmetric monoidal functor Z → Ab given by n ↦ An
and with the lax symmetric monoidal structure arising from the commutative algebra
structure in the manner described. Conversely it is easy to see that such a lax symmetric
monoidal functor determines a unique isomorphism class of commutative algebra objects
in a functorial way.
We conclude that a commutative algebra object in the symmetric monoidal category
of graded abelian groups is functorially equivalent to a lax symmetric monoidal functor
Z → Ab and so, by approach (1), to a graded commutative ring.
(3) On a seemingly unrelated point, a classical description in algebraic geometry of a commutative ring A begin graded is to say that the affine scheme Spec A carries a Gm -action,
where Gm is the multiplicative group.
The multiplicative group admits a beautiful functor of points description as Gm (R) =
R× , i.e. sending a commutative ring to the set of its multiplicative units. From this it
may be inferred that Gm ≃ Spec Z[t±1 ]. The commutative group scheme structure on
Gm comes from the coring structure on Z[t±1 ] with comultiplication map3 ∆ ∶ Z[t±1 ] →
Z[t±1 ] ⊗Z Z[t±1 ] defined by t ↦ t ⊗ t and the counit ε ∶ Z[t±1 ] → Z defined by t ↦ 1. By
the antiequivalence between affine schemes and commutative rings, given by Spec A ↦ A,
a Gm -action on Spec A may be described in another way:
2In the literature these are often called commutative monoid objects. We choose to follow Lurie, who in HA
reserves the name “monoid” for algebra objects in those symmetric monoidal categories which are Cartesian, that
is to say their symmetric monoidal operation is given by the categorical Cartesian product.
3The notation of a comultiplication of a bialgebra ∆ is standard in the theory of Hopf algebras. It also makes
sense because for any space X, the diagonal map ∆ ∶ X → X × X as comultiplication and the terminal map X → ∆0
define a commutative coalgebra structure on X. We shall use this fact repeatedly throughout this thesis for much
more pertinent purposes than merely to justify notation.
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(4) A Z[t±1 ]-coaction on A in the symmetric monoidal category of commutative rings with
the ⊗Z as the monoidal operation. That entails a coaction map, a commutative ring
homomorphism α ∶ A → A ⊗Z Z[t±1 ] which is compatible with the comultiplication on
Z[t±1 ], which may be expressed by requiring commutativity of the diagram
α

/ A ⊗Z Z[t±1 ]

α⊗ idZ[t±1 ]


/ A ⊗Z Z[t±1 ] ⊗Z Z[t±1 ],

A

idA ⊗∆

α


A ⊗Z Z[t±1 ]

and such that the counit of Z[t±1 ] coacts via α on A as the identity, which means that the
diagram
α
/ A ⊗Z Z[t±1 ]
A
id



A

id ⊗ε

y

must also commute. We may write the coaction homomorphism as α = ∑ αi ⊗ ti where
αi ∶ A → A are thus-defined abelian group endomorphisms of A. The second diagram
commuting is equivalent to the equality id = ∑i∈Z αi , and commutativity of the first diagram
is
i
i
i
j
∑ αi ⊗ t ⊗ t = ∑ (αi ○ αj ) ⊗ t ⊗ t .
i∈Z

i,j∈Z

Component-wise this gives αi = αi2 and αi ○ αj = 0 for all i ≠ j, asserting that {αi }i∈Z form
an orthonormal system of projectors on A. If we denote Ai to be the image of αi , then
we obtain a direct sum decomposition into additive subgroups A = ⊕i∈Z Ai with respect
to which α is given by ∑ ai ↦ ∑ ai ⊗ ti . Since α is a homomorphism of commutative rings,
it follows that the grading is compatible with the multiplication on A in the sense that
ai aj ∈ Ai+j for all i, j ∈ Z .
Thus we conclude that a Z[t±1 ]-coaction on a commutative ring A is indeed equivalent
to a grading on it, verifying simultaneously also the previous approach (3).
(5) In fact, observe that the consideration of (4) did not require the multiplicative structure
on A. Indeed, the above argument actually shows that a grading on an abelian group is
equivalent to a Z[t±1 ] -coaction in the symmetric monoidal category of abelian groups with
the tensor product. To obtain a geometric interpretation of this akin to (3) for commutative
rings, interpret abelian groups as quasi-coherent sheaves on te affine scheme Spec Z. For
a quasi-coherent sheaf on Spec Z to have a Z[t±1 ]-coaction is equivalent to being Gm equivariant. Therefore graded abelian groups are Gm -equivariant quasi-coherent sheaves
on Spec Z, which is by definition of the classifying stack BGm as the stacky quotient of
Spec Z along the trivial Gm -action, further equivalent to quasi-coherent sheaves on BGm .
In light of the preceding paragraphs and approach (2), a graded commutative ring may
be identified with a quasi-coherent sheaf of commutative algebras on BGm .
(6) For any scheme X (or more generally any Deligne-Mumford stack), there is an antiequivalence between the categories of quasi-coherent sheaves of OX -algebras and the category of relatively affine schemes over X, given by sending A to SpecX A. Under this
anti-equivalence and approach (5), a graded ring is equivalent to an affine scheme over
BGm .
Remark 1.1.1. Observe that the above discussion of approaches (1) - (6) to graded commutative
rings does not depend in a crucial way on the assumption that grading is taken with respect
to the integers. Indeed, replacing Z with any commutative monoid, we may speak of M -graded
commutative rings which are classically exhibited by direct sum decompositions A = ⊕m∈M Am
compatible with the unit and multiplication in the sense that 1 ∈ Ae where e ∈ M is the unit point,
and Am An ⊆ Am+n for all m, n ∈ M. Approaches (1) - (4) generalize to this setting immediately,
mutandum mutandis after replacing Z with M. The only potentially non-trivial part is figuring
out what should play the role of the multiplicative group Gm . Recall that Gm = Spec Z[t±1 ] and
the localization Z[t±1 ] is isomorphic to the group ring Z[Z]. Therefore Gm must be replaced by
the scheme D(M ) ∶= Spec Z[M ], where Z[M ] is the monoid ring of M. The bialgebra structure on
4

Z[M ], with the comultiplication arising from the diagonal map ∆ ∶ M → M × M and the counit
ε ∶ Z[M ] → Z being the usual augmentation function, makes D(M ) into a commutative monoid in
affine schemes. This does however not suffice for the formation of a classifying stack. That makes
sense only when D(M ) is a group scheme, which is to say when M is an abelian group4. In that
case D(M ) is the diagonal group scheme associated to M , familiar for instance from SGA3. With
this additional assumption on M, by replacing BGm with BD(M ), approaches (5) and (6) also
produce equivalent descriptions of M -graded commutative rings.
We now have a decent selection of different equivalent approaches to graded commutative rings
at our disposal. All the approaches (1) - (6) are much more amenable to generalization to the
spectral, i.e. ∞-categorical setting than the usual definition of graded commutative rings. For
some of this purpose the extensive tool-kit provided by HA is indispensable, defining lax symmetric
monoidal functors between symmetric monoidal ∞-categories, commutative algebra objects, and
the likes, which enables us to quite directly transplant the above cited approaches to the spectral
setting. The goal of this chapter is to carry out this program and to show that the various potential
definitions of graded E∞ -rings, which we could arrive at by ∞-categorifying approaches (1) - (6),
all define equivalent notions.
Due to the relative ease of doing so, we do not prove these results only for spectra, i.e. over the
sphere spectrum, but instead over a general spectral Deligne-Mumford stack. That is to say, instead
of studying only graded E∞ -rings, we formulate our results for graded quasi-coherent sheaves of
E∞ -algebras over a general spectral Deligne-Mumford stack X. The basic case is recovered by
taking X ≃ Spec S. This seemingly needless abstraction will pay off later on, when we will be able
to work straight-out with relative Proj over an arbitrary base, as opposed to first having to work
it out in the affine context before being able to proceed to the relative case by gluing local affines
as is usually done in scheme theory (e.g. in EGA).
We also take Remark 1.1.1 into account. The homotopical i.e. ∞-categorical generalization
of commutative monoids are E∞ -spaces, which intuitively consist of a space X together with an
operation X ×X → X and unit point e ∈ X such that the associativity, unitality, and commutativity
properties all hold homotopy coherently. With this in mind, we develop the theory of X-graded
E∞ -rings (and their relative analogues) with respect to an arbitrary grading E∞ -space X.
1.2. Review of torsors. This subsection is something of a digression from the plan of studying
graded E∞ -rings set out in the previous subsection. Instead we will summarize the theory of
torsors and actions in the ∞-categorical setting, which we will need to be able to discuss spectral
generalizations of approaches (3) and (4) to graded commutative rings. Torsors will also feature
quite prominently in the second half of this thesis when we deal with projective spectral algebraic
geometry. Since a discussion of them is omitted from (at the time of this writing, the current
versions of) HTT, HA, and SAG, let us make a brief summary of the basics.
The basic idea and guiding principle is that torsors should be the ∞-categorical analogue of
group actions, or perhaps at least of principal bundles. For a precise definition, see 1.2.2.
Warning. This section contains a good amount of rather sophisticated (although standard) ∞categorical notions, such as ∞-topoi, symmetric monoidal ∞-categories, algebra, monoid, and
groupoid objects, etc. All this technology is sketched in the Appendix, specifically subsections
A.1.12 through A.2.8. Therefore whenever the reader should encounter an unknown notion or
piece of notation, chances are an explanation of it can be found there.
Throughout this section we will follow the delightful exposition of [27], which works in the
context of an arbitrary ∞-topos X. For the purpose of this thesis, such a high level of generality
is not required and we could just as well assume X to be something like the big étale ∞-topos
Shv(CAlgét ) (perhaps its relative version) throughout. Since such a restriction would not yield
any simplifications of the exposition, we see no reason to adopt it.
Let G be a grouplike5 monoid object in an ∞-topos X. Under the equivalence Mon(X) ≃ Alg(X)
of monoid objects with associative algbra objects in the Cartesian symmetric monoidal ∞-category
4Technically quotient stacks might make sense for any sort of action, of a monoid or a group. However they tend
to work best and have the most desirable properties when restricting to group (or at least groupoid) actions. For
instance, the equivalence (1) in the next subsection 1.2 fails dramatically in the absence of this assumption.
5Recall that a monoid object G in an ∞-topos X is grouplike if π (G) is a group object (in the usual 1-categorical
0
sense) in the homotopy topos hX, or equivalently the translation maps of G (acting on itself) admit homotopy
inverses.
5

X× , it makes sense to consider G-modules. Given an object P ∈ LModG (X), we shall in analogy
with group actions also call this a (left) G-action on the underlying object of P, i.e. the image of P
under the forgetful functor LModG (X) → X. Morphisms of G-modules will analogously be called
G-equivariant morphisms.
By Definition HA.4.2.2.2, a (left) G-action is given simplicially by a morphism M → G of
simplicial objects in X, where the source of the morphism is the underlying simplicial object of the
monoid object M , such that the map M ([n]) → G([n]) together with M ([n]) → M ({n}) ≃ M ([0]),
the latter being induced by the element-inclusion map of totally ordered sets {n} → [n], exhibit
an equivalence
M ([n]) ≃ G([n]) × M ([0])
for every n ≥ 0. The equivalence with the previous definition is obtained by setting P ∶= M ([0]),
since by HA.4.2.2 a G-module structure on P is equivalent to the described simplicial structure.
Diagramatically a G-action may thus be expressed as a diagram (as per tradition omitting degeneracies of simplicial objects from the picture)
/
/
/
/
/ G×P
⋯
/ G×G×P
/P
/
/
/

/ G×G

/ 
/G
/

/

⋯

/ 
/ ∗,

/
in which the lower row is the monoid G considered as a simplicial object (we are engaging in
the usual abuse of notation by denoting by G both the monoid and its underlying object), and
furthermore both simplicial objects, the upper and the lower one, are in fact groupoid objects6.
We will from here on denote the simplicial object M by P ● and the simplicial object presentation
of G by G● (this is a bit redundant, but done for the sake of clarity).
The G-action P ● → G● is a morphism of simplicial objects, so it induces a morphism on geometric
realizations ∣P ● ∣ → ∣G● ∣. We will denote7 PG ∶= ∣P ● ∣ and BG ∶= ∣G● ∣. Observe that in particular
∗G ≃ BG. We may extend the above diagram by the colimits to obtain
/
/
/
/
/ G×P
/ PG
⋯
/ G×G×P
/P
/
/
/
⋯


/ G×G

/ 
/G
/

/

/ 
/∗


/ BG,

/
Since the two horizontal maps G × P ⇉ P appearing in this diagram are the action map and the
projection onto the second factor, and we are taking the colimit (of those together with a bunch
of other things to the left), it makes sense to call PG the coinvariants or quotient of P under the
action of G.
It is not hard to see from the simplicial description that the coinvariants functor P ↦ PG is
right adjoint to the trivial action functor X → LModG (X), assigning to an object X ∈ X the left
G-action in which the action morphism G × X → X is simply the projection onto the second factor.
The trivial action functor also admits a left adjoint P ↦ P G , called invariants or fixed-points.
Remark 1.2.1. For any ordinary topos X, we may view it as a discrete ∞-topos and apply the
preceding discussion to it. With Mon(X)♡ , the subcategory of discrete monoid objects in X, we
recover the usual notion of monoid objects in a topos (or more generally any ordinary category
with finite products), while grouplike monoid objects are classically (and in HTT, but not in HA
and SAG) often called group objects. The trivial action functor also agrees, when restricted to
For much of our discussion the grouplikeness condition will not play any role, and we assume it primarily to keep
the analogy with the more familial group actions as opposed to monoid actions. One should be aware though that,
given a monoid object M and its group completion G ≃ M gp , while any G-action on an object X in X induces an
underlying M -action on the same object, the coinvariants XG and XM may in general be very different. Coinvariants
of grouplike monoids are somewhat better behaved, which might be another argument for systematically making
this assumption.
6One might imagine this to be akin to the usual categorical way of exhibiting an action in terms of its action
groupoid.
7Observe that this is one incarnation of the method, rather classical in homotopy theory, of constructing classifying spaces, or more generally homotopy quotients, in terms of the bar construction. Indeed, P ● and G● are nothing
but the standard bar resolutions of the action of G on P and the trivial action of G on a point respectively.
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discrete objects, with its classical analogue, but the same may not hold for the (co)invariants
functor. Indeed, (co)invariants of a discrete action on a discrete object may no longer be discrete.
Instead nonzero homotopy groups of (co)invariants correspond to the derived functors of their
classical analogues, so that ∞-categorical (co)invariants actually coincide with what is classically
called homotopy (co)invariants8 and sometimes denoted X hG (resp. XhG ).
One of the Giraud axioms for an ∞-topos, see Theorem HTT6.1.0.6, is that any groupoid
object is effective. Since, keeping notation from before, the simplicial objects P ● and G● are by
construction both groupoid objects, it follows that the canonical morphisms P → PG and ∗ → BG
are effective epimorphisms. Hence the entire simplicial objects P ● and G● may be recovered from
these morphisms via the Čech nerve as
P ● ≃ Č(P → PG ),

G● ≃ Č(∗ → BG).

In particular it may be inferred from this, see [27] for the details, that the canonical diagrams
P

/ PG

G

/∗


∗


/ BG,


∗


/ BG

are pullback squares in X. The second one shows that BG is a delooping of G, in the sense that
ΩBG ≃ ∗ ×BG ∗ ≃ G. It can be shown, e.g. [27, Theorem 3.17] or the much more general Theorem
HA.5.2.6.15 restricted to the case k = 1, that the coinvariants functor P ↦ PG gives rise to an
equivalence of ∞-categories9
(1)

LModG (X) ≃ X/BG .

In light of the right-hand side, the coinvariants functor is given by the forgetful functor X/BG → X,
and the trivial action functor X → X/BG sends an object X into the projection onto the second
factor X × BG → BG, i.e. the free object over BG generated by X.
Definition 1.2.2. Let X be an ∞-topos, G ∈ Mongp (X) a grouplike monoid in X, and X ∈ X
an arbitrary object. A G-torsor on X (also called G-principal bundle over X) is an object P ∈
LModG (X) together with an equivalence PG ≃ X.
We will also sometimes abusively say that the map P → X, given by composing the canonical
morphism P → PG with the equivalence PG ≃ X, is a G-torsor. This is somewhat justified by the
following remark.
Remark 1.2.3. Note that though we chose to discuss G-torsors on an object X, we could just as
well have only defined G-torsors over the terminal object ∗. That is because the product GX ∶= G×X
carries a canonical grouplike monoid object structure in the overcategory X/X , which is itself an
∞-topos. The GX -torsors on the terminal object in X/X , which is just X with the identity as its
structure map, are equivalent to G-torsors on X in the original ∞-topos X.
Proposition 1.2.4. Let Y → X be a morphism in X and P be a G-torsor on X. The canonical
map P ×X Y → Y is also a G-torsor.
Proof. There is a commutative diagram
P ×X Y

/P

/∗


Y


/X


/ BG

in which both inner squares are pullback squares. The outer square is thus also a pullback square,
exhibiting under the equivalence (1) a G-action on P ×X Y for which the projection onto Y is the
universal map to coinvariants.

8Homotopy coinvariants are also commonly called homotopy quotients and denoted X//G and [X/G].

9It should be pointed out that the equivalence (1) is classical and much predates both [27] and HA. It asserts

nothing more than that BG is the classifying object for G-torsors in X.
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Clearly G-torsors are preserved under base change: for any morphism Y → X, the pullback
P ×X Y is canonically a G-torsor over Y. If Y → X is an effective epimorphism and the G-action
on P ×X Y trivial, i.e. if there is a G-equivariant equivalence P ×X Y ≃ G × Y , then we say we have
found a trivialization of the G-torsor P .
For a fixed G and X, the collection of G-torsors on X clearly forms an ∞-category TorsG (X),
since the above Definition may be interpreted as saying that G-torsors on X are objects of the
fiber10 of the coinvariants functor (−)G ∶ LModG (X) → X at X ∈ X. By the equivalence of Gactions with morphisms to BG, the ∞-category TorsG (X) is equivalent to11 MapX (X, BG) and
in particular forms a space (i.e. an ∞-groupoid). This may be viewed as a universal property for
BG: it comes equipped with a canonical morphism ∗ → BG such that for any object X ∈ X and
G-torsor P on X, there exists an essentially unique morphism X → BG for which the diagram
P

/∗


X


/ BG

is a pullback square. The map ∗ → BG is therefore the universal G-torsor in X. We may also
derive a universal property for coinvariants inside the ∞-topos.
Proposition 1.2.5. Let V ∈ LModG (X) be an object with a G-action. For any X ∈ X there is a
natural equivalence
MapX (X, VG ) ≃ TorsG (X) ×LModG (X) LModG (X)/V .
That is to say, a morphism X → VG corresponds to a G-torsor P on Y together with a G-equivariant
morphism P → V.
Proof. Given a morphism X → VG , we may pull back the G-torsor V → VG to obtain a G-torsor
P → X, fitting into a diagram
/V
/∗
P

X


/ VG


/ BG

in which all squares are pullback squares. Such a diagram is uniquely determined by its lower left
horizontal arrow, so the space of pullback diagrams of this form is equivalent to MapX (X, VG ).
Conversely suppose we are given a G-torsor P on X and a G-equivariant map P → V . This in
particular defines as a morphism P → X ×VG V of G-torsors over X, and since we have seen that Gtorsors over a given space form an ∞-groupoid, this morphism must be an equivalence. Therefore
the data in question may be encoded as the same pullback diagram as depicted above.

For any “point” of X, which is to say a morphism x ∶ ∗ → X in X, denoting a pullback of a
morphism P → X along x by x∗ P, we have a pair of pullbacks squares
x∗ P

∗

x

/P

/∗


/X


/ BG

in which the outer square is consequently also a pullback square and so x∗ P ≃ ΩBG ≃ G. This
might be expressed by saying that the fiber of the G-torsor over every point of X is equivalent to
G. The analogy with classical principal G-bundles may be still more strengthened by the following
result.
Proposition 1.2.6. Let P be a G-torsor on X. There exists an effective epimorphism U → X
such that there is an equivalence P ×X U ≃ G × U of G-torsors on U.
10For a formalization of what a fiber of a functor (at least a coCartesian fibration) between ∞-categories should
be, please consult the unstraigthening construction as sketched in subsection A.1.14 of the Appendix, or HTT for
a comprehensive treatment.
11Applying π to this equivalence, we recover a variant of the classical result that the first cohomology H1 (X; G) ≃
0
π0 MapX (X, BG) classifies equivalence classes of principal G-bundles on X.
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Proof. Examine the commutative cube
/P

Y


P



/X

G


/∗
 
/ BG

 
∗

in X, all the faces of which are pullback squares. It follows by examining the faces which include the
initial vertex Y that said vertex may be expressed as a fibered product in two ways: P ×X P ≃ G×P.
Comparing say the front and the back (or the left and the right) faces of the cube, we may infer that
this is an equivalence of G-torsors between the pullback of the G-torsor P along the map P → X
and the trivial G-torsor on P . Since we already know that P → X is an effective epimorphism, it
follows that any G-torsor is locally trivial.

Remark 1.2.7. Note that unlike in the classical 1-categorical theory of principal bundles, we did
not need to specify the local triviality in the definition of an ∞-categorical torsor, but it instead
followed from the other conditions. Since local triviality amounts to freeness of the action, we may
rephrase this as saying that, in the ∞-categorical world, every group action is automatically free.
Remark 1.2.8. The precise meaning of “local” here depends on the underlying Grothendieck
topology. This may seem like a tautology, since we are discussing G-torsors in the context of a fixed
∞-topos X. However in practice it often happens that we are working with a variety of topologies on
the same site simultaneously (e.g. the menagerie of topologies on algebro-geometric sites associated
to schemes, such as Zariski, étale, fppf, fpqc, smooth, étale lisse, Nisnevich, etc.) and it is important
to keep track of locally in which topology does a given torsor admit a trivialization. It is the norm
in algebraic geometry, following SGA3, to use the unrestricted terminology of G-torsors for torsors
with respect to the fpqc topology.
Let us turn to the formation of associated bundles. Recall that classically, say in differential
geometry, this is a construction which takes a principal G-bundle on X and a representation of the
structure group G on a vector space V , and returns a vector bundle on X. Informally it attaches
to each point of X a copy of V along the fiber of the principal bundle, isomorphic to a copy of G,
along the “gluing data” of the given representation.
Definition 1.2.9. Given objects X, V ∈ X, we define a V -fiber bundle over X to be a morphism
E → X in X such that there exists an effective epimorphism U → X for which E ×X U ≃ V × U .
We call such an effective epimorphism a local trivialization for E over U .
Suppose that V is the underlying object of a G-action. Given any G-torsor P on X, we may
define its associated V -fiber bundle to be
P ×G V ∶= (P × V )G ,
where the product P × V is formed in LModG (X).
Proposition 1.2.10. With notation as in the preceding discussion, the canonical morphism P ×G
V → X is a V -fiber bundle.
Proof. Recall the equivalence of G-torsors on X with X/BG given by P ↦ PG . It follows that the
product of G-torsors may be formed on the level of coinvariants as the product in the overcategory
X/BG . The latter product is nothing but fibered product in X, which means that
P ×G V ≃ (P × V )G ≃ PG ×BG VG ≃ X ×BG VG
are equivalences of objects over BG. It follows from this that there exists a commutative cube
/V
Y
P



/∗




P ×G V
 
X

 
/ BG
9


/ VG

in X, all faces of which are pullback squares. Considering the arrow from the initial vertex Y to P,
we may see that it is at once a pullback of P ×G V → X along the effective epimorphism P → X, as
well as the product P × V made into an object in X/P by the projection on the first factor. Hence
P ×G V trivializes over P and is consequently a V -fiber bundle over X.

In light of Proposition 1.2.10, the associated bundle construction P ↦ P ×G V defines a functor
from TorsG (X) to the ∞-category12 FibV (X) of V -fiber bundles on X.
Conversely suppose we have any object V ∈ X. Let Aut(V ) denote its automorphism object,
defined by the universal property that for any G ∈ Mongp (X) there is a natural equivalence
MapMongp (X) (G, Aut(V )) ≃ ModG (X) ×X {V }.
That is to say, Aut(V ) represents actions on V . Setting G ≃ Aut(V ) in the above universal
property, we see that V admits a canonical Aut(V )-action corresponding to the identity map on
Aut(V ). With respect to this action, the associated fiber bundle construction defines a functor from
the ∞-category of Aut(V )-torsors on X to the ∞-category of V -fiber bundles on X. By [27, Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 4.1], this functor induces an equivalence on the maximal ∞-groupoids13.
This is analogous to the classical statement, say in differential geometry, that isomorphism classes
of principal GLn -bundles are in canonical bijection with the isomorphism classes of rank n vector
bundles.
A standard description of the (homotopy) inverse to the associated bundle construction is the
following: given an V -bundle E on X, we may define a functor Isom(V, E) ∶ (X/X )op → S by sending
U → X to MapX/U (V × U, E ×X U )≃ , the space of trivializations of the V -fiber bundle E over U. It
may be checked that this functor is a sheaf on the ∞-topos X/X and since Proposition SAG.1.3.1.6
shows that Shv(X/X ) ≃ X/X . The functor Isom(V, E) is therefore representable by an object
P ∈ X/X . Given af local trivialization of the V -bundle E, we see that Isom(V, E)(U ) ≃ Aut(V × U ),
exhibiting an Aut(V )-action locally on P. Thus P is an Aut(U )-torsor on X.
Remark 1.2.11. The subtle point raised in Remark 1.2.8, of having to be precise about which
Grothendieck topology we are taking torsors with respect to, will not be important for our applications in this thesis. This is because we will only be considering G-torsors for G some sort of
analogue of the multiplicative group scheme Gm . Since Gm ≃ Aut(A1 ), such torsors are equivalent to appropriate analogues of line bundles by the associated bundles construction. Line bundles
admit trivializations Zariski-locally, thus the same follows for Gm -torsors, despite the fact that we
might have started out with Gm -torsors with respect to fpqc topology or any other of the myriad
of much finer topologies.
Example 1.2.12. In this particular case, we may describe a (homotopy) inverse to the associated
bundle construction somewhat more explicitly than by using Isom. Suppose we are given a line
bundle L, on an ordinary scheme14 X, which is by definition a morphism of schemes L → X such
that for a small enough open subscheme U ⊆ X we have L∣U ≃ A1U . Since because being affine
is a local property, it follows that L → X is an affine morphism. That means that there exists a
12The way we have defined V -principal bundles on X makes them slightly clumsy, if straightforward, to organize
into an ∞-category. This is because while a effective epimorphism over which the fiber bundle trivializes must be
specified as part of the data, it is also clear that various such effective epimorphism may exhibit the same vector
bundle. This may be done explicitly but turns out to be quite tedious. Perhaps the most elegant way around is to
use classifying objects inside an ∞-topos, as indicated in Section 4.1 of [27]. Alternatively, in the algebro-geometric
contexts which we will be working with in the remainder of this thesis, fiber bundles will always be (certain variants
of) vector bundles. As such they may be identified with particular sorts of quasi-coherent sheaves, and the ∞category of bundles is equivalent to the full subcategory of the ∞-category of quasi-coherent sheaves spanned by
vector bundles.
13This is the optimal statement. In particular, we can not expect this functor to be an equivalence of ∞categories, because in contrast to G-torsors, the ∞-category of V -fiber bundles may admit non-invertible morphisms.
An example from algebraic geometry is the inclusion IY → OX of the ideal sheaf of a prime divisor Y on a scheme
X.
14This also work word-for-word the same for any Deligne-Mumford stack. But since we are using X to denote an
∞-topos and X an object of X in this section, and if we were to apply the result here for a Deligne-Mumford stack,
we should in accordance with its role as an object in a big topos denote it X. However in the rest of this thesis
we adhere to the common convention that, when dealing with algebro-geometric objects, a (potentially spectral)
scheme are denoted by X, Y, Z, etc. while a (potentially spectral) Deligne-Mumford stacks are denoted X, Y, Z, etc.
In order to avoid breaking either of these two notational conventions, we rather choose to state the result only for
a scheme so that we may denote it X with no hard feelings.
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quasi-coherent sheaf of commutative OX -algebras A together with an isomorphism L ≃ SpecX A
of schemes over X. The isomorphism L∣U ≃ A1U is equivalent to an isomorphism of OX -algebras
A∣U ≃ OU [t], and so there exists a quasi-coherent sheaf L on X for which L∣U ≃ OU and15 A ≃
Sym∗OX (L). The local triviality condition on L is easily seen to be equivalent to invertibility, thus
L is equivalently an invertible quasi-coherent sheaf of OX -modules. We have recovered the classical
equivalence between line bundles and invertible sheaves. To obtain an Gm -torsor on X, set
P ≃ SpecX ⊕ L⊗n
n∈Z

(geometrically this corresponds to cutting out the zero section in L). The local isomorphism
L∣U ≃ OU extends to P ∣U ≃ Gm,U and through these equivalence we may define a Gm -action on
P by locally setting it to be the multiplication of the group scheme Gm . It can be shown that
PGm ≃ X and so P is the Gm -torsor corresponding to the line bundle L.
1.3. Parametrized objects. After the pleasant digression of the previous section, which will only
pay off a little later, let us now get to business of graded objects. Before trying to tackle graded
E∞ -rings, the spectral analogue of graded commutative rings, it seems reasonable to first try to
work out the spectral analogue of graded abelian groups. Classically an I-graded abelian group for
a fixed index set I is defined to be an abelian group A together with a direct sum decomposition
A = ⊕i∈I Ai into subgroups Ai of A and no further conditions. Actually the direct sum appearing
in this definition is a red herring, since homomorphisms of I-graded abelian groups are required
to preserve each grading piece. That means that an I-graded abelian group is equivalently the
family {Ai }i∈I of abelian groups, and the category of I-graded abelian group is nothing but the
I-th power of the category of abelian groups, i.e. AbI ≃ ∏i∈I Ab. Observe also that there is no
reason to be working with abelian groups - indeed it makes sense to talk about CI as the category
of I-graded objects for any category C.
In the ∞-categorical setting, the roles classically assigned to sets tend to be taken on by spaces.
Therefore we may look for a notion of X-graded objects in an arbitrary ∞-category C and a fixed
space X. It seems misguided to define them just as families of objects labeled by points of X,
since this fails to take into account any topological properties of the space. For an ∞-category C,
a parametrized object C of C over X (changing terminology away from graded to conform with
the rich homotopy-theoretic literature on this topic) should consist of a family of objects Cx ∈ C
for every point x ∈ X which varies functorially when x traverses a curve in X, and then these
functorialities should be related to one another if they are obtained by x traversing the boundary
of a 2-simplex embedded into X, etc. Said intuition is very much akin to the classical notion of a
local system with values in C. The machinery of ∞-categories allows us to formalize this idea very
easily.
Definition 1.3.1. Let X be a space and C an ∞-category. Then the ∞-category of parametrized
objects in C over X is defined to be CX ∶= Fun (X, C).
Remark 1.3.2. Here we are identifying the space X with the ∞-groupoid which could alternatively
conceivable be denoted π≤∞ X. This is in accordance with our conventions, since we perceive both
objects as the simplicial set Sing● X, the singular complex of X if it were to mean a topological
space instead of simply a Kan complex.
A comprehensive account of parametrized homotopy theory is given in [25], though with slightly
different choice of foundations and technicalities. Instead we choose to primarily follow the exposition of [1], since its unapologetic reliance on ∞-categories is well attuned to our own.
Remark 1.3.3. The ∞-categorical structure of CX is not that far from that of C. It is a functor
∞-category and as such all of its limits and colimits are formed object-wise. In particular, CX is
(co)complete if and only if C is.
Example 1.3.4. In accordance with the above definition, the ∞-category of parametrized spectra
over X is
SpX = Fun (X, Sp) ≃ Sp(SX ),
15Recall that this discussion is taking place in the realm of classical algebraic geometry. In the remainder of the
paper, the notation Sym∗O will be reserved for the ∞-categorical free E∞ -algebra, but here we mean simply the
X

usual symmetric algebra sheaf.
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where we have used that stabilization of a functor ∞-category always consists of functors into the
stabilization of the codomain. Hence parametrized spectra can also be defined as the stabilization
of parametrized spaces, a plausible alternative definition.
Example 1.3.5. Recall that any presheaf is a colimit of representables, and since S is a presheaf
∞-category over the trivial ∞-category ∆0 , we obtain that X ≃ lim
{x}. When C is the ∞Ð→x∈X
category of spaces S, this formula implies that
SX = Fun (lim {x}, S) ≃ lim Fun ({x}, S) ≃ lim S/{x} ≃ S/X
Ð→
←Ð
←Ð
x∈X

x∈X

x∈X

and so parametrized spaces over X coincide with the usual notion of spaces over X. Such a global
trivialization condition does not hold for more general ∞-categories.
Example 1.3.6. Let us apply the previous example to the case when X ≃ BG is the connected
delooping, or classifying space, or a grouplike E1 -space X. Then according to section 1.2, there is
an equivalence
SBG ≃ S/BG ≃ LModG (S)
between the ∞-category of parametrized spaces over BG and G-equivariant spaces, which is to say
actions of G-actions in S.
Example 1.3.7. Let G be a finite group, or more generally any grouplike E1 -space. If BG as usual
denotes the delooping or classifying space of G, then BG-parametrized objects of an ∞-category
C are what might be called G-actions in C. Example 1.3.6 testifies that this terminology agrees
with that of section 1.2 when taking S ≃ C. Though no such description is afforded by section 1.2
for an arbitrary ∞-category C, the ∞-category CBG still admits another perhaps more familiar
description.
Since BG has a contractible space of objects as an ∞-category (for a group G this may be seen
either by the classical construction of BG as a quotient of a contractible space by a free G-action,
or by constructing a simplicial or cellular model for BG with only a single 0-simplex or 0-cell).
so the G-action determines an essentially unique object C ∈ C as the image of its object functor.
This is also the underlying object in C of the the BG-parametrized object. For a fixed object C ∈ C,
there are natural equivalences
CBG ×C {C} ≃ Fun ∗ (BG, C/C ) ≃ MapS≥1
(BG, (C/C )≃ ) ≃ Fun Alggp
(S) (G, AutC (C)).
∗
E
1

Here C≃ is the underlying space, or (under the identification of spaces with ∞-groupoids) the
maximal subgroupoid, of the ∞-category C. Since BG is a space and since both it and (C/C )≃ are
connected, this accounts for the second equivalence. The third equivalence is obtained by applying
gp
the loop space functor Ω, which induces the classical equivalence of S≥1
∗ ≃ AlgE1 (S) connecting
grouplike E1 -spaces and loop spaces. We have also taken into account that ΩBG ≃ G and that
Ω((C/C )≃ ) can be identified with the space AutC (C) of automorphism of the object C in C, its
grouplike E1 -structure induced by composition. Therefore a BG-parametrized object in C with
underlying object C is equivalent to a map G → AutC (C) of grouplike E1 -spaces. In particular,
when G is a finite group, SpBG may be identified with the ∞-category of naive or Borel equivariant
spectra.
Remark 1.3.8. In the preceding example, when C is an ∞-category different from spaces, even
if it is an ∞-topos, we can no longer expect to be able to express G-actions as discussed there in
the context of section 1.2. This is because in said section we only considered actions of objects
on objects of the same ∞-topos. There is however something we can say: as explained at the
end of subsection A.2.7 of the Appendix, every cocomplete ∞-category, and in particular every
presentable ∞-category, is naturally tensored over spaces. Interpreting modules with respect to
that tensoring, the equivalence
CBG ≃ LModG (C)
becomes valid for an arbitrary cocomplete ∞-category C and grouplike E∞ -space X.
Remark 1.3.9. The naive parametrized objects are not always the correct notions to consider
when trying to transplant usual notions into a parametrized context over general base spaces. For
instance, the correct analogue of pointed spaces in parametrized homotopy theory is obtained by
considering the pointed objects of parametrized spaces
(SX )∗ ≃ (S/X )∗ ≃ SX//X ,
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equivalently the ∞-category of retractive spaces, also called ex-spaces in [25]. An object of SX//X
consists of a space Y together with a pair of maps s ∶ X → Y and p ∶ Y → X which together
compose to the identity map on X. When X is not a point, this is not equivalent to the ∞category (S∗ )X = Fun (X, S∗ ), which itself turns out to be equivalent to SX . Notice that this could
not possibly be a correct notion of parametrized pointed spaces, as the latter ∞-category is not
even pointed.
A map of spaces f ∶ X → Y induces a functor f ∗ ∶ CY → CX between the ∞-categories
parametrized objects by composition on the right. That is to say, a parametrized object C ∶ Y → C
f

C

is sent to X Ð
→Y Ð
→ C. Let C now be a presentable ∞-category. Since f ∗ preserves both limits
and colimits, the adjoint functor theorem (Corollary HTT.5.5.2.9) ensures that it possesses a left
and right adjoint, which we will denote f! and f ∗ respectively. These functors boast a variety of
compatibility condition, perhaps must notably the Beck-Chevalley (or base-change) property. That
is the assertion that for any pullback square of spaces
X

g′

f′


Y′

g

/X

/Y

f

the canonical map f!′ ○ g ′∗ → g ∗ ○ f! , induced by adjunction from the equivalence g ′∗ ○ f ∗ ≃ f ′∗ ○ g ∗
that exhibits functoriality of parametrized spectra with respect to commutativity of the square in
question, is an equivalence.
Remark 1.3.10. The functoriality of parametrized object may be expressed in terms of Kan
extensions. With notation as above, the usual way of expressing Kan extensions as adjunctions
allows us to recognize f! C and f∗ C as the respective left and right Kan extension of the functor
C ∶ X → C along the map f ∶ X → Y , considered as a functor by the virtue of identifying spaces
with ∞-groupoids. This may be depicted as


Y,

⇒

f

/C
?

C

X
f


Y,

f! C

⇒

C

X

/C
?
f∗ C

where a bold arrows indicates the existence of a universal natural transformation. Since precomposing with f gives the functor f ∗, these universal natural transformations are C → f ∗ f! C and
f ∗ f∗ C → C, giving the unit and the counit of the respective adjunction of f! and f∗ with f ∗ .
Example 1.3.11. Let x ∈ X be a point. It (or better its path-connected component) corresponds
to a map ix ∶ ∆0 → X. It follows from Remark 1.3.10 that there is a natural equivalence
i∗x C ≃ Cx ,
where Cx denotes the value of the functor C ∶ X → C at the object x ∈ X. As consequence we
see that the value Cx is naturally equivalent for all x ∈ X that belong to the same connected
component, realizing analogy with local systems. To obtain a theory of C-valued sheaves on X,
for which the value of stalks is free to change locally, we must in accordance with HTT instead
consider functors Op(X)op → C from the opposite of the poset of open subsets of X (and these
functors are required to satisfy a variant of the sheaf condition).
Example 1.3.12. Let r ∶ X → ∆0 be the terminal map, i.e. the constant projection onto a point
(we shall reserve r to denote such a map in the rest of this text). Parametrized objects in C over
∆0 can be canonically identified with C itself, and so the functor r∗ ∶ C → CX associates an object
to the constant functor with value at that object, what is sometimes called the diagonal functor in
the category theory literature. Since colimits and limits can be defined as the respective left and
right adjoints to the diagonal functor, it follows that
r! C ≃ lim Cx ,
Ð→

r∗ C ≃ lim Cx .
←Ð

x∈X

x∈X
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Example 1.3.13. Let G be a finite group. Then CBG is the ∞-category of G-actions in C and the
functor r∗ ∶ C → CBG equips an object with the trivial G-action. The evaluation of the left adjoint
r! C on an object C ∈ CBG is denoted variously as CG and called the coinvariants of the action16.
The right adjoint r∗ C is usually denoted C G and called the invariants of the action.
For a subgroup H ⊆ G, the resulting map i ∶ BH → BG induces functors between the ∞categories of G-actions and H-actions, i∗ is called restriction, i! is induction and i∗ is coinduction.
When C ≃ Mod♡k is the category of vector spaces over a field k, these notions reclaim their usual
meanings in representation theory.
Remark 1.3.14. For a discrete representation V ∈ (Mod♡k )BG of a finite group G we have k-module
isomorphisms
πi (VG ) ≃ Hi (G; V ),
πi (V G ) ≃ H−i (G; V )
for all i ∈ Z, which shows that typically neither VG nor V G belong to Mod♡k , while none the less
the former is 0-truncated and the latter connective. These isomorphisms are nothing more than
a rephrasing of the standard observation that group homology is the left derived functor of the
(ordinary) coinvariants, while group cohomology is the right derived functor of the (ordinary)
invariants. In particular, ordinary (co)invariants may be obtained as π0 (VG ) and π0 (V G ).
Example 1.3.15. Let G be a grouplike E1 -space and BG its classifying space. We mentioned in
Example 1.3.6 that spaces parametrized over BG are equivalent to spaces with a G-action. Let
r ∶ BG → ∆0 be the terminal map to a point. As the notation and terminology introduced in
Example 1.3.13 indicates, then for any P ∈ SBG ≃ LModG (S) we have r! P ≃ PG and r! P ≃ P G ,
recovering coinvariants and invariants as studied in section 1.2. These of course coincide with
classical homotopy (co)invariants of spaces.
Remark 1.3.16. Let X be path-connected. Then let i ∶ ∆0 → X correspond to the inclusion
of some point x ∈ X, and observe that this morphism is unique up to homotopy. Let C be a
presentable stable ∞-category with a compact generator K. That means that if MapC (K, C) ≃ 0
for some C ∈ C, then C ≃ 0. Then the object i! K, the skyscraper with value K at point x, is a
compact generator for CX . Indeed, for any parametrized object X ∈ CX we have
MapCX (i! K, C) ≃ MapC (K, i∗ C) ≃ MapC (K, Cx ),
thus MapCX (i! K, C) is contractible if and only if Cx ≃ 0. Since X is path connected, this implies
that the functor C is identically equal to 0 on objects, but since MapC (0, 0) must be contractible by
the universal property of a zero object, it follows that C ≃ 0 the zero object in the ∞-category CX .
Then the recognition principle of Schwede-Shipley, see Section HA.7.1.2, implies that CX ≃ ModA
where A ≃ MapCX (i! K, i! K) comes equipped with an E∞ -ring structure (given by composition) by
the cited theorem of Schwede-Shipley.
Now let us restrict to the case when C ≃ ModR . In that case we may choose K ≃ R and from
the pullback square
Ωx X

p

p


∆0

/ ∆0
i

i


/X

we find by using the Beck-Chevalley property that
A ≃ MapModX
(i! R, i! R) ≃ MapModR (R, i∗ i! R) ≃ i∗ i! R ≃ p! p∗ R ≃ R[Ωx X].
R
Here R[Y ] ≃ R ⊗ Σ∞
+ Y denotes the R-module version of the suspension spectrum of a space Y, and
the final equivalence in the above chain will be established later that in the course of the proving
Corollary 1.4.7. We arrive at the description of parametrized R-modules over X as
ModX
R ≃ ModR[Ωx X] .
16Technically these are usually called the homotopy (co)invariants and homotopy fixed-points, homotopy quotient

resp. and common alternative notations include C hG and ChG , C/G, C/h G respectively. The qualifier “homotopy”
is often included to signify that these are the derived variants of the classical notions of the same name, as explained
in the remark.
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If we follow the previous two Remarks and view ModBG
for a finite group G as the spectral
R
incarnation of R-module representations of G, then the above equivalence reduces to
ModBG
R ≃ ModR[G] .
Restricting to discrete objects, when R is itself a commutative ring viewed as a discrete E∞ -ring,
we recover the classical equivalence between representations of G over R and modules over the
group algebra R[G].
1.4. Comonadic description of parametrized spectra. The goal in this section is to prove an
equivalence between the ∞-category of parametrized spectra and a certain comodule ∞-category.
This will be achieved in Theorem 1.4.4, but first we require a few preliminaries.
First let us fix some terminology and notation regarding the opposites of standard notions from
higher algebra. For a symmetric monoidal ∞-category C⊗ we define the ∞-category of commutative17 coalgebra objects to be cCAlg(C) ∶= (CAlg(Cop ))op . We will also occasionally encounter
the ∞-category of bialgebra objects bAlg(C) ∶= cCAlg(CAlg(C)) ≃ CAlg(cCAlg(C)), where the
equivalence is proved in [19, Corollary 3.3.4].
For a commutative coalgebra object C in C⊗ we define cModC (C) ∶= (ModC (Cop ))op to be the
∞-category of C-comodules. Though that is the context which we will primarily encounter, is may
easily be further generalized: if Mop is an ∞-category left-tensored over C⊗ , and A ∈ Alg(Cop ),
then the ∞-category of left A-comodules in M may be defined as cLModA (M) ∶= (LModA (Cop ))op .
Recall from SAG.B.3.4 that a functor F ∶ C → D is said to be comonadic if and only if F op ∶
op
C → Dop is monadic, that is to say if it admits a right adjoint G ∶ D → C and the canonical
functor C → cLModU (D), where U = F ○ G is the comonad of the adjunction, is an equivalence
of ∞-categories. If A ∈ Alg(Cop ) is a coalgebra object and U (D) ≃ A ⊗ D is an equivalence od
comonads, the comonadic structure on the right stemming from the coalgebra structure on A,
as will be the case in all the situations we will encounter, then there is a natural equivalence of
∞-categories cLModU (D) ≃ cLModA (D).
By reversing arrows, we may apply all the theory of modules and monadic functors developed
in HA to derive corresponding results on comonoids and comonadic functors. In particular we
have access to the celebrated ∞-categorical Barr-Beck theorem, also called the Barr-Beck-Lurie
theorem in [11], which we shall make use of repeatedly in the remainder of this chapter.
Lemma 1.4.1. Let F ∶ C → D be a comonadic functor of pointed presentable ∞-categories. Suppose
that its induced functor F̃ ∶ Sp(C) → Sp(D) possesses a right adjoint. Then F̃ is also comonadic.
Proof. The dual functor F op ∶ Cop → Dop is monadic, so by Example HA.4.7.4.10 the induced
functor Sp(Cop ) → Sp(Dop ) is monadic. Therefore it suffices to show that Sp(Cop )op ≃ Sp(C) for
any pointed ∞-category C. That can be inferred from the calculation
Ω

op

Ω

Σ

Σ

Sp(Cop )op ≃ ( lim(. . . Ð
→ Cop Ð
→ Cop )) ≃ lim(C Ð
→CÐ
→ . . . ) ≃ Sp(C),
←Ð
Ð→
where the last equivalence follows from (9) by the anti-equivalence PrR ≃ (PrL )op which, for a
pointed ∞-category such as C, takes Ω to Σ.

Let us say that a morphism f ∶ C → C ′ in a pointed presentable ∞-category C is a stable
equivalence if it is sent to an equivalence under Σ∞ ∶ C → Sp(C), i.e. if Σ∞ f ∶ Σ∞ C → Σ∞ C ′ is an
equivalence. If we were trying to work out Bousfield localization at a homology theory, which is in
what context this is set in [17], this would be localization at the sphere spectrum.
Lemma 1.4.2. Let F ∶ C → D be a functor of pointed presentable ∞-categories. Suppose that it
induces a functor F̃ ∶ Sp(C) → Sp(D), in the sense that Σ∞ ○ F ≃ F̃ ○ Σ∞ , which is conservative.
Then F preserves and reflects stable equivalences.
Proof. Let f be a morphism in C. First suppose that Σ∞ f is an equivalence. Since F induces
F̃ , it follows that Σ∞ F (f ) = F̃ (Σ∞ f ) is an equivalence in Sp(D). Conversely let F (f ) be an
equivalence. Now the same consideration shows that Σ∞ f is mapped by F̃ into an equivalence,
but because that functor is conservative, it follows that f is a stable equivalence.

17Here we are following Lurie’s terminological conventions from [19, Definition 3.1.1], as opposed to the perhaps

more common but clunkier name cocommutative coalgebra objects.
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Lemma 1.4.3. Let C be a pointed presentable ∞-category, and let S denote a subset of stable
equivalences in C. Then the localization functor L ∶ C → S −1 C induces an equivalence Sp(C) ≃
Sp(S −1 C).
Proof. Let D be a stable ∞-category. By the universal property of stabilization and localization,
the localization functor induces a functor L∗ ∶ FunL (Sp(S −1 C), D) ≃ FunL (S −1 C, D) → FunL (C, D)
which is fully faithful and its essential image contains those functors C → D which send all morphisms in S to equivalences. But since Σ∞ induces by universal property of stabilization an
equivalence FunL (C, D) ≃ FunL (Sp(C), D), it follows that L upon stabilization becomes essentially
surjective and hence an equivalence.

The following Theorem is a special case of [17, Theorem 5.2] and the proof we given is essentially
a transcription of the proof of [17, Theorem 3.1] given there.
Theorem 1.4.4 (Hess-Shipley). For any space X, the terminal map r ∶ X → ∆0 exhibits an
equivalence
SpX ≃ cModS[X] (Sp)
between parametrized spectra over X and S[X]-comodules.
Proof. Denote by r! ∶ SX//X → S∗ the base-change functor of retractive spaces, which sends a
s

p

→ X over X to the pointed quotient space Y /s(X). It possesses a right
retractive space X Ð
→Y Ð
idX ×{y0 }

adjoint r∗ ∶ S∗ → SX//X , which associates to a based space (Y, y0 ) the retractive space X ÐÐÐÐÐ→
pr1

X × Y ÐÐ→ X. We can see that r! r∗ Y = X+ ∧ Y and that the comonad of the adjunction between r!
and r∗ is equivalent to wedging with X+ , its E∞ -coalgebra structure induced by the the symmetric
+
monoidal functor S Ð
→ S∗ since18 S ≃ cCAlg(S). Hence r! factors through a functor r! ∶ SX//X →
cModX+ (S∗ ), the previous r! given by post-composing with the forgetful functor cModX+ (S∗ ) → S∗ .
This forgetful functor induces a functor Sp(cModX+ (S∗ )) → Sp which is comonadic by Lemma 1.4.1
and exhibits the equivalence
Sp(cModX+ (S∗ )) ≃ cModS[X] (Sp).
Since the ∞-category of retractive spaces SX//X is the ∞-category of pointed objects of S/X ≃
Fun (X, S), its stabilization is the ∞-category SpX of parametrized spectra. Therefore the functor
r! ∶ SX//X → cModX+ (S∗ ) induces upon stabilization a functor r! ∶ SpX → cModS[X] (Sp) and we
will show that this is an equivalence of ∞-categories.
The functor r! ∶ SX//X → Sp induces between stabilizations a functor SpX → cModS[X] (Sp)
which we shall also call r! . It belongs to a factorization
SpX

/ cModS[X] (Sp)

r!

Sp

y

in which both of the functors to Sp are conservative (the right one because it is comonadic by
the easy part of Barr-Beck), hence r! is also. By Lemma 1.4.2, this means that r! ∶ SX//X → Sp
reflects and preserves stable equivalences, on account of which we will denote the sets of stable
equivalences in each of the two ∞-categories in question by Sst . With this notational convention,
−1
−1
we obtain an induced functor on localizations r! ∶ Sst
SX//X → Sst
cModX+ (S∗ ), which Lemma
1.4.3 ensures induces the same morphism upon stabilization as r! ∶ SX//X → cModX+ (S∗ ). We can

18Formally, this is just a consequence of the fact that we are considering the Cartesian symmetric monoidal
structure on S. Informally, it is just the assertion that for any space X the diagonal map ∆ ∶ X → X × X as
comultiplication and the terminal map r ∶ X → ∆0 as the counit define a commutative coalgebra structure on X.
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represent the current situation by the commutative diagram of ∞-categories
/ cModX (S∗ )
+

r!

SX//X
L

L

%
−1
Sst
SX//X

Σ∞
X

v
/ S −1 cModX (S∗ )
st
+

r!

Σ∞

Σ∞
X

Σ∞

 z
SpX

(

/ cModS[X] (Sp)

r!

and, since we wish to show that the bottom r! is an equivalence, it suffices to show that the middle
r! is. That we shall accomplish be finding a homotopy inverse. It shall come from a functor
r̃∗ ∶ cModX+ (S∗ ) → SX//X which we will show to both preserve and reflect morphisms in S, hence
descending to a functor on localizations.
Let α ∶ Y → X+ ∧ Y be the coaction map19 of an X+ -comodule Y and define r̃∗ (Y ) = Y ×X+ ∧Y
(X × Y ), where X × Y → (X × Y )/(X × {y0 }) = X+ ∧ Y is the usual quotient projection. To make
r̃∗ (Y ) into a retractive space over X, take s̃ ∶ X → r̃∗ (Y ) to be the map defined component-wise by
idX ×y0

r×y0

the maps X ≃ X ×{y0 } ÐÐ→ ∆0 ×Y ≃ Y and X ≃ X ×{y0 } ÐÐÐÐ→ X ×Y, while p̃ ∶ r̃∗ (Y ) → X is just
pr1
the composition of the structure map and the projection r̃∗ (Y ) → X × Y ÐÐ→ X. Diagramatically
that is
/ X × {y0 }
X
s̃

#
r̃∗ (Y )


/ X ×Y
p̃


{y0 }

"


/Y

X

pr1

z


/ X+ ∧ Y,

α

from which we may read off that p̃ ○ s̃ = idX , and so r̃∗ X is indeed a retractive space. Furthermore
the described construction is clearly functorial with respect to morphisms of X+ -comodules and
gives rise to a functor r̃∗ ∶ cModX+ (S∗ ) → SX//X . Since (X × Y )/(X × {y0 }) = X+ ∧ Y, the pointed
space r! r̃∗ (Y ) = r̃∗ (Y )/s(X) fits into a pullback square
r! r̃∗ (Y )

/ X+ ∧ Y


Y


/ X+ ∧ Y

idX+ ∧Y

α

and so r! r̃∗ (Y ) recovers Y, together with its coaction map α. Since the entire coalgebra structure
on Y is determined up to a contractible ambiguity by α, it follows that r! r̃∗ = id, when viewed as
an endofunctor on the ∞-category cModX+ (S∗ ).
Let f ∶ Y → Y ′ be a morphism in cModX+ (S∗ ). If f ∈ Sst , then r! r̃∗ (f ) = f implies, that r!
takes r̃∗ (f ) to Sst , and since r! reflects elements of Sst , it follows that r̃∗ (f ) ∈ Sst . That means
that f˜∗ preserves Sst . Conversely let f be such that r̃∗ (f ) ∈ Sst . Since r! preserves Sst , it follows
that f = r! r̃∗ (f ) ∈ Sst and so r̃∗ also reflects elements of Sst . Therefore it descends to a morphism
−1
−1
r̃∗ ∶ Sst
cModX+ (S∗ ) → Sst
SX//X . To complete the proof, we must show that r̃∗ r! ≃ id as an
−1
endofunctor on Sst
SX//X .
19Observe that, up to a lot of homotopies exhibiting higher coherences, the coaction map determines the entire
comodule structure. Since the structures in question admit obvious strictly associative and strictly commutative
models, it follows that (at least in those particular models) all those higher coherences collapse to a few classical
checkable conditions (no longer additional structure, now only conditions) on the coaction map. That is why it
makes sense to base this proof around coaction maps.
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To be able to do that, we must investigate the X+ -comodule structure on r! Y for a given
p
s
retractive space X Ð
→Y Ð
→ X. The underlying space of the comodule is r! Y = Y /s(X), while the
coaction map is induced by the universal property of quotients as the unique pointed map of spaces
to make the diagram
/ Y ×Y

∆

Y

Y /s(X)

p×idY

/ X ×Y


/ X+ ∧ Y /s(X)

α

commute. That this makes r! Y into an X+ -comodule follows from p ○ s = idX . Comparing this
diagram to the definition of r̃∗ , we see that there is a canonical map ε ∶ Y → r̃∗ r! Y forming a
commutative diagram
Y
(p×idY )○∆

ε


r̃∗ r! Y

z
r! Y o

%
/ X ×Y

α

#
y
X+ ∧ Y
in which the bottom triangle-shaped square is a pullback square. From this diagram and the
definition of s̃, we may infer that the map r! ε ∶ r! Y → r! r̃∗ r! Y = (r̃∗ r! Y )/s̃(X) is an equivalence20,
and so by the virtue of r! reflecting elements of Sst , we conclude that ε ∈ Sst and so induces an
−1
equivalence in Sst
SX//X .

Remark 1.4.5. At first glance, it might seem tempting to pursue a different proof to Theorem 1.4.4
than the one we had just given. Namely, we can observe that the colimit functor r! ∶ Fun (X, S) → S
is comonadic and exhibits the equivalence Fun (X, S) ≃ cModX (S). Stabilizing the left hand side
gives Fun (X, Sp) ≃ SpX and one might expect the right hand side to stabilize to cModS[X] (Sp).
This however isn’t the case. Using the equivalence Fun (X, S) ≃ S/X , it becomes clear that the
second stabilization is in fact the stabilization of SX//X , the ∞-category of retractive spaces over
X. Thus we are forced to take base-points into account (another point of view of this phenomenon
is that Lemma 1.4.1 fails dramatically for non-pointed ∞-categories) and we are confronted with
the functor r! ∶ SX//X → S∗ that we used in the proof. One might still expect that our proof could
be improved upon by showing that this r! is comonadic, but this again isn’t possible. It is shown
in [17, Remark 2.1.2] that the adjunction r! ∶ SX//X ⇄ cModX+ (S∗ ) ∶ r∗ is not an equivalence. It
only becomes such after localizing at stable equivalences, as we have proved above.
The above proof of Theorem 1.4.4 doesn’t just establish that parametrized spectra over X
coincide with S[X]-comodules, it also shows that the map r! ∶ SpX → Sp is comonadic. This can
be exploited.
Lemma 1.4.6. Let the functor F ∶ C → D between presentable ∞-categories be conservative and
preserve colimits and totalizations. Let X be a space, r ∶ X → ∆0 the terminal map, and let the
induced functor r! ∶ DX → D be comonadic. Then the functor r! ∶ CX → C is also comonadic.
Proof. Due to F preserving colimits, we have a commutative diagram of ∞-categories
CX
r!C


C

F∗

/ DX
r!D

F


/D

in which r!C and r!D denote the respective functor r! , and F∗ denoted the functor of composing with
F on the left. By construction r!C possesses a right adjoint in r∗ and so in order to establish its
comonadicity, Barr-Beck instructs us to show that it is conservative and that it preserves r!C -split
totalizations. Therefore firstly, let f be a morphism in CX for which r!C ○ f is an equivalence.
20We already know that r r̃ ∗ r Y ≃ r Y since r̃ ∗ is a right inverse to r , however it is not clear from that why this
!
!
!
!

particular map r! ε should be an equivalence.
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Then so is F ○ r!C ○ f ≃ r!D ○ F∗ ○ f and due to r!D being conservative by Barr-Beck and F∗ being
conservative because F is, it follows that f is an equivalence. Thus r!C is indeed conservative.
Secondly, let U● be a r!C -split cosimplicial object of CX . Since any functor preserves splitness,
then F∗ ○U● is a r!D -split cosimplicial object of DX and hence by comonadicity of r!D and Barr-Beck,
the totalization of F∗ ○ U● is preserved by r!D . By assumption, F and by extension F∗ commute
with totalizations and so we obtain
F (r!C (Tot(U● ))) ≃ r!D (F∗ (Tot(U● ))) ≃ Tot(r!D ○ F∗ ○ U● ) ≃ Tot(F ○ r!C ○ U● ) ≃ F (Tot(r!C ○ U● )).
Since F is conservative, it follows that the canonical morphism r!C (Tot(U● )) → Tot(r!C ○ U● ) is an
equivalence.

Corollary 1.4.7. For any E∞ -ring R and any space X, the terminal map r ∶ X → ∆0 exhibits an
equivalence
ModX
R ≃ cModR[X] (ModR ).
Proof. By the results of Section HA.4.2.3 (or because it possesses both a left and right adjoint),
the forgetful functor ModR → Sp preserves all colimits and all limits, including totalizations, and
it is clearly conservative. We know by Theorem 1.4.4 that r! ∶ SpX → Sp, which when viewing
parametrized spectra as Fun (X, Sp) is given by the colimit functor, is comonadic. Now we may
invoke Lemma 1.4.6 to conclude that r! ∶ ModX
R → ModR is also comonadic. It remains to determine
the comonad.
Since smash product and the suspension spectrum functors both preserve colimits, and because
any space is equivalent to the colimit of its points, the calculation
r! r∗ M ≃ lim M ≃ lim M ⊗R R[{x}] ≃ M ⊗R R[X]
Ð→
Ð→
x∈X

x∈X

for an arbitrary M ∈ ModR shows that the comonad defined by r! and r∗ is given on the level of
the underlying functor by tensoring with the suspension R-module R[X] ≃ R ⊗ S[X] and has its
comonad structure induced by the commutative comonoid structure of X in S.

Remark 1.4.8. Let G be a finite group and X = BG. Then we have by Remark 1.3.16 and
Corollary 1.4.7 three different ways of expressing equivalently Borel G-equivariant R-modules:
ModBG
R ≃ ModR[G] ≃ cModR[BG] (ModR ).
The second one is classical and akin to the statement that representations of G over R coincide with
modules over the group algebra R[G]. The third one is the dual statement and is less well-known,
probably due to the fact that its formulation requires the topological gadget BG and is therefore
invisible from the point of view of classical representation theory.
Remark 1.4.9. The proof of Corollary 1.4.7 that we have given is quite indirect, seeing how
it relies on the Barr-Beck theorem. Let us offer a slightly more direct description of some of
the structure involved, though this really involves little more than looking under the hood of the
Barr-Beck machine.
Given an M ∈ ModX
R , which we will interpret as an X-graded R-module, but is in fact nothing
more than a functor M ∶ X → ModR , let us offer a more direct description of the corresponding
R[X]-comodule object in ModR . The underlying object of this comodule will be the R-module
r! M , while the rest of its structure is determined by a coaction morphism r! M → r! M ⊗R R[X] ≃
(r! M )[X] together with the maps exhibiting the various coherences this coaction morphism is
∗
∗
supposed to satisfy. The adjunction r! ∶ ModR → ModX
R ∶ r induces a unit morphism M → r r! M .
∗
Since we have seen in the course of proving Corollary 1.4.7 that r! r N ≃ N [X] for any R-module
N, applying r! to that morphism yields a map r! M → r! r∗ r! M ≃ (r! M )[X] in ModR and this is
the coaction morphism.
Conversely let M be an R[X]-comodule in ModR . This means there is again a coaction morphism α ∶ M → M [X] satisfying various coherences. The value Mx of the corresponding functor
X → ModR at a point (i.e. object of the ∞-groupoid) x ∈ X is determined by a pullback square
/ M [{x}]

Mx

M

α
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/ M [X]

in the ∞-category of R-modules, where the right vertical arrow is induced by the inclusion {x} ↪ X.
1.5. Day convolution and graded E∞ -rings. In the presence of an E∞ -structure on X, we can
also derive conclusions about commutative algebras. We first need some preliminaries.
First, let us review Glasman’s ∞-categorical Day convolution product. Let C⊗ and D⊗ be two
symmetric monoidal ∞-categories, such that D possesses all colimits and the functor ⊗ ∶ D×D → D
preserves them in each variable separately. Then [13] establishes the existence of a symmetric
monoidal ∞-category Fun (C, D)⊗ called the Day convolution product structure, with the underlying
∞-category Fun (C, D) and determined uniquely (as always, up to a contractible space of choices)
by the conditions that:
(a) The functor ⊗ ∶ Fun (C, D) × Fun (C, D) → Fun (C, D) preserves colimits in each variable
separately.
(b) The functor j ∶ Cop × D → Fun (C, D), given for any C, C ′ ∈ C and D ∈ D by
j(C, D)(C ′ ) ∶= MapC (C, C ′ ) ⊗ D,
where ⊗ on the right hand side denotes the usual tensoring of the ∞-category D over the
Cartesian symmetric monoidal ∞-category of spaces, is symmetric monoidal.
One of the distinguishing features of the Day convolution structure, proved by Glasman in [13,
Proposition 2.12], is a natural equivalence
(2)

CAlg(Fun (C, D)) ≃ AlgC (D)

between commutative algebras for the Day convolution product and symmetric monoidal functors
between the respective symmetric monoidal ∞-categories.
Remark 1.5.1. The functor j appearing in condition (b) above is supposed to be some sort of
analogue of the Yoneda embedding. Indeed, for the Day convolution structure on the presheaf ∞category P(C) ≃ Fun (Cop , S), where S is equipped with its Cartesian symmetric monoidal structure,
condition (b) reduces to symmetric monoidality of the usual Yoneda embedding j ∶ C → P(C). In
this particular case, Day convolution was considered already by Lurie in Section HA.4.8.1 and
serves as a crucial step in the construction of the tensor product of presentable ∞-categories.
Remark 1.5.2. Just as in the case of the classical Day convolution product of symmetric monoidal
categories, the ∞-categorical Day convolution product of two functors F, G ∶ C → D may be
F ×G

⊗D

identified with the left Kan extension of the external product C × C ÐÐ→ D × D ÐÐ→ D along
⊗C
C × C Ð→ C. A more explicit object-wise description may be obtained from condition (a) above:
for any C ∈ C, we may express
(F ⊗ G)(C) ≃

lim
Ð→

F (C1 ) ⊗D G(C2 ),

C1 ⊗C C2 →C

justifying the terminology by making the analogy with convolution transparent.
Example 1.5.3. Let M ∈ CMon(Set) be an ordinary associative commutative monoid. The
embedding Set → S has a left adjoint in the functor π0 , and is as such symmetric monoidal with
respect to Cartesian structures. It follows that M may be regarded as a discrete E∞ -space. For
any ∞-category, the equivalence Fun (M, C) ≃ Fun (∐m∈M {m}, C) ≃ ∏m∈M C allows us to identify
functors M → C with families {Cm }m∈M of objects Cm ∈ C. If C⊗ is symmetric monoidal and
its operation preserves colimits, the above formula for the Day convolution product takes on the
particularly simple form
′
(C ⊗ C ′ )m ≃
∐ Cm1 ⊗ Cm2 .
m1 +m2 =m

Thus Day convolution corresponds to the usual multiplication of graded objects. Specializing
further by choosing C⊗ ≃ Ab⊗ to be the (nerve of the) ordinary symmetric monoidal category of
abelian groups with the tensor product, Day convolution is just the ordinary tensor product of
graded abelian groups,
(A ⊗ A′ )m =
⊕ Am 1 ⊗ Am 2 .
m1 +m2 =m

Example 1.5.3 reveals why we are interested in the Day convolution product: in the theory of
spectra and E∞ -rings graded over an E∞ -spaces, it will play the role of the usual tensor product
of graded abelian groups and rings respectively.
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Example 1.5.4. Another illustrative case of the Day convolution product is when X is an E∞ space and we are considering parametrized spaces over X. We already know that these may be
viewed as functors SX ≃ Fun (X, S), and since the E∞ -structure on X as a space translates into
a symmetric monoidal structure on it as an ∞-groupoid, we are in a situation where we may use
the Day convolution product. Viewing parametrized spaces over X as generalized bundles via the
equivalence SX ≃ S/X , suppose we are given Y → X and Z → X. Then their Day convolution
product Y ⊗ Z → X has the underlying space Y × Z and the structure map
Y × Z → X × X → X.
Here the last arrow denotes the binary operation map of the E∞ -structure on X.
Lemma 1.5.5. Let C be a presentable ∞-category. Then there is a natural equivalence CX ≃
P(X) ⊗ C, where ⊗ here denotes the symmetric monoidal operation on presentable ∞-categories.
Proof. By the definition of the tensor product of presentable ∞-categories, we have
P(X) ⊗ C ≃ FunR (P(X)op , C) ≃ FunL (P(X), Cop )op Fun (X, Cop )op ≃ CX ,
where we used the anti-equivalence PrR ≃ (PrL )op for the second equivalence, and the universal
property of the presheaf ∞-category for the third one.

Proposition 1.5.6. Let f ∶ X → Y be a map of E∞ -spaces and C⊗ a symmetric monoidal ∞category for which the functor ⊗ ∶ C × C → C preserves colimits in each variable. If parametrized
spectra are equipped with the Day convolution symmetric monoidal structure, the functor f! ∶ CX →
CY extends to a symmetric monoidal functor, and its right adjoint f ∗ is lax symmetric monoidal. In
particular, they induce an adjunction on the ∞-categories of commutative algebras f! ∶ CAlg(CX ) ⇆
CAlg(CY ) ∶ f ∗ .
Proof. In light of the preceding lemma 1.5.5 and the axiomatic characterization of Day convolution,
it follows that the functor X ↦ (CX )⊗ , sending a space to the symmetric monoidal ∞-category of
spectra parametrized over it with the Day convolution, may be identified with the composition
P

−⊗C

S → Cat∞ Ð
→ PrL ÐÐ→ ModC (PrL ).
The first of this functors is symmetric monoidal due to the fact that both symmetric monoidal
structures are Cartesian and the functor, possessing a left adjoint C ↦ C≃ , preserves limits and
in particular products. That the second functor is symmetric monoidal is one of the axioms
characterizing Day convolution, and the third is symmetric monoidal because we have assigned its
codomain to be ∞-categories tensored over C, where C is the unit. Thus each of the functors above
is symmetric monoidal and so the same holds for their composite. On the level of morphisms,
this functor sends an E∞ -map f ∶ X → Y to the functor f! ∶ CX → CY for which it follows that
it is symmetric monoidal with respect to the Day convolution structure. Proposition SAG.2.5.5.1
now asserts that the right adjoint f ∗ ∶ Y → X is lax symmetric monoidal and Remark SAG.2.5.5.2
asserts the statement regarding commutative algebras.

Remark 1.5.7. Given a C and X as in the statement of Proposition 1.5.6, let us check by hand
that the functor r! ∶ CX → C induced by the terminal map r ∶ X → ∆0 , which is certainly a map of
E∞ -spaces, is compatible with the symmetric monoidal operation. Fix C, D ∈ CX and recall that the
Day convolution product may be explicitly computed by the formula (C ⊗ D)x ≃ lim
C ⊗ Dz .
Ð→y+z ≃ x y
Then we have a chain of natural equivalences
r! (C ⊗ D) ≃ lim (C ⊗ D)x ≃ lim lim Cy ⊗ Dz ≃ lim Cy ⊗ Dz ≃ lim Cy ⊗ lim Dz ≃ r! C ⊗ r! D,
Ð→
Ð→ y+z
Ð→≃ x
Ð→
Ð→
Ð→
x∈X

x∈X

y,z∈X

y∈X

z∈X

where the second equivalence from the right crucially depends on the assumption that the monoidal
operation in C⊗ preserves colimits in each variable separately. Likewise, for any A, B ∈ C and any
point x ∈ X, we have a canonical map
r∗ (A ⊗ B)x ≃ A ⊗ B → (A ⊗ B)[Ωx X] ≃ lim A ⊗ B ≃ lim r∗ (A)y ⊗ r∗ (B)z ≃ (r∗ A ⊗ r∗ B)x
Ð→
Ð→
x≃y+z
x ≃ y+z
determined by the constant loop at x, which exhibits the lax monoidality of r∗ .
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To see that the conclusion of Proposition 1.5.6 fails if we replace the Day convolution structure
with the naive symmetric monoidal structure on CX with (C ⊗ D)x ∶= Cx ⊗ Dx , observe that in
that case
r! (C ⊗ D) ≃ lim Cx ⊗ Dx → lim Cy ⊗ Dz ≃ r! C ⊗ r! D,
Ð→
Ð→
x∈X

y,z∈X

which is to say that r! is only lax symmetric monoidal. Its right adjoint r∗ on the other hand is
symmetric monoidal with respect to the naive monoidal structure.
Remark 1.5.8. Let X be an E∞ -space, C× a presentable symmetric monoidal ∞-category and
C ∈ CAlg(CX ) a commutative algebra object. Under the usual abuse of notation we donte the
underlying object of CX by C also. By the preceding discussion of the Day convolution product,
C being a commutative algebra object is equivalent to lax symmetric monoidality of the functor
C ∶ X → C. Therefore for an arbitrary point x ∈ X, we can not expect the object Cx ∈ C to come
with a commutative algebra structure, unless x = e is the unit of the E∞ -structure on X. In this
latter case, it is the monoidal unit for the symmetric monoidal structure on the ∞-groupoid X,
and as such the lax symmetric monoidal functor C exhibits that Ce ∈ CAlg(C).
Theorem 1.5.9. Let X be an E∞ -space and R an E∞ -ring. The functor r! ∶ CAlg(ModX
R) →
CAlgR is comonadic and exhibits the equivalence
CAlg (ModX
R ) ≃ cModR[X] (CAlgR ),
where commutative algebras on the left are taken with repsect to the Day convolution product on
ModX
R.
Proof. Just like in the proof of Corollary 1.4.7, the functor r! has an adjoint in r∗ and the comonad
of this adjunction is given by smashing E∞ -R-algebras with R[X]. This is indeed an E∞ -R-algebra
since the suspension R-module functor R[−] ≃ R ⊗ Σ∞
+ ∶ S → ModR is symmetric monoidal and as
such forced to send CMon to CAlgR .
It therefore remains only to show that the functor r! between commutative algebra objects
is comonadic. By applying the ∞-categorical Barr-Beck theorem, this reduces to proving that
the canonical functor is conservative and preserves certain limits, both conditions checkable on
the underlying ∞-categories (this is the content of Lemma HA.3.2.2.6 and Corollary HA.3.2.2.5),
i.e. by discarding the commutative algebra structure. Since we have already proved that the
underlying functor r! ∶ ModX
R → ModR is comonadic, Barr-Beck ensures that it must satisfy the
desired conditions and so we are done.

Remark 1.5.10. A point of some subtlety is where precisely the above argument breaks down
for the naive symmetric monoidal structure on ModX
R . After all, the functor r! is in that case
still lax symmetric monoidal and its adjoint r∗ is symmetric monoidal, so they do induce an
adjunction between commutative algebras. The answer is hidden in the fact that, according to
Remark HA.2.1.3.8, a symmetric monoidal functor f ∶ C⊗ → D⊗ is an equivalence of ∞-categories if
and only if its underlying functor f ∶ C → D is, while that is no longer true when f is only assumed
to be lax symmetric monoidal.
In the situation where X is an E∞ -space, the ∞-category of parametrized R-modules ModX
R
carries a symmetric monoidal structure given by the Day convolution product. The corresponding
operation on R[X]-comodules also admits a nice description. Let M, N ∈ cModR[X] (ModR ) be
two comodules with coaction maps α ∶ M → M [X] and β ∶ N → N [X]. If µ ∶ X × X → X is the
E∞ -operation on X, then the coaction map on M ⊗R N takes on the form
(M ⊗R N )[µ]

M ⊗R N → M [X] ⊗R N [X] ≃ (M ⊗R N )[X × X] ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ (M ⊗R N )[X].
Remark 1.5.11. This is an instance of the following more general construction. Let B be a
bicommutative bialgebra object in a symmetric monoidal ∞-category C. Recall from Proposition HA.4.7.2 that for any object M ∈ C there is a canonical equivalence ModB (C) ×C {M } ≃
MapAlg(C) (B, End(M )) where End(M ) ∈ Alg(C) is the endomorphism algebra of M in C. Since B
is a bialgebra, it possesses a comultiplication η ∶ B → B ⊗ B which is a morphism of algebras in C.
For a pair of B-modules M, N ∈ ModB (C), we may thus define a morphism of algebras
η

BÐ
→ B ⊗ B → End(M ) ⊗ End(N ) → End(M ⊗ N ),
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which equips M ⊗ N with a distinguished B-module structure. The right-most arrow in the above
string is induced by the compatibility of the symmetric monoidal structure ⊗ with composition in
C. This specializes to the discussion above by taking C = ModR with the relative tensor product,
B = S[X], and taking the opposite categories twice to take into account that cModS[X] (ModR ) ≃
op
ModS[X] (Modop
R ) .
It is Corollary 1.4.7 and Theorem 1.5.9 that we have been really after, since they establish the
equivalence of different candidates for graded modules and graded algebras in the spectral setting.
However we may also obtain the analogous relative results over a much more general base without
4additional effort.
Warning. From here on, we will quite freely use some notions from spectral algebraic geometry,
as developed in SAG. The reader may wish to consult section A.4 of the Appendix for a brief
summary of this material.
In spite of the preceding warning, let us give a quick informal introduction: a (nonconnective)
spectral Deligne-Mumford stack is an ∞-topos X together with a sheaf of E∞ -rings OX , such that
(X, OX ) is locally isomorphism to the étale ∞-topos of E∞ -algebras over a connective E∞ -ring
(arbitrary E∞ -ring). The latter are called affine spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks and denoted
Spec A, where A is the E∞ -ring in question. A spectral Deligne-Mumford stack is thus intuitively
a spectrally ringed ∞-topos which is étale locally equivalent to affine ones.
Quasi-coherent sheaves on an affine (nonconnective) spectral Deligne-Mumford stack Spec A
are just A-modules. Quasi-coherent sheaves should also be contravariantly functorial and satisfy
descent. Therefore the ∞-category of quasi-coherent sheaves on an arbitrary spectral DeligneMumford stack X is
QCoh(X) ≃ lim ModA .
←Ð
Spec A→X

Quasi-coherent sheaves also possess a natural symmetric monoidal ∞-structure, usually denoted
⊗OX , which agrees with the relative smash product of modules in the affine case.
Bolstered by the preceding crash-course, we return to graded objects.
Corollary 1.5.12. For any nonconnective spectral Deligne-Mumford stack X and any space X,
the terminal map r ∶ X → ∆0 exhibits an equivalence
QCoh(X)X ≃ cModOX [X] (QCoh(X)).
If X is in addition an E∞ -space, the map r also exhibits an equivalence
CAlg (QCoh(X)X ) ≃ cModOX [X] (CAlg(QCoh(X))),
where commutative algebras on the left are taken with respect to the Day convolution product on
QCoh(X)X .
Proof. For the first part, we wish to show that r! ∶ QCoh(X)X → QCoh(X) is comonadic. It
possesses a right adjoint r∗ and is obviously conservative, so Barr-Beck reduces our task to showing
that r! preserves r! -split totalizations. This is a condition about equivalences of sheaves and so
it may be checked locally. Since X is a nonconnective spectral Deligne-Mumford stack, it admits
an affine cover. Let f ∶ Spec R → X be an element of that cover. Since the pullback functor
f ∗ ∶ QCoh(X) → ModR is a left adjoint, it preserves colimits and so the diagram
QCoh(X)X

f ∗X

R

r!

r!


QCoh(X)

/ ModX

f

∗


/ ModR

commutes. Thus r! commutes with restriction to the affine cover and we may invoke Corollary
1.4.7. We conclude that r! is comonadic. The proof that the comonad of r! and r∗ is equivalent to
smashing with the coalgebra OX [X] is the same as in the proof of Corollary 1.4.7.
The second statement is proved just like Theorem 1.5.9.

Observing that all the functors in sight preserve the canonical t-structure on quasi-coherent
sheaves, we may derive similar equivalences for connective quasi-coherent sheaves on a (connective)
spectral Deligne-Mumford stack.
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Corollary 1.5.13. For any spectral Deligne-Mumford stack X and any space X, the terminal map
r ∶ X → ∆0 is comonadic and exhibits an equivalence
(QCoh(X)cn )X ≃ cModOX [X] (QCoh(X)cn ).
If X is in addition an E∞ -space, the map r also exhibits an equivalence
CAlg ((QCoh(X)cn )X ) ≃ cModOX [X] (CAlg(QCoh(X)cn )),
where commutative algebras on the left are taken with respect to the Day convolution product on
QCoh(X)X .
Proof. Since connectivity may be checked locally, we may restrict to the case when X ≃ Spec R
for some connective E∞ -ring R. Then QCoh(Spec R) ≃ ModR and we may furthermore reduce
to the case when R is the sphere spectrum. For any pointed ∞-category with finite limits C,
the subcategory of connective objects Sp(C)cn ⊂ Sp(C) is by Remark HA.1.4.3.5 generated under
extensions and colimits by objects of the form Σ∞ C for C ∈ C. The functors r! ∶ SX//X → S and
r! ∶ SpX → Sp commute with colimits and satisfy the equivalence r! Σ∞ Y ≃ Σ∞ r! Y , from which
it follows that they preserve connectivity. Now the result follows from what we have already
proven.

Gven a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack X and E∞ -space X, let us employ the notation
DX (X) ∶= SpecX (OX [X])
used for the analogously defined diagonal group schemes in SGA3. We already know that OX [X]
is a commutative coalgebra object in CAlg(QCoh(X)cn ) and so DX (X) is a commutative monoid
object in the ∞-category Aff X of affine (relative) spectral schemes over X, further justifying the
analogy with diagonal group schemes.
Corollary 1.5.14. For a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack X and E∞ -space X, there is an equivalence
CAlg ((QCoh(X)cn )X ) ≃ ModDX (X) (Aff X )op
algebras on the left hand side being taken with respect to the Day convolution product, given on the
level of the underlying relative affine schemes by A ↦ SpecX r! A .
Proof. This follows from Corollary 1.5.13 and the Proposition SAG.2.5.1.2, which asserts that the
assignment A ↦ SpecX A gives rise to an equivalence CAlg(QCoh(X)cn ) ≃ (Aff X )op .

Remark 1.5.15. By investing a bit more care than we are willing at this moment, similar results
could be obtained also for En -algebras and Ek -spaces X for varying n and k, as opposed to the
case n = k = ∞ which we have settled for in this chapter.
As payoff for the work done in this section, we reap the reward of a workable definition of
E∞ -rings graded over an E∞ -space, and their relative analogues over an arbitrary spectral DeligneMumford stack as base.
Definition 1.5.16. Let X be an E∞ -space, X a nonconnective spectral Deligne-Mumford stack.
We call CAlg (QCoh(X)X ) the ∞-category of X-graded quasi-coherent sheaves of E∞ -algebras on
X. The terminal map of E∞ -spaces r ∶ X → ∆0 induces a functor r! ∶ CAlg (QCoh(X)X ) →
CAlg(QCoh(X)), and for A ∈ CAlg (QCoh(X)X ), we call r! A its underlying quasi-coherent sheaf
of E∞ -algebras. For x ∈ X, we will sometimes call Ax the graded piece of A.
When X ≃ Spec R is affine, we will prefer to refer to A ∈ CAlg (ModX
R ) as X-graded E∞ -Ralgebras, and to r! A as the underlying E∞ -R-algebra.
Remark 1.5.17. With notation as above, given a quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ -algebras A on X, the
X-gradings it admits are parametrized by the fiber CAlg (QCoh(X)X ) ×CAlg(QCoh(X)) {A}. That
is to say, an X-grading on A consists of an A ∈ CAlg (QCoh(X)X ) together with an equivalence
r! A ≃ A. When a grading will be evident from the context, we will often abuse notation by writing
A also for A.
Corollary 1.5.18. Let X be an E∞ -space, X a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack, and A a connective
quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ -algebras on X. The space of X-gradings on A is functorially equivalent
to the space of actions of DX (X) on SpecX A in the ∞-category Aff X .
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Proof. This is a restatement of Corollary 1.5.14.



Let us examine how the notion of a graded E∞ -ring compares to the classical notion of a graded
ring. Firt of all, clearly if A is an X-graded quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ -algebras on X, then the
discrete quasi-coherent sheaf of commutative algebras π0 A on the underlying classical DeligneMumford stack of X inherits an π0 X-grading. Next let us treat the case when all the objects in
sight are discrete.
Proposition 1.5.19. Let M be a commutative monoid, X a (non-spectral) Deligne-Mumford stack,
and A a discrete sheaf of quasi-coherent commutative algebras on X. Then an M -gradings on A
in the sense of Remark 1.5.17 is equivalent to an M -grading on π0 A in the classical sense.
Proof. The quasi-coherent sheaf OX [M ] ≃ ⊕m∈M OX is free, and in particular also flat over OX .
Condition (5) of Lazard’ theorem, Theorem HA.7.2.2.15, which lists equivalent conditions for
flatness of a module over an E1 -ring (and in turn also E∞ -ring, i.e. for affine spectral scheme and
consequently, since discreteness if a local property, for arbitrary spectral Deligne-Mumford stack)
shows that quasi-coherent sheaves OX [M ]⊗n ⊗OX A ≃ OX [M n ] ⊗OX A are discrete for all n ≥ 0.
Observe that the vertices of all the diagrams (and higher simplices witnessing their commutativity)
exhibiting an OX [M ]-coaction on A are all equivalent to quasi-coherent sheaves of this form, and
hence are all discrete. It follows that the diagrams exhibiting the coaction in the ∞-category
QCoh(X) are contained in the subcategory QCoh(X)♡ , which is equivalent to a coaction of the
discrete quasi-coherent coalgebra π0 OX [M ] on π0 A. This may now be identified with a classical
M -grading on π0 A by the classical analogue of Corollary 1.5.13, for instance21 SGA3, Exposé I,
Corollarie 4.7.3.1.

Remark 1.5.20. Let X again be an arbitary E∞ -space. According to our definition, X-graded
quasi-coherent sheaves of E∞ -algebras on a nonconnective spectral Deligne-Mumford stack X are
the commutative algebra objects in the functor ∞-category QCoh(X)X with respect to the Day convolution product. Property (2) of the latter allows us further to identify them with lax symmetric
monoidal functors X → QCoh(X), so in the affine case when X ≃ Spec R, X-graded E∞ -R-algebras
may be identified with lax symmetric monoidal functors X → ModR .
Taking R ≃ S to be the sphere spectrum, we recover the definition of X-graded ring spectra
from [5, Definition 2.2]. Cited definition is in fact more general than ours, allowing for grading
over an arbitrary symmetric monoidal ∞-category as opposed to only restricting to those whose
underlying ∞-categories are ∞-groupoids, or which amounts to the same thing, E∞ -spaces.
1.6. Graded modules over a graded E∞ -ring. Now we have a rather firm grasp on both graded
spectra as well as graded E∞ -rings. It remains to identify graded modules on a given graded E∞ ring, and this is the purpose of this section. The main result in this direction is Proposition 1.6.5,
which in the by-now well-familiar pattern asserts the equivalence of two plausible definitions of
graded modules over a graded E∞ -ring. Let us collect a few lemmas we will need in the proof
along the way.
Lemma 1.6.1. Let C be an ∞-category with finite limits and X and Y objects of the overcategory
C/T for some object T of C. Then the canonical commutative diagram
/ X ×Y

X ×T Y

T

∆


/ T × T.

is a pullback square.

21The cited result is stated in SGA3 only for the case when the base X a scheme. We may observe that the same
proof as given there also works for a Deligne-Mumford stack X. Alternatively we can use a descent argument to
reduce to the case when X is affine, and then invoke the cited result directly.
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∆

f ×g

Proof. The pullback in question is the limit of the string of morphisms T Ð→ T × T ←ÐÐ X × Y ,
which may be extended without changing the limit to the diagram
pr1

Xo
f

X ×Y

pr2

/Y

pr2


/T
;

f ×g


T oc

pr1

idT


T ×O T
∆

g

idT

T.
This diagram deformation retracts by the universal property of the product X × Y to
X

f

pr1

/T o
b

idT

T ×O T
∆

pr2

/T o
<

g

Y

idT

T
in which the triangles are commutative and as such contractible in the appropriate spaces of
morphisms. Therefore the limit of this diagram is equivalent to the limit of the string of morphisms
f

g

XÐ
→T ←
Ð Y and that is nothing but the fibered product X ×T Y .



Lemma 1.6.2. Let C be an ∞-category with all finite limit and a terminal object ∗. For any
(x,x)

morphism of the form x ∶ ∗ → X in C the pullback of the morphism ∗ ÐÐÐ→ X × X along the
diagonal ∆ ∶ X → X × X is the loop space object Ωx X.
Proof. Observe that the morphism denoted (x, x) in the statement of the Lemma is more precisely
≃
x×x
the composition ∗ Ð
→ ∗×∗ ÐÐ→ X ×X. Therefore using the above lemma for two copies of the object
of the overcategory C/X exhibited by x, we get the desired equivalence between X ×X×X (∗ × ∗) ≃
X ×X×X ∗ and ∗ ×X ∗ ≃ Ωx X.

Let us recall a very well-known idea from the theory of algebraic stacks: the quasi-coherent
sheaves on the stack quotient by a group scheme, under suitable assumptions, correspond to
equivariant sheaves on the underlying stack of the group action. We will be content with a very
basic form of this principle in the context of spectral algebraic geometry, as laid out in the next
Proposition. This Proposition, as well as its proof, is essentially a reformulation of the results of
[10, Appendix E], though we are working in a slightly different (and less general) setting.
Proposition 1.6.3. For any G ∈ CMongp (Aff) we have QCoh(BG) ≃ cModO(G) (Sp).
Proof. Denote by e ∶ Spec S → BG the canonical morphism arising from G as a G-torsor over Spec S.
By Lemma 1.6.2 its diagonal is equivalent to the the terminal morphism ΩBG ≃ G → Spec S and
since this map is closed, i it is separated. It fits into a pullback square
G

p

p


Spec S

/ Spec S
e

e


/ BG.

on which we may use base change and the projection formula to obtain
(3)

e∗ e∗ E ≃ p∗ p∗ E ≃ p∗ (OG ⊗OG p∗ E) ≃ (p∗ OG ) ⊗ E ≃ O(G) ⊗ E.

Since the equivalence Aff op ≃ CAlgcn extends to CMon(Aff)op ≃ cCAlg(CAlgcn ) ≃ bAlgcn by
Corollary 3.3.4 of [19], the E∞ -ring O(G) carries a natural bialgebra structure. The equivalence
(3) may be enhanced to the observation that the comonad of the adjunction e∗ ∶ QCoh(BG) ⇄
QCoh(Spec S) ≃ Sp ∶ e∗ is equivalent to smashing with the bialgebra O(G), its coalgebra structure
ensuring that said functor is a comonad. We would like to show that this adjunction is comonadic.
The pullback functor e∗ sends a quasi-coherent sheaf on BG to its stalk at the canonical point,
and is as such conservative22. By Barr-Beck, we are reduced to showing that it preserves e∗ -split
22This follows from the descent condition sheaves are required to satisfy, and is an elaboration on the classical

fact in sheaf theory that it suffices to check whether a morphism of sheaves is an isomorphism stalk-wise.
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totalizations. The morphism e ∶ Spec S → BG is a flat cover and as such descent for quasi-coherent
sheaves identifies QCoh(BG) with the totalization Tot(QCoh(Č(e))). We may explicitly calculate
the Čech nerve of e to be Č(e)n ≃ ModO(G)⊗n , the coface maps d0 ∶ ModO(G)⊗n → ModO(G)⊗(n+1)
coming from smashing with O(G) along the counit morphism O(G) → S of the bialgebra. It
follows from this, since pullbacks and pushforwards of morphisms of affine schemes satisfy BeckChevalley compatibility conditions for base-change (in the language of HA, the relevant squares
are adjointable), that we may apply Theorem HA.4.7.6.2, (1) to establish that e∗ admits a left
adjoint. As a right adjoint functor, e∗ preserves all limits, including the particular totalizations in
question.

Remark 1.6.4. In line with the discussion preceding Proposition 1.6.3, the ∞-category QCoh(BG)
may be viewed as the ∞-category of algebraic representations of G. The functor e∗ ∶ QCoh(BG) →
Sp induced by the unit morphism e ∶ Spec S → G, which the above Proposition showed to be
comonoidal, corresponds to the classical forgetful functor Rep(G) → Vect, sending a representation
to its underlying vector space. It should not be confused with the functor p∗ ∶ QCoh(BG) → Sp,
arising from the terminal morphism p ∶ G → Spec S, which also appeared in the proof. This latter functor corresponds to the functor Rep(G) → Vect given by V ↦ V G , which associates to a
representation the vector space of its coinvariants.
Let us return to graded structures and the context in which we will apply the preceding
Proposition. Let Q ∈ CMongp be an infinite loop space. Then OX [Q] is a quasi-coherent sheaf
of E∞ -bialgebras on any given spectral Deligne-Mumford stack X, and consequently the stack
DX (Q) ≃ SpecX (OX [Q]) ∈ CMongp (Aff X ) is a spectral analogue of an affine group scheme over X.
It is equivalent to talk of graded quasi-coherent sheaves of E∞ -algebras and quasi-coherent sheaves
of graded E∞ -algebras.
Proposition 1.6.5. Let X be a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack, Q an infinite loop space, and A
a Q-graded quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ -algebras on X. There is an equivalence
QCoh((SpecX A)DX (Q) ) ≃ ModA (QCoh(X)Q )
and likewise for the ∞-categories of connective quasi-coherent sheaves.
Proof. By the standard descent argument, it suffices to suppose that X ≃ Spec S, and so let us denote G ∶= DSpec S (Q). Using the equivalences of Corollary 1.5.13, Corollary 1.5.14, and Proposition
1.6.3, we may obtain a chain of equivalences
ModG (Aff)op

≃ CAlg ((Spcn )Q )
≃ CAlg(cModS[Q] (Spcn ))
≃ CAlg(cModO(G) (Spcn ))
≃ CAlg(QCoh(BG)cn )
≃ Aff op
BG .

This shows that for every affine spectral scheme X with a G-action, the morphism XG → BG is
affine and exhibits an equivalence XG ≃ SpecBG O(X). Affineness enables the use of Proposition
SAG.2.5.6.1 to conclude that QCoh(XG ) ≃ ModO(X) (QCoh(BG)) ≃ ModO(X) (SpQ ) as desired.
The connectivity statement is immediate since all the functors in sight preserve the t-structure. 
When X ≃ Spec S and Γ(X, A ) ≃ R, the right-hand side of this equivalence ought to be considered as the ∞-category of Q-graded R-modules, while the left-hand side may be interpreted as
Spec S[Q]-equivariant R-modules. The result of this subsection is therefore to conclude that, just
as with graded spectra and graded E∞ -rings in the previous subsection, two plausible candidates
for the notion of a graded module over a graded E∞ -ring are equivalent.
Corollary 1.6.6. Let X be a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack, Q an infinite loop space, and A a Qgraded quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ -algebras on X. Then QCoh(BDX (Q)) (resp. QCoh(BDX (Q))cn )
is equivalent to the ∞-category of (connective) Q-graded quasi-coherent sheaves on X.
Remark 1.6.7. Here the classifying stack BDX (Q) is understood to be the classifying stack over
X. Indeed, while DX (Q) belongs to CMongp (Aff X ) or more generally to CMongp (SpDM/X ), its
underlying spectral scheme need not belong to CMongp (SpDM), so delooping it in the absolute
context would generally not make any sense.
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Proof. Equip A ≃ OX with the trivial Q-grading, or equivalently, equip its relative spectrum with
the trivial DX (Q)-action. In that case the quotient stack is (SpecX OX )DX (Q) ≃ XDX (Q) ≃ BDX (Q).
Furthermore, since A is the unit among Q-graded quasi-coherent sheaves of X for the Day convolution product, the forgetful functor ModA (QCoh(X)Q ) → QCoh(X)Q is an equivalence. The
conclusion now follows by applying Proposition 1.6.5.

At the end of this chapter, it is good to pause and reflect on all the equivalent ways of presenting
spectral analogues of the various graded algebraic objects one encounters while studying Proj in
classical algebraic geometry. For this purpose let us discard some generality by restricting to the
spectral Deligne-Mumford stack X ≃ Spec S. Then we may summarize the results of this chapter
as the following list of equivalent descriptions:
(1) Spectra graded over a space X:
(a) Functors X → Sp .
(b) Parametrized spectra over X.
(c) Comodules in Sp over S[X].
(d) Quasi-coherent sheaves on BD(X) (only if X is grouplike).
(2) E∞ -rings graded over an E∞ -space X:
(a) Lax symmetric monoidal functors X → Sp .
(b) Commutative algebras in parametrized spectra over X.
(c) Comodules in CAlg over S[X].
(d) Affine spectral schemes with an action of D(X).
(e) Quasi-coherent sheaves of E∞ -algebras on BD(X) (only if X is grouplike).
(3) Connective E∞ -rings graded over an E∞ -space X:
(a) Lax symmetric monoidal functors X → Spcn .
(b) Commutative algebras objects in in connective parametrized spectra over X.
(c) Comodules in CAlgcn over S[X].
(d) Affine spectral schemes with an action of D(X).
(e) Connective quasi-coherent sheaves of E∞ -algebras on BD(X) (only if X is grouplike).
(f) Relatively affine spectral schemes over BD(X) (only if X is grouplike)
(4) Graded modules over an X-graded E∞ -ring A:
(a) Modules over A in X-graded spectra.
(b) Quasi-coherent sheaves on the quotient stack (Spec A)D(X) (only if X is grouplike).
2. Projective spectral geometry
The usual way of defining Proj in algebraic geometry, followed for instance in EGA2 and [16],
is to topologize the set of its homogeneous ideals and explicitly define a structure sheaf on it,
afterwards checking that this ringed space is an example of a scheme. We are not quite certain
how to proceed with such an approach in the context of spectral algebraic geometry. Instead
we adopt an approach analogous to the classical topological definition of the complex projective
n-space as the quotient space
CPn ≃ (Cn+1 ∖ {0})C× .
By defining CPn as such a quotient, it is immediately clear that it parametrizes the collection of
all lines through the origin in the affine space Cn+1 . The drawback is that some work is required
to establish a manifold structure on CPn , as opposed to the “homogeneous coordinate” definition
of CPn by gluing together (n + 1)-copies of Cn from which the manifold structure is immediate
but the correspondence with lines in Cn+1 requires argumentation. This analogy is quite apt in
describing how our approach to Proj compares to the classical one. While universal properties are
easy to obtain, merely proving that we have constructed a spectral scheme will take some work.
2.1. Two variants of (non-negative) integer grading. In the previous section we developed
a variety of points of view on what graded E∞ -rings are. In this subsection, we restrict the
grading E∞ -spaces to a few particular cases. In classical algebraic geometry, the Proj construction
associates a scheme to every non-negative integer graded commutative ring. In order to derive an
analogous theory in spectral algebraic geometry, we should decide what the correct analogue of
(non-negative) integer grading is in this context.
One answer might be to simply take the commutative monoids Z≥ and Z, view them as discrete
E∞ -spaces, and grade E∞ -rings by them. Another answer, which is perhaps more intrinsic to
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spectral geometry, might be that just like Z≥ and Z are the free commutative monoid and free
abelian group on one generator, we should take the free E∞ -space and the free grouplike E∞ -space,
i.e. infinite loop space, on one generator respectively. These two spaces23 DS 0 and QS 0 agree with
Z≥ and Z respectively on the level of π0 , but are otherwise highly non-discrete. There the two
choices of grading lead to two different theory of projective spectral schemes. This dichotomy is
not particular to projective phenomena however, but is a familiar situation in comparing spectral
algebraic geometry to its classical analogue.
Let us devote this subsection to listing some of the properties of the E∞ -spaces DS 0 and QS 0
which we shall use to grade over in subsequent sections, and contrast them to Z≥ and Z which we
shall use in parallel.
From the general form of free algebra objects in a symmetric monoidal ∞-category, see Example
HA.3.1.3.14 and the discussion at the start of Section HA.3.1, it follows that
(4)

DS 0 ≃ ∐ ( ∆0 × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × ∆0 )Σ ≃ ∐ BΣn ,
n
n≥0 ´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¶
n≥0
n

where BΣn is the classifying space of the symmetric group on n letters Σn . This is in clear analogy
with the decomposition Z≥ ≃ ∐n≥0 {n} and implies that there is a canonical isomorphism π0 (DS 0 ) ≃
Z≥ under the equivalence between commutative monoids and discrete E∞ -spaces.
Remark 2.1.1. The fully faithful embedding S → Cat∞ , which arises from viewing spaces as
∞-groupoids, has as its right adjoint the functor C → C≃ sending an ∞-category to its maximal
subgroupoid, i.e. discarding all the morphisms in C which are not equivalences. Consequently
S → Cat∞ preserves limits and in particular products. This means that it is monoidal with respect
to the Cartesian symmetric monoidal structures, and hence induces a functor (in fact again a
fully faithful embedding) CMon ≃ CMon(S) → CMon(Cat∞ ) from the ∞-category of E∞ -spaces to
the ∞-category of symmetric monoidal ∞-categories. The payoff of this discussion is that we may
freely identify E∞ -spaces with those symmetric monoidal ∞-categories the underlying ∞-categories
of which are ∞-groupoids.
In the right-most side of expression (4) for the underlying space of DS 0 , we might recognize
(the nerve of) Fin≃ , the maximal subgroupoid of the category of finite sets. By making Fin≃ into
a symmetric monoidal category by equipping finite sets with the disjoint union, the equivalence of
spaces
(5)

DS 0 ≃ Fin≃

is promoted to an equivalence of E∞ -spaces in the sense of the preceding Remark.
Remark 2.1.2. The above identifications (4) and (5) shed some light on the intuitive difference
between DS 0 and Z≥ : the latter consists of isomorphism classes of finite sets, while the first one
also keeps track of the particular isomorphisms. In classical set-based mathematics the difference
is often hard to detect because coherence data come as properties as opposed to data, which is
to say that instead of having to specify a particular structure, it suffices to assert its existence,
and if it exists, it will be unique. In areas of mathematics with homotopical foundations, this is
less often the case. Even if structures exist, and are “unique”, that will only mean that they are
unique up to a contractible space of choices. A specific selection of all those choices, which working
with the structure will entail, will be related to another such selection by a system of equivalences,
resulting in a natural permutation actions of various symmetric groups. In the corresponding
classical situations, these actions will be acting on a singleton and will consequently be trivial.
But in the homotopical world, they will act on contractible spaces and the actions might be highly
non-trivial.
23The notation for QS 0 is quite standard in homotopy theory. On the other hand there is some contention
regarding the notaion for what we have decided to call DS 0 . In [24] this space is denoted CS 0 , which is quite
intuitive since if C is the monad corresponding to an E∞ -operad on pointed spaces, then this is indeed CS 0 . However
this notation is a touch unfortunate because the notation CX is also commonly used to denote the homotopy cofiber,
or more classically mapping cone, of a pointed space X. To avoid this ambiguity, we prefer to side with [32] which
us DS 0 to denote perhaps not this space, but the analogous spectrum (the suspension spectrum of the space we
are considering). This seems well alligned with the fact that Di has since the publication of [23] become a standard
notation for the i-th extended power, that is Di (X) ≃ (X i )Σi and DS 0 is indeed just the disjoint union of all
Di (S 0 ).
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According to (4), we may view DS 0 as a fattened-up version of Z≥ capable of supporting such
nontrivial permutation actions. That is why it makes sense to consider structures which have to do
to with DS 0 as genuine homotopical structures, and structures which have to do with Z≥ as strict
structures. In the former we must specify (coherent systems of) equivalences to exhibit conditions,
while in the latter all conditions must be verified up to genuine equalities24.
Let CMongp denote the full subcategory of the ∞-category of E∞ -spaces CMon consisting of
all grouplike E∞ -spaces, i.e. E∞ -spaces Q for which the commutative monoid structure on π0 (Q),
inherited from the E∞ -structure on Q, exhibits it as a group. The celebrated recognition principle
of Boardman-Vogt and May, see Theorem HA.5.2.6.10 for one incarnation, implies that grouplike
E∞ -spaces may be identified with infinite loop spaces. Because of this, we often employ the second
more geometrically evocative terminology.
The free infinite loop space QS 0 admits a very organic description which has no analogue for
DS 0 . Recall from Remark HA.5.2.6.26 that the underlying 0-th space functor Ω∞ ∶ Sp → S restricts
to an equivalence Ω∞ ∶ Spcn → CMongp between connective spectra and infinite loop spaces. For
any connective spectrum E we have natural equivalences
MapCMongp (QS 0 , Ω∞ E) ≃ Ω∞ E ≃ MapSpcn (S, E) ≃ MapCMongp (Ω∞ S, Ω∞ E)
0
and it follows by the Yoneda lemma that QS 0 ≃ Ω∞ S. This may also be written as Ω∞ Σ∞
+ S ≃
n n 0
0
lim
Ω Σ S and this is the historical reason for the notation QS . It follows that the homotopy
Ð→n≥0
groups of QS 0 agree with the stable homotopy groups of spheres.
We claim that the inclusion functor CMongp → CMon preserves limits. Due to the fact that
CMongp is defined in terms of π0 , this is immediate from the well-known analogous statement
between commutative monoids and abelian groups. Consequently the adjoint functor theorem
(Corollary HTT.5.5.2.9) guarantees the existence of a left adjoint (−)gp ∶ CMon → CMongp called
group completion. That is to say, for a fixed E∞ -space X there exists an infinite loop space X gp
together with a map X → X gp of E∞ -spaces such that for any infinite loop space Q this map
induces a natural equivalence

MapCMongp (X gp , Q) ≃ MapCMon (X, Q).
That is to say, any map of E∞ -spaces X → Q into an infinite loop space Q factors essentially
uniquely through the group completion morphism X → X gp .
Remark 2.1.3. Restricting to discrete infinite loop spaces, which may be identifies with ordinary
abelian groups, the group completion functor CMon♡ → Ab recovers the usual meaning of group
completion for commutative monoids. In particular Zgp
≥ ≃ Z, which may also be obtained from the
next Proposition by passing to homotopy.
Proposition 2.1.4. The canonical map of E∞ -spaces DS 0 → QS 0 , specified according to the
universal property of DS 0 by the homotopy class 1 ∈ Z ≃ π0 S ≃ π0 (QS 0 ), is group completion.
Proof. The infinite loop space QS 0 is defined to be free on a single generator, which is equivalent to
asserting that it corepresents the forgetful functor CMongp → S. Since DS 0 satisfies the analogous
universal property in CMon, we obtain for every infinite loop space Q a pair of natural equivalences
MapCMongp (QS 0 , Q) ≃ Q ≃ MapCMon (DS 0 , Q),
which exhibits QS 0 as the group completion of DS 0 . Furthermore the universal map DS 0 → QS 0
comes via the above adjunction from the identity map on QS 0 , which is according to the universal
property of QS 0 in CMongp determined by the homotopy class 1 ∈ Z ≃ π0 (QS 0 ).

We may derive an analogue of the equivalence (5) for QS 0 by recalling from [12] that one way of
defining the algebraic K-theory spectrum of a symmetric monoidal ∞-category is as the composite
(−)≃

(−)gp

CMon(Cat∞ ) ÐÐ→ CMon ÐÐÐ→ CMongp ≃ Spcn ,
24Beware that this last part does not make completely literal sense in the ∞-categorical world, since certain
structures are only defined up to equivalence and therefore considering equalities internal to them is impossible as
it is not homotopy invariant. This also has to do with why Z≥ unlike DS 0 does not seem to satisfy a nice universal
∞-categorical property among E∞ -spaces - since such a universal property would have to express some form of
strictness, it would have to be somewhat unnatural from the ∞-categorical point of view.
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where we are taking into account the easily verifiable fact that the maximal subspace (or maximal contained ∞-groupoid) functor C ↦ C≃ is monoidal with respect to the Cartesian symmetric
monoidal structure (which is just a sophisticated way of saying that it preserves finite products).
Corollary 2.1.5 (Barrat-Priddy-Quillen). There is an equivalence of spectra K(Fin) ≃ S.
Proof. Feeding into the above definition of K the symmetric monoidal category Fin∐ of finite sets
with the disjoint union as its operation (which we may view as a discrete symmetric monoidal
∞-category), we find that
Ω∞ K(Fin) ≃ (Fin≃ )gp ≃ (DS 0 )gp ≃ QS 0
by applying (5) and Proposition 2.1.4



The Barrat-Priddy-Quillen formula, more precisely the form obtained in the proof, provides a
description of QS 0 analogous to (5). To obtain one analogous to (4), it suffices to recall another
standard construction of algebraic K-theory. In terms of Quillen’s plus construction, the BarratPriddy-Quillen formula takes the form
QS 0 ≃ ∐ BΣ+∞ .
n∈Z

Here Σ∞ denotes the infinite symmetric group, defined for instance as Σ∞ = lim (Σ0 → Σ1 → Σ2 → ⋯)
Ð→
where the “block inclusion” Σn → Σn+1 corresponds to the inclusion [n − 1] ⊂ [n]. The plus construction is taken with respect to the analogously defined infinite alternating group A∞ ⊂ Σ∞ ≃
π1 (BΣ∞ ). The canonical map DS 0 → QS 0 is component-wise given by the canonical morphisms
into the colimit Σn → Σ∞ . Observe that unlike the corresponding group completion of commutatice monoids Z≥ → Z which it induces on π0 , the group completion map of E∞ -spaces DS 0 → QS 0
is not a local homeomorphism but is instead much more complicated. For more on the BarratPriddy-Quillen theorem, see [14] or [23].
Let us introduce some evocative notation for the suspension spectra
S{t} ∶= S[DS 0 ]

S[t] ∶= S[Z≥ ]

S{t±1 } ∶= S[QS 0 ]

S[t±1 ] ∶= S[Z].

We will call S{t} the free E∞ -ring and S[t] the polynomial E∞ -ring, and for both we add the
clause “one one generator” or “in one variable” for emphasis when wishing to distinguish them
from their multivariate analogues S{t1 , . . . , tn } ∶= S[(DS 0 )n ] and S[t1 , . . . , tn ] ∶= S[Zn≥ ] for any
n ≥ 2. From the previously derived formulas and the fact that the functor S[−] ∶ S → Sp, possessing
a right adjoint in Ω∞ ∶ Sp → S, preserves colimits, we get (since coinvariants are also a type of
colimit) equivalences
S{t} ≃ ⊕ SΣn ,

S[t] ≃ ⊕ S,

n≥0

n≥0

S[t±1 ] ≃ ⊕ S
n∈Z

on the level of underlying spectra. Since the suspension spectrum functor S[−] ∶ S → Sp is also
monoidal, in the sense that S[X × Y ] ≃ S[X] ⊗ S[Y ], it induces a functor among commutative
algebra objects S[−] ∶ CMon ≃ CAlg(S) → CAlg(Sp) ≃ CAlg. That is to say, an E∞ -structure on
a space X makes its suspension spectrum S[X] into an E∞ -ring. This justifies the terminology
of free and polynomial E∞ -rings by showing that S{t}, S[t], S{t±1 } and S[t±1 ] all carry canonical
E∞ -ring structures. From the adjunction between Σ∞ and Ω∞ , we get for every E∞ -ring R
(6)

MapCAlg (S{t}, R) ≃ MapCMon (DS 0 , Ω∞ R) ≃ Ω∞ R,

exhibiting S{t} as a free E∞ -ring just like the name suggests. Similarly the polynomial E∞ -ring
satisfies
(7)

MapCAlg (S[t], R) ≃ MapCMon (Z≥ , Ω∞ R).

Remark 2.1.6. This last space may in accordance with Remark 2.1.2 be heuristically interpreted
as the space of strict elements of Ω∞ R, which is to say the maximal subspace of Ω∞ R on which
multiplication inherited from the E∞ -ring R is strictly associative, as opposed to being just associative in the A∞ -sense, i.e. up to a coherent system of homotopies. We will make this into a
definition in Definition 2.6.2.
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Our next order of business is to derive analogues of (6) and (7) for the “group completions”,
that is to say for S{t±1 } and S[t±1 ]. We may currently write
MapCAlg (S{t±1 }, R)

≃ MapCMon (QS 0 , Ω∞ R),

MapCAlg (S[t±1 ], R)

≃ MapCMon (Z, Ω∞ R),

and though we will not be able to substantially improve upon the second one, the following Proposition and in particular its Corollary will provide a neater description to the first one.
Proposition 2.1.7. The E∞ -ring map S{t} → S{t±1 }, induced by S[−] from the group completion
map of DS 0 → QS 0 , exhibits S{t±1 } as a localization of S{t} at the element t ∈ Z[t] ≃ π0 (S{t}).
Proof. The theorem of Basterra-Mandell on the absolute cotangent complex of a suspension spectrum, which we will prove as Lemma 2.2.6 in the next subsection (without relying on results from
this one, thus not avoiding circular logic), implies that for any E∞ -space X the map LS[X] ⊗S[X gp ]
S[X] → LS[X] is an equivalence. It follows that the relative cotangent complex LS[X]/S[X gp ] , by
definition the cofiber of that map, vanishes. Lemma SAG.B.1.3.3 implies that the the morphism
of connective E∞ -rings S[X] → S[X gp ] is étale if and only if π0 S[X gp ] is finitely presented over
π0 S[X].
Choosing X ≃ DS 0 , we wish to show that π0 (S{t±1 }) ≃ Z[t±1 ]. Since the functor π0 ∶ CAlg →
CAlg♡ is left adjoint to the subcategory inclusion CAlg♡ → CAlg of discrete E∞ -rings (or equivalently, the identification of ordinary commutative rings with discrete E∞ -rings), it suffices to take
an arbitrary commutative rign R ∈ CAlg♡ and observe that
MapCAlg♡ (π0 (S{t±1 }), R)

≃ MapCAlg (S{t±1 }, R)
≃ MapCMon (DS 0 , Ω∞ R)
≃ MapCMon (DS 0 , R)
≃ MapCMon♡ (π0 DS 0 , R)
≃ MapCMon♡ (Z, R)
≃ MapCAlg♡ (Z[t±1 ], R).

If follows from this that the morphism of connective E∞ -rings S{t} → S{t±1 }, coming from the
group completion map in CMon, induces upon passage to π0 the ring homomorphism Z[t] → Z[t±1 ]
defined by t ↦ t.
Since the Z[t]-algebra Z[t± ] is certainly finitely presented (an explicit presentation being Z[t± ] ≃
Z[t, u]/(ut−1)), it follows from the preceding discussion that S{t} → S{t±1 } is an étale map of E∞ rings. By Theorem HA.7.5.0.6 étale algebras over a fixed base are determined essentially uniquely
by the commutative algebras they induce on π0 . In particular, since we have seen that S{t} →
S{t±1 } induces on homotopy the localization morphism of commutative algebras Z[t] → Z[t±1 ], it
follows that it is itself localization at t.

The Proposition we just proved implies that the E∞ -ring map S{t} → S{t±1 } is the universal
localization at an element, in the precise sense elaborated by the next Corollary. We will use this
fact in a subsequent section to prove that certain ∞-categories of graded rings admit localizations
at homogeneous elements.
Corollary 2.1.8. Let R be a connective E∞ -ring. For any element x ∈ π0 R, there exists a pushout
square
x
/R
S{t}

S{t±1 }


/ R[x−1 ]

in the ∞-category of E∞ -rings.
Proof. Since a map S{t} → R is determined, according to the universal property of the free E∞ ring, uniquely up to equivalence by an element x ∈ π0 R, and pushouts preserve localizations, the
statement is immediate from Proposition 2.1.7.

Remark 2.1.9. By taking R ≃ S[t], we may infer that S[t±1 ] ≃ S[t] ⊗S{t} S{t±1 } and that the
canonical map S[t] → S[t±1 ] is the localization at t ∈ Z[t] ≃ π0 (S[t]).
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Corollary 2.1.10. For any E∞ -ring R the diagram
MapCAlg (S{t±1 }, R)

/ Ω∞ R


(π0 R)×


/ π0 R

is pullback square in both S and CMon.
Proof. Corollary 2.1.8 implies that an E∞ -ring map S{t} → R, corresponding to an element x ∈ π0 R,
extends factors through S{t} → S{t±1 } is and only if the localization morphism R → R[x−1 ] is
an equivalence. That is equivalent to x being invertible in the commutative ring π0 R, and so we
may symbolically express the preceding assertion as MapCAlg (S{t±1 , R) ≃ MapCAlg (S{t}, R) ×π0 R
(π0 R)× . Since MapCAlg (S{t}, R) ≃ Ω∞ R, this is precisely the condition that the diagram from
the statement of the Corollary to be a pullback square of spaces. This is equivalent to it being a
pullback square of E∞ -spaces, because the forgetful functor CMon → S admits a left adjoint and
thus commutes with limits.

Tradition in homotopy theory dictates that the pullback of the square appearing the statement
of Corollary 2.1.10 be denoted GL1 (R). The E∞ -ring S{t± } therefore corepresents the functor
GL1 . Similarly we denote Gm the functor corepresented by S[t± ], so that
Gm (R) ≃ MapCAlg (S[t±1 ], R) ≃ MapCMon (Z, Ω∞ R),
which is in the narrative of Remark 2.1.2 the space of those elements of the multiplicative E∞ -space
Ω∞ R which are both strictly associative and strictly invertible. Similarly let us introduce notation
A1 and A1♭ for the functors corepresented by S{t} and S[t]. By what we have already seen we
have
A1 (R) ≃ Ω∞ R,
A1♭ (R) ≃ MapCMon (Z≥ , Ω∞ R)
for any E∞ -ring R. The four functors A1 , A1♭ , GL1 , and Gm are all corepresentable by connective
spectra, so they may be identified with the functors of points of affine spectral schemes. Indeed,
identifying spectral schemes with their functors of points, we obtain equivalences
A1 ≃ Spec S{t}

A1♭ ≃ Spec S[t]

GL1 ≃ Spec S{t±1 }

Gm ≃ Spec S[t±1 ].

in the ∞-category SpSch of spectral schemes (or its subcategory Aff ≃ (CAlgcn )op of affine spectral
schemes). We call A1 the affine line and A1♭ the flat affine line. We shall devote the next subsection
to the study and comparison of these two affine lines.
Recall that, since we are considering the ∞-category of spaces S with the Cartesian symmetric
monoidal structure, that we have S ≃ cCAlg(S) (i.e. every space X is canonically a commutative
coalgebra with the comultiplication given by the diagonal map ∆ ∶ X → X ×X and the counit given
by the terminal map X → ∆0 ). This implies that the an E∞ -spaces may actually be identified with
a bialgebra object in S. The suspension spectrum functor S[−] ∶ S → Sp is symmetric monoidal,
implying that for an E∞ -space X we get S[X] ∈ cCAlg(CAlg) (which is also denoted bAlg(Sp) in
accordance with [19, Definition 3.3.1]). In particular the functors A1 , A1♭ , GL1 , and Gm all factor
through the forgetful functor CMon → S. Viewing them as spectral schemes, this is equivalent to
equipping them with commutative monoid25 structures in Aff or SpSch. The functors GL1 and Gm
further factor through the forgetful functor CMongp → S, ensuring that the commutative monoid
structure on the corresponding spectral schemes is grouplike.
Remark 2.1.11. Since we have maps of commutative monoid spectral schemes GL1 → A1 and
Gm → A1♭ , arising from the group completion maps DS 0 → QS 0 and Z≥ → Z of E∞ -spaces, this
means that the commutative monoid structures on the affine lines A1 and A1♭ are analogous to the
multiplicative structure on the corresponding classical affine line. In particular, for a commutative
ring R ∈ CAlg♡ , the E∞ -spaces A1 (R) and A1♭ (R) will also be discrete and both coincide with the
underlying multiplicative commutative monoid of R.
25Because the usual smash product symmetric monoidal structure on CAlgcn is coCartesian, and therefore

induces the Cartesian symmetric monoidal structure on Aff.
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All of this also works in a relative context over an arbitrary spectral Deligne-Mumford stack
X as the base. This may be developed internally, by switching the ∞-categories Sp and CAlg
everywhere in the above discussion with QCoh(X) and CAlg(QCoh(X)). This way OX {t}, OX [t],
OX {t±1 } and OX [t±1 ] are all quasi-coherent sheaves of E∞ -algebras on X. They are furthermore
connective, so we may use the antiequivalence CAlg(QCoh(X)cn ) ≃ Aff op
X given by sending a
connective quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ -OX -algebras to the affine morphism of spectral DeligneMumford stacks SpecX A → X. Thus applying the relative spectrum functor SpecX to the four
previously listed quasi-coherent sheaves, we obtain spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks A1X , A1♭,X ,
GL1,X , and Gm,X over X, which are relatively affine and in particular relative spectral algebraic
spaces. When we take X to be Spec S, we recover the absolute versions of all these notions which
we have described before.
The added generality of working with an arbitrary X is illusionary however. Indeed, observe that
everything in sight is compatible with base change. We may consequently use the terminal map of
spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks X → Spec S to recover relative versions of the discussed objects
by pulling back their absolute analogues. In particular we find that A1X ≃ A1 × X, A1♭,X ≃ A1 × X,
GL1,X ≃ GL1 × X, and Gm,X ≃ Gm × X.
Remark 2.1.12. Taking X to be an ordinary (non-spectral) Deligne-Mumford stack (for instance
Spec R for a commutative ring R), we may view it as a discrete (perhaps more precisely 0-truncated)
spectral Deligne-Mumford stack. Then A1♭,X and Gm,X coincide with the classical meanings of the
affine line and the multiplicative group from algebraic geometry. On the other hand the spectral
Deligne-Mumford stacks A1X and GL1,X may be non-discrete. Only in very particular situations,
for instance when X is a Deligne-Mumford stack over the rational numbers Q (in which case
this follows from the results of the next section) do the two versions of the affine line and the
multiplicative group coincide.
2.2. The two affine lines. In their pioneering work on higher algebraic geometry [33], Toën and
Vezossi showcased the difference between derived and spectral algebraic geometry by proving that
the affine line in spectral algebraic geometry displays pathological behaviour of with respect to the
notions of smoothness and flatness. These results are often cited, e.g. in SAG, but rarely proven.
We opt to do the latter here, in part for the sake of completeness, but more essentially because
the proof of Toën-Vezossi invokes a pair of papers which prove the central equivalence (a special
case of our Lemma 2.2.6) by showing both sides are equivalent to Γ-homology. While that is a
legitimate proof strategy, our goal is to show that HA equips us with more than enough tools to
provide a direct proof. The primary thing we do differently is use the cotangent complex instead
of Γ-homology. The latter may (not entirely trivially!) be shown to equal homotopy groups of the
former, and since it is the cotangent complex anyway which enters the argument of Toën-Vezossi,
this cuts out the intermediate Γ-homology computations. For a more detailed comparison with
the original approach, consult Remark 2.2.16.
Let us briefly recall the two definitions of smoothness discussed in Section SAG.11.2.
Definition 2.2.1. A map of connective E∞ -rings R → A is
(1) formally smooth if LA/R is a projective A-module.
(2) flat if the map of commutative rings π0 R → π0 A is flat and if the canonical map
πn R ⊗π0 R π0 A → πn A
is an isomorphism of π0 A-modules for all n.
When R → A is further almost of finite presentation26, it is said to be
(1) differentially smooth if it is formally smooth.
(2) fiber smooth if it is flat and the commutative ring homomorphism π0 R → π0 A is smooth
in the classical sense of commutative algebra.
Remark 2.2.2. Aficianados of SAG will recognize that our definition of fiber smoothness is not the
one given in Definition SGA.11.2.3.1, which instead requires R → A to be flat and the vector space
π1 (LA/R ⊗A k) to vanish for every E∞ -ring map A → k to a field. Indeed, we have instead given
26This is a technical condition which plays a similar role in spectral algebraic geometry as the condition of being

locally of finite presentation plays in usual algebraic geometry. For the formal definition, see Definition HA.7.2.4.26,
though note that ensures that a morphism R → A of connective E∞ -rings is almost of finite presentation if and only
if its relative cotangent complex LA/R is almost perfect.
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the definition that appears in [6, Definition 4.2.2], where it is also shown [6, Lemma 4.2.5] that
the two definitions coincide. Lurie’s definition is superior in the sense that it is phrased entirely
in the language of higher algebra and does not require a prior knowledge of what smoothness
means classically in commutative algebra. The advantage of Khan’s definition, however, is that it
highlights the nature of the difference between fiber smoothness and differential smoothness. That
is to say, the notion of differential smoothness is somewhat more natural from the point of view of
spectral algebraic geometry, while fiber smoothness is closer to the classical notion of smoothness.
Remark 2.2.3. The definition of what it means for an E∞ -algebra to be flat may seem unusual
at first sight. One might wish to instead suggest that an E∞ -R-algebra A be called flat if the
smashing functor A ⊗R − ∶ ModR → ModA is exact. But this misses an important point: the smash
product, while denoted the same as the tensor product of ordinary commutative algebra, is in
fact more akin to its (total) left derived variant ⊗L , just as the ∞-category ModR is in actuality
closer to the derived category of chain complexes of R-modules than to the ordinary category of
R-modules Mod♡R .
To state this formally, the smash product preserves colimits separately in each variable, and
as such takes (co)fiber sequences of modules, the analogues of short exact sequences, to (co)fiber
sequences. Hence it is not the preservation of short exact sequences under smashing which should
characterize flatness, but rather how it interacts with the t-structure. Seeing how that is given
in terms of truncations or equivalently homotopy groups, this should shed some light on why we
define flatness of E∞ -rings the way we do.
Another convincing argument in favor of the above definition of flatness (which clearly makes
sense more generally for modules) might be that with it Lazard’s theorem holds, in the form of
Theorem HA.7.2.2.15: every flat module is a filtered colimit of finitely generated free modules.
Theorem 2.2.4. Let R be a connective E∞ -ring.
(a) The free E∞ -R-algebra R{t} is differentially smooth, but is not fiber smooth unless R ∈
CAlgQ .
(b) The polynomial E∞ -R-algebra R[t] is fiber smooth, but is not differentially smooth unless
R ∈ CAlgQ .
This theorem admits a geometric restatement with precisely the same mathematical content,
but with the benefit of relating to the two affine lines as promised by the title of this subsection.
Corollary 2.2.5. Let R be a connective E∞ -ring.
(a) The affine line A1R is differentially smooth over Spec R, but is not fiber smooth unless
R ∈ CAlgQ .
(b) The flat affine line A1♭,R is fiber smooth over Spec R, but is not differentially smooth unless
R ∈ CAlgQ .
The reminder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.2.4. First we must investigate
the cotangent complex of a suspension spectrum.
Lemma 2.2.6 (Basterra-Mandell [2, Theorem 5] ). Let X be an E∞ -space, and (Ω∞ )−1 (X gp )
the connective spectrum corresponding to it under the equivalence Ω∞ ∶ Spcn ≃ CMongp . For every
E∞ -ring R there is a natural equivalence of R[X]-modules
LR[X]/R ≃ R[X] ⊗ (Ω∞ )−1 (X gp ).
Proof. First let R be the sphere spectrum S. Then there is an equivalence LS[X]/S ≃ LS[X] between
the relative and the absolute cotangent complex of S[X], so we may use the universal property of
the latter. It is phrased in terms of derivations, taking for an arbitrary M ∈ ModS[X] the form of
commutative diagrams
/ S[X] ⊕ M

S[X]
id

#
y
S[X]
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pr1

in CAlg, where the upper right corner is the trivial square-zero extension. Via the adjunction
between S[−] ∶ CMon ⇆ CAlg ∶ Ω∞ with unit ε, the above diagram is is equivalent to
/ Ω∞ (S[X] ⊕ M )

X
ε

#

w
Ω S[X]

Ω∞ pr1

∞

commuting in the ∞-category CMon. The E∞ -ring S[X] possesses an augmentation over S, given
by the terminal projection X → ∆0 . Composing with the above diagram with the image of the
augmentation map η ∶ S[X] → S under Ω∞ , we obtain an equivalent diagram
X
ε


Ω∞ pr1 (
/ Ω∞ S[X]
Ω∞ (S[X] ⊕ M )
x

∆0 o

&

1

∞

Ω S.

Ω∞ η

v

which is nothing but a map of E∞ -spaces from X into the pullback Ω∞ (S[X] ⊕ M ) ×Ω∞ S[X] {1},
i.e. the fiber of the multiplicative E∞ -space Ω∞ (S[X] ⊕ M ) over the unit of Ω∞ S[X]. From the
definition of the E∞ -ring structure on the trivial square-zero extension S[X] ⊕ M (see Remark
HA.7.3.4.16 for the details), it follows27 that
Ω∞ (S[X] ⊕ M ) ×Ω∞ S[X] {1} ≃ Ω∞ M
on the level of CMon. Here Ω∞ (S[X] ⊕ M ) and Ω∞ S[X] are equipped with the multiplicative
E∞ -structure, i.e. the one exhibited by the functor Ω∞ ∶ CAlg → CMon, arising from the monoidal
functor Ω∞ ∶ Sp → S. Conversely, Ω∞ M carries the additive E∞ -structure, which is the one
garnered by the equivalence Ω∞ ∶ Spcn ≃ CMongp and the fact that there is a factorization
/ Spcn

Sp
Ω∞

≃


So


CMongp ,

̃ and the lower one is the
where the upper unmarked arrow is the connective cover functor M ↦ M
forgetful functor. The preceding discussion may be summed up as the second equivalence in the
chain of equivalences
MapModS[X] (LS[X] , M )

≃ MapCAlgS[X]//S[X] (S[X], S[X] ⊕ M )
≃ MapCMongp (X gp , Ω∞ M )
̃)
≃ Map cn (E, M
Sp

≃ MapSp (E, M )
≃ MapModS[X] (S[X] ⊗ E, M ),
where we have, for the sake of readability, denoted the spectrum (Ω∞ )−1 (X gp ) by E. Since we
have shown that LS[X] and S[X] ⊗ E corepresent the same functor on ModS[X] (note that every
equivalence in the above chain is natural), they are equivalent. This completes the proof in case
of R = S.
For a general E∞ -ring R, it follows, due to the fact that R[X] ≃ R ⊗ S[X], from Proposition
HA.7.3.3.7 that there is an equivalence LR[X]/R ≃ R ⊗ LS[X] , and the result now follows from the
R = S case.

27Heuristically, or rigorously in case everything in sight is discrete, this is because the multiplication on S[X]⊕M
is given by (a, x)(b, y) = (ab, bx + ay) and so when a = b = 1, we recover the additive operation of M from the
multiplicative operation of S[X] ⊕ M .
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Remark 2.2.7. As we saw in the proof of Lemma 2.2.6, it is important to distinguish between
the two E∞ -structures, additive and multiplicative, that the space Ω∞ M comes naturally equipped
with for an E∞ -ring R. Indeed, if Sym∗ ∶ Sp → CAlg denotes the left adjoint to the forgetful functor
CAlg → Sp, we have for any E∞ -ring R
MapCAlg (Sym∗ Z, R) ≃ MapSp (Z, R) ≃ MapCMongp (Z, Ω∞ R) ≃ MapCMon (Z≥ , Ω∞ R),
just as well as
MapCAlg (S[t], R) ≃ MapCAlg (S[Z≥ ], R) ≃ MapCMon (Z≥ , Ω∞ R).
Alas, despite the abusive notation, the E∞ -rings Sym∗ Z and S[t] do not corepresent the same
functor on CAlg. The reason is that the two appearances of Ω∞ R in the equivalences above
stands for two different E∞ -spaces: in the first equivalence it is the additive E∞ -space Ω∞ R,
which is always grouplike, while in the second equivalence Ω∞ R carries the multiplicative E∞ structure which in general need not be grouplike. To check that Sym∗ Z and S[t] are indeed not
equivalent (even as spectra), observe that π3 (S[t]) ≃ ⊕n≥0 π3 S ≃ ⊕i≥0 Z/2 while π3 (Sym∗ Z) ≃
⊕n≥0 H3 (Σn , Z) contains as a direct summand H3 (Σ3 , Z) ≃ Z/6.
Proposition 2.2.8. Let R be a connective E∞ -ring. Then R{t} is a differentially smooth E∞ -Ralgebra and R[t] is a fiber smooth E∞ -R-algebra.
Proof. Let X = DS 0 , the free E∞ -space on one generator. Since free functors are left adjoints to
forgetful functors, they compose to free functors, which implies that S[DS 0 ] is the free E∞ -ring
on one generators S{t}. The group completion of DS 0 is QS 0 ≃ Ω∞ S, which corresponds by the
equivalence CMongp ≃ Spcn to the sphere spectrum S. Hence Lemma 2.2.6 gives an equivalence
of R-modules LR{t}/R ≃ R{t}. which is certainly an almost finitely presented projective R-algebra.
Furthermore R{t} is certaily almost finitely presented over R, so it is differentially smooth.
Now let X = Z≥ be the free discrete commutative monoid on one generator. Since Z≥ ≃ ∐n≥0 ∆0
and left adjoints preserve colimits, we have R[t] ≃ R[Z≥ ] ≃ ⊕n≥0 R. For every integer i we have
πi (R[t]) ≃ ⊕n≥0 πi R, in particular π0 (R[t]) ≃ (π0 R)[t], so that π0 (R[t]) is certainly flat and even
smooth over π0 R. Furthermore
πn R ⊗π0 R π0 (R[t]) ≃ πn R ⊗π0 R ⊕ π0 R ≃ ⊕ πn R ≃ πn (R[t])
n≥0

n≥0

is an isomorphisms, so that R[t] is flat over R. It follows that the E∞ -R-algebra R[t] is fiber
smooth.

Remark 2.2.9. We could have alternatively used Proposition HA.7.4.3.14 to show that LR{t}/R ≃
R{t}, but since we will need Lemma 2.2.6 later anyway, we might as well have employed it instead
for a more self-contained exposition.
In light of Proposition 2.2.8, it remains only to prove the negative-unless-rational assertions of
Theorem 2.2.4. Since π0 (R{t}) ≃ (π0 R)[t], the free E∞ -R-algebra R{t} will be fiber smooth if and
only if it is flat, so it suffices to restrict to the latter condition.
Lemma 2.2.10. A connective E∞ -ring R is rational, i.e. an E∞ -Q-algebra, if and only if π0 R is
a commutative Q-algebra.
Proof. If R ∈ CAlgcn
Q , then π0 R is clearly also a commutative Q-algebra (the E∞ -Q-structure on R
is exhibited by a map of E∞ -rings Q → R and post-composing it with the truncation map R → π0 R
makes π0 R into a rational commutative algebra). To show the converse, let R be a connective E∞ ring for which π0 R is a Q-algebra. We wish to show that the canonical morphism of E∞ -rings
R → R ⊗ Q is an equivalence. By Corollary HA.7.4.3.4, we must show that:
(a) it induces an isomorphisms π0 (R ⊗ Q) ≃ π0 R,
(b) the relative cotangent complex LR⊗Q/R vanishes.
For the first part, observe that Q is flat over the sphere spectrum. Thus as explained in Remark
HA.7.2.2.12, the Künneth-like spectral sequence degenerates on the second page and we have
πi (R ⊗ Q) ≃ πi R ⊗ Q for all i, and also in particular for i = 0. Assertion (a) is now immediate.
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Since28 LQ ≃ 0, the defining cofiber sequence of the relative cotangent complex implies that
LA/Q ≃ LA for any A ∈ CAlgQ . In particular LR⊗Q ≃ LR⊗Q/Q ≃ LR ⊗ Q, from which we may infer
that the first map in the cofiber sequence
LR ⊗R (R ⊗ Q) → LR⊗Q → LR⊗Q/R
is an equivalence, proving (b).



Proposition 2.2.11. 29 For any connective E∞ -ring R, the free E∞ -R-algebra R{t} is flat if and
only if R is rational, i.e. an E∞ -Q-algebra.
Proof. First let R be a field. Then it is a commutative algebra over the field k, which is either Q,
if R is of characteristic zero, or Fp , if R is of characteristic p > 0. Since a free module is faithfully
flat, it follows that R{t} ≃ R ⊗k k{t} is flat over R if and only if k{t} is flat over k. So it suffices,
in the case of fields, to show that k{t} is flat over k when k = Q and is not flat when k = Fp for
any prime p.
The free E∞ -algebra may be expressed via coinvariants as k{t} ≃ ⊕n≥0 kΣn , so its homotopy
groups are
(8)

πi (k{t}) ≃ ⊕ πi (kΣn ) ≃ ⊕ Hi (Σn , k).
n≥0

n≥0

When k = Q, it is a consequence of Maschke’s theorem from representation theory that the functor
of coinvariants V ↦ VΣn is exact30 on representations of Σn over k. Since the group homology
functors V ↦ Hi (Σn , V ) are its right derived functors , it follows that they vanish for all i ≥ 1.
Therefore the free algebra is discrete and the canonical map k{t} → π0 (k{t}) is an equivalence,
hence k{t} is a flat E∞ -k-algebra. Conversely let k = Fp for some fixed prime p. Then the coinvariants functor is not exact, and so for any given n, some group cohomology group Hi (Σn , k) must be
nontrivial31 for some i ≥ 1. Therefore we see from (8) that the E∞ -k-algebra k{t} is not discrete,
and hence can not be flat over the discrete field k.
Next let R be an ordinary commutative ring for which R{t} is a flat E∞ -R-algebra. Flatness is
preserved under base change, therefore for any homomorphism R → k to a field, k{t} ≃ k ⊗R R{t}
must be flat over k. We have already seen that is the case only if k is of characteristic zero. Suppose
that the element n = n ⋅ 1 ∈ R is contained in some maximal ideal m. Therefore the quotient
projection q ∶ R → k into the field k = R/m maps n ⋅ q(1) = q(n) = 0. But this is in contradiction
with the fact that k has characteristic zero, so n can not be contained in any maximal ideal in R. It
follows that every integer is invertible in R and so R is a Q-algebra in a canonical way. Conversely
if R is any (ordinary) commutative Q-algebra, then an application of Maschke’s theorem just as
before shows that R{t} is a discrete R-algebra. More precisely, R{t} ≃ R[t] and it is a classical
fact that the polynomial algebra is always flat.
Finally let R be any connective E∞ -ring. Since R{t} is flat over R precisely when it is fiber
smooh, it follows from Remark SAG.11.2.3.5, that flatness of R{t} over R implies flatness of
(π0 R){t} over π0 R. We have already proved that is equivalent to π0 R being a Q-algebra, and by
Lemma 2.2.10, this is further equivalent to R being an E∞ -Q-algebra.

Remark 2.2.12. To see that R{t} is a flat R-module for a rational E∞ -ring R directly, instead
of invoking the results of SAG, we may argue as follows. Using the fact that the group homology
modules Hp (Σn ; πq R) over the rational vector space πq R vanish for p ≠ 0 by Maschke’s theorem,
28This is standard, but one way of seeing it is to use the classical fact of rational homotopy theory that Q ≃ L S,
Q

i.e. the rational Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum coincides with the rational (that is to say, Q-local) sphere spectrum.
This shows that Q is a localization of S, and as such its cotangent complex vanishes. Indeed, any localization if
formally étale, but may well fail to meet the finiteness conditions of étaleness proper, as evidenced by the localization
Z → Q.
29The author learned the proof of this Proposition from Adeel Khan, to whom he owes significant gratitude for
helping via the mathoverflow website with some crucial details concerning the proofs in this subsection. While we
are on the subject, the author must also thank Akhil Mathew for casually suggesting the retrospectively-obvious
idea that the existence of two versions of projective space should be viewed as a consequence of the analogous
situation with the affine lines.
30More precisely, Maschke’s theorem, as stated for example in [18, Chapter XVIII, Theorem 1.1], asserts that
any representation over a field of characteristic zero is isomorphic to a sum of irreducible ones. Therefore the
coinvariants functor is just the projection onto certain direct summand, which is clearly exact.
31To verify this nontriviality more directly, one may refer to [23, Section I.5] for explicit computations of
i
H (Σn , Fp ) for all i, n, and k simultaneously in terms of the Dyer-Lashoff algebra.
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2
we may read off from the Atiyah-Hrzebruch spectral sequence Epq
= Hp (Σn ; πq R) ⇒ Rp+q (BΣn ) ≃
πp+q (RΣn ) that πi (RΣn ) ≃ H0 (Σn ; πi R) ≃ πi R. This shows

πi R ⊗π0 R π0 (R{t}) ≃ πi R ⊗π0 R (π0 R)[t] ≃ ⊕ πi R → πi (R{t}) ≃ ⊕ πi (RΣn )
n≥0

n≥0

to be an equivalence and hence that R{t} is a flat R-module.
Now we turn to the question of differential smoothness of polynomial E∞ -rings. Since R[t] is
clearly an almost finitely presented E∞ -R-algebra, it will be differentially smooth precisely when
it will be formally smooth.
Lemma 2.2.13. For any E∞ -ring R we have LR[t]/R ≃ R[t] ⊗ Z.
Proof. The (nerve of the) ordinary category of commutative monoids may be identified with the ∞category CMon♡ od discrete E∞ -spaces. This identification is compatible with group completion,
in the sense that the diagram of ∞-categories
CMon♡

CMon

gp

gp

/ Ab

/ CMongp

commutes. This implies that Zgp
≥ ≃ Z as both an abelian group and an infinite loop space. The
equivalence Ω∞ ∶ Spcn ≃ CMongp is equivalent to the identity when restricted to the subcategories of
discrete objects, which are on both sides canonically identified with Ab. Therefore (Ω∞ )−1 (Z) ≃ Z,
the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum of the integers. Since R[t] ≃ R[Z≥ ], we may complete the proof
by invoking Lemma 2.2.6 for the discrete E∞ -space X = Z≥ .

Proposition 2.2.14. For any connective E∞ -ring R, the polynomial E∞ -R-algebra R[t] is formally
smooth (equivalently, differentially smooth) if and only if R is rational.
Proof. Proposition SAG.11.2.4.4 asserts that when R is rational, differential smoothness and fiber
smoothness coincide for E∞ -R-algebras. Since we have already seen that R[t] is fiber smooth, it
is hence also differentially smooth.
Conversely, let R be such that R[t] is differentially smooth. This is equivalent by Corollary
SAG.11.2.2.8 to the assertion that R[t]⊗R π0 R ≃ π0 R[t] is a differentially smooth E∞ -π0 R-algebra,
so we may, taking into account also Lemma 2.2.10, assume without loss that R is a discrete
commutative ring. By Lemma 2.2.13, formal smoothness of R[t] over R that is equivalent to
R[t] ⊗ Z being a projective R[t]-module. Since projectivitity is preserved under pullback, given
any homomorphism R → k into a field k, the k-module k[t] ⊗ Z ≃ (R[t] ⊗ Z) ⊗R k is a projective
k-module. In the same way as in the proof of Proposition 2.2.11, we are reduced to showing that
k must be of characteristic zero, for Lemma 2.2.10 will then imply that R is rational. Proposition
HA.7.2.2.7 implies that the projective k[t]-module k[t] ⊗ Z is a retract of some free k[t]-module
M ≃ k[t]I (where as usual k[t]I denotes the coproduct ⊕I k[t], which we might alternatively
denote k[t]⊕I ) for some index set I. Since k is discrete, the same holds for k[t] and hence for
M . Now k[t] ⊗ Z is a retract of a discrete k-module, and is therefore discrete itself. Observe that
the augmentation map, that is the E∞ -R-algebra map k[t] → k induced by the terminal map of
E∞ -spaces Z≥ → ∆0 , exhibits R as a retract of k[t] in Modk . Thus k ⊗ Z is a retract of the discrete
k-module k[t] ⊗ Z and so must itself be a discrete k-module.
We have reduced the Proposition to the claim that k ⊗ Z is not a discrete k-module when k is
a field of positive characteristic. Let p be the characteristic of k and recall that k is canonically
a vector space over the finite field Fp . Since all vector spaces are free, we have a Fp -linear
equivalence k ≃ FIp for some index set I, and so k ⊗ Z ≃ (Fp ⊗ Z)I . The k-module k ⊗ Z being
discrete is equivalent to the same holding for Fp ⊗Z. Suppose that to be the case. From the cofiber
sequence32 Z → Z → Fp , we get by smashing with Fp and taking homotopy a long exact sequence
32This fact probably requires little no justification, but for the sake of a novice such as the author, we hope the

experienced reader will excuse us for spelling it out. Note that the inclusion Ab ≃ Sp♡ ↪ Sp coming from identifying
abelian groups with discrete spectra (or equivalently, Eilenberg-MacLane spectra) is right adjoint to the functor
π0 ∶ Sp → Ab, and therefore preserves limits. Hence if 0 → A′ → A → A′′ → 0 is a short exact sequence of abelian
groups, then A′ → A → A′′ is a fiber sequence of spectra, and by stability of the ∞-category Sp, also a cofiber
sequence.
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which for i ≥ 2 gives
0 ≃ πi (Fp ⊗ Z) → πi (Fp ⊗ Fp ) → πi−1 (Fp ⊗ Z) ≃ 0.
This implies that the graded ring π∗ (Fp ⊗ Fp ) is concentrated in degrees 0 and 1. Alas, we
may recognize this graded ring as the dual mod p Steenrod algebra (often denoted H∗ (HFp ; Fp ),
(HFp )∗ (HFp ), or A∨∗ ), which is well-known to possess elements of arbitrarily high degree.

This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.2.4. In the algebro-geometric setting, it extols the
difference between the affine line A1 ≃ Spec S{t} and the flat affine line A1♭ ≃ Spec S[t] which do
not agree over the sphere spectrum, since the former is differentially smooth and latter is fiber
smooth over Spec S, but the converse statements fail to hold. Furthermore if follows from the
proof that A1R nd A1♭,R do not agree for various classical commutative rings, such as R = Z or
R = Fp .
Remark 2.2.15. Instead of reducing the proof of Proposition 2.2.14 to the dual Steenrod algebra,
we could have used the classical computation of Fp -homology of the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum
of Z, as written out in [30, p.4] or [31, Remark 10.26]. Namely, for any prime number p there is
an isomorphism of graded rings
⎧
⎪
p=2
⎪Fp [ξ12 , ξ2 , ξ3 , . . .]
π∗ (Fp ⊗ Z) ≃ ⎨
⎪
F [ξ , ξ , ξ , . . .] ⊗ ΛFp (τ1 , τ2 , τ3 , . . .) p ≥ 3
⎪
⎩ p 1 2 3
where Λ denotes the exterior algebra, and generators are in degrees ∣ξi ∣ = 2i − 1 for p = 2 and
∣ξi ∣ = 2i − 2 for odd p, together with ∣τi ∣ = 2pi − 1. The similarity with the dual Steenrod algebra
is unmistakable, but since the existence of Steenrod operations is “morally” the reason for the
difference between the free and the polynomial algebras in brave new algebra, we have preferred
to make that explicit in the proof.
Remark 2.2.16. In the context of S-modules (also known as EKMM spectra), the equivalence of
Lemma 2.2.6 was proved in [2, Theorem 4]. The conclusion of Lemma 2.2.13, which we derived as
corollary of Lemma 2.2.6, also appears (or at least the isomorphisms of homotopy groups it induces)
as [30, Theorem 4.1], where it is proved by a direct computation in terms of Γ-homology. This
must be further combined with [3, Theorem 4.2] which shows that the Γ-homology is equivalent
to topological Andre-Quillen homology, an alternative name for (the homotopy groups of) the
cotangent complex. This latter argumentation is invoked in [33, Proposition 2.4.1.5], making it
somewhat unsatisfactory that such a basic example of the difference between spectral and derived
or classical algebraic geometry should be proved by appealing to so many techniques which are not
very common-place in this field today. We hope that our proof serves to make Theorem 2.2.4 less
formidable to a contemporary student of spectral algebraic geometry.
2.3. Comments on the two gradings. Finally let us set our sight on the construction of Proj
for graded E∞ -rings. Since it involves no extra difficulty, let us work relative to an arbitrary base.
That is to say, we will actually construct the spectral analogue of relative Proj, instead of the
absolute Proj which is a special case (though, when it comes to the actual construction, we will
first give the absolute version for pedagogical ).
Following the discussion at the beginning of Subsection 2.1, we will be working with DS 0 -graded
and Z≥ -graded E∞ -rings and their sheafy analogues over a base spectral Deligne-Mumford stack
X. Recall that, since A1X ≃ DX (DS 0 ) and GL1,X ≃ DX (QS 0 ), the results of the previous chapter,
more specifically Corollary 1.5.14, endow us with equivalences of ∞-categories,
0

CAlg ((QCoh(X)cn )DS ) ≃ ModA1X (Aff X )op ,
0

CAlg ((QCoh(X)cn )QS ) ≃ ModGL1,X (Aff X )op ,
and likewise because A1♭,X ≃ DX (Z≥ ) and Gm,X ≃ DX (Z) also equivalences
CAlg ((QCoh(X)cn )Z≥ ) ≃ ModA♭,X1 (Aff X )op ,
CAlg ((QCoh(X)cn )Z ) ≃ ModGm,X (Aff X )op .
In words (or in the wording of Corollary 1.5.18), we may express this by saying that a DS 0 grading (resp. Z≥ -grading) on a connective quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ -OX -algebras A is equivalent
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to a A1X -action (resp A1♭,X -action) on its relative spectrum SpecX A inside the ∞-category Aff X of
affine relative spectral schemes over X. Likewise do QS 0 -gradings (resp. Z-gradings) correspond
to actions of the grouplike monoid object GL1,X (resp. Gm,X ).
Remark 2.3.1 (Technical issues regarding stacks). Because the ∞-category Aff X is closed under
products, we may equivalently view the action inside its standard enlargements such as SpDM/X
or the big étale ∞-topos of X. Especially this last option is very beneficial, because it allows us
to employ the theory of actions and torsors in an ∞-topos, as reviewed in Subsection 1.2. We will
get around to forming coinvariants, which according to Subsection 1.2, should be done inside the
étale ∞-topos.
We would like to assert that we may restrict to the ∞-category SpDM/X of spectral DeligneMumford stacks over X, but this is generally not so. Instead the quotients we will encounter will
tend to be spectral generalizations of general algebraic stacks, also called Artin stacks. That is
to say, given in terms of a functor of points Y ∶ CAlgcn → S, such a Y will will satisfy descent33,
its diagonal will be representable by spectral algebraic spaces, and it will possess a chart U → Y
from a spectral scheme U . But unlike with spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks where such a chart
may always be chosen to be étale, only weaker conditions on the chart will hold. The precise
property depends on the particular case: if we are quotienting by a grouplike monoid spectral
scheme G ∈ Mongp (SpSch), then the chart U may be chosen with whatever descendable properties
G possesses. In our case G will either be GL1 or Gm . Since the former is differentially smooth,
the same can be required of the chart U, and as the latter is fiber smooth, we may assume as
much for the chart. Coinvariants with respect to GL1 and with respect to Gm are therefore both
spectral generalizations of Artin stacks, but of two different flavors. Just like the entire previous
subsection, this is yet another consequence of there being two different flavors of smoothness in
spectral algebraic geometry.
The solution we adopt is to avoid at all discussing algebraicity of the stacks involved, up until
the point when we will be able to prove that all those stacks with which we shall work from that
point onwards are in fact spectral Deligne-Mumford. Therefore we use the word stack, like it is
usually used in algebraic geometry, to refer to any object in the evident ∞-topos, usually the big
topos (perhaps over some base spectral Deligne-Mumford stack). That is to say, a stack is to
mean any functor X ∶ CAlgcn → S satisfying descent. We may treat spectral schemes and spectral
Deligne-Mumford stack on the same footing by the usual method of identifying them with their
functors of points, see Definition SAG.1.6.4.1.
Remark 2.3.2 (Line bundles). Since there is a canonical equivalence GL1 ≃ Aut(A1 ) in the big
étale ∞-topos, the associated bundle construction of Subsection 1.2 yields an equivalence between
GL1 -torsors on a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack X with line bundles on X. In the terminology of
Subsection 1.2, these are A1 -fiber bundles. A stack is line bundle precisely when it is locally (with
respect to whatever topology we are choosing our ∞-topos with; we will see in a moment that it
does not matter which of the standard options we choose) equivalent to (an appropriate relative
version of) A1 . This in particular implies that every line bundle is affine, and hence it admits
trivializations Zariski-locally regardless of which topology we started with. With respect to the
equivalence Aff X ≃ CAlg(QCoh(X)cn )op , we may further identify line bundles with quasi-coherent
sheaves of E∞ -OX -algebras A locally of the form OX {t}. This is equivalent to the existence of
an equivalence A ≃ Sym∗OX (L) where L must be a connective quasi-coherent sheaf on X, locally
equivalent to OX . That is to say, L is locally free of rank 1, which Definition SAG.2.9.4.1 calls a
line bundle on X. It follows that the ∞-category of line bundles on X embeds fully faithfully into
QCoh(X)cn and the essential image of this embedding is spanned by the invertible objects with
respect to the usual symmetric monoidal structure on quasi-coherent sheaves. In symbols we may
write TorsGL1 (X) ≃ Pic(X).
Note that unlike classical algebraic geometry however, in spectral algebraic geometry there is a
distinction between line bundles and invertible sheaves. While the former must be locally equivalent
to OX , latter may be locally also be of the form Σn OX for n ≠ 0.
33With respect to the appropriate topology. For technical reasons it is beneficial to choose a finer topology than
étale, for instance fpqc. This will not matter for us though, because we will either work with stacks with no further
conditions imposed, or it will turn out that they are actually spectral Deligne-Mumford.
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Remark 2.3.3 (Flat line bundles). Likewise does the equivalence Gm ≃ Aut(A1♭ ) yield an equivalence between Gm -torsors and flat line bundles on a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack X. These
are formally A1♭ -fiber bundles, so in particular possessing Zairski-local trivializations and admitting expressions as quasi-coherent sheaves of E∞ -OX -algebras A together with local isomorphisms
A ≃ OX [t]. Observe that unlike as for GL1 -torsors in the previous remark, it is not very convenient
to express flat line bundles in terms of invertible sheaves.
Remark 2.3.4. Thanks to the previous subsection, we may conclude that a line bundle over any
spectral Deligne-Mumford stack X is always differentially smooth, and that a flat line bundle is
always fiber smooth (and in particular flat, justifying the name). Likewise it follows that the
converse statements do not hold unless we are working over Q, which is to say that the terminal
map of spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks X → Spec S factors through Spec Q → Spec S.
From here onwards we will be primarily working with DS 0 -graded and Z≥ -graded E∞ -rings
(and their relative variants). Unlike in the classical setting where grading may be detected by
simply observing a direct sum decomposition with an indexing compatible with multiplication, the
spectral setting we are studying makes it slightly trickier to find gradings explicitly.
Remark 2.3.5. Out of the two gradings we are studying, this is somewhat less severe with Z≥
due to the discreteness. A functor A ∶ Z≥ → Sp, such as underlines any Z≥ -graded E∞ -ring A,
is essentially uniquely determined by a sequence of spectra {An }n≥0 . The underlying spectrum
(simultaneously forgetting the grading and the E∞ -ring structure) is the colimit of this functor,
which by discreteness of the space Z is nothing but the coproduct. Thus even in the spectral
world we have A ≃ ⊕n≥0 An for any Z≥ -graded E∞ -ring A. Furthermore such data determines on
A the structure of a Z≥ -graded spectrum (i.e. parametrized spectrum over Z≥ ) up to the standard
contractible ambiguity, and the same holds for any discrete grading space. Being a Z≥ -graded E∞ ring is a bit more mysterious on the other hand, and has, as we have seen, do with multiplicatively
strict elements of π0 A. The situation with Z-grading is entirely analogous.
Remark 2.3.6. Recall the equivalence DS 0 ≃ ∐n≥0 BΣn and from Remark 1.3.7 that spectra
parametrized over BΣn are equivalent to Borel equivariant spectra. This enables a rather explicit description of DS 0 -graded spectra similarly to the previous Remark as sequences of spectra
{En }n≥0 together with a specification of a (naive) Σn -equivariant structure on En for every n.
The analogous description of QS 0 -graded spectra, based on the QS 0 ≃ ∐n∈Z Σ+∞ version of the
Barrat-Priddy-Quillen theorem, is a bit hard, but may perhaps be phrased as something along the
lines of sequences of Σ∞ -equivariant spectra {En }n∈Z such that the induced action of the infinite
alternating group A∞ is trivial.
2.4. Digression: an overview of closed immersions. For the reader’s convenience, we reproduce some facts about closed immersions of spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks from the SAG that
we will use in the construction of Proj and subsequent subsections. The reader familiar with this
material may safely skip this subsection, while one looking for details and proofs should consult
SAG. First of all, recall the central definition:
Definition 2.4.1 (Definition SAG.3.1.0.1). A morphism of spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks f ∶
X → Y is a closed immersion if
(a) The underlying geometric morphism f∗ ∶ X → Y is a closed immersion of ∞-topoi. That is
to say, f∗ induces an equivalence X ≃ Y/U for some (−1)-truncated object U ∈ τ≤−1 Y.
(b) The induced map f −1 π0 OY → π0 OX is an epimorphism (of abelian group objects in the
underlying ordinary topos X♡ ).
Remark 2.4.2. Let us briefly review the higher topos theory machinery which appeared in Definition 2.4.1, though the reader seeking details should turn to HTT.7.3.2. The (−1)-truncated
objects of an ∞-topoi correspond to open immersions: for U ∈ τ≤−1 Y the overcategory X/U is an
open subtopos of X. The complementary subtopos X/U is intuitively the “complement” of X/U
inside X. Formally consists of the full subcategory of X spanned by those objects X ∈ X, such that
the mapping space MapX (Y, X) is contractible for all (Y → U ) ∈ X/U .
Remark 2.4.3. The definition of a closed immersion of spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks is in fact
quite reasonable: condition (a) asserts that it must be a closed immersions of underlying ∞-topoi,
while condition (b) requires that it induces an epimorphism on structure sheaves. Condition (b)
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is familiar from classical algebraic geometry, since it is also a requirement for closed immersions of
ordinary schemes, ringed spaces (or ringed stacks more generally) in EGA for example.
Definition 2.4.1 requires only minor modifications to be stated for arbitrary spectrally ringed
topoi (which is how Definition SAG.3.1.0.1 is stated) and as such doesn’t take the special algebraic
structure of spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks into account very much. This is why the following
equivalent characterization is much more useful in spectral algebraic geometry.
Lemma 2.4.4 (Proposition SAG.3.1.1.1 and Lemma SAG.3.1.4.3). Let X be a spectral DeligneMumford stack and let α ∶ OX → O′ be a morphism of connective sheaves of E∞ -rings on X which
induces an epimorphism π0 OX → π0 O′ . Then there exists a closed immersion of spectral DeligneMumford stacks f ∶ Y → X and an equivalence β ∶ O′ ≃ f∗ OY of quasi-coherent sheaves on X with the
following universal property: for every morphism of spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks h ∶ Z → X,
composition with β induces a homotopy equivalence
MapSpDM/X (Z, Y) → MapCAlg(QCoh(X)cn ) (O′ , h∗ OZ ).
Lemma 2.4.5 (Theorem SAG.3.1.2.1). Let A be a connective E∞ -ring and f ∶ X → Spec A be a
map of spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks. Then f is a closed immersion if and only if X is affine
and the canonical map A → O(X) induces a surjection of commutative rings π0 A → π0 O(X).
Remark 2.4.6. The preceding two Lemmas show that closed immersions of spectral DeligneMumford stacks are determined by sheaves of E∞ -algebras which determine epimorphisms upon
passage to homotopy. This is analogous to the situation in classical algebraic geometry, where such
a statement is usually expressed by saying that a closed subscheme (or Deligne-Mumford substack)
is uniquely determined by its quasi-coherent ideal sheaf.
Remark 2.4.7. Despite retaining certain properties familiar from their discrete analogues, it is
important to note that closed immersions in spectral algebraic geometry are also somewhat different
from their classical counterparts. They are less rigid, in the precise sense that the classical result
that every closed immersion is also a monomorphism no longer holds true in the spectral context.
For more details see Warning SAG.3.1.2.6.
Recall from Definition SAG.3.1.6.1 that a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack X is reduced if, for
every étale map Spec R → X, the E∞ -ring R is discrete and the underlying commutative ring is
reduced. This is to say, the property of a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack to be reduced is local
with respect to the étale topology, and a connective E∞ -ring is reduced if and only if it is discrete
and reduced34.
Lemma 2.4.8 (Proposition SAG.3.1.6.3). Let X be a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack. Let C denote
the full subcategory of SpDM/X spanned by the closed immersions i ∶ Y → X, where Y is reduced. For
every object (i ∶ Y → X) of SpDM/X , let X ∖ Y denote the pushforward i∗ (∅), where ∅ denotes an
initial object in the underlying ∞-topos of Y. Then the construction (i ∶ Y → X) → X ∖ Y determines
an equivalence of ∞-categories C ≃ (τ≤1 X)op . Here the right hand side consists of (the opposite of )
(−1)-truncated objects of the underlying ∞-topos of X.
As Remark SAG.3.1.6.4 asserts, a more informal statement of Lemma 2.4.8 is that there is an
order-reversing bijection between equivalence classes of reduced closed substacks of X and open
substacks of X. In particular, every closed immersion i ∶ Y → X (of a reduced substack or not)
possesses a complement substack X ∖ Y of X such that X ∖ Y → X is an open immersion. It
is constructed as indicated in the statement, and the discussion in Remark 2.4.2 shows that this
indeed produces an open substack, and it only remains to observe that any open substack of spectral
Deligne-Mumford stack is itself spectral Deligne-Mumford. The ability to form complements will
play an essential role in the following subsection.
34This also shows up in the spectral theory of the de-Rham stack as defined in [29]. Classically, for a stack
X is given in term of its functor of √
points, its de-Rham stack is defined by setting XdR (R) ∶= X(Rred ) for any
red
commutative ring R. Here R
= R/ R is the reduction of R in the usual sense. In the spectral context however,
[29, Definition 1.2.1] teaches that we should set XdR (R) ∶= X((π0 R)red ) for any spectral stack X and E∞ -ring R,
echoing the idea that an E∞ -ring may be reduced only if it is discrete.
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2.5. The Proj construction. With the gradings in place, armed with knowledge about closed
immersions and their complements, we are only a step away from defining Proj. Before we can do
that, we need two last lemmas to inform us how to approach the irrelevant ideal.
Lemma 2.5.1. Let Q be an infinite loop space with a unit point e ∈ Q and X a spectral DeligneMumford stack. For any connective Q-graded quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ -OX -algebras A, we have
a natural equivalence
(SpecX A)DX (Q) ≃ SpecX Ae
of relative spectral schemes over SpecX A. The schematic image of the canonical morphism from
invariants into SpecX A may therefore be identified with the closed relative spectral subscheme
defined by the discrete sheaf of ideals π0 A+ = ⊕q∈(π0 Q)∖{[e]} π0 Aq of the sheaf of commutative rings
π0 OX .
Proof. The invariants functor may be expressed as a particular sort of limit, so it commutes with
the right adjoint functor SpecX to show that (SpecX A)DX (Q) ≃ SpecX (AQ ), compatibly with the
universal morphism to SpecX A. To determine AQ , let us use the results of Subsection 1.5 to
transfer the discussion to parametrized Q-graded quasi-coherent sheaves. The coinvariants functor
may be constructed as a Kan extension along the terminal map of commutative monoid objects
in the ∞-category of (relative affine) spectral schemes DX (Q) ≃ SpecX OX [Q] → SpecX OX ≃ X,
which corresponds to the unit map of E∞ -spaces e ∶ ∆0 → Q. Therefore AQ ≃ e∗ A ≃ Ae , and the
rest of the statement of the lemma follows from this and the cofiber sequence π0 A+ → π0 A → π0 Ae
in QCoh(X)♡ .

Lemma 2.5.2. With notation as in Lemma 2.5.1, the canonical morphism of spectral DeligneMumford stacks (SpecX A)DX (Q) → SpecX A is a closed immersion and its complement is an open
DX (Q)-invariant Deligne-Mumford substack of SpecX A.
Proof. Set G ∶= DX (Q). Lemma 2.5.1 already asserts that the canonical morphism is a closed
immersion. The statement about invariance under G-action is a local assertion, since actions are
preserved under pullback and, as a special case of module ∞-categories, satisfy descent by the
results of HA.4.8.5. Thus it suffices to assume that X is affine and in particular schematic. This
means that the underlying ∞-topoi are spatial, and so it suffices to prove invariance under the
G-action on the level of homotopy, since π0 X consists of the path-connected components of the
underlying space of X. Since π0 (XG ) = (π0 X)π0 G , we have π0 (X ∖ XG ) = π0 X ∖ (π0 X)π0 G , which is
the collection of all non-trivial orbits of the π0 G-action on π0 X, and is clearly π0 G-invariant. 
Now we are ready to define Proj. We already possess all the tools necessary to proceed directly
to Construction 2.5.4 and define the relative Proj over an arbitrary spectral Deligne-Mumford stack
X. We nonetheless feel that it is beneficial to first work out the details for X ≃ Spec S, perhaps
making the relative version more accessible.
Let us spell out how the contents of the preceding two Lemmas work in the cases of our interest,
that is when Q is either QS 0 or Z. For added clarity, let us work in the absolute case, that
is set X ≃ Spec S. That is to say, we are given a connective QS 0 -graded (resp. Z-graded) E∞ ring A. This equips the commutative ring π0 A with a Z-grading π0 A ≃ ⊕n∈Z π0 An . Since the
underlying ordinary group scheme of the spectral scheme GL1 (resp. Gm ) is Gm,Z ≃ Spec Z[t±1 ].
The corresponding coaction of Z[t±1 ] on A is given on the level of homotopy
π0 An ∋ a ↦ a ⊗ tn ∈ π0 An ⊗Z Z[t±1 ].
From this it becomes evident that a closed immersion Spec B → Spec A is GL1 -invariant (resp. Gm invariant) if and only if the kernel of the corresponding epimorphism π0 A → π0 B is a homogeneous
ideal.
Now suppose that the QS 0 -grading on A actually comes from a DS 0 -grading. In particular
this implies that π0 An = 0 for n < 0. Then the E∞ -ring map A → A0 determines according
to Lemma 2.4.4 a closed immersion, since its kernel on the level of homotopy is the certainly
homogeneous irrelevant ideal π0 A+ = ⊕n≥1 An . Let us denote this closed immersion, which we
know to be GL1 -invariant (resp. Gm -invariant), by V(π0 A) → Spec A, and Lemma 2.5.1 identifies
it with the canonical map of the GL1 -invariants (resp. Gm -invariants). Lemma 2.5.2 asserts that
its complement in Spec A is a GL1 -invariant (resp. Gm -invariant) open spectral subscheme.
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Construction 2.5.3. Let A be a DS 0 -graded connective E∞ -ring. In light of the preceding
discussion, we may define its Proj, or homogeneous spectrum of A, to be the coinvariants spectral
stack
Proj A ∶= (Spec A ∖ V(π0 A+ ))GL1 .
If A is a Z≥ -graded connective E∞ -ring, we likewise define its flat Proj, or flat homogeneous spectrum
of A, to be
Proj♭ A ∶= (Spec A ∖ V(π0 A+ ))Gm .
Without further ado and with no additional work, we may define relative Proj over an arbitrary
base spectral Deligne-Mumford stack by repeating the same steps in the relative setting.
Construction 2.5.4. Let X be a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack and let A be a fixed connective
DS 0 -graded quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ -algebras on X, which on the level of homotopy induces a
non-negative grading π0 A = ⊕n≥0 π0 An . We may extend this to a QS 0 -grading, which means that
SpecX A carries an action of GL1,X . The morphism of quasi-coherent sheaves of E∞ -OX algebras
A → A0 , corresponding on the level of homotopy to the irrelevant ideal π0 A+ ∶= ⊕n≥1 π0 An , induces
by Lemma 2.4.4 a closed immersion of spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks which we will denote
V(π0 A+ ) → SpecX A. The complement SpecX A ∖ V(π0 A+ ) ⊆ SpecX A is an open substack and is
GL1,X -invariant by Lemma 2.5.2. Now we may define the relative Proj or relative homogeneous
spectrum of A to be the coinvariants stack over X
ProjX A ∶= (SpecX A ∖ V(π0 A+ ))GL1,X .
Variant. Let X be a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack and let A be a fixed connective Z≥ -graded
quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ -algebras on X, which induces of homotopy a non-negative grading
π0 A = ⊕n≥0 π0 An . Just as in the previous case, we may extend to a Z-grading, which is to say
action of Gm,X on SpecX A. By the same reasoning as before, (SpecX A)Gm,X ≃ SpecX A0 with
schematic image V(π0 A+ ) ⊆ SpecX A. Its complement is Zariski open and Gm,X -invariant so we
may set the relative flat Proj or relative flat homogeneous spectrum of A to be the coinvariants
stack over X
Proj♭X A ∶= (SpecX A ∖ V(π0 A+ ))Gm,X .
Remark 2.5.5. From the above definition of Proj (resp. flat Proj) as a quotient stack we may use
Proposition 1.2.5 to infer its functor of points. That is, an morphism of stacks over X from f ∶ Y → X
to Y → ProjX A (resp. Y → Proj♭X A) is equivalent to a GL1,X -torsor (resp. Gm,X -torsor) P on Y
together with a GL1,X -equivariant (resp. Gm,X -equivariant) map P → SpecY f ∗ A ∖ V(π0 f ∗ A+ ).
Remark 2.5.6. Post-composing with the zero-truncation maps DS 0 → Z≥ and QS 0 → Z induces
0
0
lax symmetric monoidal functors QCoh(X)Z≥ → QCoh(X)DS and QCoh(X)Z → QCoh(X)QS ,
0
equipping any Z≥ -graded sheaf of quasi-coherent E∞ -OX -algebras A with an auxiliary DS -grading.
The map Gm,X → GL1,X yields a canonical morphism
Proj♭X A → ProjX A,
which is in general not an equivalence, despite both sides being quotients of the same relative
spectral scheme SpecX A ∖ V(π0 A+ ). Such a situation is one of the distinguishing features of
homotopy theory in general: if H ⊆ G is a subgroup of a finite group, then the map between the
(homotopy) coinvariants of a point ∆0H → ∆0G is the map of classifying spaces BH → BG and is
not an equivalence whenever H is a proper the subgroup.
So that we will be able to derive global conclusions from local results, we need to observe that
both versions of Proj are compatible with base change in the following sense.
Proposition 2.5.7. Let f ∶ X → Y be a morphism of spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks. If A is
DS 0 -graded (resp. Z≥ -graded) quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ -algebras on Y, then so is f ∗ A on X and
there is a natural equivalence
ProjX f ∗ A ≃ ProjY A ×Y X

(resp. Proj♭X f ∗ A ≃ Proj♭Y A ×Y X)

of stacks over X.
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Proof. Let us give the proof in the DS 0 -graded case, since the Z≥ -graded case is analogous. By the
standard properties of affine morphisms, we have SpecY A ×Y X ≃ SpecX f ∗ A. This equivalence is,
according to the equivalence GL1,Y ×Y X ≃ GL1,X , compatible with the GL1 -action, which is to say
GL1 -equivariant. Furthermore (π0 f )∗ (π0 A+ ) ≃ π0 (f ∗ A)+ and so the previous equivalence restricts
to V(π0 A+ ) ×Y X ≃ V(π0 f ∗ A+ ). All of this together yields a chain of equivalences
ProjX f ∗ A

≃ (SpecX f ∗ A ∖ V(π0 f ∗ A+ ))GL1,X
≃ ((SpecY A ×Y X) ∖ (V(π0 A+ ) ×Y X))GL1,Y ×Y X
≃ (SpecY A ∖ V(π0 A+ ))GL1,Y ×Y X
≃ ProjY A ×Y X.

which are clearly functorial with respect to all the objects involved.


Proj♭X A

The previous Proposition concerns functoriality of ProjX A and
in the variable X.
Functoriality in the other variable A is bit more subtle and we content ourselves with the following
very weak functoriality result.
Proposition 2.5.8. Let X be a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack and ϕ ∶ A → B a morphism
of connective DS 0 -graded (resp. Z≥ -graded) quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ -algebras on X such that
π0 ϕ(π0 A+ ) = π0 B+ . The morphism SpecX B → SpecX A induces a morphism ProjX B → ProjX A
(resp. Proj♭X B → Proj♭X A).
Proof. Under the assumption on ϕ, the morphism SpecX B → SpecX A restricts to SpecX B ∖
V(π0 B+ ) → SpecX A ∖ V(π0 A+ ). Since formation of coinvariants X ↦ XG is functorial with
respect to the G-module X (where we are taking G to be either GL1,X or Gm,X , but it can be
any monoid object), this induces the desired functor between the two Proj spectral stacks, flat or
otherwise.

At the end of the subsection, let us examine two examples of Proj which are in some sense
degenerate.
Example 2.5.9. Let X be a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack and A ∈ CAlg(QCoh(X)). Let
i0 ∶ ∆0 → DS 0 denote the inclusion of the unit point for the E∞ -structure. Then (i0 )! A is a
DS 0 -graded quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ -algebras on X. For any other [x] ∈ π0 (DS 0 ) ∖ {0} with a
representable inclusion ix ∶ ∆0 → DS 0 , we have pullback diagram of spaces
∅

/ ∆0


∆0


/ DS 0

i0

ix

from which Chevalley’s formula implies that Ax ≃ i∗x (i0 )! A ≃ 0. Hence π0 (i0 )! A = π0 ((i0 )! A)0 =
π0 A is a graded commutative ring concentrated in degree 0. Since π0 A+ ≃ 0, we have ProjX ((i0 )! A) ≃
(SpecX A)GL1,X , and since the action of GL1,X on SpecX A is trivial, this is further equivalent to
SpecX A ×X BGL1,X ≃ SpecX A × BGL1 . Analogous consideration with DS 0 replaced by Z≥ shows
that Proj♭X ((i0 )! A) ≃ SpecX A × BGm .
Example 2.5.10. As in the previous example, let X be a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack and
A ∈ CAlg(QCoh(X)). This time consider the quasi-coherent sheaf A{t} ≃ A ⊗OX OX {t} with
the evident OX {t}-coaction to exhibit the DS 0 -grading. That is to say, consider the DS 0 -graded
quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ -algebras r∗ A where r ∶ DS 0 → ∆0 is the terminal map of E∞ -spaces.
The sheaf of ideals π0 A+ is precisely the sheaf of ideals generated by the evident global section t
of (π0 A)[t] ≃ π0 (A{t}). It follows that
SpecX A{t} ∖ V(π0 A+ ) ≃ SpecX A{t±1 } ≃ SpecX A ×X SpecX OX {t± } ≃ SpecX A ×X GL1,X
and this is also an equivalence of GL1,X -torsors, where SpecX A carries the trivial action. Thus
ProjX A{t} ≃ SpecX A, and analogous reasoning leads us to the equivalence Proj♭X A[t] ≃ SpecX A.
Remark 2.5.11. In both of the above examples the Proj and flat Proj are spectral DeligneMumford stacks. As mentioned, we can not expect that in general. At most we may expect
ProjX A to be a spectral Artin stack with respect to differential smoothness, and Proj♭X A to be a
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spectral Artin stack with respect to fiberwise smoothness. However we will see as a consequence
of the results of the following section that, under some reasonable assumptions on the grading on
A, both ProjX A and Proj♭X A actualy belong to the ∞-category SpDM/X .
Remark 2.5.12. It might seem strange to only restrict the discussion in this subsection to DS 0 graded (resp. Z≥ -graded) connective E∞ -rings (or their sheafy analogues), since we immediately
pass to the induced QS 0 -grading (resp. Z-grading) anyway. This is partially for historic reasons,
since Proj in classical algebraic geometry is usually defined only for non-negatively integer graded
rings, while studying coinvariants under more general actions falls under the domain of geometric
invariant theory. Much more seriously however, aside from stating the definition, we could prove
hardly any results in such increased generality. This is primarily due to the next subsection, where
we provide an alternative description of Proj (resp. flat Proj), relies heavily on the assumption
that the grading is taken over DS 0 (resp. Z≥ ).
2.6. Local structure of Proj. For the majority of this subsection we will study the local structure
of Proj, so let us limit ourselves to the “absolute” case described in the Construction 2.5.3.
Lemma 2.6.1. Let A be a connective DS 0 -graded E∞ -ring and x ∈ π0 A1 . The open spectral
subscheme D(x) ⊆ Spec A ∖ V(π0 A+ ) is GL1 -invariat and the quotient stack D(x)GL1 is equivalent
to Spec(A[x−1 ])0 .
Proof. First let A be an ordinary graded commutative ring. The element x ∈ A1 determines
the open subscheme D(x) ⊆ Spec A ∖ V(A+ ) which is certainly Gm -invariant. Indeed, writing
α ∶ A → A[t±1 ] for the given coaction, sending ∑i ai ↦ ∑i ai ti where ai ∈ Ai and A = ⊕i∈Z Ai
is the corresponding grading on A, the coaction α extends naturally to an abusively denoted
coaction α ∶ A[x−1 ] → A[x−1 ][t±1 ] according to the rule xani ↦ xani ti−n . Since x is invertible in
the localized ring A[x−1 ], the assignment xani ↦ xaii ui−n extends to a homomorphism of A-algebras
ϕ ∶ A[x−1 ] → (A[x−1 ])0 [u±1 ] It clearly admits a left inverse determined by u ↦ x, so ϕ is injective.
Furthermore it is evidently surjective, so it must induce an isomorphism A[x−1 ] ≃ (A[x−1 ])0 [u±1 ].
If u is given degree 1 (producing the usual grading on the polynomial algebra), this is also an
isomorphism of graded algebras. In terms of the coactions, that is to say that
ai
ai
ai
ϕ ○ α ( n ) = i ti−n ui−n = β ○ ϕ ( n )
x
x
x
where β ∶ R[u± ] → R[t± , u± ] is the map given by u ↦ tu, i.e. the coaction morphism determining
the multiplication Gm × Gm → Gm . Hence there is a commutative diagram
A[x−1 ]
α



A[x−1 ][t±1 ]

/ (A[x−1 ])0 [u±1 ]

ϕ

ϕ



β

/ (A[x−1 ])0 [t±1 , u±1 ]

exhibiting that ϕ is in fact an equivalence of comodules. Geometrically we have found a Gm eqivariant equivalence
D(x) ≃ Spec A[x−1 ] ≃ Spec(A[x−1 ])0 × Gm
between D(x) and the trivial Gm -torsor. In particular, its quotient D(x)Gm is naturally isomorphic to the scheme. Spec(A[x−1 ])0 .
Now let A be a general connective DS 0 -graded E∞ -ring. That D(x) is a GL1 -invariant spectral
subscheme of Spec A follows as before from the fact that D(x) ≃ Spec A[x−1 ] and the localization
A[x−1 ] of A at the homogeneous element x ∈ π0 A1 may be formed inside the ∞-category of QS 0 graded E∞ -rings in the form of a pushout
S{t}

x


S{t±1 }

/A

/ A[x−1 ],

in which the left vertical arrow is induced by the group completion map of E∞ -spaces DS 0 → QS 0 .
0
The “underlying E∞ -ring” functor r! ∶ CAlg( SpQS ) → CAlg is a left adjoint and preserves colimits, such as this localization. Hence the underlying E∞ -ring of the graded localization A[x−1 ] is
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the eponymous E∞ -ring localization by Corollary 2.1.8. Therefore the map Spec A[x−1 ] → Spec A,
corresponding to the inclusion of D(x), is canonically GL1 -equivariant, which means nothing else
but that D(x) is GL1 -invariant. Since the map A → A[x−1 ] is étale, the existence of an equivalence of A-algebras between A[x−1 ] and (A[x−1 ])0 {t±1 } is equivalent to existence of such an
isomorphism on the level of π0 by Theorem HA.7.5.4.2, whence reducing to the already-treated
discrete case. In particular, the two E∞ -A-algebras in question are étale A[QS 0 ]-comodules, but
due to the equivalence between the ∞-categories of étale E∞ -algebras and underlying ordinary
étale commutative algebras, it follows that the discussed equivalence ϕ of E∞ -A-algebras preserves
the S{t±1 }-comodule structure if and only if π0 ϕ preserves the corresponding π0 A[t±1 ]-comodule
structure. We have already proved that it does, which confirms that D(x) ≃ Spec(A[x−1 ])0 × GL1
as GL1 -torsors. Taking coinvariants yields the desired equivalence.

Let us introduce some terminology, motivated by Remark 2.1.2 and necessary to transplant
Lemma 2.6.1 from the DS 0 -graded to the Z≥ -graded case.
Definition 2.6.2. Given an E∞ -ring A, an element x ∈ π0 A is said to be multiplicatively strict if
it belongs to the image under π0 of the essential image of the map35
MapCMon (Z≥ , Ω∞ A) → MapCMon (DS 0 , Ω∞ A) ≃ Ω∞ A
under the canonical identification π0 A ≃ π0 (Ω∞ A) between the (stable) homotopy group of a
spectrum and the ordinary homotopy groups of its image under Ω∞ .
Remark 2.6.3. That is to say, an element x ∈ π0 A is multiplicatively strict if and only if the
map of E∞ -spaces DS 0 → Ω∞ A, which is determined (up to homotopy) by x according to the
universal property of the initial E∞ -space DS 0 , factors through the truncation map DS 0 → Ω∞ A.
The truncation (or passage to connected components) map DS 0 → Z is surjective, from which
it follows that an element x ∈ π0 A which is multiplicatively strict belongs to a map Z≥ → Ω∞ A
uniquely up to homotopy.
By virtue of the universal property of the flat flat affine line, a multiplicatively strict element
in an E∞ -ring A further corresponds to a map S[t] → A, mapping t ∈ Z[t] ≃ π0 (S[t]) to x ∈ π0 A.
Such a morphism of E∞ -rings may or may not extend to an S[t]-coaction on A. If it does, it will
be a map of DS 0 -graded E∞ -rings by the equivalence of S[t]-coactions and DS 0 -gradings, and
since t is homogeneous of degree 1 in Z[t], the same holds for x in π0 A with respect to the induced
Z≥ -grading on π0 A. This setts us up for the following Lemma.
Lemma 2.6.4. Let A be a connective Z≥ -graded E∞ -ring and a x ∈ π0 A1 a multiplicatively strict
element homogeneous of degree 1. The open spectral subscheme D(x) ⊆ Spec A ∖ V(π0 A+ ) is Gm invariant and the quotient stack D(x)Gm is equivalent to Spec(A[x−1 ])0 .
Proof. We may repeat almost the same argument as in the DS 0 -graded care of Lemma 2.6.1. The
discrete case is precisely the same, reducing to ordinary commutative algebra. The rest of the
argument may also proceed the same, using étaleness of localizations of E∞ -rings to reduce finding
an equivalence of Gm -torsors D(x) ≃ Spec(A[x−1 ])0 × Gm to a statement on π0 where it follows
from the already established discrete case. All we must show, in order for that to work, is that the
localization A[x−1 ] agrees in the ∞-category of Z≥ -graded E∞ -rings and, on the level of underlying
E∞ -rings, in CAlg. By assumption on x, it is equivalent to a Z≥ -graded map S[t] → A. Inside the
∞-category of Z-graded E∞ -rings, we must take the pushout
S[t]

x


S[t±1 ]

/A

/ A[x−1 ],

35It is important here to note that Ω∞ A is considered to be an E -space with respect to its multiplicative
∞
structure, as already discussed in Remark 2.2.7. That is to say, the E∞ -structure on the space Ω∞ A comes from
the commutative algebra structure on A ∈ CAlgcn ≃ CAlg(Spcn ) due to the functor Ω∞ ∶ Sp → S being symmetric
monoidal. We are pointing this out because the space Ω∞ A carries another canonical E∞ -structure: the additive
one, arising from the fact that the functor Ω∞ ∶ Spcn → CMongp is an equivalence of ∞-categories. Unlike the
additive E∞ -structure, the multiplicative one relevant to this discussion dpes not exist for any spectrum, instead
genuinely requiring A to be an E∞ -space. Furthermore it need not be grouplike.
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in which the left vertical arrow is induced by group completion map of discrete E∞ -spaces, or
equivalently commutative monoids, Z≥ → Z. To see that the underlying E∞ -ring of this homogeneous localization A[x−1 ] agrees with the eponymous localization in the E∞ -category, use the
fact that the functor r! ∶ CAlg (SpZ ) → CAlg preserves colimits and so the above diagram is also a
pushout square in CAlg. We may form the diagram of E∞ -rings
S{t}

/ S[t]


S{t±1 }


/ S[t±1 ]

x

/A

/ A[x−1 ],

in which the right inner square is a pushout by the preceding discussion and the left inner square
is a pushout by Remark 2.1.9. Consequently the outer square is also a pushout square, exhibiting
the underlying E∞ -ring of the Z-graded localisation A[x−1 ] as the localization of the E∞ -ring A
at the element x ∈ π0 A by Corollary 2.1.8.

Remark 2.6.5. In classical algebraic geometry, more specifically in scheme theory, the analogue
of Lemma 2.6.1 follows immediately from a theorem [26] asserting that a categorical quotient of an
affine scheme by a reductive group scheme is affine and corresponds to the algebra of invariants.
Such a result is already false in the context of Deligne-Mumford stacks, where the quotient stack
A1 /Gm parametrizes generalized Cartier divisors (see [28, Proposition 10.3.7]), and is as such
certainly not affine.
Remark 2.6.6. The content of Lemma 2.6.1 is very akin to forming homogeneous coordinates.
Indeed, we choose a “coordinate” x ∈ π0 A+ and set that x ≠ 0, which is to say restrict to the open
subscheme D(x). Then just like in the classical case of homogeneous coordinates on a projective
space, the rest of the “coordinates” arrange themselves so as to give a chart, which is to say exhibit
D(x) as affine.
Remark 2.6.7. The open subschemes D(x)GL1 and D(x)Gm of Proj A and Proj♭ A are the spectral
incarnations of what is classically, for instance in the EGA, denoted in scheme theory as the open
subscheme D+ (x) of (the classical) Proj A. Likewise the graded localization E∞ -rings (A[x−1 ])0
are analogues of what is in scheme theory usually denoted A(x) . Our choice to stick with the longer
more cumbersome notation is motivated by a wish to reduce potential ambiguity.
Remark 2.6.8. Lemma 2.6.1 hinges on the element x being of degree 1, and can fail otherwise.
This is related to the fact, already observed in ordinary algebraic geometry, that weighted projective
spaces can admit stacky points.
In the course of proving Lemma 2.6.1, we have seen that QS 0 -graded (resp. Z-graded) E∞ -rings
admit localizations at homogeneous elements (resp. multiplicative strict homogeneous elements) of
degree 1. The same is in fact true, as the next Proposition will explain, for a homogeneous element
x ∈ π0 Ad of any degree d ∈ Z. The argument is similar as before, only that x is not classified by
a map of graded E∞ -rings S{t} → A if d ≠ 1. This is because the standard grading on the free
E∞ -ring on one generator t has the generator in degree one.
Proposition 2.6.9. The ∞-category of QS 0 -graded (resp. Z-graded) E∞ -rings possesses localizations at homogeneous elements (resp. multiplicatively strict homogeneous elements). That is
to say, if A is a QS 0 -graded (resp. Z-graded) E∞ -ring and x ∈ π0 Ad a homogeneous element
(resp. multiplicatively strict homogeneous element) for some d ∈ Z, then there exists morphism
A → A[x−1 ] of QS 0 -graded (resp. Z-graded) E∞ -rings universal with the property of mapping the
component of x to π0 (A[x−1 ])× . If r ∶ QS 0 → ∆0 (resp. r ∶ Z → ∆0 ) is the projection onto a point,
r! (A[x−1 ]) ≃ (r! A)[x−1 ], the second localization taking place in the ∞-category of E∞ -rings.
Proof. Let us first treat the QS 0 -graded case. We will stick to d ≥ 0, as the case d < 0 may be
inferred from it by restricting to the image of S{t} under the self-equivalence of S{t±1 } determined
by sending t ↦ t−1 . Let us define DS 0 -grading S{td } on S{t} such that t is in degree d. In order
to do that, recall that DS 0 is an E∞ -ring space, which is to say that it carries two compatible
E∞ -structures, one additive and another multiplicative. Let µd ∶ DS 0 → DS 0 denote multiplication
by d in terms of the multiplicative E∞ -structure. That is to say, µd induces multiplication by d as
a map Z≥ → Z≥ on the level of homotopy. Then S{td } ∶= S[µd (DS 0 )] (or equivalently (µd )! (S{t})
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where S{t} is equipped with its usual QS 0 -grading) and this QS 0 -graded E∞ -ring is determined
0
by the universal property that for every A ∈ CAlg( SpQS ) there is a natural equivalence of spaces
MapCAlg(SpQS0 ) (S{td }, A) ≃ Ad .
Likewise have we S{t±d } ∶= S[µd (QS 0 )] defined in terms of the E∞ -ring structure on QS 0 , which,
by the virtue of S{t±1 } being the localization of the E∞ -ring S{t} at t ∈ Z[t] ≃ π0 (S{t}), classifies
invertible homogeneous elements of degree d. Now given a homogeneous element x ∈ π0 Ad , we may
find a corresponding map of graded E∞ -rings x ∶ S{td } → A and form the pushout
S{td }

x


S{t±d }

/A

/ A[x−1 ].

Since r! (S{td }) ≃ S{t} and r! (S{t±d }) ≃ S[t±1 ] for every d, the underlying E∞ -ring of graded
localization still recovers ordinary localization of E∞ -rings. By the preceding discussion of the
universal properties of S{td } and S{t±d }, it is also clear that so defined QS 0 -graded E∞ -ring
A[x−1 ] satisfies the expected universal property of localization at x in the ∞-category of graded
E∞ -rings.
The Z-graded case is analogous, with the only change we have to make being to replace S{td }
and S{t±d } with S[td ] ∶= S[dZ≥ ] and S[t±d ] ∶= S[dZ] for all d ≥ 0. The one difference is that it
is not immediate that the functor r! CAlg (SpZ ) → CAlg sends the graded localization to ordinary
localization of E∞ -rings, but that is proved precisely the same for any d as for d = 1 in the proof
of Lemma 2.6.4.

Remark 2.6.10. It follows from the Proposition that the ∞-category of connective QS 0 -graded
(resp. Z-graded) E∞ -rings also has (resp. multiplicatively strict) homogeneous localizations, because an X-graded E∞ -ring A for any E∞ -space X is connective if and only if r! A is a connective
E∞ -ring, and since CAlgcn is closed under localization at elements in π0 .
Remark 2.6.11. Consider a QS 0 -graded (resp. Z-graded) E∞ -ring A is actually DS 0 -graded (resp.
0
0
Z≥ -graded), i.e. it lies in the essential image of the functor CAlg(SpDS ) → CAlg(SpQS ) (resp.
CAlg(SpZ≥ ) → CAlg(SpZ )) induced by the group completion map of E∞ -spaces DS 0 → QS 0 (resp.
Z≥ → Z). For x ∈ π0 An a (resp. multiplicatively strict) homogeneous element of degree n > 0, the
localized QS 0 -graded (resp. Z-graded) E∞ -ring A[x−1 ] is not DS 0 -graded (resp. Z≥ -graded). This
may be observed on the level of homotopy, where π0 (A[x−1 ]) ≃ (π0 A)[x−1 ] is the usual localization
of graded commutative rings. For any a ∈ π0 Ak and any l ≥ 0, this graded ring contains the element
a
which is homogeneous of degree k − nl.
xl
Remark 2.6.12. Of particular interest is the case d = 0, as then S{t0 } and S[t0 ] are concentrated
in degree 0 and we have S{t0 } ≃ i! (S{t}) and S[t0 ] ≃ i! (S{t}) where i denotes the unit-point
inclusion36 ∆0 → QS 0 or ∆0 → Z. Similarly (please excuse the awkward notation) S{t±0 } ≃
i! (S{t±1 }). It follows that A[x−1 ] ≃ A ⊗i! (A0 ) i! (A0 [x−1 ]), which we might intuitively express by
saying that homogeneous localization occurs in each degree of the grading separately. In particular
we have then (A[x−1 ])0 ≃ A0 [x−1 ], which is far from true in general.
By localizing at one element at a time (and since an E∞ -ring always maps canonically into
its localization), we may define localization of a graded E∞ -ring A at any finite set {xi }i∈I of (if
needs be multiplicatively strict) homogeneous elements in π0 A. The order in which elements of
{xi }i∈I are chosen to localize at is irrelevant, as is easily seen by the fact that A[{xi }−1
i∈I ] satisfies
36This may seem off at first glance. It might seem, seeing how DS 0 is the free E -space on one generator, that
∞

the unit of an E∞ -space must come from the map of E∞ -spaces DS 0 → X which is determined by the unit of the
commutative monoid π0 X. But in fact this is a different piece of information; one part of the E∞ -structure on X is
the specification of a map i ∶ ∆0 → X which determines the unit point of X. The path-connected component that
this point defines in π0 X does indeed coincide with the unit of that commutative monoid, but i is a more precise
piece of data since it exists on the level of the E∞ -space X and not just the underlying homotopy commutative
monoid π0 X. We may infer from this that the trivial E∞ -space ∆0 is a zero object in the ∞-category CMon of
E∞ -spaces, just like the trivial monoid 0 is the zero object in CMon♡ .
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a universal property where no element of S plays a distinguished role. We may also observe that
A[{x1 , . . . , xn }−1 ] ≃ A[(x1 ⋯xn )−1 ], though we will not use this fact.
Lemma 2.6.13. Let A be a QS 0 -graded (resp. Z-graded) E∞ -ring and let {xi }i∈I ⊆ π0 A1 be a finite
set of elements (resp. multiplicatively strict elements). Then for any j ∈ I we have A[{xi }−1
i∈I ] ≃
xi −1
}
A[x−1
].
][{
j
xj i∈I∖{j}
Proof. This follows straight from the universal property of localization.



Lemma 2.6.14. Let A be a connective DS 0 -graded (resp. Z-graded) E∞ -ring and let {x1 , . . . , xn } ⊆
π0 A1 be a finite set of elements (resp. multiplicatively strict elements). Then D(xi ) ⊆ Spec A ∖
V(π0 A+ ) are nonempty open GL1 -invariant (resp. Gm -invariant) subschemes and there is a natural
equivalence

(resp.

D(x1 )GL1 ×Proj A ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ×Proj A D(xn )GL1

≃ Spec(A[{x1 , . . . , xn }−1 ])0

D(x1 )Gm ×Proj♭ A ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ×Proj♭ A D(xn )Gm

≃ Spec(A[{x1 , . . . , xn }−1 ])0 )

Proof. We restrict to the DS 0 -graded case, as the Z-graded one is entirely analogous.
By induction it suffices to assume that n = 2, the n = 1 case being treated by Lemma 2.6.1.
Thus we are given non-nilpotent elements x, y ∈ π0 A1 . Since D(x) and D(y) are open spectral
subschemes of Spec A ∖ V(π0 A+ ) which is itself an open spectral subscheme of Spec A, we have
D(x) ×Spec A∖V(π0 A+ ) D(y) ≃ D(x) ×Spec A D(y)
and so, since the coinvariants functor is right adjoint and hence preserves limits,
D(x)GL1 ×Proj A D(y)GL1 ≃ (D(x) ×Spec A D(y))GL1 ≃ Spec A[{x, y}−1 ]GL1 .
Now we may use Lemma 2.6.13 to write
−1

Spec A[{x, y}−1 ] ≃ Spec (A[x−1 ][ ( xy )

]),

identifying Spec A[{x, y}−1 ] with the GL1 -invariant Zariski open subscheme of Spec A[x−1 ] determined by the element xy ∈ (π0 A)[x−1 ] ≃ π0 (A[x−1 ]). Its quotient by GL1 may be therefore
identified (because both spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks in question possess the same functor of
points) with the open substack of the quotient (Spec A[x−1 ])GL1 , determined by the same element
y
, considered this time as a GL1 -invariant function on Spec A[x−1 ], which makes sense because by
x
Lemma 2.6.1
O(Spec A[x−1 ])GL1 ≃ O(Spec A[x−1 ]GL1 ) ≃ O(Spec A[x−1 ]) ≃ A[x−1 ]0 .
That is to say
Spec (A[x−1 ][ ( xy )

−1

−1

])GL ≃ Spec (A[x−1 ]0 [ ( xy )
1

]) ≃ Spec(A[{x, y}−1 ])0 ,

where the second equivalence comes from applying in conjunction Remark 2.6.12 and Lemma
2.6.13.

Construction 2.6.15. Suppose that A is a connective DS 0 -graded (resp. Z≥ -graded) E∞ -ring.
○
Fix a nonempty subset (resp. multiplicatively strict subset) {xi }i∈Λ of π0 A1 and let Pfin
(Λ) be the
○
poset of nonempty finite subsets of its index set Λ. For every I ∈ Pfin (Λ), define AI ∶= (A[{xi }−1
i∈I ])0 .
By the universal property of localization there is an essentially unique E∞ -A0 -algebra map AI → AJ
for every inclusion I ⊆ J of nonempty subsets of Λ. That is to say, the construction I ↦ AI extends
○
to a functor Pfin
(Λ) → CAlgcn
A0 , where we are as usual viewing the inclusion-ordered poset as a
category (and an ∞-category by the nerve construction).
Lemma 2.6.16. With the notation as in Construction 2.6.15, the E∞ -A0 -algebra map AI → AJ
○
is étale for every inclusion I ⊆ J in Pfin
(Λ).
Proof. Combine Lemma 2.6.13, Remark 2.6.12 and the fact that the localization map R → R[x−1 ]
is étale for all E∞ -rings R and all x ∈ π0 R, see Example HA.7.5.0.7.

Remark 2.6.17. For the conclusion of Lemma 2.6.16 to hold, it is essential to restrict our attention
to I and J nonempty finite subsets of Λ. Indeed, by analogy with AI , we could define A∅ ∶= A0 , and
Construction 2.6.15 would extend to a functor Pfin (Λ) → CAlgcn
A0 from the poset of all (possibly
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empty) finite subsets of Λ. But the E∞ -ring map A0 → A[x−1 ]0 tends not to be étale, since we can
not use Lemma 2.6.13 to reduce it to localizations at degree 0 elements.
Indeed, consider the DS 0 -graded E∞ -ring A = Z{t} and the element t ∈ Zt = Z[t]1 = π0 A1 . Then
A[t−1 ] ≃ Z{t±1 } and by the Barrat-Priddy-Quillen theorem we have Z{t±1 } ≃ ⊕n∈Z Z[BΣ+∞ ], where
Σ+ denotes the Quillen plus construction applied to the classifying space of the infinite symmetric
−1
+
group Σ∞
+ . Hence A[t ]0 ≃ Z[BΣ∞ ], which is not a discrete E∞ -ring and therefore can not be
flat, let alone étale, over Z ≃ A0 .
At least under some reasonable conditions on a graded E∞ -ring A, we are now able to give a
rather explicit “gluing” construction of Proj.
Theorem 2.6.18. Let A be a connective DS 0 -graded (resp. Z≥ -graded) E∞ -ring. Let the graded
piece A1 generate A over A0 , in the sense that the canonical morphism of E∞ -rings Sym∗A0 (A1 ) → A
is surjective on π0 . Let further π0 A1 be generated as a π0 A0 -module by some set of generators (resp.
multiplicatively strict generators) {xi }i∈Λ ⊆ π0 A1 . Then {D(xi )}i∈Λ forms a Zariski open covering
of Spec A ∖ V(π0 A+ ) and we have
Proj A ≃

lim
Ð○→

Spec AI

(resp.

Proj♭ A ≃

lim
Ð→

Spec AI )

○ (Λ)
I∈Pfin

I∈Pfin (Λ)

respectively, where the colimit is taken in the ∞-category of spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks.
Proof. The proofs in the DS 0 -graded and Z≥ -graded cases are identical, so we stick to the former.
First let us show that conditions imposed on A imply that Proj A is (represented by a) spectral
Deligne-Mumford stack. For this we must assert the existence of a spectral scheme U together
with a surjective étale map U → Proj A. According to the assumptions of the Theorem, elements
{xi }i∈Λ generate the irrelevant ideal π0 A+ . That means that {D(xi )}i∈Λ is a Zariski open covering
of Spec A∖V(π0 A+ ), and hence {D(xi )GL1 }i∈Λ does likewise for Proj A. Set U to be the coproduct
of this family, we are reduced to showing that each D(xi )GL1 is itself a spectral scheme, and that
the map D(xi )GL1 → Proj A is étale, for all i ∈ Λ. The first of these statements follows from Lemma
2.6.1 which shows that D(xi ) ≃ Spec(A[x−1
i ])0 and this is certainly a spectral scheme. The second
statement follows by a standard descent theoretic argument, which we now spell out. From the
theory of torsors follows the existence of a pullback square
D(xi )

/ D(xi )GL .
1


Spec A ∖ V(π0 A+ )


/ Proj A

The lower horizontal arrow is a GL1 -torsor by the definition of Proj, so it is in particular an
effective epimorphism. Because the property of being an open immersion is local (with respect
to whatever topology we are considering, e.g. étale or fpqc) and stable under coproducts and
pullbacks, it follows from Proposition HTT.6.2.3.14 that the fact that the left vertical arrow in the
above square is an open immersion implies that its right vertical arrow D(xi )GL1 → Proj A is also
an open immersion. In particular, it is also étale.
We have shown that Proj A is a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack with a schematic open cover
37
{D(xi )GL1 }i∈Λ . By Lemma 2.6.1, we have D(xi ) ≃ Spec(A[x−1
i ])0 ≃ Spec A{i} for all i ∈ Λ, hence
the fact that every groupoid object in an ∞-topos is effective gives rise to an equivalence
Proj A ≃ ∣Č ({Spec A{i} }i∈Λ )∣ .
The geometric realization on the right-hand side may be taken inside the ∞-category SpDM instead
of in the encompassing big étale ∞-topos, because we have already shown the left-hand side Proj A
to belong to this subcategory. Let us determine the structure of this Čech nerve. For any k, its
k-simplices are by Lemma 2.6.14 equivalent to
Č ({Spec A{i} }i∈Λ )k

≃

∐
(i1 ,...,ik )∈Λk+1

≃

∐
(i1 ,...,ik )∈Λk+1

Spec A{i1 } ×Proj A ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ×Proj A Spec A{ik }
Spec A{i1 ,...,ik } .

37Here we are engaging in slight notational abuse by writing for a cover {U } of an object X in some ∞-topos
i

Č({Ui }) for the Čech nerve of the effective epimorphism ∐i Ui → X.
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Furthermore the face and degeneracy maps, which are commonly expressed in terms of inclusions
of summand into coproduct and projections onto factors of products, are entirely determined by
inclusion or exclusion of indices ij . Geometric realization of a simplicial object is nothing but the
colimit of the relevant functor ∆op → SpDM, from which we see that the colimit does not change
by discarding the degeneracies. This means we may omit those summand in the above coproducts
○
which arise as images of degeneracy maps, which leaves us with a functor Pfin
(Λ) → SpDM with
the same colimit as Č ({Spec A{i} }i∈Λ ). It follows from the above calculation of the k-simplices of
the Čech nerve that this functor is precisely the functor I ↦ AI from the Construction 2.6.15. 
Remark 2.6.19. The identification of the Čech nerve and the desired colimit in the preceding
proof is an instance of the classical fact that, given a covering of a topological space say, the two
possible Čech nerve constructions, the ordered and unordered one, coincide. The ∞-categorical
notion of the Čech nerve Č from HTT is the generalization of the unordered one.
Remark 2.6.20. The gluing construction of Proj given by Theorem 2.6.18 is reminiscent of
defining the projective space as the gluing of affine spaces with prescribed transition functions
along the intersections, as pursued for instance in [8, I.2.4]. The idea is in fact the same here, only
that due to the ∞-categorical nature of spectral algebraic geometry, it does not suffice only to
specify the open covering and the intersections, nor the open coverings, their intersections, and the
third intersections, as we might be familiar from classical descent theory38. Instead we must specify
not only the elements of a covering, their compatibility at the intersections, and the compatibility
of those at the triple intersections, but rather we have to add an “and so on.” at the end. That is
to say, we must also specify higher compatibilities at the level of n-fold intersections for all possible
n.
Remark 2.6.21. The conditions required of the connective DS 0 -graded (resp. Gm -graded) E∞ ring A for Theorem 2.6.18 to hold all hold on the level of homotopy. Thus they are really conditions
on the underlying ordinary schemes, where it is a classical fact that it may be expressed as saying
that the action of Gm (the non-spectral multiplicative group scheme, which is the 0-truncation of
GL1 ) on Spec π0 A, exhibiting its integer grading, is free. We are not certain how such a statement
should correctly be phrased in the context of spectral algebraic geometry, as recall from Remark
1.2.7 that in some sense, all actions in the ∞-categorical world are automatically free.
Theorem 2.6.18 asserts that Proj A (resp. Proj♭ A) is quite similar to the classical description of
Proj in algebraic geometry. It has a base of open subsets consisting of affine spectral subschemes
D(x)GL1 ≃ Spec(A[x−1 ])0 (resp. D(x)Gm ≃ Spec(A[x−1 ])0 ) ranging over any generating set of
(in the Z≥ -care multiplicatively strict) elements x ∈ π0 A1 , and this is entirely analogous to the
standard scheme structure on Proj A of an ordinary graded commutative ring A, as explained in
[8, III.2.1]. From here on, let us denote D(x)GL1 (resp. D(x)Gm ), implicitly equipped with the
open immersion into ProjX A (resp. Proj♭X A), by D+ (x) to further emphasise the analogy with
the classical case.
Remark 2.6.22. When A is a connective DS 0 -graded (resp. Z≥ -graded) E∞ -ring not satisfying
the conditions listed in Theorem 2.6.18, we still get an equivalence
Proj A ≃ ∣Č ({(Spec A[x−1 ])GL1 }x∈π0 A+ )∣ ,

(resp. Proj♭ A ≃ ∣Č ({(Spec A[x−1 ])Gm }x∈π0 A+ )∣ , )

but now in the absence of Lemma 2.6.1, both the coinvariants as well as the Čech nerve are
harder to describe explicitly. In particular, it does not necessarily coincide with the colimit
lim ○
Spec AI where all the notions involved, which we defined above only for elements of
Ð→I∈Pfin (π0 A+ )
degree 1, should be generalized to homogeneous elements of arbitrary degree in the obvious way.
In fact we speculate that it might be this latter colimit which behaves more like ordinary Proj
of a graded commutative ring than our Proj does. This is because the version of Proj that we are
studying is in fact the spectral analogue of what is sometimes called stacky Proj and is denoted
Proj in [28]. It agrees with ordinary Proj when the graded ring is generated in degree 1 (precisely
the condition we require in Theorem 2.6.18), but may in general admit stacky behaviour.
38One explanation of why classical descent theory requires to take into account also triple intersections is because

it concerns gluing of categorical data, and the category of categories is an inherently 2-categorical object
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Corollary 2.6.23. For A as in the statement of Theorem 2.6.18, the spectral Deligne-Mumford
stack Proj A (resp. Proj♭ A) is schematic. In particular, it is a spectral algebraic space.
Proof. This follows due to the affine spectral schemes D+ (xi ) ≃ Spec(A[x−1
i ])0 for i ∈ Λ mutually
surjectively openly immersing into Proj A, which is equivalent to it being schematic by Proposition
SAG.1.6.7.3.

Proposition 2.6.24. Let X be a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack, A a connective DS 0 -graded
quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ -algebras on X. Let the graded piece A1 generate A over A0 in the sense
that the canonical morphism Sym∗A0 (A1 ) → A in CAlg(QCoh(X)) is surjective on π0 . (In the
respective Z≥ -graded case, we must further assume that A1 is generated as a module over A0 by
the relative analogue of multiplicatively strict elements). Then ProjX (A) → X is a relative spectral
algebraic space.
Proof. Being relative a spectral algebraic space over X is equivalent to the assertion that for any
morphism f ∶ Spec R → X from an affine spectral scheme to X, the morphism ProjX (A)×X Spec R →
Spec R is a relative spectral algebraic space. This is equivalent to the fibered product in question
being a spectral algebraic space, which we may infer by using Lemma 2.5.7 to reduce to the affine
case treated in Corollary 2.6.23.

2.7. Closed immersions into Proj. The goal of this section is to classify closed immersions into
Proj.
Lemma 2.7.1. Let A be a connective QS 0 -graded (resp. Z-graded) E∞ -ring. This grading comes
from a DS 0 -grading (resp. Z≥ -grading), in these sense that the graded E∞ -ring is contained in the
0
0
essential image of the functor CAlg(SpDS ) → CAlg(SpQS ) (resp. CAlg(SpZ≥ ) → CAlg(SpZ ))
induced by the group completion map DS 0 → QS 0 (resp. Z≥ → Z) inside the ∞-category of E∞ spaces, if and only if the Z-grading on the commutative ring π0 A is actually a Z≥ -grading, which
is to say if π0 An = 0 for all n < 0.
Proof. As usual, let us only write out the case of the QS 0 and DS 0 -grading, since the same proof
will also work in the Z and Z≥ -graded case.
The canonical map S[DS 0 ] ≃ S{t} → S[QS 0 ] ≃ S{t± }, induced by the group completion map of
E∞ -spaces DS 0 → QS 0 , may be identified39 with the localization at the element t ∈ Z[t] ≃ π0 (S{t}).
Therefore it is étale, and so is the morphism of affine spectral schemes GL1 → A1 that it induces.
An application of Theorem HA.7.5.4.2 therefore implies that the map GL1 → AutSpDM (Spec A)
exhibiting a QS 0 -grading on the connective E∞ -ring A extends along the morphism GL1 → A1 to
a morphism exhibiting a DS 0 -grading precisely when the analogous statements holds on the level
of homotopy.

Theorem 2.7.2. Let X be a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack and ϕ ∶ A → B a morphism of
connective DS 0 -graded (resp. Z≥ -graded) quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ -algebras on X, such that π0 ϕ ∶
π0 A → π0 B is surjective. Suppose also that both A and B satisfy the condition of Proposition
2.6.24. Then the morphism ProjX B → ProjX A (resp. Proj♭X B → Proj♭X A) from Proposition 2.5.8
is a closed immersion in SpDM/X . Conversely, any closed immersion into ProjX A over X is of
that form.
Proof. For a morphism Y → Z in SpDM/X , being a closed immersion is equivalent to Y ×X X →
Z ×X X being a closed immersion for every affine spectral scheme X → X. Therefore it suffices
to assume that X is affine. That means we have a morphism ϕ ∶ A → B of connective DS 0 graded (resp. Z≥ -graded) E∞ -rings which satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2.6.18, and such
that π0 ϕ ∶ π0 A → π0 B is surjective. By Proposition 2.5.7 the morphism or of spectral schemes
in question is Proj B → Proj A and we must show that is is a closed immersion. By the property
of being a closed immersion being local, together with Theorem 2.6.18, we may restrict along the
open immersion D+ (x) ≃ Spec A([x−1 ])0 → Proj A which together for all (resp. all multiplicatively
39This may either be seen directly, or inferred by observing universal properties from the fact that, while DS 0

is the free E∞ -space on one generator, QS 0 is likewise the free grouplike E∞ -space on one generator
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strict) x ∈ π0 A1 constitute an open covering. We may observe that there is a pullback square
D+ (π0 ϕ(x)) ≃ Spec B([(π0 ϕ)(x)−1 ])0

/ Proj B


D+ (x) ≃ Spec(A[x−1 ])0


/ Proj A

and the morphism or commutative rings π0 (A[x−1 ])0 → π0 (B[(π0 ϕ)(x)−1 ])0 is surjective because
the morphism π0 ϕ, which induces it, is. Thus it is an open immersion according to Theorem
SAG.3.1.2.1 and the first part of the Proposition is proved in the DS 0 -graded case. The same
argument also suffices to prove the Z≥ -graded case.
Now we must show that any closed immersion Y → ProjX A is of the described sort. Using
compatibility of closed immersions and Proj with base-change, it suffices as before to assume that
X is affine. Thus we are given a closed immersion Y → Proj A and we may form a pullback diagram
Y′

/Y


Spec A ∖ V(π0 A+ )


/ Proj A

in which the lower horizontal map is a GL1 -torsor and hence so is the upper one. Likewise the right
vertical arrow is a closed immersion and therefore so is the left one. It follows that closed immersions
into Proj A coincide with coinvariants of GL1 -equivariant closed immersions into Spec A∖V(π0 A+ ).
These may be identified with GL1 -equivariant closed immersions into Spec A which contain the
reduced closed spectral subscheme V(π0 A+ ). A closed immersion into Spec A is by Theorem
SAG.3.1.2.1 always of the form Spec B → Spec A for a morphism of connective E∞ -rings A → B
which is surjective on π0 . The requirement that it be GL1 -equivariant is equivalent to specifying
a QS 0 -grading on B such that A → B is a morphism of QS 0 -graded rings. Its surjectivity on π0
shows that πn B ≃ 0 for all n < 0, implying by Lemma 2.7.1 that the QS 0 -grading on B actually
comes from a DS 0 -grading. Hence we have a map A → B of connective DS 0 -graded E∞ -rings
surjective on π0 . In the above pullback square we now have Y ′ ≃ Spec B ∖ V(π0 B+ ). Thee fact that
the upper horizontal arrow is a GL1 -torsor determines an equivalence Y ≃ Proj B and it follows
from the construction that the right vertical arrow Proj B → Proj A is of the sort described in the
statement of the Theorem (in the case when X ≃ Spec S). Yet again, the same argument mutandum
mutandis also suffices to prove the Z≥ -graded case.

2.8. Projective bundles. One of the primary uses for the Proj construction in classical algebraic
geometry is to define projective bundles. Given a scheme X, a rank n vector bundle may be
equivalently viewed as a relative scheme Y → X which is (étale) locally isomorphic to AnX , or
as a locally free sheaf of OX -modules E of rank n, for which then Y ≃ SpecX Sym∗OX (E). The
associated projective bundle is obtained heuristically by replacing each fibre of the vector bundle
Y → X, which is canonically isomorphic to An , with Pn . The usual way of formalizing this is by
observing that the free commutative OX -algebra sheaf Sym∗OX (E) possesses a canonical Z≥ -grading
corresponding to the direct sum decomposition Sym∗OX (E) = ⊕n≥0 SymnOX (E). Thus it makes sense
to define the projective bundle associated to E to be PX (E) ∶= ProjX Sym∗OX (E). In this subsection
we strive to do the same in spectral algebraic geometry.
Though we have made a couple of noble attempts with Remarks 2.3.5 and 2.3.6 to gain concrete
understanding of what gradings over Z≥ and DS 0 entail, we did not say anything about the
multiplicative structures and in tern about graded E∞ -rings. Indeed, exhibiting gradings on E∞ rings is not as trivial a task in the ∞-categorical world as it is classically. In the previously
described program to define projective bundles, a natural choice of a Z≥ -grading on the symmetric
algebra was obvious. At first glance this might not seem so in the spectral world with the E∞ -ring
analogue of Sym∗ . But, at least in the DS 0 -graded case, only at first glance.
Lemma 2.8.1. Let C⊗ be symmetric monoidal ∞-category for which the forgetful functor CAlg(C) →
C admits a left adjoint Sym∗ ∶ C → CAlg(C). If 1 denotes the unit object of C, the free commutative
algebra object Sym∗ 1 carries a canonical commutative coalgebra structure in CAlg(C), and Sym∗
factors through the forgetful functor cModSym∗ 1 (CAlg(C)) → CAlg(C).
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Proof. This follows directly (modulo reversing the direction of arrows) from Corollary SAG.2.2.5.3,
since the forgetful functor from commutative algebra objects is always symmetric monoidal.

Remark 2.8.2. In the setting of Lemma 2.8.1, let C be an object in C. The Lemma ensures the
existence of a Sym∗ 1-comodule structure on C, which is also functorial with respect to C. Of
course such a thing isn’t hard to construct - we may always use the trivial comodule structure.
The real content of the Lemma is instead how this comodule structure comes about. It comes from
the diagrams exhibiting 1 as the unit with respect to multiplication with C, such as the specified
equivalence C ≃ C ⊗ 1. Applying the functor Sym∗ and using its oplax symmetric monoidality
(guaranteed by Proposition SAG.2.2.5.1 by reversing arrows), we get a morphism
Sym∗ C ≃ Sym∗ (C ⊗ 1) → Sym∗ C ⊗ Sym∗ 1
in CAlg(C) that defines the coaction. The other diagrams exhibiting 1 as the unit exhibit this
coaction as coming from a Sym∗ 1-comodule structure.
To say this all more precisely, the unit 1 is always a commutative coalgebra object and there
is an equivalence C ≃ cMod1 (C). Oplax symmetric monoidal functors preserve comodule objects,
which gives rise to a canonical functor cMod1 (C) → cModSym∗ 1 (CAlg(C)) through which Sym∗ ∶
C → CAlg(C) does indeed factor.
Proposition 2.8.3. Let X be a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack X and E a quasi-coherent sheaf on
0
X. From Remark 2.8.2 we obtain a functor Sym∗OX ∶ QCoh(X) → CAlg( QCoh(X)QS ). For any
DS 0 -graded sheaf of quasi-coherent E∞ -algebras A on X, the morphism E → Sym∗OX (E) induces an
equivalence
MapCAlg(QCoh(X)DS0 ) (Sym∗OX (E), A) ≃ MapQCoh(X) (E, A1 ).
If E is connective, we may replace QCoh(X) with QCoh(X)cn in the above universal property.
Proof. Observe that the image of the canonical morphism, the unit of the relevant adjunction,
E → Sym∗OX (E) in QCoh(X) is contained on the level of π0 entirely within the 1-graded piece of
the Z≥ -grading on the commutative ring π0 (Sym∗OX (E)). This implies the existence the pullback
square
∗
/ Map
(E), A)
MapQCoh(X) (E, A1 )
DS 0 (Sym
CAlg(QCoh(X)


MapQCoh(X) (E, A)

)

OX


/ MapCAlg(QCoh(X)) (Sym∗ (E), A),
OX

in the ∞-category of spaces, where the horizontal maps are given by adjointness of the functor
Sym∗OX ∶ QCoh(X) → CAlg(QCoh(X)), and the vertical arrows are forgetful maps. Since the lower
horizontal map is an equivalence and the diagram is a pullback square, the upper horizontal map
must also be an equivalence.
The connectivity statement is apparent since QCoh(X)cn is a full subcategory of QCoh(X). 
Example 2.8.4. Let C = QCoh(X) or QCoh(X)cn with the standard symmetric monoidal structure. Then 1 ≃ OX and the free commutative algebra functor is traditionally denoted Sym∗OX .
The quasi-coherent sheaves of E∞ -OX -algebras Sym∗OX OX and OX {t} satisfy the same universal property (as the free commutative algebra object on one generator) in CAlg(QCoh(X)) or
CAlg(QCoh(X)cn ), so they must be equivalent by the Yoneda lemma. By the same argument
OX {t1 , . . . , tn } ≃ Sym∗OX (O⊕n
X ),
so that Lemma 2.8.1 implies the existence of a canonical OX {t}-coaction on OX {t1 , . . . , tn } for any
n ≥ 0. This coaction admits a different description. Recall that OX {t1 , . . . , tn } ≃ OX [(DS 0 )n ] for
the free E∞ -space DS 0 on one generator. The E∞ -space structure means in particular that DS 0
comes equipped with an “n-factor addition” map
αn ∶ DS 0 × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × DS 0 → DS 0
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¸ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¶
n

for every n ≥ 0, which is certainly a morphism of E∞ -spaces. The induced functor
(αn )! ∶ CAlg( QCoh(X)(DS

)

0 n
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0

) → CAlg( QCoh(X)DS )

(or its connective variant) equips any (DS 0 )n -graded quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ -algebras A with
a respective DS 0 -graded one. From the commutative diagram
/ DS 0

αn

(DS 0 )n
rn

#

∆

0

}

r

in the ∞-category of E∞ -spaces, we can read off that r! (αn )! A ≃ r!n A. That shows that the
functor (αn )! does not change the underlying quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ -algebras, but instead only
change the grading. In particular, this shows that (αn )! (OX {t1 , . . . , tn }) determines a canonical
DS 0 -grading on OX {t1 , . . . , tn }, and this is equivalent to the coaction discussed earlier.
On the level of π0 , if π0 A ≃ ⊕i1 ,...,in ≥0 π0 Ai1 ,...,in is the induced Zn≥ -grading, then π0 (αn )!
associates to it the diagonal grading π0 Ak ≃ ⊕k=i1 +⋅⋅⋅+in π0 Ai1 ,...,in for k ≥ 0.
Definition 2.8.5. Let X be a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack and E a quasi-coherent sheaf on X.
Its projective bundle is the spectral Deligne-Mumford stack PX (E) ∶= ProjX Sym∗OX (E). In particular, for any n ≥ 1 we define the n-dimensional projective space over X to be PnX ∶= PX (On+1
X ) ≃
ProjX OX {t0 , . . . , tn }.
Remark 2.8.6. It follows from Proposition 2.5.7 that PnX ≃ PnSpec S × X for any spectral DeligneMumford stack X and any positive integer n. We will see in Corollary 2.8.10 that PnSpec S is an
incarnation of the smooth projective space of SAG.
Proposition 2.8.7. Let X be a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack, A a connective DS 0 -graded quasicoherent sheaf of E∞ -algebras on X. Let the graded piece A1 generate A over A0 in the sense that
the canonical morphism Sym∗A0 (A1 ) → A in CAlg(QCoh(X)) is surjetive on π0 . Then there exists
a closed immersion ProjX (A) → PX (A1 ) of spectral spaces over X.
Proof. By Proposition 2.8.3 we see that the canonical morphism Sym∗A0 (A1 ) → A may be viewed
as a morphism of connective DS 0 -graded quasi-coherent sheaves of E∞ -algebras which satisfies the
requirements of Proposition 2.7.2 and thus yields the desired closed immersion.

Remark 2.8.8. By joining Theorem 2.7.2 and Proposition 2.8.7, we see that two potential definitions for projective morphisms of spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks agree. They could either
be ProjX (A) for any connective DS 0 -graded quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ -algebras (for which the
graded piece A1 generates A over A0 ), or they could be objects Y of the overcategory SpDM/X the
structure morphisms of which factor as closed immersion through the morphism PX (E) → X for
any connective quasi-coherent sheaf E on X. If we further restrict to those ProjX (A) for which A1
is finitely generated, in the sense that there exists for some n > 0 a morphism of quasi-coherent
n+1
sheaves OX
→ A1 which is surjective on π0 , then (interpreting everything relative over the fixed
spectral Deligne-Mumford stack X) projective spectral schemes are closed immersions into projective spaces PnX .
The fact that a projective spectral scheme (or spectral Deligne-Mumford stack) is a projective
bundle allows for a significant simplification of its universal property.
Proposition 2.8.9. Let E be a connective quasi-coherent sheaf on a spectral Deligne-Mumford
stack X. The projective bundle PX (E) satisfies the following universal property: for any relative
spectral Deligne-Mumford stack f ∶ Y → X there exists a functorial equivalence between the space of
maps Y → PX (E) over X and the space of all the morphisms f ∗ E → L in QCoh(Y) in which L is
a line bundle on Y and which induce surjections upon passing to π0 .
Proof. By the usual universal property of Proj, a morphism Y → PX (E) corresponds to a GL1,X torsor T on Y together with a GL1,X -equivariant map
Y ×X (SpecX Sym∗OX (E) ∖ V(π0 Sym∗OX (E)+ )) ≃ SpecY Sym∗OY (f ∗ E) ∖ V(π0 Sym∗OY (f ∗ E)+ ) → T.
Passing from torsors to sheaves of OY -modules40, the torsor T , as a GL1,X -equivariant scheme
that it is, induces a connective QS 0 -graded quasi-coherent sheaf A on X. The requirement above
40Here we are leaning on the observation that any GL
1,X -torsor is locally equivalent to (an appropriate relative
version of) GL1 . That is affine, and since affineness satisfies descent, it follows that any GL1,X -torsor T → X is an
affine morphism.
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translates to a QS 0 -graded morphism of quasi-coherent sheaves Sym∗OY (f ∗ E) → A on Y which
induce surjection upon passage to π0 , else they would be contained in the closed spectral subscheme
V(π0 Sym∗OY (f ∗ E)+ ), as we will show in the next paragraph.
The assertion in question may be checked locally on X, reducing (by restricting to an open
covering of X over which GL1 -torsor trivializes) to the case of A ≃ S{t0 , . . . , tn }. In that case the
irrelevant ideal in Z[t] is principal as π0 A+ ≃ (t0 , . . . , tn ). Given a map Y → An+1
GL1 is easily seen
to coincide with giving a line bundle L on Y, obtained by post-composing with the projection
An+1 → BGL1 , together with n + 1 sections, that is elements s0 , . . . , sn ∈ π0 Γ(Y, L). The condition
that they should correspond to a morphism Y → V(π0 A+ )GL1 ≃ (t0 , . . . , tn )GL1 is precisely that
s0 . . . sn all identically vanish41 (at this point we are working on the level of π0 so we have reduced
to a classical condition). This statement should not be taken at face value, since the quotient is
considered in the context of sheaves. Therefore the condition must be interpreted locally, meaning
that locally on Y the sections s0 , . . . , sn do not all vanish. Since L is locally of rank 1, this is
equivalent to the map π0 On+1
→ π0 L defined by all the si together is surjective. Now we may
Y
return to the general context of the proof of the Proposition.
Observe that Sym∗OY (f ∗ E), naturally a DS 0 -graded object, is considered as QS 0 -graded here,
which means that we are actually considering a functor i! (Sym∗OY (f ∗ E)) → A, where i ∶ DS 0 →
QS 0 is the group completion functor in E∞ -spaces. By adjunction this is equivalent to a functor
Sym∗OY (f ∗ E) → A′ , where A′ ≃ i∗ A is the connective DS 0 -graded quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ algebras on Y obtained from the QS 0 -graded one A by (this is either a heuristic, or truth if we
only consider the effect on the induced Z-grading on π0 A) “discarding all the negative pieces of
the grading”.
In particular, there is an equivalence of graded pieces A1 ≃ A′1 , which we may prove by recalling
that A1 ≃ i∗x A where i∗x is the pullback of parametrized sheaves of spectra along the point-inclusion
ix ∶ ∆0 → QS 0 of a point x ∈ QS 0 belonging to the path component labeled 1 inside Z ≃ π0 (QS 0 ).
Likewise is A′1 ≃ i∗y A′ for a point-inclusion of a point y ∈ DS 0 belonging to the path component
labeled 1 inside Z≥ ≃ π0 (DS 0 ). Up to equivalence, the graded pieces A1 and A′1 are independent
of the chosen representative point x and y. Therefore we may as well choose x to be the image of y
under the group completion map i ∶ DS 0 → QS 0 of E∞ -spaces, which makes sense since i induces
the usual group completion map Z≥ → Z upon passing to homotopy. For so chosen x and y we
have a commutative diagram of spaces
∆0
iy

DS 0

}

ix
i

!
/ QS 0

and so by functoriality of parametrized sheaves of quasi-coherent spectra on X
A1 ≃ i∗x A ≃ i∗y i∗ A ≃ i∗y A′ ≃ A′1 .
Due to the A1 belonging to a QS 0 -grading, it possesses a ⊗-inverse in A−1 . It follows that the
connective quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ -algebras A′1 , which we shall now denote L, is an invertible
sheaf (and clearly any invertible sheaf can arise in this way). As a connective invertible sheaf, it
must be a line bundle by Proposition SAG.2.9.4.2.
Proposition 2.8.3 implies that the morphism SymO∗ (f ∗ E) → A′ , surjective on π0 , of connective
Y
DS 0 -graded quasi-coherent sheaves of E∞ -algebras on Y, to which we have already reduced a
morphism Y → PX (E) over X, is further equivalent to any such morphism f ∗ E → L which induces
a surjection π0 f ∗ E → π0 L, and the proof is concluded.

In Definition SAG.19.2.6.3, Lurie defines the smooth projective space Pnsm for any positive integer
n. The definition is phrased in terms of the functor of points; recall that any spectral DeligneMumford stack X defines a functor X ∶ CAlgcn → S by setting X(A) to be MapSpDM (Spec A, X).
41Global functions on a spectral scheme Spec A for any connective E -ring A correspond canonically to π A.
∞
0
An element a ∈ π0 A vanishes as a global function at a point p, which is nothing but a prime ideal of π0 A, if and
only if the image of a under the localization π0 A → (π0 A)p is nilpotent.
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By little more than the Yoneda lemma, X may also be recovered from the eponymous functor42 up
to equivalence. In light of this, Construction SAG.19.2.6.1 states that for any connective E∞ -ring
A the space Pnsm (A) consists of the full subcategory (which turns out to be an ∞-groupoid, so
everything is alright) of the undercategory (ModA )An+1 / spanned by A-module maps f ∶ An+1 → L
which satisfy the following two properties
(a) The morphism f admits a homotopy inverse, i.e. exhibiting L as a direct summand of
An+1 .
(b) The A-module L is projective and of rank 1.
Let us now show that the smooth projective space may be recovered from our approach to projective
spectral algebraic geometry.
Corollary 2.8.10. For every positive integer n, the smooth projective space Pnsm is canonically
equivalent to the projective space PnSpec S of Definition 2.8.5.
Proof. We must show that PnSpec S gives rise to a functor of points equivalent to the one expressed
above. In order to do that, let us set E ≃ OX n+1 , X ≃ Spec S, and Y ≃ Spec A in Proposition 2.8.9. It
follows that maps Spec A → PnSpec S are given by line bundles L on Spec A, together with A-module
maps An+1 ≃ S n+1 ⊗ A → L which are surjective upon passage to π0 .
Being a vector bundle on Spec A is equivalent for an A-module L to saying that L is a connective
locally free A-module. By Definition SAG.2.9.1.1 that means that L is a connective A-module which
is equivalent to a direct summand of An for some sufficiently large n. Due to connectivity of A,
this implies by Proposition HA.7.2.2.7 that L is projective. Conversely let L be any projective Amodule together with a map An+1 → L for which π0 An+1 → π0 L is surjective. Then by Proposition
HA.7.2.2.6 the map An+1 → L splits, exhibiting L as a locally free A-module.
In conclusion, maps Spec A → PnSpec S are equivalent to projective A-modules L of rank 1 together
with A-module maps An+1 → L which are surjective upon passage to π0 . Another application of
Proposition HA.7.2.2.6 shows that surjectivity of π0 An+1 → π0 L is equivalent to An+1 → L splitting
and exhibiting L as a direct summand of An+1 . We have arrived at the functor of points for Pnsm . 
Remark 2.8.11. More generally, for any spectral Deligne-Mumford stack X, the data of a map
X → PnSpec S is equivalent to a line bundle L on X together with a morphism of OX -modules
On+1
→ L which is surjective upon π0 (or equivalently exhibits L as a direct summand of On+1
X
X ).
The second condition is equivalent to the specification of n + 1 global sections s0 , . . . , sn of L,
and the surjectivity assumption is equivalent to requiring that these sections together generate
L as an OX -module (we have already seen this during the Proof of Proposition 2.8.9). Since
L has rank 1, a necessary condition, which is also sufficient in classical situations, is that the
values of s0 (x), . . . , sn (x) at every (geometric) point x of X may not all vanish. In classical43
algebro-geometric or even complex analytic contexts, the morphism f ∶ X → Pn may be explicitly
recovered out of this data point-wise as f (x) = [s0 (x) ∶ . . . ∶ sn (x)] for any x ∈ X, where we are
using homogeneous coordinates and identifying fibers Lx with A1 .
The flat (which is to say Z≥ -graded) version of the story is thoroughly different. This stems in
part from the fact that Lemma 2.8.1 can not be applied to yields any sort of sensible S[t] ≃ S[Z≥ ]comodule structures, due to it not arising as a free E∞ -algebra in the context of spectra unless we
are not working rationally, i.e. over the field Q of rational numbers. But there is a much larger
problem of always having to require multiplicative strictness of elements we consider, which is quite
a strong condition. Indeed, the only case where we are aware it is satisfied is locally the following:
Example 2.8.12. Let n be any positive integer. For all 0 ≤ i ≤ n, the (i + 1)-th factor inclusion
ιi ∶ Z≥ → Zn+1
may be viewed as a map of commutative monoids, i.e. discrete E∞ -spaces. It
≥
suspends to a map of E∞ -rings S[ιi ] ∶ S[ti ] → S[t0 , . . . , tn ] and together these maps exhibit an
equivalence S[t0 , . . . , tn ] ≃ S[t0 ] ⊗ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⊗ S[tn ]. By adjunction between S[−] and Ω∞ the map S[ιi ]
gives rise to a map of E∞ -spaces Z≥ → Ω∞ S[t0 , . . . , tn ]. Rewinding the definitions, it follows that
42Though it of course is not true that just any functor CAlgcn → S would give rise to a spectral Deligne-Mumfors
stack. The content of Artin’s representability theorem, for instance Lurie’s spectral version Theorem SAG.18.4.0.1,
is precisely to determine what conditions on a functor correspond to it giving rise to a stack.
43When we say “classical algebraic geometry” here, we mean algebraic geometry of varieties over algebraically
closed fields of characteristic zero. This is in contrast with how we otherwise often refer to non-spectral algebraic
geometry, including much more recent developments such as schemes and stacks, as classical algebraic geometry.
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this map induces on π0 the map Z≥ → π0 Ω∞ S[t0 , . . . , tn ] ≃ π0 (S[t0 , . . . , tn ]) ≃ Z[t0 , . . . , tn ] obtained
by sending 1 ↦ ti , and so given explicitly by the assignment k ↦ tki for all k ≥ 0. In particular,
this map exhibits ti ∈ π0 (S[t0 , . . . , tn ]) as a multiplicatively strict element, and for 0 ≤ i ≤ n these
elements together generate the graded piece π0 S[t0 , . . . , tn ]1 . It follows that the Z≥ -graded E∞ -ring
S[t0 , . . . , tn ], graded by pushing forward with respect to the addition map Zn+1 → Z analogously
to the DS 0 -graded case explained in Example 2.8.4, satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.6.24.
The condition that multiplicatively strict elements exist locally suffices for sheaves to guarantee
global existence results. We capitalize on this and the preceding Example for the following approach
to defining one possibility of what flat projective bundles might be.
Construction 2.8.13. Let E → X be a flat vector bundle or rank n, or more formally in the
language of Section 1.2, an An♭ -fiber bundle on X. By the associated bundle construction this
corresponds to a GL1,X -torsor P → X (we may also allow n to vary with the connected component
of X). The latter is affine and so P ≃ SpecX A for some quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ -OX -algebras
A, which is locally isomorphic to OX [t]. This implies that A satisfies the condition of Proposition
2.6.24. It follows that ProjX (A), which we define to be the flat projective bundle associated to
E and denote Pn♭,X (E), is a relative spectral algebraic space over X. In particular, we define the
n-dimensional flat projective space over X to be Pn♭,X ∶= P♭,X (An+1
♭,X ).
Remark 2.8.14. Note a discrepancy between the flat and the smooth case: the input of P♭ can
only be a flat vector bundle, while P works for an arbitrary quasi-coherent sheaf E.
Remark 2.8.15. By compatibility of Proj♭ with pullbacks, we see that for any spectral DeligneMumford stack X and any positive integer n there is a canonical equivalence Pn♭,X ≃ Pn♭ × X. Here
we used Pn♭ to denote the n-dimensional flat projective space over the terminal spectral scheme
Spec S. The following Proposition asserts that Pn♭ is equivalent to what Lurie calls the projective
space and denotes PnS in SAG.
Proposition 2.8.16. For any connective E∞ -ring R and any positive integer n, the spectral scheme
Pn♭,Spec R is canonically equivalent to PnR of Construction SAG.5.4.1.3.
Proof. The flat projective space Pn♭,Spec R is obtained from the Z≥ -graded E∞ -ring R[t0 , . . . , tn ].
The canonical morphism R{t0 , . . . , tn } → R[t1 , . . . , tn ] induces upon passage to homotopy the
identity map on (π0 R)[t0 , . . . , tn ]. It is in particular surjective, so the the Z≥ -grading satisfies the
condition of Theorem 2.6.18. For the set of generators {xλ }λ∈Λ in the statement of said Theorem,
let us choose Λ = [n] = {0, 1, . . . , n} with xi = ti ∈ (π0 R)[t0 , . . . , tn ] for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Then we have
Pn♭,Spec R ≃

lim
Ð→

Spec R[t0 , . . . , tn ]I ,

○ ([n])
I∈Pfin

parallel to the colimit formula for PnR in Construction SAG.5.4.1.3. Thus we are reduced to
proving that the functor I ↦ R[t0 , . . . , tn ]I of Construction 2.6.15 agrees with the similarly named
functor I ↦ RI of Construction SAG.5.4.1.3. Recall that, for a fixed nonempty subset I ⊆ [n], in
accordance with said Construction from the SAG we have RI ≃ R[MI ] where
MI = {(k0 , . . . , kn ) ∈ Zn+1 ∶ k0 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + kn = 0 and ki ≥ 0 for all i ∉ I}
with the commutative monoid structure inherited from Zn+1 . From the classical description of
localization of polynomial rings as subrings of the ring of Laurent polynomials, we may infer that
the map R[t0 , . . . , tn ] → RI , coming from the inclusion I ⊆ Zn+1 and the fact that R[Zn+1 ] ≃
R[t0 , . . . , tn ], exhibits upon passage to π0 localization of the polynomial ring π0 (R[t1 , . . . , tn ]) ≃
(π0 R)[t0 , . . . , tn ] at the (multiplicative subset generated by) the elements {ti }i∈I . Since localization
of E∞ -rings may be expressed in terms of its effect on homotopy (due to localizations being étale),
it follows that RI ≃ R[t0 , . . . , tn ][{ti }−1
i∈I ], the E∞ -R-algebra R[t0 , . . . , tn ]I of Construction 2.6.15.
Functoriality of I → RI is determined in terms of inclusions I ⊆ J in both Construction 2.6.15 and
Construction SAG.5.4.1.3, so the two functors coincide and the proof is concluded.

The first part of the proof of Proposition 2.8.9 goes through in this context also, changing only
that BGm is the moduli stack of flat line bundles (as opposed to BGL1 which is the moduli stack
of all line bundles), to yield the following result:
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Proposition 2.8.17. Let E be flat vector bundle on a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack X. The
flat projective bundle P♭,X (E) satisfies the following universal property: for any relative spectral
Deligne-Mumford stack f ∶ Y → X there exists a functorial equivalence between the space of maps
Y → PX (E) over X and the space of all the morphisms E ×X Y → L in QCoh(Y) in which L is a
flat line bundle on Y and which induce surjections upon passing to π0 .
Remark 2.8.18. Setting E in the above Proposition to be OX [t], we obtain a universal property
for the flat projective space, as alluded to in Remark SAG.19.2.6.7. Further let X be Spec S for
simplicity. Given a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack Y, a morphism Y → Pn♭ is equivalent to a flat
line bundle L ≃ SpecY A on Y together with a morphism of Z≥ -graded quasi-coherent sheaves of
E∞ -OX -algebras OX [t0 , . . . , tn ] → A which is surjective upon passage to π0 . The last condition is
equivalent, by restricting to the 1-graded pieces, to the induced map On+1
→ A1 being surjective
Y
on π0 , and also the quasi-coherent sheaf A1 is invertible and hence a line bundle in the sense of
Definition SAG. In light of the universal property of Pn , this gives rise to a morphism Pn♭ → Pn ,
already described in Remark SAG.19.2.6.6. Another way of viewing the same morphism is as
arising from the canonical E∞ -ring map S{t0 , . . . , tn } → S[t0 , . . . , tn ], which induces on π0 the
identity on Z[t0 , . . . , tn ] by Proposition 2.5.8.
2.9. Quasi-coherent sheaves on Proj. Let us review the analogous situation in classical algebraic geometry. Fix for this purpose a Z≥ -graded commutative ring R and denote X = Proj R.
Recall that there exists a distinguished invertible sheaf OX (1) on X. Given any quasi-coherent
sheaf F on Proj R and any n ∈ Z we may form the Serre twisting sheaf F(n) ≃ F ⊗OX OX (1)⊗n .
Gathering these together and taking global section produces a Z-graded R-module Γ∗ (F ) ∶=
⊕n∈Z Γ(X, F(n)). Conversely to any graded R-module M we may associate a quasi-coherent
̃ on X. These two constructions are functorial and adjoint to one another, allowing us
sheaf M
express and study quasi-coherent sheaves on projective schemes in terms of graded modules over
the corresponding graded commutative rings.
We propose a similar picture for sheaves on Proj A (resp. Proj♭ A) for a connective DS 0 -graded
(resp. Z≥ -graded) E∞ -ring A, though we investigate it only very briefly.
Let i ∶ ProjX A → (SpecX A)GL1,X (resp. i ∶ Proj♭X A → (SpecX A)Gm,X ) be the morphism of
spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks induced by taking coinvariants from the relative open immersion SpecX A ∖ V(π0 A+ ) → SpecX A. Recall by Proposition 1.6.5 that quasi-coherent sheaves
on (SpecX A)GL1,X (resp. (Spec A)Gm,X ) are equivalent to QS 0 -graded (resp. Z-graded) quasicoherent sheaves of A. Therefore the adjoint pair of functors i∗ and i∗ induced between quasi0
coherent sheaves by the morphism i may be viewed as an adjunction i∗ ∶ ModA ( QCoh(X)QS ) ⇆
QCoh(ProjX (A)) ∶ i∗ (resp. i∗ ∶ ModA ( QCoh(X)Z ) ⇆ QCoh(Proj♭X (A)) ∶ i∗ ). We may adopt
̃ for i∗ M, given any QS 0 -graded (resp. Z-graded) quasi-coherent sheaf M on
evocative notation M
X. Similarly let Γ∗ (F) denote i∗ F for a quasi-coherent sheaf F on ProjX A. While the the fact
̃ is left adjoint to Γ∗ is a theorem in ordinary algebraic geometry, we have
that the functor M ↦ M
made it into a definition in the spectral context.
Proposition 2.9.1. Let A a connective DS 0 -graded (resp. Z≥ -graded) quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ algebras on a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack X. Suppose that the graded piece A1 generates A over
A0 in the sense that the canonical map Sym∗A0 A1 → A induces a surjection on π0 . The canonical
(counit of the adjunction) morphism Γ∗ (F)̃ → F is an equivalence for all F ∈ QCoh(X).
Proof. The morphism SpecX A ∖ V(π0 A+ ) → SpecX A is an open immersion and so the fibered
product (SpecX A ∖ V(π0 A+ )) ×SpecX A (SpecX A ∖ V(π0 A+ )) may be identified with SpecX A ∖
V(π0 A+ ) itself. The coinvariants functor is right adjoint and as such preserves limits, thus the
diagram
id
/ ProjX A
ProjX A
i

id


ProjX A

i


/ (SpecX A)GL
1,X

is a pullback square of spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks (the assumptions on π0 are sured to ensure
that these really are spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks is). Using the Beck-Chevalley base-change
property, we derive that i∗ i∗ F ≃ F as desired.
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Corollary 2.9.2. Let A a connective DS 0 -graded (resp. Z≥ -graded) quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ algebras on a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack X. Suppose that the graded piece A1 generates A over
A0 in the sense that the canonical map Sym∗A0 A1 → A induces a surjection on π0 . The functor
ModA (QCoh(X)QS ) → QCoh(ProjX A) (resp. ModA (QCoh(X)Z ) → QCoh(Proj♭X A)) given by
̃ is essentially surjective.
M↦M
0

Remark 2.9.3. For reassurance that the notions we are studying truly are close to their classical
counterparts, consider the following computation. Because the situations with the two gradings
are analogous, we may with no loss restrict to the DS 0 -graded case. The canonical morphism
p ∶ ProjX A → SpecX A0 factors as
/ (SpecX A)GL
1,X

i

ProjX A
p

&
w
SpecX A0 ,

j

where i is as before and j is the norm map (SpecX A)GL1,X → (SpecX A)GL1,X ≃ SpecX A0 . The
morphism j may equivalently be described as coming from the universal property of coinvariants,
since Spec A0 is the coinvariants of Spec A under the action of GL1,X inside the ∞-category Aff X ,
while (SpecX A)GL1,X holds the same distinction inside the larger ∞-category SpDM/X . In either
event, we may identify the functor j∗ ∶ QCoh ((SpecX A)GL1,X ) → QCoh(SpecX A0 ), by using
0

Proposition SAG.2.5.6.1 and Proposition 1.6.5 in tandem, with the functor ModA (QCoh(X)QS ) →
ModA0 (QCoh(X)) that sends a QS 0 -graded A-module M to its 0-th graded piece M0 , viewed as
an A0 -module. For any quasi-coherent sheaf F on ProjX A we now have
Γ(ProjX A, F) ≃ p∗ F ≃ j∗ i∗ F ≃ Γ∗ (F)0 ,
at least somewhat justifying the notation Γ∗ (F) and linking it to the eponymous functor Γ∗ of
ordinary algebraic geometry.
Remark 2.9.4. Let P denote ProjX A (resp. Proj♭X A). A variety of classical results about the
̃ and Γ∗ follows directly via their descriptions as i∗ and i∗ . For instance, the fact
functors M ↦ M
that the functor i∗ is symmetric monoidal implies equivalences
̃ ≃ OP ,
̃ ⊗O N
̃
A
(M ⊗A N)̃ ≃ M
P

for all QS -graded (resp. Z-graded) A-modules M and N. Its right adjoint i∗ is lax symmetric
monoidal by Proposition SAG.2.5.5.1, which produces just like in the classical situation a canonical
map Γ∗ (F) ⊗A Γ∗ (G) → Γ∗ (F ⊗OX G). Similarly does the counit of the adjunction between i∗ and
̃ ) for any QS 0 -graded (resp. Z-graded) A-module M.
i∗ give a “saturation” map M → Γ∗ (M
0

Lemma 2.9.5. Let A be a connective DS 0 -graded (resp. Z≥ -graded) quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ algebras on a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack X. Let A satisfy the conditions of Proposition 2.6.24.
Let M be a QS 0 -graded (resp. Z-graded) A-module. For any (resp. any multiplicatively strict) global
section x of π0 A1 let ιx ∶ D+ (x) → ProjX A (resp. ιx ∶ D+ (x) → Proj♭X A) be the corresponding open
immersion. There is a functorial equivalence
̃ ≃ (M ⊗A A[x−1 ])0 .
ι∗ M
x

Proof. As per usual let us only write out the proof in the DS 0 -graded case. By definition the
left-hand side of the sought equivalence is the pullback along the composite morphism
(SpecX A[x−1 ])GL1,X ≃ SpecX (A[x−1 ])0 ≃ D+ (x) → ProjX A → (SpecX A)GL1,X .
This may be identified with the image of the open immersion ix ∶ SpecX A[x−1 ] → SpecX A under
the coinvariants functor. On the level of quasi-coherent sheaves we have according to Proposition
1.6.5
0
QCoh ((SpecX A)GL1,X ) ≃ ModA ( QCoh(X)QS )
and likewise for the graded localization A[x−1 ]. It follows that pullback of ιx is on this level given
by M ↦ M ⊗A A[x−1 ]. The Proposition now follows from the observation that the equivalence
(SpecX A[x−1 ])GL1,X ≃ SpecX (A[x−1 ])0 induces by pullback the functor
0

ModA[x−1 ] ( QCoh(X)QS ) → Mod(A[x−1 ])0 (QCoh(X))
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given by M ↦ M0 .



Remark 2.9.6. Lemma 2.9.5 may also be expressed in perhaps more familiar terms as asserting
̃ ∣D (x) (resp. M
̃ ∣D (x) ) of the quasi-coherent sheaf M
̃ on Proj A (resp.
that the restriction M
X
+
+
♭
ProjX A) to the open relative spectral subscheme D+ (x) is equivalent to (M[x−1 ])0 , the zerothgraded piece of the graded localization at x of the graded A-module M.
̃ in terms of quotient stacks and quasi-coherent sheaves. Let
Above we defined the functor M → M
us give a more concrete description, at least under the usual assumptions on the graded E∞ -ring.
Construction 2.9.7. Let A be a connective DS 0 -graded (resp. Z≥ -graded) quasi-coherent sheaf
of E∞ -algebras on a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack X which satisfies the conditions of Proposition
2.6.24. Fix a nonempty subset {xi }i∈Λ of global (resp. multiplicatively strict) sections π0 A1 which
○
generates it over π0 A0 , and let Pfin
(Λ) be the poset of nonempty subsets of its index set Λ.
0
○
Let M be a QS -graded (resp. Z-graded) A-module. For every I ∈ Pfin
(Λ), define MI ∶= (M ⊗A
−1
A[{xi }i∈I ])0 . When M ≃ A, we recover AI from (the relative version of) Construction 2.6.15. It
follows that MI is an AI -module for any I.
Let I ⊆ J be two nonempty finite subsets of Λ. For any choice of i0 ∈ I we have A[{xi }−1
i∈I ] ≃
xi −1
}
]
by
Lemma
2.6.13
(which
is
only
stated
in
the
affine
case,
but
clearly
all
A[x−1
][{
i0
xi0 i∈I∖{i0 }
assertions in question are local so we may reduce to local affines by the virtue of working over a
spectral Deligne-Mumford stack X) and likewise for J. Now Remark 2.6.12 (applied globally despite
stated locally by the previously explained argument) ensures that
−1

−1

−1
−1
xi
xi
(M ⊗A A[{xi }−1
i∈I ])0 ≃ (A[xi0 ][{ xi }i∈I∖{i } ]) ≃ (A[xi0 ])0 [{ xi }i∈I∖{i } ].
0

0

0

0

0

This in particular implies that the canonical map MI → MJ induces an equivalence MI ⊗AI AJ ≃ MJ
in the ∞-category of AJ -module quasi-coherent sheaves on X. We may therefore regard the diagram
I ↦ MI as an object of the ∞-category
lim
←Ð

○ (Λ)
I∈Pfin

ModAI (QCoh(X))

≃

lim
←Ð

○ (Λ)
I∈Pfin

≃ QCoh (

QCoh(SpecX AI )
lim
Ð→

SpecX AI )

○
I∈Pfin(Λ)

≃ QCoh(ProjX A)

(resp. QCoh(Proj♭X A)) .

Remark 2.9.8. Observe that the preceding Construction is an imitation of Lurie’s Construction
SAG.5.4.2.1 in a somewhat more general setting, and with respect to Construction 2.6.15.
Proposition 2.9.9. With notation and assumptions as in Construction 2.9.7, the constructed
̃
quasi-coherent sheaf on ProjX A is naturally equivalent to M.
̃ to the quasi-coherent
Proof. By the adjunction between i∗ and i∗ there is a canonical map from M
sheaf in question. That a map of sheaves is an equivalence is by the sheaf property a condition
which suffices to be verify locally, so the Proposition follows directly from Lemma 2.9.5.

Appendix: Summary of Prerequisits
In this appendix, we will recount for the reader’s convenience some of the theory of ∞-categories,
higher algebra, and spectral algebraic geometry, which we will use throughout the rest of this work.
We do not strive to give a complete presentation; rather we do little more than fix notation and
try to get across some intuition. In particular, we will abstain from giving proofs. For a detailed
and exhaustive treatment, see HTT, HA, and SAG.
A.1. Higher category theory. The title of this subsection is somewhat misleading: we will be
concerned with ∞-categories, or more precisely (∞, 1)-categories, which are intuitively analogues
of categories which possess objects, morphisms, morphisms between morphisms, and so on indefinitely, but all higher morphisms (morphisms between morphisms and further up) are required to
be invertible. That is a very versatile context for homotopical reasoning and does subsume usual
category theory, that is to say (1, 1)-categories, but does not subsume what is classically called
2-categories, which might be more precisely termed (2, 2)-categories, or higher n-categories for
n ≥ 2.
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A.1.1. Simplicial sets. The formal backbone of ∞-category theory is the theory of simplicial sets.
Let ∆ denote the simplex category, i.e. the category of non-empty finite linearly ordered sets with
not-necessarily-strictly order-preserving maps. Equivalently, objects of ∆ may be set to consist of
[n] = {0 < 1 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < n} for all non-negative integers n. The category of simplicial sets Set∆ is defined
to be the presheaf category on ∆ . That is to say, a simplicial set is a functor X ∶ ∆op → Set and
a morphism of simplicial sets is a natural transformation.
The representable objects in Set∆ are called standard simplices and denoted ∆n ∶= Hom∆ (−, [n]).
For any simplicial set X ∈ Set∆ , we denote Xn ∶= X([n]) and call it the n-simplices of X. Sometimes 0-simplices will be referred to as vertices. It follows from the Yoneda lemma that for any
simplicial set X the set of its n-simplices Xn is in bijective correspondence with morphisms ∆n → X
in Set∆ .
To specify a simplicial set X though, it doesn’t suffice to merely specify its sets of simplices
{Xn }n≥0 . By definition, a simplicial set is a functor ∆op → Set, and we must also specify how it
behaves with respect to morphisms in ∆ . Fortunately morphisms in ∆ are quite simple; they are
non-strictly increasing functions [n] → [m] and an easy inductive argument shows that they can
all be built by finite composition out of morphisms
δi ∶ [n − 1] → [n],

σi ∶ [n + 1] → [n],

where δi is the function which skips the element i ∈ [n] and σi hits it twice, or explicitly
⎧
⎧
⎪
⎪
0 ≤ k < i,
0 ≤ k ≤ i,
⎪k
⎪k
δi (k) = ⎨
σi (k) = ⎨
⎪
⎪
k + 1 i ≤ k ≤ n,
k − 1 i < k ≤ n + 1.
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎩
For any simplicial set X these induce functions di ∶ Xn → Xn−1 and si ∶ Xn → Xn+1 , called faces
and degeneracies respectively. From the observation that any morphism in ∆ is a composition
of various δi and σj , it follows that the simplicial set X can be completely recovered from its
sets of n-simplices together with the collection of faces and degeneracies {di , si }0≤i≤n for every
Xn . It is possible to write down an explicit list of identities that functions di ∶ Xn → Xn−1 and
si ∶ Xn → Xn+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n must satisfy for them to define an X ∈ Set∆ , and this was indeed the
original definition of simplicial sets.
Indispensable for defining ∞-categories in the next subsection will be the i-horn of the standard
simplex ∆n , a simplicial set denoted Λni with k-simplices
(Λni )k = {f ∈ Hom∆ ([k], [n]) ∣ [n] ∖ {i} ⊈ f ([k])}.
Clearly (Λin )k ⊆ (∆n )k for every k and functoriality, i.e. simplicial set structure, of the horn is
induced via this inclusion. Geometrically, the i-th horn Λni is obtained by removing the interior
and the face opposite to the i-th simplex from ∆n , so for insance the horns of ∆2 may be depicted
as
1
@1
@1
0

/ 2,



0

2,

0


/ 2,

where these are Λ20 , Λ21 , and Λ22 respectively.
A.1.2. ∞-categories. An ∞-category 44 is a simplicial set C ∈ Set∆ which satisfies the inner horn
filling condition: for every n and every 0 < i < n, every solid diagram
/C
>

Λni

∆n

44Formally these are more correctly called quasicategories. There also exists a variety of other models of the
intuitive idea of ∞-categories (or to be completely formal, (∞, 1)-categories), and a significant literature on comparing them to each other and showing that they yield equivalent theories. Because of this, there is a drive in the
∞-category community to work model-independently, i.e. relying only on those features of higher category theory
which should be present in all models. While we will mostly unconsciously abide by this policy, the quasicategorical
model is, thanks to Lurie’s seminal work, most highly developed, and since HTT and HA are our primary references,
we will mostly refer to it and the technical achievements it boasts.
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in which the vertical arrow is the evident inclusion map, admits an extension to a commutative
diagram in Set∆ together with the dotted arrow. To get some feeling for how ∞-categories work,
let us explain how to export several basic notions associated to ordinary categories to this context.
For an ∞-category C, the set of vertices C0 is called objects of C and we often denote that X is
an object of C by writing X ∈ C. The 1-simplices of C are likewise morphisms and the face maps
d0 , d1 ∶ C1 → C0 are then called the domain and codomain or source and target. That is to say, for
a morphism f ∈ C1 , we often write f ∶ d1 (f ) → d0 (f ) to designate between which pair of objects
it goes. The image of the degeneracy s0 ∶ C0 → C1 is called the identity. More precisely, for any
object X ∈ C we call the morphism s0 (X) ∶ X → X the identity morphism on X and denote it idX .
The horn filling condition allows us to define composition: for a pair of morphisms f ∶ X → Y
and g ∶ Y → X, we may define a map of simplicial sets Λ21 → C which selects in C the solid diagram
>Y
f

g
h

X



/Z

and the inner horn filling condition guarantees the existence of a morphism g ○ f ∶ X → Z as
denoted, together with a filling of the triangle ∆2 → C which we say exhibits h as the composite
of g and g. There is no guarantee as to uniqueness of h and indeed we can not expect it to be
such - as we had seen, the arrow h is not equal to subsequently traversal of arrows f and g, but
is instead connected to it by a 2-simplex. Intuitively, there is only a homotopy h ≃ g ○ f . This is
an example of a common phenomenon in ∞-category theory: picking out a specific morphism, or
object of some other sort, is most often impossible. The best we can do is pick out a homotopy
class of such objects.
There are distinguished compositions of any morphism f ∶ X → Y together with idX or with
idY . It is given by the respective degeneracy map s0 , s1 ∶ C1 → C2 evaluated at f , and they give
rise to 2-simplices in C of the form
>Y

>X
X

f

f

idX

/ Y,

f

idY
f

X

/ Y.

Though the choice of a composition of two morphisms is not unique, it is essentially unique, or
better unique up to a contractible space of choices. For example, suppose we are given a pair of
2-simplices σ, σ ′ ∶ ∆2 → C with f = d2 (σ) = d2 (σ ′ ) and g = d0 (σ) = d0 (σ ′ ), which therefore exhibit
the morphism h = d1 (σ) and h′ = d1 (σ ′ ) respectively as a composition on f and g in C. Then the
following collection of 2-simplices in C
X
f


Y

h

Z

x

g

h′

g
idZ

&/

Z

defines a map of simplicial sets Λ31 → C and by inner horn filling it extends uniquely to a 3-simplex
in C. Taking the 1-face of this 3-simplex, we obtain a 2-simplex that witnesses a homotopy between
h and h′ . We then write h ≃ h′ and say that the morphisms h and h′ are equivalent.
We saw already that composition of a fixed pair of morphisms in an ∞-category exists, and
is unique up to equivalence, however it is not unique and as such whenever we wish to use it,
it does not suffice to merely call upon its existence to summon it, as we are used to doing in
ordinary category theory, but must instead specify a particular instance of a composite morphism.
Actually, we must do more: we must specify a morphisms which is to be the composite of the two
given morphisms, but then we must also give a 2-simplex which exhibits that this is the desired
composite, i.e. the filling of the horn above. This paradigm of conditions becoming additional data
is another hallmark of ∞-category theory.
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Associativity may also be handled by horn filling: suppose we are given three morphisms f ∶
X → Y , g ∶ Y → Z and h ∶ Z → W in C, together with a choice of compositions which we will
abusively denote g ○ f , h ○ h and (h ○ h) ○ h. This amounts to specifying three 2-simplices in C which
together form a simplicial subset
X
f


Y

g○f

Z

(h○g)○f

g

x

'/ 

h○g
h

W

in C. This can clearly be recognized as a map
→ C which extends by horn filling to ∆3 → C.
Its new face exhibits an equivalence (h ○ g) ○ f ≃ h ○ (g ○ f ). Therefore the associativity for the
composition of three morphisms is exhibited by a 3-simplex in C. An analogous argument shows
that composition of strings of composable morphisms of length n in an ∞-category is associative for
every n, and this associativity is witnessed by a particular n-simplex in C. Therefore associativity
of composition in an ∞-category holds only up to a coherent system of equivalences - in notation
of homotopy theory, we might say that composition is associative in the A∞ sense.
In the introduction to this subsection of the appendix, we mentioned that all higher morphisms
in an ∞-category are invertible. Let us examine one incarnation of this, for 2-morphisms. Given
a parallel pair of morphisms (1-morphisms, if you wish) f, g ∶ X → Y in an ∞-category C, we may
define a 2-morphism α ∶ f → g to be a 2-simplex α ∶ ∆2 → C of the form
Λ31

X
f

Y

g

~

/ Y.

idY

Given such a 2-morphism, we may define a map Λ31 → C which may be depicted as the subsimplex
X
g

Y

x


Y

α
idY

f
f

&/ 

idY

idY

Y

in C. Inner horn filling condition asserts that it extends to a 3-simplex ∆3 → C and the new
2-face of this simplex gives a 2-morphism g → f which is a (left) inverse to α in terms of the
evident composition of 2-morphisms. Of course, analogous arguments show that n-morphisms in
C are invertible for every n ≥ 2. Therefore the notion of an ∞-category, as we have defined it via
simplicial sets, realizes the heuristic idea of an (∞, 1)-category.
A.1.3. Nerve of an ordinary category. We have defined ∞-categories as a particular sort of simplicial sets, but we would obviously desire the theory of ∞-categories to generalize usual category
theory. Fortunately there is a canonical way of associating a simplicial set to an (ordinary) category.
The nerve of the category C is the simplicial set NC defined by NCn = HomCat ([n], C), where
the poset [n] is identified with a category in the usual way, that is to say the category which may
be represented as 0 → 1 → ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ → n. The n-simplices of NC are composable sequences of morphisms
in C of length n. Face and degeneracy maps are given by composing or inserting the identity, which
is to say
f1

f2

fn

f1

fi−1

f1

f2

fn

f1

fi

fi+1 ○fi

fi+2

fn

di (C0 Ð→ C1 Ð→ ⋯ Ð→ Cn ) = C0 Ð→ ⋯ ÐÐ→ Ci−1 ÐÐÐÐ→ Ci+1 ÐÐ→ ⋯ Ð→ Cn ,
idCi

fi+1

fn

si (C0 Ð→ C1 Ð→ ⋯ Ð→ Cn ) = C0 Ð→ . . . Ð→ Ci ÐÐ→ Ci ÐÐ→ ⋯ Ð→ Cn .
It is easy to see that the nerve contains all the information about the category. In fact, the objects,
morphisms, etc. of the category C may be inferred from its nerve NC in precisely the same way
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in which we defined their analogues for an ∞-category in the previous subsection. It is not hard
to see that NC satisfies the inner horn filling property, where the filling of a horn is defined via
composition of morphisms in C. The nerve of any category is hence an ∞-category. From the
description of functors between ∞-categories in the next subsection, it easily follows that the nerve
functor N ∶ Cat → Set∆ is fully faithful. The nerve construction is also compatible with functors in
the sense that
Fun (NC, ND) ≃ N Fun (C, D),
where Fun on the left hand side is the ∞-category of functors between two ∞-categories and Fun
on the right hand side is the ordinary functor category. Therefore there is no loss in identifying
ordinary categories with the ∞-categories given by their nerves, and dropping N from notation.
A.1.4. Functors. Given two ∞-categories C and D, we define a functor F ∶ C → D to be any morphism of simplicial sets, or equivalently, natural transformation between the respective functors.
This consists of a map Fn ∶ Cn → Dn for every n, which may for n = 0 be identified with the
object map of the functor and for n = 1 with the morphism map of the functor. From the preceding discussion it follows that an n-simplex of an ∞-category C may be identified with a string of
composable morphisms in C of length n, together with the specification of all their possible compositions. Compatibility of the n-simplex map Fn with the face maps di means that it is compatible
with this structure and in particular respects composition, and compatibility with degeneracies si
mean that F preserves identity morphisms. Therefore the ∞-categorical notion of a functor carries
the same intuition as functors classically do in ordinary category theory.
We may canonically upgrade functors between two ∞-categories to a simplicial set by setting45
Fun (C, D)n ∶= HomSet∆ (C × ∆n , D)
and it turns out that the simplicial set Fun (C, D) again satisfies the inner horn filling condition, so
that Fun (C, D) is itself an ∞-category. Furthermore the collection of all (small, but we will follow
the good old practice in category theory of ignoring set theoretic issues) ∞-categories forms itself
an ∞-category Cat∞ .
A.1.5. The homotopy category. By quotienting out the spaces of morphisms by the relation of
equivalence, we may associate to an ∞-category C an ordinary category hC or Ho(C), called the
homotopy category of C. Observe that
HomhC (X, Y ) ≃ π0 MapC (X, Y )
for any pair of objects X, Y ∈ C. This gives rise to a functor h ∶ Cat∞ → Cat which is the left adjoint
to the nerve functor N ∶ Cat → Cat∞ . That is to say, for any ∞-category C and ordinary category
D, there is a natural equivalence
MapCat∞ (C, D) ≃ MapCat (hC, D)
(recall that we are omitting N from notation) arising from the canonical functor C ↦ hC. We often
refer to this functor as passing to homotopy.
Given a morphism f ∶ X → Y in an ∞-category C, we say that is is an equivalence if it induces
an isomorphism upon passage to the homotopy category hC. If there exists an equivalence between
two objects X and Y of an ∞-category C, we shall say that X and Y are equivalent and write
X ≃ Y.
Setting C to Cat∞ , we obtain a notion of equivalence between ∞-categories. However this
admits a more explicit description. A functor F ∶ C → D is called fully faithful if the induced map
MapC (X, Y ) → MapD (F (X), F (Y )) is a homotopy equivalence of spaces for every pair of objects
X, Y ∈ C, and it is called essentially surjective if the functor it induces on homotopy hF ∶ hC → hD
is essentially surjective in the usual meaning of category theory, i.e. for every object D ∈ D there
exists some X ∈ C such that F (X) ≃ D. Just like between ordinary categories, a functor between
∞-categories is an equivalence precisely when it is both fully faithful and essentially surjective.
Given an ∞-category C, we call a subcategory and simplicial subset D ⊆ C which is also itself
an ∞-category and for which hC is a subcategory of hD. The simplicial set inclusion then defines
45Observe that this is no cleaver trick, but rather a definition forced upon us by the fact that inner Hom, should

it exist, has to be right adjoint to taking products. Since the Yoneda lemma gives a natural bijection between
n-simplices of a simplicial set and simplicial set maps from ∆n into it, we find ourselves before the given formula
for Fun (C, D).
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a functor of ∞-categories D → C and we say that D is a full subcategory if this functor is fully
faithful, which is to say if hD is a full subcategory of hC.
A.1.6. Spaces are Kan complexes are ∞-groupoids. We have already seen that all ordinary categories may be considered as ∞-categories via the nerve construction. Another crucial class of
examples of ∞-categories is offered by spaces. This is where much of the motivation for ∞category theory comes from: Grothendieck’s realization that spaces may be equivalently thought
as ∞-groupoids.
In simplicial approaches to homotopy theory, space is often taken to mean Kan complex, i.e. a
simplicial set satisfying the horn filling condition. A Kan complex is clearly also an ∞-category,
since these were defined to be simplicial sets satisfying horn filling only for inner horns.
The reader might object that the term space should be reserved for topological spaces (by which
we shall always mean objects of some convenient category of topological spaces, e.g. compactly
generated weakly Hausdorff spaces). We denote the category of spaces by T, and remark that it
actually carries more structure: it is a model category.
foreshadowing that it arises as a homotopy category of an ∞-category of spaces.
Simplicial sets admit a natural functor to topological spaces. It comes from sending the standard
n-simplex ∆n to its geometric counterpart ∣∆n ∣ ∶= {(x0 , . . . , xn ) ∈ [0, 1]n+1 ∣ x0 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + xn ≤ 1} and
then extending to an arbitrary simplicial set X by setting
∣X∣ ∶= lim ∣∆n ∣.
Ð
→
n
∆ →X

Recall that Set∆ is a presheaf category in which ∆n are the representable functors, which implies
that X ≃ lim n
∆n in for any X ∈ Set∆ . Consequently the geometric realization functor ∣ − ∣ ∶
Ð→∆ →X
Set∆ → T commutes with colimits.
To any topological space X we may associate a Kan complex Sing● X defined as a functor by
[n] ↦ HomT (∣∆n ∣, X). From this definition it follows quickly that for any simplicial set K and
topological space X there is a natural equivalence
HomT (∣K∣, X) ≃ HomSet∆ (K, Sing● X),
showing that geometric realization and Sing● are adjoint functors. It is a classical theorem that
this adjunction is a Quillen equivalence for certain model category structures on both side, which
translates into an equivalence between the ∞-category of (convenient) topological spaces, obtained
from the model category T, and the ∞-category of Kan complexes, which comes from the standard
model structure on Set∆ in which Kan complexes are the fibrant objects. We will from now on not
distinguish between these two ∞-categories, denoting both by S and calling their objects spaces.
In particular, the functor Sing● ∶ S → Cat∞ is fully faithful and allows us to identify spaces with
certain ∞-categories, namely with Kan complexes. Objects of Sing● (X) are precisely the points
of X and a morphism x → y is a path between those points. From this it is evident that any
morphism in the ∞-category Sing● (X) admits both a left and the right inverse, corresponding to
traversing the same path in the opposite direction. This may also be witnessed on the level of
the definition of a Kan complex. Given any morphism f ∶ x → y in a Kan complex K, the solid
diagrams
?x
?y
f

x

f

idx

/ x

y

idy

/ y

determine maps Λ20 → K and Λ22 → K (observe that these are the outer 2-horns, the ones excluded
from the inner horn filling condition defining ∞-categories). The horn filling condition ensures that
these extend to maps ∆2 → K and the new 1-simplex, denoted by the dotted arrow in the above
diagrams, provides the let and right compositional inverse to f. We had seen how higher morphisms
are invertible in any ∞-catgory in subsection A.1.2, thus this implies that in a Kan complex all
morphisms are invertible. Conversely it is easy to see that this is nothing else than a restatement
of the horn filling condition defining a Kan complex. Therefore spaces are to ∞-categories what
groupoids are to categories, justifying Grothendieck’s motto that spaces are ∞-groupoids.
An equivalent restatement of what it means for an ∞-category C to be an ∞-groupoid is to assert
that the homotopy category hC is a groupoid. For a topological space X, this groupoid may be
recognized as the fundamental groupoid π≤1 (X). This is the groupoid containing information about
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path-connected components of X and about homotopy classes of paths in X. Then by analogy the
∞-groupoid corresponding to X might be denoted π≤∞ (X) and its n-morphisms encode homotopy
classes of n-simplices in X for all n ≥ 0. The assertion that Kan complexes are equivalent to
topological spaces may then be states as saying that, unlike the fundamental groupoid π≤1 (X),
the “fundamental ∞-groupoid” π≤∞ (X) loses no information about the homotopy type of the
topological space X.
The geometric realization functor ∣ − ∣ ∶ Cat∞ → S is a left adjoint to the fully faithful inclusion
S → Cat∞ identifying spaces with ∞-groupoids, but said inclusion also admits a right adjoint
C ↦ C≃ . We call C≃ the maximal subgroupoid of C and its universal property may be restated as
asserting a natural equivalence
MapCat∞ (X, C) ≃ MapS (X, C≃ )
for any space X. There is in particular a canonical (up to equivalence) functor C≃ → C corresponding
to picking X ≃ C≃ and the identity map on the right of the above equivalence. This functor admits
a more explicit description: the objects of the ∞-category C≃ are the same as those of C, the
space MapC≃ (C, D) consists for any C, D ∈ C of those components of the space MapC (C, D) which
correspond to invertible morphisms in π0 MapC (C, D) ≃ HomhC (C, D), and the functor C → C≃ is
the identity on objects and the inclusion MapC≃ (C, D) → MapC (C, D) on morphisms.
For a pair of ∞-categories C and D the ∞-category of functors Fun (C, D) may in general
possess non-invertible morphisms. The ∞-category of all (small) ∞-categories Cat∞ must on
the other hand have MapCat∞ (C, D) be a space, which is to say an ∞-groupoid. It follows that
MapCat∞ (C, D) ≃ Fun (C, D)≃ , hinting that, just like the category of all (small) categories Cat is
actually a 1-categorical shadow of a 2-category, so is Cat∞ an (∞, 1)-categorical shadow of an
(∞, 2)-category.
A.1.7. Initial and terminal objects. The true utility of ∞-categories is that a vast chunk of ordinary
category theory may be transported to the ∞-categorical setting with very little changes.
For instance an object X of an ∞-category C is initial (resp. terminal ) if it is an initial (resp.
terminal) object of the ordinary category hC. Equivalently, that means that the space MapC (X, Y )
(resp. MapC (Y, X)) is non-empty and contractible for all objects Y ∈ C. Just like in ordinary
category theory, initial (resp. terminal) objects need not exist, but if they do, they are essentially
unique, which is to say unique up to a contractible ambiguity.
Of course we do not need to deal with dual notions such as initial and terminal objects separately,
but may treat them simultaneously by use of the opposite category. Recall that the simplex
category ∆ may be identified with the category of all non-empty finite linearly ordered sets.
This category admits an involution ∆ → ∆ obtained by simply reversing each order. Given any
simplicial set X ∶ ∆op → Set, its opposite may be defined by pre-composing it with that involution.
For any ∞-category C the opposite simplicial set Cop is also an ∞-category and called the opposite
∞-category of C. Explicitly the objects of Cop are just the objects of C, while for all pairs X, Y ∈ C
we have
MapCop (X, Y ) ≃ MapC (Y, X).
This recovers the usual notion of an opposite category upon passage to homotopy, in the sense
that there is a natural equivalence of categories h(Cop ) ≃ (hC)op . Clearly initial objects in Cop are
precisely terminal objects in C and vice versa.
A.1.8. Overcategories and undercategories. In order to be able to discuss overcategories, undercategories, limits and colimits in the ∞-categorical setting, it is useful to recall the join operation
of simplicial sets. It is defined by setting ∆i ⋆ ∆j ∶= ∆i+j+1 and extending to arbitrary simplicial
sets by requiring ⋆ ∶ Set∆ × Set∆ → Set∆ to preserve colimits in each factor separately (since any
simplicial set may be written as a limit of standard simplices). Under geometric realization this
corresponds to the geometric join operation, classically constructed by embedding two complexes
K and L into a pair of trivially intersecting hyperplanes inside some big enough euclidean space,
and then setting K ⋆ L to be the union of all line segments connecting any pair of a point in K
and a point in L. In particular if C is an ∞-category, the left cone C◁ ∶= C ⋆ ∆0 and right cone
C▷ ∶= C ⋆ ∆0 realize the idea of adding a disjoint initial and disjoint terminal object to C.
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Given a functor of ∞-categories F ∶ C → D, the overcategory over F D/F is defined by the
universal property that for every ∞-category E there is an equivalence
Fun (E, D/F ) ≃ Fun (E ⋆ C, D) ×Fun (C,D) {F }.
By selecting E to be ∆n , we may read off the above universal property the n-simplices of D/F and
hence prove the existence of D/F as a simplicial set. Intuitively an object of the overcategory D/F
consists of an object D ∈ D together with maps D → F (C) for every object C ∈ C, which must
be compatible with functoriality of F up to coherent homotopy. More formally, objects of D/F
are precisely functors C◁ → D such that their restriction under the canonical functor C → C◁ is
equivalent to F. These are the analogues of what is classically often called cones over F .
An object C in an ∞-category C may be identified with a functor C ∶ ∆0 → C from the trivial
∞-category with one object and no non-identity morphisms. Then the overcategory C/C consists
object-wise of all morphisms with codomain C in C, and e.g. the space of morphisms between two
objects X → C and Y → C is precisely the space of 2-simplices in C exhibiting commutativity of
the triangle
/Y
X

C
in which the two diagonal arrows are the structure morphisms of the two objects of C/C .
A.1.9. Limits and colimits. For any functor F ∶ C → D, a terminal object of the ∞-category D/F
is called the limit of F and denoted lim F. We will also often abusively refer to the object in D
←Ð
obtained as the image of the distinguished initial vertex of C◁ under the functor lim F ∶ C◁ → D as
←Ð
the limit of F . As a terminal object, the limit of any functor is essentially unique in case it exists.
The undercategory DF / may either be defined by passing to opposite categories from the overcategory, or directly by the universal property
Fun (E, DF / ) ≃ Fun (C ⋆ E, D) ×Fun (C,D) {F }
for any ∞-category E. Objects of the undercategory DF / are functors C▷ → D which restrict to F
on C, which might be called cocones over F. An initial object of D/F is called a colimit of F and
denoted lim F.
Ð→
If F ∶ C → D is a functor and D is (the nerve of) an ordinary category, then lim F and lim F
←Ð
Ð→
recover their usual meanings from ordinary category theory as the limit and colimit of the functor
between ordinary categories hF ∶ hC → hD ≃ D.
The formal theory of limits and colimits in ∞-category theory is quite similar to its counterpart
in ordinary category theory. We also have special names for certain limits and colimits: a family
of objects {Ci }i∈I in an ∞-category C indexed by some indexing set I, may be viewed as a functor
I → C from the discrete ordinary category I (the set of objects is I and there are no non-identity
morphisms) and its limit is called the product of the family {Ci }i∈I and denoted ∏i∈I Ci , while the
colimit of this functor is called the coproduct of the family {Ci }i∈I and denoted ∐i∈I Ci . When the
indexing set is empty, this recovers the terminal and initial object respectively. When I has two
elements and the family of objects in question is {X, Y }, the product is denoted X × Y and the
coproduct X ∐ Y.
Given an object C of an ∞-category C, the product in the overcategory C/C is called fibered
product and for two objects X → C and Y → C in C/C the underlying object of C of their product
is denoted X ×C Y. That is to say, there exists a commutative square in C
X ×C Y

/Y


X


/C

in which the two arrows ending at C are the structure morphisms of the two objects of C/C , such
that this square is terminal among all such commutative squares. We call such a diagram pullback
square, and the dual notion, corresponding to a coproduct X ∐C Y in an undercategory CC/ , a
pushout square.
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It should be pointed out that limits and colimits of ∞-categories tend to not be preserved upon
passage to homotopy. In particular, if X × Y is the product of objects X and Y in an ∞-category
C, then it most likely will not be the case that is is also a product of X and Y in the ordinary
category hC. This has to do with the fact that in homotopical categories, say in topological spaces,
the formation of products (and (co)limits in general) is usually not homotopy invariant. But
the ∞-categorical world is only capable of discussing notions up to homotopy, so non-homotopyinvariant notions are not well defined. Instead ∞-categorical limits and colimits recover the notion
of homotopy limits and colimits, the derived functors (in Quillen’s model category approach to
homotopical category theory) of the usual limit and colimit functors.
For instance, if ∆ ∶ X → X × X denotes the diagonal map of any given space X, the diagram
X

id

/X

∆


/ X ×X

∆

id


X

is a pullback square in the usual category of spaces. On the other hand this is not a pullback
square in the ∞-category of spaces S, where the pullback is instead given by
/X
LX

X

∆

∆


/ X ×X

in which LX ≃ MapS (S 1 , X) is the free loop space on X and the unlabelled maps LX → X are
evaluations at a point of the circle.
A.1.10. Preseheaves and adjoint functors. For any ∞-category C we define the presheaf ∞-category
on C to be P(C) ∶= Fun (Cop , S). Limits and colimits in functor categories are calculated objectwise, and since S possesses all (small) limits and colimits, the same holds for P(C). One universal
property of the presheaf ∞-category is that for any ∞-category D there is a natural equivalence
of ∞-categories (note that this is really an (∞, 2)-categorical universal property)
Fun (D, P(C)) ≃ Fun (Cop × D, S).
Setting D ≃ C and selecting from the right hand side the canonical functor Cop × C → S given
object-wise by (X, Y ) ↦ MapC (X, Y ), we obtain a functor j ∶ C → P(C) which we call the Yoneda
embedding. As the name suggests, this functor is a fully faithful embedding by courtesy of the
∞-categorical Yoneda lemma. Just like in the classical case, the objects of the essential image of
j are called representable presheaves.
The Yoneda embedding allows us to talk about adjoints. Given a pair of functors of ∞-categories
F ∶ C → D and G ∶ D → C, we say that they are adjoint, or more precisely that F is left adjoint to
G and that G is right adjoint to F , if there is a functorial equivalence
MapD (F (C), D) ≃ MapC (C, G(D))
for all objects C ∈ C and D ∈ D. More precisely, the two functors F and G define a pair of functors
idCop ×G

F op ×idD

Cop × D ÐÐÐÐÐ→ Dop × D → S,

Cop × D ÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cop × C → S,

where the unlabelled arrows are the pairings obtained from the Yoneda embedding, and F is left
adjoint to G precisely when these functors are equivalent as objects of the functor ∞-category
Fun (Cop × D, S). Whenever a functor admits a left or right adjoint, said adjoint is essentially
unique.
A hallmark property of adjoint functors, carried over from ordinary category theory, is that left
adjoints preserve colimits and right adjoints preserve limits. There is likely no single other fact
that we use quite as often or as potently in this thesis as this one.
Under certain conditions on ∞-categories, the converse to this statement is also true. The condition in question is presentability46, a very powerful smallness condition that makes ∞-categories
especially amenable to study. Namely, an ∞-category C is presentable if it admits all small colimits,
46Presentability has another characterization: an ∞-category is presentable if and only if it arises from a com-

binatorial model category. It is a stroke of luck that the following motto therefore makes sense: an ∞-category is
presentable if and only if it admits a model categorical “presentation”.
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the morphisms spaces MapC (X, Y ) are small for all objects X, Y ∈ C, and there exists a small set of
objects that generates all objects of C under colimits. While only the existence of (small) colimits
is postulated in the definition of a presentable ∞-category, it turns out that all (small) limits exist
also. The ∞-category S of (small) spaces is a chief example of a presentable ∞-category.
For a functor between presentable ∞-categories, the Adjoint Functor Theorem asserts that
left adjointness is equivalent to preservation of colimits and right adjointness is equivalent to
preservation of limits. The Adjoint Functor Theorem might best be appreciated as an existence
theorem, making various functors between presentable ∞-categories appear out of thin air.
Given a pair of ∞-categories C and D, let us introduce some more notation. Let FunL (C, D)
and FunR (C, D) denote the full subcategories of the functor ∞-category Fun (C, D) spanned by all
those functors which are left and right adjoint respectively. That is to say, F ∶ C → D belongs to
FunL (C, D) precisely when it possesses a right adjoint. When C and D are both presentable, this
is equivalent to F preserving colimits, and belonging to FunR (C, D) is equivalent to preserving
limits. With this new notation, we may formulate another universal property for P(C): for any
presentable ∞-category D there is a natural equivalence
FunL (P(C), D) ≃ Fun (C, D).
This in particular implies the fact that every presheaf P ∈ P(C) may be written as a colimit of
representables, in the form P ≃ lim
j(C).
Ð→C∈C/P
Presentable ∞-categories may be organized into ∞-categories PrL and PrR in which the space
of morphisms between two arbitrary ∞-categories C and D is given by FunL (C, D) and FunR (C, D)
respectively. Associating to a left adjoint functor its right adjoint and vica versa defines an equivalence of ∞-categories PrL ≃ (PrR )op , which is the identity on objects.
A.1.11. Localization. A functor of ∞-categories is called a localization if it possesses a fully faithful
right adjoint. That is to say, we without loss of generality consider a localization as a functor
L ∶ C → C such that, if LC denotes the essential image of L in C, the codomain-restricted functor
L ∶ C → LC is a left adjoint to the inclusion LC → C. Given such a localization L ∶ C → C, let
S denote the collection of all morphisms f in C for which Lf is an equivalence. Then for any
∞-category D composition with L defines a fully faithful embedding
Fun (LC, D) → Fun (C, D),
the essential image of which consists of all those functors F ∶ C → D which carry all the morphisms
in S to equivalences.
In many cases it is also possible to go backwards, starting from the collection of morphisms
which the localization takes to equivalences. Suppose we are given S any small47 collection of
morphisms in a presentable ∞-category C. An object Z ∈ C is S-local if for every f ∶ X → Y in S
the induced map MapC (Y, Z) → MapC (X, Z) is an equivalence. Let S −1 C to be the full subcategory
of C spanned by all S-local objects. Then S −1 C is the essential image of a localization L ∶ C → C
and furthermore every localization of C is of this for some S.
A.1.12. ∞-topoi. Any presentable ∞-category may be realized as a special sort of localization of
a presheaf category. If said localization functor L ∶ P(C) → P(C), exhibiting a presentable ∞category X ≃ LP(C), also preserves finite limits, then X is called an ∞-topos 48. This means that
an ∞-topos is a full subcategory X ⊆ P(C) of a presheaf ∞-category together with a localization
L ∶ P(C) → X, which plays the role of a sheafification functor.
Indeed, suppose that C is a (small) ∞-category and let hC carry a Grothendieck topology J
(since hC is an ordinary category, we mean here a Grothendieck topology in the usual sense). Let
S denote the class of all monomorphisms U → j(C) in P(C) which correspond to covering sieves
of objects C in C (or equivalently in hC) with respect to the Grothendieck topology J. Then we
define the ∞-category of sheaves on C with respect to J to be Shv(C, J) ∶= S −1 P(C). The condition
47An important relaxation may be afforded here by instead only requiring S to contain a small subset which
generates the same strongly saturated class of morphisms as S.
48Beware that an ∞-topos is an ∞-categorical generalization of a Grothendieck topos, and not of the more
general notion of an elementary topos.
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on a presheaf F ∶ Cop → S to be a sheaf is therefore the same as in classical topos theory: for every
covering sieve U → j(C) with respect to the chosen Grothendieck topology, the canonical map
F(C) ≃ MapP(C) (j(C), F) → MapP(C) (U, F),
where we have used the Yoneda lemma on the left, must be an equivalence.
For use in spectral algebraic geometry, we will require also sheaves with values in various other
∞-categories than just S, such as spectra and E∞ -rings. It is beneficial to be more general from the
outset and define sheaves on an arbitrary ∞-topos X with values in an arbitrary ∞-category C with
all small limits. A C-valued sheaf of X is a functor F ∶ Xop → C which preserves small products. As
we should expect, the Yoneda embedding defines an equivalence ShvS (X) ≃ X for any ∞-topos X.
Of particular interest is the ∞-topos corresponding to a space X, which is to say X ≃ Shv(U(X))
where U(X) is the poset of open subsets in X considered as a category with the usual Grothendieck
topology. In this ∞-topos, a C-valued sheaf is equivalent to a functor F ∶ U(X)op → C satisfying
the familiar-looking sheaf condition: for any open set U ⊆ X the canonical morphism
F(U ) → lim F(V ),
←Ð
V ⊆U

ranging over all the open subsets of U, is an equivalence in C.
The ∞-category of (unless stated otherwise always S-valued) sheaves Shv(C, J), which we may
also denote Shv(C) when the Grothendieck topology is clear from the context, is an ∞-topos.
However unlike the situation in ordinary topos theory, not every ∞-topos needs be of this form.
We should also mention that there exists another closely related but slightly stronger version
of the sheaf condition called hypercompleteness. For sheaves on an ∞-topos corresponding to a
topological space X, it may be described by not merely requiring a functor F ∶ U(X)op → C to satisfy
the sheaf condition with respect to open subsets, or what amounts to the same thing, open covers of
X. For F to be hypercomplete the sheaf condition should instead be also satisfied for all hypercovers
of X. In HTT Lurie emphasizes the importance of distinguishing between hypercomplete sheaves
and all sheaves in general, but in older literature there is often some confusion whether homotopy
sheaves are alyways required to be hypercomplete or not.
A.1.13. Effective epimorphisms. Just like ordinary (Grothendieck) topoi do among ordinary categories, ∞-topoi admit an elegant characterization among ∞-categories by the Giraud axioms. Let
us mention only one, the analogue of which is in the classical topos theory is usually stated in the
form that all equivalence relations in a topos are effective. To formulate its ∞-categorical analogue,
we need a new notion.
A groupoid object in X is a functor U ∶ ∆op → X such that for any non-negative integer n and
any partition [n] = S ∪ S ′ into subsets for which the intersection S ∩ S ′ = {s} is a singleton, the
induced diagram
/ U (S ′ )
U ([n])

/ U ({s})


U (S)

is a pullback square in X. Conversely given any morphism U0 → U−1 in X, we may define a groupoid
object U in X inductively by setting U ([0]) ∶= U0 and requiring
U ([n + 1])

/ U0


U ([n])


/ U−1

to be a pullback square for every n ≥ 0. This is compatible with the convenient convention of
denoting U ([n]) simply by Un . In the described case we call U the Čech nerve of the morphism
U0 → U−1 and denote it Č(U0 → U−1 ), so that we have
Č(U0 → U−1 )n ≃ U0 ×U−1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ×U−1 U0
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶
n+1
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for all non-negative integers n. A groupoid object U is effective if it admits a limit U−1 ≃ lim U ∈ X
Ð→
such that U ≃ Č(U0 → U−1 ). The ∞-categorical Giraud axiom in question now asserts that every
groupoid object in an ∞-topos is effective.
A closely related notion is that of an effective epimorphism, which is such a morphism f ∶ X → Y
that the canonical map lim Č(f ) → Y is an equivalence. The above stated Giraud axiom may be
Ð→
restated as saying that for any groupoid object U in an ∞-topos X the morphism U0 → lim U is an
Ð→
effective epimorphism.
A.1.14. Unstraightening. This is a construction which is essential in setting up much of the fundamentals of algebra in the ∞-categorical setting, and we are reviewing it here primarily because
of the repeated encounters with it in the subsection A.2.
The idea is that, for any given ∞-category C, a functor F ∶ C → Cat∞ consists of a particular sort
of collection of ∞-categories F (X) ranging over objects X of C, and it is possible to specify very
explicitly precisely what sort of a collection that is. Namely, we may collect them together into
one big ∞-category D, equipped with a functor p ∶ D → C such that its fibres are DX = D ×C {X} ≃
F (X). Then the unstraightening construction exhibits an equivalence between Fun (C, Cat∞ ) and
the ∞-category of coCartesian fibrations49 p ∶ D → C with morphisms consisting of those morphisms
in the overcategory Cat∞/C which preserve coCartesian lifts of morphisms in C.
To illustrate one use of unstraightening, let X be a space, which we may identify with an
∞-groupoid. It can be shown that the requirement on a functor C → X to be a coCartesian
fibration implies that C is also an ∞-groupoid. Furthermore the requirement that a relative map
of spaces Y → Z over X preserve coCartesian lifts is always automatically satisfied, and so the
unstraightening construction yields an equivalence Fun (X, S) ≃ S/X between the ∞-category of
space-valued functors on X and the overcategory of spaces over X. We will regularly employ make
heavy use of this equivalence in subsequent chapters.
The real utility of unstraightening lies in the fact that, given two functors F, G ∶ C → Cat∞
with corresponding coCartesian fibrations p ∶ D → C and q ∶ E → C, then natural transformations
F → G correspond to just those morphisms D → E in Cat∞/C which preserve coCartesian lifts.
By relaxing this requirement, we may therefore obtain various extensions of the notion of functors
between morphisms, which can be used to “cheat” into the theory of ∞-category, which is to say
(∞, 1)-categories, several notions which might more organically belong to the (∞, 2)-world. We
will encounter many examples of this in the next subsection.
A.2. Higher categorical algebra. Out of the sections comprising the Appendix, this one is
probably the most cluttered and technical and the least readable. One the one hand, it introduces
several of the key notions that we will spend the rest of the thesis studying, so its importance
should not be underestimated. But on the other hand the formidable technical intricacies involved
in setting up the theory, will have afterwards served their role, and become very efficiently swept
under the rug of the notions they helped define. For instance, while ∞-operads feature quite
prominently in this subsection, they will not appear anywhere else in the rest of this thesis.
A.2.1. Symmetric monoidal ∞-categories. Let Fin∗ denote the (nerve of the) category whose objects are the sets ⟨n⟩ = ∆0 ∪ {1, 2, . . . , n} for all non-negative integers n and whose morphisms are
maps α ∶ ⟨n⟩ → ⟨m⟩ such that α(∗) = ∗. For a fixed n, we define the morphisms ρi ∶ ⟨n⟩ → ⟨1⟩ in
Fin∗ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n by sending i to 1 and all the other elements of ⟨n⟩ to ∗. A map f ∶ ⟨m⟩ → ⟨n⟩
is called inert, if it arises by choosing a certain subset of ⟨m⟩, sending it to the base point ∗, and
doing nothing else. In particular, the maps ρi are inert for all i, since they send all elements in ⟨n⟩
aside from i to the base-point.
A symmetric monoidal ∞-category is a functor C⊗ ∶ Fin∗ → Cat∞ such that C(∆0 ) ≃ ∆0 , and
for every positive integer n, the morphisms
C⊗ (⟨n⟩) → ∏ C⊗ (⟨1⟩),
1≤i≤n
49Do not be distraught by all the coCartesian business. It is a simple enough technical lifting condition, the

details of which can be found in HTT, which underlies much of the unstraightening story, but which we will never in
any way use, and therefore hope we will be excused for omitting from our already cumbersome review of ∞-category
theory.
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defined by the maps ρi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is an equivalence. The ∞-category C⊗ (⟨1⟩) is called the
underlying ∞-category of C⊗ and is denoted C.
A map α ∶ ⟨n⟩ → ⟨m⟩ in Fin∗ may be interpreted as a specification of which variables in a
product are to move to which place (i should move to place α(i)), which to multiply together
(multiply 0 ≤ i ≤ n and 0 ≤ j ≤ n if α(i) = α(j), i.e. if α assigns them to the same place), on which
places to include the unit (those 1 ≤ j ≤ m which are not in the image of α), and which to forget
(those 1 ≤ i ≤ n for which α(i) = ∗, i.e. those to which α does not assign a place). A symmetric ∞category therefore consists of an ∞-category C equipped with a functorial association of a functor
Cn → Cm to every such specification α, such that the functors associated to ρi is the i-th coordinate
projection pri ∶ Cn → C. In line with this interpretation, we define the functor ⊗ ∶ C × C → C to be
the one corresponding to the morphism α ∶ ⟨2⟩ → ⟨1⟩ in Fin∗ with α(1) = α(2) = 1. Likewise is
1 ∶ ∆0 → C, or equivalently an object 1 ∈ C, defined to correspond to the map ∆0 → ⟨1⟩. Sometimes,
when we will wish to highlight the dependence on the symmetric monoidal ∞-category, we will
denote these also by ⊗C and 1C .
The intuition behind the notion of an ∞-operad 50 is similar: an ∞-operad O⊗ should consist of
an underlying ∞-category O together with just about any collections of homotopically compatible
operations on it. The formal implementation of this idea is trickier. Taking a cue from the unstraightening construction, a symmetric monoidal ∞-category may be equated with C⊗ a coCartesian fibration p ∶ C⊗ → Fin∗ for some abusively denoted ∞-category C⊗ with fibers C⊗
≃ C⊗ (⟨n⟩).
⟨n⟩
⊗
Then ∞-operads are defined as certain types of functors p ∶ O → Fin∗ . Because we will only use
∞-operads as tools to talk about other objects of interest to us, let us indicate only very rougly
what kind of conditions need to be imposed on a functor to make it an ⊗-operad. First of all,
p-coCartesian lifts of all inert morphisms in Fin∗ should exists. This implies that any inert map
f ∶ ⟨m⟩ → ⟨n⟩ gives rise to a functor f! ∶ O⊗
→ O⊗
Secondly, in analogy with with symmetric
⟨m⟩
⟨n⟩
monoidal ∞-categories, a choice of p-coCartesian lifts ρi! ∶ O⊗
→ O⊗
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n together define
⟨n⟩
⟨1⟩
an equivalence
⊗
O⊗
⟨n⟩ ≃ ∏ O⟨1⟩ .
1≤i≤n

Thirdly, a similar condition should also hold on the level of morphism spaces of the ∞-category
O⊗ . By the way the definition of an ∞-operad is set up, an ∞-operad with the structure functor p
a coCartesian fibration is by unstraightening equivalent to a symmetric monoidal ∞-category. Our
interest will lie primarily with symmetric monoidal ∞-categories, but the language of ∞-operads,
which is at this point a harmless additional level of generality, will prove very useful in discussing
various structures related to them.
The ∞-category of symmetric monoidal ∞-categories is defined to be the full subcategory51
Cat⊗
∞ of the functor ∞-category Fun (Fin∗ , Cat∞ ). Its morphisms are called symmetric monoidal
functors. While symmetric monoidal functors are for many purposes the correct class of functors
to consider between symmetric ∞-categories, we shall specify another weaker class of morphisms
in subsection A.2.3. It turns out that it is the latter instead of the former that is the better notion
to consider for general ∞-operads.
A.2.2. Examples of symmetric monoidal ∞-categories. Let us list some examples of symmetric
monoidal ∞-categories.
(i) The first example is Comm⊗ , the commutative ∞-operad (even though it is actually a
symmetric monoidal ∞-category). It is defined as the composite Fin∗ → ∆0 → Cat∞ of the
terminal functor to the one-object ∞-category ∆0 , with the inclusion of the ∞-category
⊗
0
∆0 into the ∞-category of all ∞-categories. Thus Comm⊗
n ≃ ∆ for every n, and Comm
is by construction the terminal symmetric monoidal ∞-category and more generally the
terminal ∞-operad.
50The terminology here is perhaps a bit misleading: ∞-operads are the ∞-categorical generalizations of colored
operads, also known as multicategories, a notion already more general than usual (i.e. monochromatic) operads.
51This is rather unfortunate notation since we are also using the notation C⊗ for a symmetric monoidal ∞category with underlying ∞-category C and monoidal operation ⊗. Therefore it might seems like Cat⊗
∞ , instead of
being the ∞-category of all symmetric monoidal ∞-categories, is some sort of symmetric monoidal structure on
Cat∞ . However since we will not be using any symmetric monoidal structures on Cat∞ other than the Cartesian
one, we doubt this will be the cause of much confusion.
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(ii) Now let C be any ∞-category with finite products. For a given positive integer n, let
P denote the inclusion-ordered power set of {1, 2, . . . , n} ⊂ ⟨n⟩. Let C× (⟨n⟩) denote the
∞-category of all functors f ∶ N(P )op → C for which, given any subset S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n},
the morphisms f (S) → f ({j}) induced by the element inclusions {j} ⊆ S exhibit an
equivalence f (S) ≃ ∏j∈S f ({j}). This extends to a functor C× ∶ Fin∗ → Cat∞ which we call
the Cartesian symmetric monoidal structure on C. Clearly the underlying ∞-category of
C× is C and the multiplication operation Cn → C with respect to this symmetric monoidal
∞-category is just the product functor (X1 , . . . , Xn ) ↦ X1 × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × Xn .
(iii) Observe that given any symmetric monoidal ∞-category C⊗ ∶ Fin∗ → Cat∞ , we may produce
a new one by composing it with the self-equivalence Cat∞ given by C ↦ Cop . If C is the
underlying ∞-category of C⊗ , then its opposite Cop is the underlying ∞-category of op ○C⊗ .
We may apply this construction in the case when C is an ∞-category closed under finite
coproducts. Then Cop has finite products, so it admits a Cartesian symmetric monoidal
structure (Cop )× . Then the symmetric monoidal ∞-category C∐ ∶= op ○(Cop )× is called
coCartesian symmetric monoidal ∞-structure on C. Its underlying ∞-category is C and its
operation Cn → C is given by the coproduct functor (X1 , . . . , Xn ) ↦ X1 ∐ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∐ Xn .
(iv) On the ∞-category PrL of presentable ∞-categories with left adjoints for morphisms, there
exists a distinguished symmetric monoidal ∞-category structure given by
C ⊗ D ∶= FunR (Cop , D).
The unit object for this symmetric monoidal structure is S. The functor ⊗ ∶ PrL ×PrL → PrL
preserves colimits in each variable. Furthermore, we have C ⊗ S∗ ≃ C∗ and C ⊗ τ≤n S ≃ τ≤n C,
showing that pointification and truncation are special cases of tensoring presentable ∞categories.
A.2.3. Lax symmetric monoidal functors. Given a pair of ∞-operads p ∶ O⊗ → Fin∗ and q ∶ O′⊗ →
Fin∗ , we define an ∞-operad map from O⊗ to O′⊗ to be a functor F ∶ O⊗ → O′⊗ in the overcategory
Cat∞/Fin∗ , which preserves coCartesian lifts of all inert morphism in Fin∗ . Let AlgO (O′ ) denote
the ∞-category of ∞-operad maps from O⊗ to O′⊗ . In slightly greater generality, which will be
very useful in subsection A.2.8, given two ∞-operad maps p ∶ O′⊗ → O⊗ and q ∶ O′′⊗ → O⊗ we
may also define an ∞-category AlgO′ /O (O′′ ) of relative ∞-operad maps to consist of commuting
triangles
/ O′′⊗
O′⊗
p

!

O⊗

|

q

of ⊗-operad maps. When O⊗ = Comm⊗ , the terminal ∞-operad, we recover AlgO′ /O (O′′ ) ≃
AlgO′ (O′′ ).
Though ∞-operad maps are important in their own right, we will primarily be interested in some
particular cases of them. When C⊗ and D⊗ are symmetric monoidal ∞-categories, the objects of
AlgC (D) are called lax symmetric monoidal functor from C⊗ to D⊗ . The property of a functor
F ∶ C → D between the underlying ∞-categories of two symmetric monoidal ∞-categories C⊗ and
D⊗ being symmetric monoidal, is exhibited by some family of compatibility diagrams which must
be homotopy coherent, in the sense that they possess mutually compatible fillings. For example,
these fillings include equivalences
1D ≃ F (1C ),

F (X) ⊗D F (Y ) ≃ F (X ⊗C Y )

for all objects X and Y in C. The property of a functor F as above being lax symmetric monoidal
is exhibited by the same compatibility diagrams, only that they are not required to have fillings,
only compatible systems of morphisms. E.g. there are compatible morphisms
1D → F (1C ),

F (X) ⊗D F (Y ) → F (X ⊗D Y ),

but they are not required to be equivalences. To formalize this idea as we have set it up here,
we would require there to be non-invertible 2-cells in our ∞-category C. However since we are
working with (∞, 1)-categories, this is not possible. The unstraightening construction provides a
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way around that, by encoding what would more naturally be (∞, 2)-categorical data inside ∞category theory52. Indeed, if we required coCartesian lifts of all morphisms in Fin∗ to be preserved
by F in the above definition, we would have rediscovered symmetric monoidal functors.
A.2.4. Commutative algebras and commutative monoids. Let C⊗ be a symmetric ∞-category. The
∞-category of commutative algebra objects in C⊗ is CAlg(C) ∶= AlgComm (C). Informally, a commutative algebra object A ∈ CAlg(C) consists of an underlying object denoted, by standard abuse
of notation, also A ∈ C, together with a map 1C → A in C, which is the unit of A, a morphism
A ⊗ A → A in C which exhibits the operation on A, and these morphisms together satisfy all the
possible compatibility relations up to coherent homotopies, encoded by lax symmetric monoidal
functoriality with respect to Comm⊗ .
Commutative algebra objects with respect to a Cartesian symmetric monoidal structure admit
a more explicit description. A commutative monoid object in an ∞-category with finite products C
is a functor X ∶ Fin∗ → C such that for every positive integer n, the morphism X(⟨n⟩) → X(⟨1⟩)n in
C, defined by the maps ρi ∶ ⟨n⟩ → ⟨1⟩ in Fin∗ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is an equivalence. Let CMon(C) denote
the full subcategory of Fun (Fin∗ , C) spanned by commutative monoid objects. When C = Cat∞ is
the ∞-category of ∞-categories, then clearly CMon(C) ≃ Cat⊗
∞ . That is to say, symmetric monoidal
∞-categories are the commutative monoid objects in Cat∞ . More generally, equipping C with the
symmetric monoidal ∞-structure C× , there is an equivalence
CAlg(C) ≃ CMon(C),
allowing us to express commutative algebra objects in a Cartesian symmetric monoidal ∞-category
entirely internal to the underlying ∞-category C. By the same consideration as in A.2.1 for symmetric monoidal ∞-categories, we may see that the functoriality of a commutative monoid object X
equips its underlying object X ∶= X(⟨1⟩) ∈ C with an operation X × X → X which is commutative,
associative, and unital, up to coherent homotopy.
Unlike in the Cartesian case, commutative algebra objects in a coCartesian symmetric monoidal
∞-category C∐ may be identified by the equivalence
CAlg(C) ≃ C.
This is a sophisticated incarnation of a well-known phenomenon: for any space X ∈ S, the diagonal
map ∆ ∶ X → X × X exhibits the structure of a commutative coalgebra on X. That is the same as
saying that it exhibits X ∈ CAlg(Sop ), where the symmetric monoidal structure on Sop is given by
the product of spaces in S, and is therefore the coCartesian structure.
For any symmetric monoidal ∞-category C, the ∞-category of commutative algebra objects
CAlg(C) inherits a canonical symmetric monoidal structure from C, and this structure is coCartesian. This is analogous to the classical fact that the tensor product is the coproduct in the category
of commutative rings. This means that coproducts, and colimits more generally, in CAlg(C) tend
to differ greatly from the colimits of the underlying objects in C. On the other hand, the forgetful functor CAlg(C) → C does not only preserve limits, it even creates them, in the sense that
K ◁ → CAlg(C) is a limit diagram if and only if its composite with the forgetful functor is.
A.2.5. E∞ -spaces and infinite loop spaces. Let CMon ∶= CMon(S) be the ∞-category of E∞ -spaces.
An E∞ -space intuitively consists of a space X together with a map, which we will mostly write
additively, + ∶ X × X → X such that (x + y) + z ≃ x + (y + z) for all x, y, z ∈ X and all higher
associativity and unitality laws hold up to coherent homotopy. As our choice of notion for their
∞-category suggests, E∞ -spaces are the homotopical analogues of commutative monoids from
ordinary algebra.
The functor S → Cat∞ , which identifies spaces with ∞-groupoids, is the right adjoint of the
maximal underlying space or core functor C ↦ C≃ . In particular, it preserves products and as such
extends to a symmetric monoidal functor between the Cartesian structures S× → Cat×∞ . It hence
also induces a functor between commutative monoid objects CMon → Cat⊗
∞ , since CMon(Cat∞ ) ≃
Cat⊗
∞ . This means that, given a space X, specifying an E∞ -structure on it is equivalent to specifying
a symmetric monoidal ∞-structure on it, if we view it as an ∞-groupoid.
52This is also the historic way the Grothendieck construction, the analogue of the (un)straightening construction

for ordinary categories, first arose. Studying moduli spaces, Grothendieck encountered algebraic stacks, an inherently
2-categorical structure. The Grothendieck construction was his solution, designed as a way to package discussion of
stacks inside the 1-categorical language of fibered categories.
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A.2.6. Monoids and monoidal ∞-categories. Though our main interest resides with commutative
phenomena, we will also consider their non-commutative analogues. As we have seen that the
Fin∗ controls commutative structures, so does the simplex category ∆op control associative ones.
Just like symmetric monoidal ∞-categories are equivalent to commutative monoid objects in the
∞-category Cat∞ , so can all monoidal ∞-categories be expressed in terms of monoid objects. It
will turn out beneficial to consider a more general notion than that of a monoid.
Let C be an ∞-category with all finite products. A functor X ∶ ∆op → C is called a simplicial
object in C and its n-simplices are usually denoted by Xn ∶= X([n]). A category object in C is a
simplicial object X ∶ ∆op → C for which the maps ρi ∶ [1] → [n] with ρi (0) = i, ρi (1) = i − 1 for all
0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 together exhibit an equivalence
Xn ≃ X1 ×X0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ×X0 X1 .
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶
n

This requirement, called the Segal condition, is expressing the familiar property that every nsimplex in X is equivalent to a composition of a string of n composable 1-simplices.
Observe that groupoid objects treated in A.1.13 are examples of category objects.
A category object X in C, for which X0 is a terminal object, is called a monoid object in
C. In that case we call X1 ∈ C the underlying object of the monoid object and the Segal condition
becomes Xn ≃ X1n , in clear analogy with the definition of a commutative monoid object in A.2.4.Let
Mon(C) denote the ∞-category of monoid object in C, a full subcategory of Fun (∆op , C). A monoid
object in Cat∞ is called a monoidal ∞-category. As the name suggests, the intuition behind
monoidal categories is just like the one behind symmetric monoidal ∞-category, only without any
commutativity assumptions.
There exists a canonical functor ∆op → Fin∗ defined by sending [n] ↦ ⟨n⟩, the precise details
of which will not matter for our purposes, more than to say that it induces a functor CMon(C) →
Mon(C) which associates the “underlying monoid object” to a commutative monoid object in
any given ∞-category C. Applying this to C = Cat∞ , we can extract a monoidal ∞-category from
a symmetric ∞-category C⊗ , which we will also denote by C⊗ . Conversely, given any monoidal
∞-category C⊗ , it corresponds by unstraightening to a certain coCartesian fibration C⊗ → ∆op .
Composing it with the functor ∆op → Fin∗ , we obtain an ∞-operad. This allows us to identify
a monoidal ∞-category C⊗ with a certain ∞-operad, also denoted C⊗ by the standard abuse of
notation, but it will in general not be a symmetric monoidal ∞-category.
A.2.7. Associative algebras. In the previous subsection, we defined monoidal ∞-categories as particular kinds of monoid objects. In the discussion of commutative algebras, we saw that they only
coincide with commutative algebra objects when considering Cartesian symmetric monoidal structure. To get the right notion of an associative algebra object in a monoidal category, we should
encode the structure we are after operadically.
Recall the ordinary associativity operad, i.e. the multicategory Ass with one object ∗, for every
finite set I the set of multimorphisms MulAss ({∗}i∈I , ∗) consisting of linear orderings on I, and
composition defined by the evident merging of linear orderings. By the canonical way of identifying
ordinary (possibly colored) operads with ∞-operads53, we obtain the associative ∞-operad Ass⊗ .
Let C⊗ be a monoidal ∞-category. Viewing it as an ∞-operad as described at the end of
the previous subsection, it admits a canonical ∞-operad map to Ass⊗ . Then the ∞-category of
relative ∞-operad maps AlgAss/Ass (C) is called the ∞-category of associative algebra objects in C⊗
and denoted simply by Alg(C). An associative algebra object A ∈ Alg(C) intuitively consists of an
underlying object A ∈ C together with a morphism A ⊗ A → A in C which is unital and associative
up to coherent homotopy.
Analogously to the commutative case treated in subsection A.2.4, when C× is a Cartesian (symmetric) monoidal structure, there is an equivalence
Alg(C) ≃ Mon(C).
53This is called the operadic nerve and the details concerning it may be found in HA. In particular, the commutative ∞-operad Comm⊗ may also be identified with the operadic nerve of the classical commutative operad, the
one-object multicategory with no non-identity multimorphisms.
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In general for an symmetric monoidal ∞-category, there is a “underlying associative algebra object”
functor CAlg(C) → Alg(C), which reduces to the underlying monoid object functor CMon(C) →
Mon(C) from the previous subsection.
A.2.8. Left modules. In a similar vein to Ass⊗ , we may extract another ∞-operad LM⊗ , the left
module ∞-operad, from an ordinary one. In particular, the colored operad LM is question has two
objects a and m and, for any finite set I, the set of multimorphisms MulLM ({Xi }i∈I , Y ) consists
of
(1) linear orderings of I if Y = a and Xi = a for all i ∈ I.
(2) the empty set if Y = a and Xi ≠ a for some i ∈ I.
(3) linear orderings {i1 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < in } of I such that Xin = m and Xj = a for all j < in , if Y = m.
Composition is given by the evident merging of linear orders, just like in Ass. Clearly LM⊗
is defined to capture the idea of a left action of an associative algebra object, with the color a
standing for the algebra and m for the module. Restricting to the full suboperad generated by
a in the description above of LM, which is equivalent to Ass, gives rise to an ∞-operad map
Ass⊗ → LM⊗ and in turn a functor AlgLM/Ass (C) → Alg(C) for any monoidal ∞-category C.
Given an associative algebra object A ∈ Alg(C) in a monoidal ∞-category C⊗ , the ∞-category of
(left) modules over A is defined to be the fiber
LModA (C) ∶= AlgLM/Ass (C) ×Alg(C) {A}.
Restriction of LM to the full subcategory spanned by the color (i.e. object) m likewise induces
a functor AlgLM/Ass (C) → C, called the underlying object of the module. The data of a left
A-module intuitively corresponds to an object M ∈ C together with morphisms A ⊗ M → M
which is appropriately compatible with respect to the associative algebra structure on A and itself
associative up to coherent homotopy.
Viewing a monoidal ∞-category C⊗ as an associative algebra object in Cat×∞ , an module M ∈
LModC⊗ (Cat∞ ) is called an ∞-category left tensored over C⊗ . Informally, this consists of an
underlying ∞-category M together with a functor ⊗ ∶ C×M → M, which is unital and associative up
to coherent homotopy.Furthermore, this tensoring functor must be compatible with the monoidal
structure C⊗ , in the sense that there is a natural equivalence
MapM ((C ′ ⊗ C) ⊗ M, N ) ≃ MapM (C ′ ⊗ (C ⊗ M ), N )
which is also compatible with all the diagrams exhibiting higher associativity relations. For any
associative algebra object A ∈ Alg(C), a modification of the above construction of left modules
produces an ∞-category LModA (M), allowing A to also act upon objects of M. This comes with
an underlying-object functor LModA (M) → M which always possesses a left adjoint, which we say
associates to an object M ∈ M the free A-module generated by M . The underlying object of such
a free A-module is A ⊗ M ∈ M.
When C⊗ is a symmetric monoidal ∞-category and A ∈ CAlg(C) a commutative algebra object,
we will commonly denote its ∞-category of modules by ModA (C) and it possesses a canonical symmetric monoidal structure. The unit object 1 ∈ C always admits a commutative algebra structure,
more specifically as the initial object in CAlg(C), and the forgetful functor exhibits the equivalence
Mod1 (C) ≃ C.
Given any ∞-category with colimits C, it is naturally tensored over S× , in such a way that the
tensoring functor ⊗ ∶ S × C → C preserves colimits in each variable separately. For a space X and
object C ∈ C, this is obtained by setting
X ⊗ C ≃ (lim {x}) ⊗ C ∶= lim C.
Ð→
Ð→
x∈X

x∈X

Similarly a pointed ∞-category C is canonically tensored over pointed spaces S∗ by an analogous
formula. When C only possesses finite colimits, C is tensored over the ∞-category of finite spaces
Sfin , , i.e. the full subcategory of S generated by a point under finite colimits, or, in case C is
pointed, over Sfin
∗ .
A.2.9. The ∞-categorical Barr-Beck theorem. For any ∞-category C, the endofunctor ∞-category
Fun (C, C) may be promoted to a monoidal ∞-category with the monoidal operation given by
composition of functors and the identity functor being the monoidal unit. The algebra objects
T ∈ Alg(Fun (C, C)) are called monads on C, and particularly important examples of monads arise
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from adjunctions. Given a functor F ∶ C → D with a right adjoint G ∶ D → C, there is a canonical
monad T on C with the underlying functor G○F. The unit map of the adjunction ε ∶ idC → G○F ≃ T
doubles as the unit of the associative algebra, and the counit of the adjunction η ∶ G ○ F → idD
gives rise to the “operation” on the algebra object T as
η

T ○ T ≃ (G ○ F ) ○ (G ○ F ) ≃ G ○ (F ○ G) ○ F Ð
→ G ○ F ≃ T.
The homotopy coherent nature of composition in ∞-categories ensures that this extends to exhibit
an associative algebra structure on T. The ∞-category C is naturally tensored over the monoidal
∞-category Fun (C, C)⊗ with the tensoring functor ⊗ ∶ Fun (C, C) ⊗ C → C given by assigning
(F, X) ↦ F (X). Therefore it makes sense for a monad T on C to talk about modules in C
over it. Lurie’s ∞-categorical generalization of the Barr-Beck theorem is a powerful criterion for
recognizing when a functor is equivalent to the underlying object projection LModT (C) → C from
such a module ∞-category. Before we can state it, we need to familiarize ourselves with some
simplicial terminology.
Let ∆−∞ denote the (nerve of the) ordinary category of non-empty linearly ordered finite sets for
objects and monotonic maps which preserve the minimal element of the ordering for morphisms.
The assignment [n] ↦ [n]∪{−∞}, where the element −∞ is defined to be smaller than all numbers,
defines an embedding ∆ → ∆−∞ . A simplicial object ∆op → C in an ∞-category C is called split
if it extends along the described embedding to a functor (∆−∞ )op → C. Similarly, given a functor
F ∶ C → D, a simplicial object X in C is F -split if the simplicial object F ○ X is split in D, that is
to say, if it fits into a commutative diagram of ∞-categories
If a simplicial object is split, then it is also F -split for every functor F . For any simplicial object
X ∶ ∆op → C, we say that the colimit lim X ∈ C, if it exists, is the geometric realization of X and
Ð→
denote it ∣X∣. Every split simplicial object has a geometric realization .
Theorem A.2.1 (Bar-Beck, Theorem HA.4.7.4.5). Let G ∶ D → C be a functor between ∞categories. Then there exists a monad T on C such that D ≃ LModT (C) and p is equivalent
to the canonical functor LModT (C) → C precisely when the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) The functor G admits a left adjoint F .
(2) The functor G is conservative, i.e. if G(f ) is an equivalence in C for some morphism f in
D, then f is an equivalence in C.
(3) The ∞-category C possesses geometric realizations of all G-split simplicial objects, and G
preserves such geometric realizations.
In that case, T may be identified with the monad of the adjunction between F and G.
In the statement of the Barr-Beck theorem, we could have replaces the condition that D ≃
LModT (C) for some monad T on C with the seemingly more general condition that there exists
some monoidal ∞-category A⊗ , a tensored ∞-category over A⊗ with the underlying ∞-category
C, and an algebra object A ∈ Alg(A) such that D ≃ LModA (C). This is because, in the described
situation, the functor T (X) ∶= A ⊗ X for X ∈ C defines a functor C → C, and the algebra structure
on A assures that T is also an algebra object, i.e. a monad. Then LModA (C) ≃ LModT (C), the
left hand side referring to tensoring over A⊗ and the right referring to tensoring over Fun (C, C)⊗ .
A.3. Higher linear and commutative algebra.
A.3.1. Stable ∞-categories. An ∞-category C is stable if it is pointed with a zero (i.e. simultaneously initial and terminal) object 0, possesses finite limits and colimits, and a diagram
X

/Y


0


/Z

in C is a pullback square if and only if it is a pushout square. That is to say, in a stable ∞-category
fiber and cofiber sequences coincide. The condition that an ∞-category is stable admits a variety
of equivalent restatements, for instance that C is pointed, closed under finite limits and the functor
≃
ΩX ∶= 0 ×X 0 is a self-equivalence Ω ∶ C Ð
→ C. The suspension functor ΣX ∶= 0 ∐X 0 is its inverse.
Finite products and coproducts in a stable ∞-category are equivalent, and so we may use the
biproduct notation ⊕ for either.
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If X, Y ∈ C are objects in a stable ∞-category, then since the functor MapC (−, Y ) takes colimits
to limits, we have
MapC (X, Y ) ≃ MapC (Σk Ωk X, Y ) ≃ Ωk MapC (Ωk X, Y ).
That is to say, the functor MapC ∶ Cop × C → S canonically factors through the forgetful functor
CMongp → S that sends an infinite loop space to its underlying space. Thus we may view mapping
spaces of stable ∞-categories as taking values in the ∞-category CMongp of infinite loop spaces.
In particular, π0 MapC (X, Y ) ≃ π2 MapC (Ω2 X, Y ) is an abelian group for all objects X and Y, so
the homotopy category of C is additive.
A.3.2. Comparison with abelian and triangulated categories. The notion of a stable ∞-category,
while also encompassing stability as usually understood in homotopy theory, is formally most
closely analogous to the 1-categorical notion of an abelian category. Fibers and cofibers correspond
to kernels and cokernels, and the condition that fiber and cofiber squares coincide is equivalent to
the condition that ker(coker f ) ≃ coker(ker f ) for any morphism f in an abelian category. This
justifies that a stable ∞-category is a good context for homological algebra.
But it is a well-known fact in classical algebra that for most homological algebra, such as
formation of derived functors, the correct context is not an abelian category A, but rather its
derived category of chain complexes D(A). Indeed, stable ∞-categories are formally closer to these
latter objects than to abelian categories. In particular, the homotopy category of any stable ∞category is naturally triangulated. The shift functor [1] of the triangulated structure comes from
the suspension functor Σ. Thus stable ∞-categories and triangulated categories may be viewed as a
competing generalization of abelian categories. Though not every triangulated category appears as
the homotopy category of a stable ∞-category, most “encountered in nature” do. While stable ∞categories are hence in some sense less general, they also do not suffer certain deficits of triangulated
categories, such as the clumsy definition (the octahedral axiom in particular) and the lack of
functorial (co)kernels.
A.3.3. Stabilization. Given any ∞-category with finite limits C, its stabilization is a stable ∞category Sp(C) together with a functor Ω∞ ∶ Sp(C) → C which induces an equivalence
FunR (D, Sp(C)) ≃ FunR (D, C)
between right adjoint functors for any stable ∞-category D. Since right adjoint functors preserve
limits, it follows from this universal property that an ∞-category C with a terminal object ∗ and
its pointification C∗ ≃ C∗/ have equivalent stabilizations. Stabilization may be explicitly described
as the limit
Ω

Ω

Sp(C) ≃ lim (⋯ → C∗ Ð
→ C∗ Ð
→ C∗ ).
←Ð
Spectra are classically viewed as a convenient enlargement of the category of (co)homology
theories, and this point of view can be pursued to explain stabilization of ∞-categories in general. Specifically, there is an equivalence Sp(C) ≃ Exc∗ (Sfin
∗ , C) between the stabilization of an
∞-category C and the ∞-category of pointed excisive functors from the ∞-category of finite spaces
into C, where a functor is pointed if it preserves terminal objects and excisive if it takes pushouts
to pullbacks. The condition of excisiveness is clearly analogous to the Mayer-Vietoris or excision
axiom in the usual definition of a homology theory. The functor Ω∞ ∶ Sp(C) → C corresponds to
evaluation of an excisive functor on S 0 .
When C is a presentable ∞-category, the functor Ω∞ admits a left adjoint Σ∞
+ ∶ C → Sp(C) by
the adjoint functor theorem. It follows from the anti-equivalence (PrL )op ≃ PrR that this satisfies
the dual universal property: for any presentable stable ∞-category D, the functor Σ∞
+ induces an
equivalence FunL (Sp(C), D) ≃ FunL (C, D).
Though this all holds for a presentable ∞-category C whether it is pointed or not, let us switch
∞
the notation from Σ∞
when C is pointed. This is so that, if + ∶ C → C∗ denotes the left
+ to Σ
adjoint to the inclusion C∗ → C, explicitly given by C ↦ C ∐ ∗, we obtain a commutative diagram
(9)

+

C
Σ∞
+

"
|
Sp(C).
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/ C∗
Σ∞

The functor Ω∞ ∶ Sp(C) → C likewise factors through the forgetful functor C∗ → C, but we shall
denote it Ω∞ both times and make clear from the context which one we are referring to.
Beware that the stabilization construction is in general not functorial54. Nevertheless, when
when a functor F ∶ C → D preserves finite limits, for instance if it has a left adjoint, then it
canonically induces a functor F̃ ∶ Sp(C) → Sp(D), defined by sending a pointed excisive functor
fin
E ∈ Exc∗ (Sfin
∗ , C) ≃ Sp(C) to the left composite F ○ E ∶ S∗ → D which will again be pointed and
excisive.
A.3.4. Spectra. A particularly important example of a stable ∞-category is the ∞-category of
spectra Sp . It may be obtained as the stabilization of the ∞-category of spaces or equivalently,
seeing how S is generated by a point under colimits, as the free stable ∞-category generated under
colimits by a single object. This object is the sphere spectrum S ∶= Σ∞ S 0 , where Σ∞ ∶ S∗ →
Sp(S∗ ) ≃ Sp is the suspension spectrum functor. In the description of spectra as pointed excisive
functors, S ∶ Sfin
∗ → S is the evident inclusion of subcategory. Of course, Sp is equivalent to the
∞-category obtained from the model category of any of the standard constructions of spectra, e.g.
symmetric spectra, orthogonal spectra, S-modules, etc.
Since the ∞-category Sp is stable, the suspension functor Σ ∶ Sp → Sp is an equivalence with
inverse Σ−1 ≃ Ω. We may therefore define the k-th homotopy group of a spectrum E ∈ Sp for any
k ∈ Z to be
πk E ∶= π0 (Ω∞ Σk E) ≃ π0 MapSp (Σk S, E),
where the second equivalence follows from the adjunction between Σ∞ and Ω∞ .
If πk E ≃ 0 for all n < k, we say that E is n-connective. A 0-connective spectrum is just
called connective, while a spectrum which is connective for some unspecified n is called eventually
connective. Let Spcn denote the full subcategory of connective spectra in Sp. The functor Ω∞ ∶
Sp → S restricts to an equivalence
Spcn ≃ CMongp
between connective spectra and grouplike E∞ -spaces, or equivalently, infinite loop spaces.
If πk E ≃ 0 for all k ≠ 0, then the spectrum E is called discrete and the full subcategory of those
is denoted Sp♡ . The functor E ↦ π0 E defines an equivalence Sp♡ ≃ Ab between discrete spectra
and the (nerve of the) ordinary category of abelian groups. The inverse of this equivalence can
be identified with the composite of the inclusion Ab → S∗ of abelian groups into discrete spaces
pointed at the unit element, and the suspension spectrum functor Σ∞ ∶ S∗ → Sp. The resulting
spectrum for an abelian group A ∈ Ab is classically denoted HA and called the Eilenberg-MacLane
spectrum, but we shall instead identify Ab with Sp♡ and not notationally distinguish between an
abelian group and the spectrum it corresponds to.
A.3.5. Smash product and E∞ -rings. The ∞-category of spectra admits a symmetric monoidal
structure ⊗, called the smash product, which is essentially unique in satisfying the conditions that
⊗ ∶ Sp × Sp → Sp preserves colimits in each variable, and that the unit object for ⊗ is the sphere
spectrum S. An analogous result holds for pointed spaces, namely there exists a unique symmetric
monoidal structure ∧, also called the smash product, such that ∧ ∶ S∗ × S∗ → S∗ preserves colimits
in each variable, and the unit object for ∧ is S 0 . It follows from the universal properties of ∧ and
⊗ that the functors + ∶ S → S∗ , Σ∞ ∶ S∗ → Sp and Σ∞
+ ∶ S → Sp are all symmetric monoidal, where
S is equipped with the Cartesian symmetric monoidal structure.
We shall denote the ∞-category of commutative algebra objects in spectra for ⊗ by CAlg ∶=
CAlg(Sp) and refer to it as the ∞-category of E∞ -rings 55 This is the ∞-categorical incarnation
of what is more classically called highly structured ring spectra or E∞ -ring spectra. For an E∞ ring R, the set π0 R comes naturally equipped with a commutative ring structure. In fact, the
subcategory CAlg♡ ⊂ CAlg may be canonically identified with the (nerve of the) ordinary category
of commutative rings. As with abelian groups, we will not distinguish between a commutative ring
and the corresponding E∞ -ring.
54This failure of functoriality is the subject of the entire field of Goodwillie calculus, as presented in Chapter
HA.6.
55As the notation suggests, there exists an entire hierarchy of E -rings for every possibly unbounded positive
n
integer n. More generally, for any symmetric monoidal ∞-category C, its En -objects may be defined either as algebras
over the little n-disc operad, or recursively via the relation AlgEn+1 (C) ≃ Alg(AlgEn (C)). In the initial and limiting
case we recover AlgE1 (C) ≃ Alg(C) and AlgE∞ (C) ≃ CAlg(C).
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We have seen that all ordinary commutative rings are examples of E∞ -rings. Another large
class of examples of E∞ -rings may be obtained by observing that the functor Σ∞
+ being monoidal
implies that it induces a functor Σ∞
∶
CMon
→
CAlg.
Hence
for
any
E
-space
X,
the suspension
∞
+
spectrum Σ∞
X
is
an
E
-ring.
When
we
take
X
to
be
a
point,
we
recover
the
fact
that
the sphere
∞
+
spectrum S is an E∞ -ring, which is also evident from the fact that it is the unit for the smash
product.
A.3.6. E∞ -rings vs homotopy commutative ring spectra. Though the intuition behind them is similar, E∞ -rings should not be confused with the weaker notion of a homotopy commutative ring
spectrum. The latter is an object R ∈ Sp for which π0 R is a commutative ring, i.e. there exists a
ring structure on R on the level of the homotopy category. The notion of an E∞ -ring is much more
restrictive, requiring instead the ring structure to exist even before passing to homotopy. More
precisely, an E∞ -ring R consists of a spectrum R together with a multiplication map µ ∶ R ⊗ R → R
and a unit map 1 ∶ S → R, such that the axioms for a commutative ring, stated diagramatically,
hold up to a coherent system of homotopies. Note that this is not actually a condition to be imposed, but rather additional data to be specified: for every compatibility diagram which we could
write down, we must specify a map that exhibits it commuting, and further compatibility maps
will then depend on the ones chosen previously.
One major appeal of the ∞-categorical approach to stable homotopy theory is that it efficiently
organizes these immense collections of coherence data, which could prove quite unmanageable if
approached directly56, in such a way that reasoning about them almost entirely analogously as
with the corresponding classical objects is logically valid, as opposed to just a useful heuristic,
which is often the case when phrasing things in terms of model categories.
A.3.7. Modules and E∞ -R-algebras. Given an E∞ -ring R, the ∞-category of modules over R is
defined to be ModR ∶= ModR (Sp). It inherits a symmetric monoidal operation ⊗R from Sp, which
may again be specified uniquely up to equivalence by the requirements that ⊗R ∶ ModR × ModR →
ModR preserves colimits in each variable, and that R is its unit. With respect to this symmetric
monoidal structure, there is an equivalence CAlg(ModR ) ≃ CAlgR/ between two candidate notions
for the ∞-category of E∞ -R-algebras CAlgR . Observe that for R = S, we recover ModS ≃ Sp,
CAlgS ≃ CAlg and ⊗S ≃ ⊗.
For any E∞ -ring R, there is a forgetful functor ModR → Sp which is symmetric monoidal and
therefore comes with an associated forgetful functor CAlgR → CAlg. These functors admit left
adjoints which may be described as sending E ↦ R ⊗ E. Composing this left adjoint R ⊗ − ∶
CAlg → CAlgR with the already-discussed functor Σ∞
+ ∶ CMon → CAlg, we obtain a symmetric
monoidal functor CMon → CAlgR , the image of an E∞ -space X under which we shall denote
R[X]. It follows from the discussion that this functor satisfies the universal property that for any
E∞ -R-algebra A there is an equivalence
MapCAlgR (R[X], A) ≃ MapCMon (X, Ω∞ A).
In particular when R is the sphere spectrum, then S[X] is just an alternative notation for the
suspension E∞ -ring Σ∞
+ X. To highlight the analogy with classical algebra, we will mostly prefer to
use the former notation.
A.3.8. Recognition principle for modules. Module ∞-categories are closed under small limits and
colimits, and in fact this almost suffices to characterize them. We will state a theorem of Lurie
which makes this idea precise. The theorem is closely related to a theorem of Schwede and Shipley,
but is more specific and less general in the sense that it also takes into account the monoidal
structure.
Let C be any stable ∞-category. As observed before, invertibility of the functor Ω ∶ C → C
implies that mapping spaces in Sp possess the structure of infinite loop spaces. We can say more;
56This might indeed be one of the reasons why it took quite long, until the publication of EKMM, that is [9], in

the the 1990s, to develop a good point-set theory of highly structured ring spectra. From the ∞-categorical point of
view, it is not surprising that the various strictly commutative models for E∞ -rings, such as S-modules, symmetric
and orthogonal spectra etc. are nuanced and subtle objects whose construction requires some sophistication; they
are strictifications of an E∞ -structure, and the existence of such strictifications, let alone an explicit construction,
is most often a highly non-trivial matter.
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using the equivalence of Sp with the limit of the tower
Ω

Ω

⋯ → S∗ Ð
→ S∗ Ð
→ S∗ ,
we may associate to every pair of objects X, Y ∈ C a mapping spectrum MapC (X, Y ) ∈ Sp . There
is some room for confusion due to the fact that we are using the same notation for the mapping
space and the mapping spectrum of a stable ∞-category, so we will have to make it evident from
the context which will be meant.
Proposition A.3.1 (Proposition HA.7.1.2.7). Let C⊗ be a symmetric monoidal ∞-category. Then
there exists an E∞ -ring R ∈ CAlg such that C⊗ ≃ Mod⊗
R if and only if the following conditions are
satisfied:
(1) The ∞-category C is stable and presentable, and the functor ⊗ ∶ C × C → C preserves small
colimits separably in each variable.
(2) The unit object 1 ∈ C is a compact, and generates C in the sense that, for any object X ∈ C,
if πk MapC (1, X) ≃ 0 for all k ∈ Z, then X ≃ 0.
In that case, there is an equivalence R ≃ MapC (1, 1).
A.3.9. Modules over a commutative ring. Let R ∈ CAlg♡ be a commutative ring. Then ModR
is equivalent to the ∞-categorical derived category of chain complexes of ordinary R-modules
by a version of the Dold-Kan correspondence. The homotopy group functor πk ∶ ModR → Ab
corresponds to the functor M● ↦ Hk (M● ) taking a complex to its k-th homology group (or its
(−k)-th cohomology group, if we were using the cohomological grading convention). In particular,
the subcategory of discrete objects Mod♡R may be identified with the (nerve of the) ordinary
category of R-modules.
Note that the in spite of our choice of notation, the smash product ⊗R on commutative rings
Mod♡R does not coincide with the ordinary smash product over R. Indeed, the subcategory Mod♡R ⊂
ModR is not closed under the smash product. This should not be very surprising in light of the
above discussion, since ModR corresponds to the derived category of ordinary R-modules, and so
we have for any M, N ∈ Mod♡R
πk (M ⊗R N ) ≃ TorR
k (M, N ).
Stated differently, the smash product ⊗R corresponds to what is in more classical accounts of
homological algebra usually denoted ⊗LR , the derived tensor product. Similarly we also have the
dual equivalence
πk MapModR (M, N ) ≃ Ext−k
R (M, N ),
thus the mapping spectrum MapModR (M, N ) corresponds to the object denoted in the more classical literature by RHomR (M, N ).
The functor R[−] ∶ CMon → CAlgR restricts, since R is discrete, to a functor between discrete
objects R[−] ∶ CMon♡ → CAlg♡R . The left and right ∞-categories may be identified with the (nerves
of the) ordinary categories of commutative monoids,, and commutative R-algebras respectively.
Given an commutative monoid G ∈ CMon♡ , the commutative R-algebra R[G] resumes its familiar
meaning from representation theory as the monoid R-algebra. In particular if G is an abelian
group, then Z[G] is the usual group ring of G. Thus the analogy suggests that the suspension
gp
spectrum S[X] ≃ Σ∞
should be the analogue of the group
+ X of an infinite loop space X ∈ CMon
ring, i.e. it should contain information about representations of X over the sphere spectrum.
A.3.10. The cotangent complex. The formalism of the cotangent complex, more classically known
under the name (topological) André-Quillen homology, is the brave new algebra analogue of the
algebraic theory of Kähler differentials. One way to approach it is through stabilization, starting
from the equivalence
Sp(CAlgR ) ≃ ModR
for any E∞ -ring R. This gives functor Σ∞
+ ∶ CAlgR → ModR and we may define absolute cotangent
complex of R to be LR ∶= Σ∞
R.
Using
the description of E∞ -R-algebras CAlgR ≃ CAlgR/ , we
+
may identify the pointification (CAlgR/ )∗ with the ∞-category CAlgR//R the objects of which are
E∞ -ring maps A → R such that the composition R → A → R is equivalent to the identity on R.
The zeroth-space functor Ω∞ ∶ ModR → (CAlgR )∗ ≃ CAlgR//R admits an explicit description as
associating to an R-module M its trivial square-zero extension R ⊕ M ∈ CAlgR//R . Informally, this
augmented E∞ -R-algebra consists of the underlying module R⊕M equipped with the multiplication
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(a, x)(b, y) ∶= (ab, ay + bx). Of course, that only makes sense as stated when both R and M are
discrete, but a similar formula holds with no reservations on the level of homotopy. That is, for
a ∈ πi (R), b ∈ πj (R), x ∈ πk (M ) and y ∈ πl (M )
(a, x)(b, y) = (ab, ay + (−1)jk bx)
Putting everything together, we may for every E∞ -R-algebra A and an R-module M rewrite the
∞
adjunction between Σ∞
in the form
+ and Ω
MapModR (LR , M ) ≃ MapCAlgR//R (R, R ⊕ M ).
The right hand side may be identified with R-linear derivations R → M (in this context, this
may be taken as the definition of derivations), exhibiting that the cotangent complex satisfies the
analogous universal property with respect to derivations that the module of Kähler derivations do
in the classical context.
For a map of E∞ -rings A → B, we define its relative cotangent complex LB/A by a cofiber
sequence
LA ⊗A B → LB → LB/A
in the ∞-category ModB . One appearance of the relative cotangent complex is the result that
a morphism of connective E∞ -rings A → B is an equivalence if and only if π0 A → π0 B is an
isomorphism and LB/A ≃ 0.
With the cotangent complex at our disposal, we may define the analogues of various classical
notions from commutative algebra. An E∞ -R algebra A is formally smooth if LA/R is perfect,
formally étale if LA/R ≃ 0, and differentially smooth or étale if it is almost finitely presented and
formally smooth or formally étale respectively.
Perhaps the most important property of étale E∞ -algebras is the fact that they are completely
determined on the level of homotopy. Formally, that means that for any map of E∞ -rings R → A, if
CAlgét
R//A denotes the subcategory of CAlgR//A consisting of all commutative triangles of E∞ -rings
?B
ϕ



/A

R

for which ϕ is étale, and CAlg♡,ét
denotes the analogously defined ordinary category, then the
π0 R//π0 A
map B ↦ π0 B defines an equivalence of ∞-categories (or as it follows from this result, of ordinary
categories)
♡,ét
CAlgét
R//A ≃ CAlgπ0 R//π0 A .
A.4. Spectral algebraic geometry. The idea of spectral algebraic geometry is straightforward:
if modern (i.e. post-Grothendieck) algebraic geometry is the study of spaces that are geometrically glued-together out of commutative rings, then spectral algebraic geometry is the study of
geometrically glued-together out of (perhaps connective) E∞ -rings.
A.4.1. Spectral schemes. Recall that if R is a commutative ring, its spectrum is the collection of
prime ideals in R equipped with the Zariski topology. That is to say, closed sets in the Zariski
topology are of the form
V(I) ∶= {p ∈ Spec R ∶ I ⊆ p},
where I may be any ideal in R, playing the role of the “variety cut out by the ideal I”. A basis
for the topology is given by the open sets
D(x) ∶= Spec R ∖ V((x)) = {p ∈ Spec R ∶ x ∉ p}
for elements x ∈ R. The spectrum of R is made into a locally ringed space by specifying its structure
sheaf on the covering {D(x)}x∈R by setting
OSpec R (D(x)) ∶= R[x−1 ]
and letting the canonical localization morphisms to be the restriction maps of the sheaf. This
makes OSpec R into a sheaf of commutative rings, and the spectrum of R is formally the locally
ringed space (Spec R, OSpec R ).
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Given a connective E∞ -ring R, we may define its spectrum Spec R to be Spec π0 R, the space of
prime ideals of the underlying commutative ring π0 R equipped the Zariski topology, together with
a sheaf of E∞ -rings OSpec R satisfying the following:
(1) There is an equivalence of E∞ -rings R ≃ OSpec R (Spec π0 R)
(2) For any x ∈ π0 R the compositum
R ≃ OSpec R (Spec π0 R) → OSpec R (D(x))
of this equivalence with the restriction map, exhibits an equivalence
OSpec R (D(x)) ≃ R[x−1 ]
between the sections of the sheaf OSpec R over the open subset D(x) and the E∞ -ring
localization of R at the element x.
These requirements determine the spectrally ringed space (Spec R, OSpec R ) essentially uniquely.
A spectral scheme is then defined to be a spectrally ringed space locally equivalent to spectra of
E∞ -rings. That is to say, a spectral scheme consists of a pair (X, OX ) of a space and a sheaf of E∞ rings on it, such that every point x ∈ X possesses an open neighbourhood U for which (U, OX ∣U )
is equivalent to Spec R for some connective E∞ -ring R. By relaxing the requirement that R be
connective, we arrive at the notion of a non-connective spectral scheme.
Non-connective spectral schemes admit an alternative description as locally spectrally ringed
spaces (X, OX ) such that:
(1) The locally ringed space (X, π0 OX ) is a scheme.
(2) For every i ∈ Z the homotopy sheaf πi OX is quasi-coherent (as a sheaf of modules on the
scheme (X, π0 OX ).
(3) For every i ∈ Z and every open affine subscheme U ⊆ X the natural map
πi (OX (U )) → (πi OX )(U )
is an isomorphism.
If furthermore the homotopy sheaves πi OX are trivial for all i < 0, then (X, OX ) is a spectral
scheme. This second characterization captures how a (non-connective) spectral scheme is essentially
a classical scheme together with homotopy groups.
The collection of all (non-connective) spectral schemes forms a full subcategory SpSch (resp.
SpSchnc ) inside the ∞-category of locally spectrally ringed spaces. The full subcategory Aff
spanned by all affine spectral schemes, which means spectral schemes equivalent to Spec R for
any connective E∞ -ring R, is naturally anti-equivalent to the ∞-category CAlgcn of connective
E∞ -rings. The anti-equivalence CAlgcn ≃ Aff op is given by R ↦ Spec R in one direction and
X ↦ O(X) in the other.
A.4.2. Spectral Deligne-Mumford stakcs. By replacing in the definition of a spectral scheme topological spaces with the more general ∞-topoi and the Zariski toplogy with the finer étale topology,
we obtain the definition of a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack.
The small étale site of Spec R for an E∞ -ring R is equivalent to the ∞-category CAlget
R of étale
R-algebras with the Grothendieck cotopology defined by setting jointly faithfully flat finite families
to be coverings. By the principle that a scheme should be identified with its étale ∞-topos, we
57
will also denote the sheaf ∞-topos Shv(CAlget
Spec R. A sheaf of E∞ -rings on the ∞-topos
R ) by
et
Spec R is given by the forgetful functor CAlgR → CAlgR , which plays the role of OSpec R and makes
Spec R into a spectrally ringed58 ∞-topos.
A spectral Deligne-Mumford stack is a spectrally ringed ∞-topos (X, O), such that X admits a
family of objects {Uα } such that the coproduct ∐ Uα is 0-connective, and there exists for every α
a connective E∞ -ring Rα such that the spectrally ringed ∞-topos59 (X/Uα , O∣Uα ) is equivalent to
57In SAG the notation Spét R is used for this ∞-topos, but since we do not wish to notationally distinguish

between spectral schemes and their corresponding spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks, it seems to make sense to stick
to Spec R.
58A spectrally ringed topos is a pair (X, O) of an ∞-topos X and a sheaf (i.e. small limit preserving functor)
O ∶ Xop → CAlg of E∞ -rings on X.
59Here the restriction O∣ of the sheaf O on X to the overcategory X
U
/U is obtained as the composition
O

(X/U )op → Xop Ð
→ CAlg,
where the first arrow is the forgetful functor sending an object X → U in X/U to the object X ∈ X.
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Spec Rα . By omitting the connectivity requirement on the E∞ -rings Rα , we obtain the notion of a
nonconnective spectral Deligne-Mumford stack.
The ∞-category of (non-connective) spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks SpDM (resp. SpDMnc ) is
defined as the full subcategory of the ∞-category of Henslian60 spectrally ringed ∞-topoi. spanned
by spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks. By associating its étale topos to a (nonconnective) spectral
scheme, we obtain a fully faithful embedding SpSch → SpDM (resp. SpSchnc → SpDMnc ), and we
will generally not distinguish between a (nonconnective) spectral scheme and the corresponding
(nonconnective) spectral Deligne-Mumford stack.
Every nonconnective spectral Deligne-Mumford X stack admits an underlying ordinary DeligneMumford stack X♡ , which we might sometimes also denote π0 X. It consists of the ordinary topos
of discrete objects X♡ of the ∞-topos X and its structure sheaf is π0 OX . The homotopy sheaves
πi OX are all quasi-coherent when viewed as sheaves on X♡ , and are trivial for i < 0 when X is a
spectral Deligne-Mumford stack.
A.4.3. Quasi-coherent sheaves and affine morphisms. SAG is a testament to that much of algebraic
geometry survives the transition to the context of (sometimes even nonconnective) spectral DeligneMumford stacks. That holds true for the theory of quasi-coherent sheaves.
Let X be a nonconnective spectral Deligne-Mumford stack. Its structure sheaf OX is by definition
a commutative algebra object in sheaves of spectra on the ∞-topos X. We may form the ∞category ModOX (ShvSp (X)) and call its objects sheaves of OX -modules. Let the ∞-category of
quasi-coherent sheaves on X be the full subcategory QCoh(X) of ModOX (ShvSp (X)) spanned by
those sheaves of OX -modules F which satisfy the following conditions:
(a) The homotopy sheaves πi F are quasi-coherent for all i when considered as sheaves of π0 OX modules on the ordinary Deligne-Mumford stack X♡ .
(b) The sheaf of spaces Ω∞ F is hypercomplete as an object of the ∞-topos X.
When X is a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack and πi F ≃ 0 for i < 0, we call F connective and
denote the full subcategory spanned by such quasi-coherent sheaves QCoh(X)cn . The ∞-category
of quasi-coherent sheaves on X admits a slightly informally definition as
QCoh(X) ≃

lim
←Ð

ModA .

Spec A→X

This is in fact a stable presentable symmetric monoidal ∞-category with an operation ⊗OX commuting with colimits in each variable. As the notation suggests, its unit is the structure sheaf OX .
In the affine case QCoh(Spec A) ≃ ModA , with OSpec A corresponding to the A-module A and with
⊗Spec A ≃ ⊗A recovering the usual relative smash product of A-modules.
A morphism f ∶ X → Y of nonconnective spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks induces a pullback
functor on quasi-coherent sheaves f ∗ ∶ QCoh(Y) → QCoh(X) which is furthermore symmetric
monoidal. In certain favourable situations, e.g. when f is affine, this functor admits a right adjoint
f∗ ∶ QCoh(X) → QCoh(Y) called the pushforward.
A morphism f ∶ Y → X of spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks is said to be affine (we also say that
Y is relatively affine as a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack over X) if for any map Spec A → X the
fiber product Y ×X Spec A is affine. Associating to such an affine morphism f the quasi-coherent
sheaf of E∞ -OX -algebras f∗ OY gives rise to an equivalence of ∞-categories
Aff /X → CAlg (QCoh(X)cn )
which we often use throughout the thesis. Its inverse is called the relative spectrum and for a
connective quasi-coherent sheaf of E∞ -OX -algebra A we denote the corresponding relatively affine
spectral Deligne-Mumford stack over X by SpecX A. Pushforward along its structure morphism
defines an equivalence of symmetric monoidal ∞-categories
QCoh(SpecX A) ≃ ModA (QCoh(X)) ,
which also remains valid when restricted to connective quasi-coherent sheaves on both sides.
Affine morphisms are stable under pullback, which is to say that if Y → X is affine, then for
any map of spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks f ∶ Z → X the induced map Y ×X Z is also affine.The
relative spectrum functor is compatible with this functoriality, in the sense that if Y ≃ SpecX A,
then Y ×X Z ≃ SpecZ f ∗ A.
60Thought we shall not need to know the details, this is a locality condition analogous to the requirement that
schemes be locally ringed topoi, but local with respect to the étale instead of the Zariski topology.
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Razširjeni povzetek v slovenščini
Sprektralna algebraična geometrija je razmeroma mlado področje, ki leži na preseku med stabilno homotopsko teorijo in algebraično geometrijo. To magistrsko delo se ukvarja s projektivno
geometrijo v tem krasnem novem svetu.
S.1. Pregled homotopske algebraične geometrije. Prvo soočenje s spektralno algebraično
geometrijo je lahko odbijajoče zaradi visokega nivoja abstraktnosti in kompleksnosti vpletenih
pojmov. Vse temelji na ∞-kategorijah, E∞ -kolobarjih, spektrih, in še mnogo hujših orodjih. Zato si
vzemimo nekaj časa, da opišemo, kako je v razvoju človeštva, od nabrušenih palic in kamnitih sekir,
pa preko iznajdbe kolesa in infinitezimalnega računa, prišlo do spektralne algebraične geometrije.
S.1.1. Presečna večkratnost. Izračun presečnih večkratnosti, primer česar je npr. izračun ničel polinoma v eni spremenljivki, je ena najstarejših nalog algebraične geometrije. Imejmo par ravninskih
algebraičnih krivulj C in C ′ ter točko P ∈ C ∩ C ′ . Določiti želimo, kolikokrat se krivulji C in
C ′ sekata v točki P. Denimo, da sta spremenljivki x in y izbrani tako, da ima P koordinatni
zapis (0, 0). Krivulji C in C ′ sta podani s polinomskima enačbama f (x, y) = 0 in g(x, y) = 0 za
f, g ∈ k[x, y], kjer je iz tehničnih razlogov uporabno privzeti, da je obseg koeficientov k algebraično
zaprt. Tedaj je presečna večkratnost krivulj C in C ′ v točki P definirana kot
IP (C, C ′ ) ∶= dimk k[x, y]/(f, g).
V nekoliko bolj brezkoordinatnem zapisu lahko to prepišemo v obliko
IP (C, C ′ ) = dimk OP /(f, g) = dimk (OP /(f ) ⊗OP OP /(g)) = dimk (OC,P ⊗OP OC ′ ,P ) ,
pri čemer so OP , OC,P in OC ′ ,P kolobarji zarodkov v točki P regularnih funkcij v ravnini, na
krivulji C ter na krivulji C ′ . Dana definicija presečne večkratnosti ravninskih krivulj je dobra, v
smislu, da zadošča številnim želenim lastnostim se v eksplicitnih primerih ujema s pričakovanimi
vrednostmi.
Na podlagi zapisane formule bi lahko ugibali, da je za splošni podraznoterosti X, X ′ ⊆ Y dobra
definicija presečne večkratnosti v točki P ∈ Y dobljena kot
(10)
I˜P (X, X ′ ) = dimk (OX,P ⊗O OX ′ ,P ) ,
Y,P

saj so zarodki funkcij smiselni v polni splošnosti. Poleg tega ima ta definicija jasno geometrijsko
interpretacijo: presečna raznoterost (ker želimo beležiti tudi večkratnosti, bi bilo bolje reči presečna
shema) X ∩ X ′ bi morala imeti v točki P za lokalni kolobar zarodkov funkcij natanko tenzorski
produkt OX,P ⊗OY,P OX ′ ,P . Torej formula (10) definira domnevno presečno večkratnost kot lokalno
dimenzijo presečne raznosterosti X ∩ X ′ , kar se vsekakor zdi smiselno.
Pa vendar se je izkazalo, da (10) ne podaja dobre presečne večkratnosti, v smislu, da se niti ne
odlikuje s pričakovanimi lastnostmi, niti se ne ujema z v določenih eksplicitnih primerih vnaprej
izračunanimi vrednostmi. Da dobimo pravilno presečno večkratnost, je Serre opazil, da moramo
vzeti
(11)

OY,P

IP (X, X ′ ) = ∑(−1)i dimk Tori

(OX,P , OX ′ ,P ) ,

i≥0
O

kjer so torzijski produkti Tori Y,P izpeljani funktorji tenzorska produkta ⊗OY,P . Čeprav ta definicija
dobro deluje, pa nima tako jasne geometrijske interpretacije kakor (10). Ena najbolj reklamiranih
pridobitev izpeljane algebraične geometrije je, da omogoča geometrijsko intepretacijo formule (11).
S.1.2. Izpeljana geometrija. Algebraična geometrija se klasično ukvarja z globalnimi lastnostmi
rešitev polinomskih enačb. Nekoliko bolj sodoben pogled, na katerem temelji teorija shem, odvrača
pozornost od polinomskih enačb samih ter jo usmeri na koeficiente, nad katerimi se enačbe rešuje.
Torej algebraična geometrija obravnava objekte, ki lokalno sestojijo iz komutativnih kolobarjev.
Izpeljana geometrija temelji na ideji, da je koristno še naprej posplošiti iz komutativnih kolobarjev
na poljubne simplicialne komutativne kolobarje61.
Na simplicialne kolobarje lahko gledamo kot na običajne kolobarje opremljene s kompatibilno
simplicialno strukturo. Alternativni pogled, na katerem temelji izpeljana geometrija, pa je, da
nanje gledamo kot na posplošitve običajnih kolobarjev, saj lahko slednje identificiramo z diskretnimi
simplicialnimi kolobarji.
61To so bližnji sorodniki topoloških kolobarjev, ki pa so za določene uporabe bolj primerni. Za povzetek pojma
simplicialne množice, se lahko bralec obrne na Appendix A.1.1
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Za vsak simplicialen komutativen kolobar A lahko tvorimo v izpeljani geometriji afino izpeljano
shemo Spec A, katere strukturni snop OSpec A ni zgolj snop komutativnih kolobarjev, temveč je snop
simplicialnih komutativnih kolobarjev. Seveda velja O(Spec A) ≃ A, kar podaja antiekvivalenco
med afinimi izpeljanimi shemami in simplicialnimi komutativnimi kolobarji. Splošna izpeljana
shema je lokaleno simplicialno okolobarjen prostor (X, OX ), ki je lokalno izomorfen afini izpeljani
shemi Spec A za kakšen simplicialen komutativen kolobar A.
Pri tem želimo, da sta izpeljani shemi Spec A in Spec B kanonično ekvivalentni, če sta simplicialna komutativna kolobarja A in B (šibko) homotopsko ekvivalentna, oznaka A ≃ B. Homomorfizem topoloških komutativnih kolobarjev A → B homotopska ekvivalenca natanko tedaj, ko
inducira izomorfizme πi A ≅ πi B za vse i ≥ 0.
Vsak komutativen kolobar lahko opremimo s strukturo diskretnega simplicialnega kolobarja in
preko tega vsaki shemi priredimo diskretno izpeljano shemo, ki je ne bomo notacijsko razlikovali
od originalne sheme. Na ta način je izpeljana geometrija zares posplošitev običajne algebraične
geometrije. Vendar takoj opazimo, da četudi za komutativen kolobar R obstaja (do izomorfizma
natančno) natanko en diskreten simplicialen komutativen kolobar A, da je A ≃ R, pa lahko najdemo
številne takšne nediskretne simplicialne komutativne kolobarje A. Vsakemu takšnemu A pravimo
simplicialna rezolventa kolobarja R.
S.1.3. Presečna večkratnost skozi izpeljana očala. Spomnimo se, kako v homološki algebri tvorimo
izpeljane funktorje: vzamemo primerno, kar tukaj pomeni F -aciklično, rezolvento A● objekta A,
na njej evaluiramo funktor F , ter vzamemo i-to homološko grupo rezolvente,da dobimo Li F (A)
oziroma Ri F (A). Čeprav se v takšnem kontekstu večinoma uporabljajo rezolvente, ki so verižni
kompleksi, se izkaže, da je ekvivalentno delati s simplicialnimi - to je vsebina t.i. Dold-Kanove
korespondence.
To pomeni, da se klasični fuktorji v svetu izpeljane geometrije pogosto nadomestijo s svojimi
izpeljanimi različicami (od tod tudi ime). V posebnem za par (diskretnih) komutativnih R-algeber
A in B nad običajnim komutativnim kolobajrem R njun tenzorski produkt v izpeljanem svetu (ki
ga bomo z zlorbo notacije označevali kar A ⊗R B) ni več nujno diskreten, temveč velja
(12)

πi (A ⊗R B) ≅ TorR
i (A, B).

Drugače povedano, produkt Spec A×Spec B dveh običajnih afinih shem v kategoriji izepljanih shem
je sicer še vedno afina izpeljana shema, vendar ni več nujno diskretna.
Ker želimo, da je vse homotopsko invariantno, se izkaže, da je za simplicialno algebro A nad
obsegom k “pravilni” pojem dimenzije
(13)

dimk A = ∑(−1)i dimk πi (A).
i≥0

Če združimo enačbi (12) in (13), lahko razberemo, da za par običajnih podshem X in X ′ običajne
sheme Y nad algebraično zpartim obsegom k v točki P ∈ Y velja
OY,P

dimk (OX,P ⊗OY,P OX ′ ,P ) = ∑(−1)i dimk Tori

(OX,P , OX ′ ,P ) ,

i

kjer je tenzorski produkt na levi strani vzet v izpeljanem smislu. V desni strani po (11) prepoznamo pravilno presečno večkratnost IP (X, X ′ ), medtem ko je leva stran formalno enaka (10), le
da je tokrat tenzroski produkt izpeljan. To pomeni, da ima Serreova presečna formula (11) v izpeljani geometriji isti geometrijski pomen, kako ga ima klasično napačna definicija naivne presečne
večkratnosti (10).
Ta zaključek priča o pomenu ter uporabnosti izpeljane algebraične geometijre - v teoriji presekov
se implicitno pojavi že v klasičnem kontekstu!
S.1.4. Od simplicialnih do homotopskih komutativnih kolobarjev. Kakor smo videli v prejšnjem
razdelku, v izpeljani algebraični geometriji v resnici ne delamo s simplicialnimi kolobarji, temveč le
z njihovimi homotopskimi razredi. Torej je izpeljana geometrija vrsta homotopizacije algebraične
geometrije.
Klasičen topološki rezultat je, da je homotopska teorija simplicialnih množic ekvivalentna homotopski teoriji topoloških prostorov. Do homotopije natančno je torej ekvivalentno obravnavati
simplicialne kolobarje ter topološke kolobarje. Vendar se to po trenutku premisleka zdi nekoliko
neavadno - če delamo zgolj do homotopije natančno, čemu bi enakosti, ki nastopajo v definicji
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kolobarja, morale biti stroge? Bolj naravno bi se zdelo, da tudi te enakosti nadomestimo s homotopskimi ekvivalencami. To vodi do spektralne algebraične geometrije.
Medtem ko za običajne kolobarje obstajata samo dve možnosti: bodisi so komutativni bodisi
niso, je v homotopskem svetu situacija bolj zanimiva. Za vsak 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞ obstaja pojem En kolobarja, v katerem velja komutativnost množenja do homotopije natančno za vse k-terice za
k ≤ n. Pri tem morajo biti različne homotopije med seboj kompatibilne, in eksplicitno predpisati
vse potrebne kompatibilnostne pogoje je precej nepregledno. Potrebno se je dobro organizirati, in
eden glavnih razlogov za dominanco ∞-kategorij na določenih področjih homotopske toerije je, da
služijo kot zelo učinkovito in uporabno organizacijsko orodje.
Kakor se v običajni algebraični geometriji običajno omejimo na komutativne kolobarje, se v spektralni algebraični geometriji večinoma ukvarjamo le z E∞ -kolobarji, tj. maksimalno homotopsko
komutatvnimi kolobarji.
S.1.5. Daljša digresija o spektrih in stabilni homotopski teoriji. V resnici smo v prejšnjem razdelku
opisali zgolj tako imenovane konektivne En -kolobarje. Za to, da razložimo pomen tega pridevnika,
si moramo ogledati malo homotopske teorije.
V algebraični topologiji je spekter 62 E v groben zaporedje baziranih prostorov {En }n∈Z skupaj z
ekvivalencami En ≃ ΩEn+1 . Če imamo namesto tega podane samo preslikave En → ΩEn+1 , pravimo
da je E predspekter. Vsak predspekter E lahko kanonično nadomestimo s spektrom E + tako, da
nastavimo
En+ ∶= lim Ωk En+k .
Ð→
k∈Z

Spektru E + pravimo pospektritev predspektra E.
Morfizem spektrov f ∶ E → E ′ sestoji iz preslikav fn ∶ En → En′ za vse n ∈ Z, ki so kompatibilne
s strukturnimi preslikavami spektrov v smislu, da kanonični diagrami
En

fn

≃


ΩEn+1

/ E′
n
≃

Ωfn+1


/ ΩE ′
n+1

komutirajo za vse n ∈ Z . Na ta način spektri tvorijo kategorijo, in še več, izkaže se, da morfizmi
naravno tvorijo prostore MapSp (E, E ′ ), torej dobimo ∞-kategorijo63 spektrov Sp .
Za poljuben i ∈ Z definiramo i-to homotopsko grupo spektra E kot πi E = π0 E−i , kar je seveda
enako kot πk Ek−i . Znano je, da so običajne homotopske grupe prostov πi (X) abelove grupe za
i ≥ 2, iz česar sledi, da so homotopske grupe spektrov abelove za vse celoštevilske indekse. Če
velja πi E = 0 za i < 0, rečemo da je spekter E konektiven, in ∞-kategorijo konektivnih spektorv
označimo Spcn .
Primer 1. Za vsak baziran prostor X lahko tvorimo predspekter, katerega n-ti komponentni
prostor je Σn X, strukturna preslikava pa je podana z enoto adjunkcije med funtktorjema suspenzije
Σ ter zančnega prostora Ω. S pospektritvijo tega predspektra dobimo spekter Σ∞ X, ki mu pravimo
suspenzijski spekter prostora X. Posebej označimo S ∶= Σ∞ S 0 in ga imenujemo sferni spekter.
Homotopske grupe suspenzijskega spektra Σ∞ X so enake
πn Σ∞ X = lim πn+i (Σi X),
Ð→
i

pri čemer je iraz na desni vselej definiran za dovolj velik i. V tem lahko prepoznamo n-to stabilno
homotopsko grupo prostora X, ki se običajno označuje πns (X). Predvsem pomembne so stabilne
homotopske grupe sfer πn S = πns (S 0 ), izračunom katerih je posvečen precejšen del homotopske
teorije (in ki jih, kakor tudi njihovih ne-stabilnih sestičen, še vedno ne poznamo vseh).
Za nebaziran prostor X tvorimo suspenzijski prostor tako, da mu dodamo disjunktno bazno
točko, in označimo suspenzijski spekter Σ∞ (X ∐ ∆0 ) bodisi kot Σ∞
+ X bodisi S[X].
62Izraz “spekter” je v matematiki posebej močno preobremenjen, z različnimi in komaj povezanimi pomeni
v funkcionalni analizi, algebraični geometriji ter stabilni homotopski teoriji. Medtem ko sta prva dva pomena
povezana, ni povsem jasno, čemu tretji izraz nosi to ime, niti nima znane direktne povezave z ostalima dvema.
63Za definicijo in razlago ∞-kategorij naj se bralec obrne na Appendix A.1.
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Primer 2. Naj bo A abelova grupa in K(A, n) n-ti Eilenberg-MacLaneov prostor. To pomeni, da
je πn (K(A, n)) ≅ A ter πi (K(A, n)) ≃ 0 za i ≠ n. Tedaj je ΩK(A, n + 1) ≃ K(A, n), torej ti prostori
tvorijo spekter, ki ga označimo HA (kasneje bomo zlorabljali notacijo in odvrgli H) in imenujemo
Eilenberg-MacLaneov spekter abelove grupe A.
Homotopske grupe Eilenberg-MacLaneovega spektra so π0 HA = A ter πi HA = 0 za i ≠ 0, torej
gre v posebnem za konektiven spekter.
Spektri premorejo simetrično monoidalno operacijo zbitega produkta, ki ga bomo označevali64
E ⊗ E ′ . Neformalno je njegov n-ti komponentni prostor na primeren način sestavljen skupaj iz
zbitih produktov baziranih prostorov Ei ∧ Ej′ za i + j = n. Zbiti produkt spektrov je kompatibilen
z zbitim produktom baziranih prostorov, v smislu, da je
Σ∞ X ⊗ Σ∞ Y ≃ Σ∞ (X ∧ Y )
za poljuben par baziranih prostorov X in Y. Kompatibilen je tudi s tenzorskim produktom abelovih
grup, saj velja
π0 (HA ⊗ HB) ≃ A ⊗Z B ≃ π0 HA ⊗Z π0 HB,
kjer znak ⊗Z na sredini ter na desno označuje običajni tenzroski produkt abelovih grup A in B.
Vendar pozor, v splošnem ni res, da bi bilo H(A ⊗Z B) ≃ HA ⊗ HB. Spekter H(Z/2 ⊗Z Z/2) je
Eilenberg-MacLaneov in kot takšen nima nobenih homotopskih grup izven dimenzije 0, medtem ko
homotopske grupe zbitega produkta πn (HZ/2 ⊗ HZ/2) skupaj tvorijo slavno dualno Steenrodovo
algebro, in v posebnem niso netrivialne od nobenega n naprej, kaj šele od n = 0.
Preko primera 2 lahko za poljuben prostor X ter poljuben spekter E definiramo
En (X) ∶= πn (E ⊗ S[X]).
To podaja družino funktorjev En ∶ hS → Ab iz običajne kategorije prostorv (dovolj lepih, npr.
CW kompleksov) v abelove grupe, ki zadoščajo Eilenberg-Steenrodovim aksiomom za (izjemno)
homološko teorijo. Brownov reprezentacijski izrek pravi, da so to tudi vsi takšni funktorji, torej je
vsaka homološka teorija podana na opisani način s spektrom.
V situaciji Primerov 1 in 2 dobimo za poljuben prostor X
Si (X) ≅ πis (X),

HAi (X) ≅ Hi (X, A),

torej sferni spekter sovpada s stabilnimi homotopskimi grupami (ki so poseben primer izjemne
homološke teorije), medtem ko Eilenberg-MacLaneov spekter abelove grupe A sovpada z običajno
homologijo s koeficienti v A.
Ponudimo dva različna pogleda na spektere:
● Spektri so izjemne (ko)homološke teorije: O tem smo pravkar govorili.
● Spektri = neskočni zančni prostori + negativne homotopske grupe: Očitno je za vsak
spekter E vsak komponentni prostor En neskočen zančni prostor (tj. zančni prostor, ki
je sam zančni prostor na prostoru, ki je sam zančni prostor ad infinitum). Če označimo
Ω∞ E ∶= E0 , je s tem podan funktor iz ∞-kategorije spektrov v neskočne zančne prostore.
Za vse i ≥ 0 velja πi E = πi (Ω∞ E), torej ima ta neskočni zančni prostor podatke o vseh
nenegativnih homotopskih grupah spektra E. Če je spekter E konektiven, je (do ekvivalence
natančno) enolično določen z neskočnim zančnim prostorom Ω∞ E. To obrazloži moto.
Kakorkoli že zares gledamo na spektere, so osnovni objekt študija stabilne homotopske teorije.
Vodilna ideja tako imenovane krasne nove algebre je, da spektri nadomestijo abelove grupe.
S.1.6. E∞ -kolobarji. Na (komutativne) kolobarje je mogoče gledati kot na (komutativne) algebre v
simetrični mnonodialni kategoriji abelovih grup opremljeni s tenzorskim produktom: (komutativen)
kolobar sestoji iz “aditivne” abelove grupe A ter množenja, ki je homomorfizem abelovih grup
A ⊗ A → A, ki zadošča asociativni, (komutativni) in unitalni lastnosti. Če naj Ab v krasni novi
algebri nadomestimo s Sp, potem vzamimo (komutativne) algebre v simetrični monodialni ∞kategoriji spektrov z zbitim produktom. (Komutativne) algebre mislimo tu v smislu višje algebre,
kot podrobno opisano v HA 65 in strnjeno v Appendix A.2. Če vzamemo komutativne algebre v
Sp, dobimo E∞ -kolobarje, katerih ∞-kategorijo označimo CAlg.
Če za E∞ -kolobar A velja, da je njegov pripadajoči spekter A konektiven, potem pravimo, da
je A konektiven E∞ -kolobar. Preko ekvivalence med konektivnimi spektri ter neskočnimi zančnimi
64V literaturi je tudi zelo pogosta oznaka E ∧ E ′ , vendar se bomo raje držali Luriejevih notacijskih konvencij.

65Luriejeva monografija Higher Algebra, ne pa Eilenberg-MacLaneov spekter abelobve grupe A.
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prostori je mogoče utemeljiti, da se ta pojem konektivnega E∞ -kolobarja ujema z E∞ -kolobarji,
kakor smo o njih govorili v podrazdelku S.1.4. Torej splošni E∞ -kolobarji intuitivno sestojijo iz
homotopsko komutativnega kolobarja, ki ima poleg tega lahko še negativne homotopske grupe.
Za E∞ -kolobar A podeduje homotopska grupa π0 A strukturo običajnega komutativnega kolobarja. Tako je določen funktor π0 ∶ CAlg → CAlg♡ , kjer CAlg♡ označuje kategorijo (na katero
lahko gledamo kot na diskretno ∞-kategorijo) običajnih komutativnih kolobarjev. Lahko gremo
tudi v drugo smer: če je R komutativen kolobar, potem nosi njegov Eilenberg-MacLaneov spekter
HR natanko določeno strukturo E∞ -kolobarja. To določa funktor CAlg♡ → CAlg, ki podaja polno
zvesto vložitev običajnih komutativnih kolobarjev v E∞ -kolobarje. Torej lahko komutativne kolobarje identificiramo z diskretnimi (tj. πi A = 0 za vse i ≠ 0) E∞ -kolobarji, in bomo namesto HR
pisali kar R.
Za fiksiran E∞ -kolobar A je mogoče obravnavati A-module v spektrih, ki tvorijo simetrično
monoidalno ∞-kategorijo ModA z operacijo relativnega zbitega produkta ⊗A . Podobno lahko
govorimo o E∞ -A-algebrah, tj. E∞ -kolobarjev B skupaj z morfizmom E∞ -kolobarjev A → B, ki
sestavljajo ∞-kategorijo CAlgA .
Primer 3. Sferni spekter S je primer E∞ -kolobarja in je še več začetni objekt v ∞-kategoriji
CAlg. To pomeni, da igra v krasni novi algebri podobno vlogo, kakršno igra kolobar celih števil Z
v klasični algebri. Povezava je vidna tudi na nivoju homotopije, kjer je π0 S ≃ Z . Velja ModS ≅ Sp,
CAlgS ≃ CAlg.
Primer 4. Za običajen komutativen kolobar R je homotopska kategorija R-modulov hModR ekvivalentna izpeljani kategoriji R-modulov v običajnem (diskretnem) smislu.
S.1.7. Polinomski in prosti E∞ -kolobarji. Precej komutativne algebre je mogoče posplošiti v krasni
novi kontekst, torej da deluje tudi za E∞ -kolobarje66, vendar se včasih pripeti, da ima en običajen
pojem več kot eno spektralno analogijo. V tej nalogi igra posebej pomembno vlogo primer te
situacije za polinomske kolobarje: za podan E∞ -kolobar A lahko tvorimo polinomski E∞ -kolobar
A[t]. Odlikuje se z lastnostjo, da je za običajen komutativen kolobar R njegov polinomski E∞ kolobar R[t] spet diskreten E∞ -kolobar, natančneje Eilenberg-MacLaneov E∞ -kolobar pripadajoč
običajnemu polinomskemu kolobarju R[t].
Po drugi strani se spomnimo, da se polinomski kolobar odlikuje z univerzalno lastnostjo med
komutativnimi kolobarji: R[t] je prosta R-algebra (na enem generatorju), v smislu da za vsako
drugo običajno komutativno R-algebro R′ obstaja naraven izomorfizem množic
HomCAlg♡R (R[t], R′ ) ≅ R′ ,
kjer je CAlg♡R kategorija komutativnih R-algeber. To definicijo lahko prenesemo v spektralni
kontekst tako, da za E∞ -kolobar A definiramo prosto E∞ -R-algebro R{t} z zahtevo, da za poljubno
A-algebro B obstaja naravna ekvivalenca prostorov67
MapCAlgA (A{t}, B) ≃ Ω∞ B.
To je pravilna definicija proste E∞ -algebre, vendar se na potencialno presenečnje izkaže, da E∞ A-algebri A[t] in A{t} načeloma nista ekvivalentni. V razdelku 2.2 celo dokažemo, da si ti dve
E∞ -A-algebri nista ekvivalentni, razen če A ni racionalna, tj. E∞ -Q-algebra. Moralno (in, kakor
vidimo v dokazu v razdelku 2.2, tudi formalno) je za razliko med polinomsko in prosto E∞ -algebro
odgovoren obstoj Steenrodovih operacij v pozitivni karakteristiki, kar razloži, zakaj sta enaki v
karakteristiki 0.
V posebnem celo za običajne komutativne kolobarje R, kot so npr. R = Z ali R = Fp velja,
da prosta E∞ -algebra R{t} ni diskretna, in torej ni enaka Eilenberg-MacLaneovemu spektru polinomskega kolobarja R[t].
66Ali splošneje za E -kolobarje za poljuben 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞, čeprav se s tem tukaj ne bomo ukvarjali, saj so za
n
spektralno geometrijo relevantni predvsem E∞ -kolobarji.
67Na prvi pogled bi se morda lahko spotaknili ob dejstvo, da v univerzalni lastnosti običajne prostre komutativne
algebre nastopa na desni strani R-algebra R′ , medtem ko se v spodaj navedeni definiciji proste E∞ -algebre na desni
strani nahaja Ω∞ B. Vendar kaj drugega tudi ne bi mogli pričakovati: komutativni kolobarji dopuščajo pozabljiv
funktor v množice, ki slika R′ → R′ . Po drugi strani E∞ -kolobarju ne moremo neposredno prirediti prostora, temveč
zgolj spekter. Iz spektrov v prostore je najbližje pozabljivemu funktorju funktor Ω∞ ∶ Sp → S, ki spektru priredi
pripadajoči neskočni zančni prostor.
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Torej v krasni novi algebri obstajata dva med seboj različna analoga polinomske algebre: polinomska E∞ -A-algebra A[t] ter prostra E∞ -A-algebra A{t}. To, da v klasični komutativni algebri
te razlike ne opazimo, je posledica kanoničnega izomorfizma komutativnih π0 A-algeber π0 (A[t]) ≅
π0 (A{t}) ≅ (π0 A)[t].
S.1.8. Spektralna algebraična geometrija. Oboroženi s pojmom E∞ -kolobarja, lahko poskusimo
razviti algebraično geometrijo tako, da bodo vlogo, ki jo klasično zavzemajo komutativni kolobarji, igrali E∞ -kolobarji.
Situacija je formalno precej podobna, kot smo v podrazdelku S.1.2 videli za izpeljano algebraično
geometrijo. Za vsak konektiven E∞ -kolobar imamo spektralno shemo Spec A, ki je kot topološki
prostor enaka običajni shemi Spec π0 A, skupaj s snopom E∞ -kolobarjev OSpec A , katerga globalni
prerezi so enaki A. Spektralna shema je takšen spektralno okolobarjen prostor (X, OX ), da za
vsako točko x ∈ X obstaja odprta okolica U, za katero je spektralno okolobarjeni prostor (U, OX ∣U )
ekvivalenten Spec A za nek konektiven E∞ -kolobar A.
Identifikacija poljubnega običajnega komutativnega kolobarja z njegovim Eilenberg-MacLaneovim
E∞ -kolobarjem podaja kanoničen način, kako vsaki običajni shemi priredimo spektralno shemo.
To podaja polno zvesto vložitev kategorije običajnih shem v ∞-kategorijo spektralnih, zato lahko
običajne sheme kar identificiramo z diskretnimi spektralnimi shemami.
Opisano definicijo spektralnih shem lahko pridoma posplošimo:
● Če namesto okolobarjenega prostora (X, OX ) vzamemo okolobarjen ∞-topos (X, OX ), dobimo68 pojem spektralnega Deligne-Mumfordovega sklada.
● Če še izpustimo zahtevo, da je E∞ -kolobar A konektiven, dobimo nekonektiven spektralni
Deligne-Mumfordov sklad.
● Še splošneje bi lahko obravnavali vse funktorje X ∶ CAlgcn → S iz konektivnih E∞ -kolobarjev
v ∞-kategorijo prostorov. Če takšen funktor X zadošča lastnosti spusta (tj. če je snop glede
na étale topologijo na E∞ -kolobarjih), potem pravimo, da je X spektralen sklad.
Ker je vsak topološki prostor poseben primer ∞-toposa, je jasno, da je vsaka spektralna shema
tudi spektralen Deligne-Mumfordov sklad. Izbor terminologije močno nakazuje, da je tudi vsak
spektralni Deligne-Mumfordov sklad primer spektralnega sklada, in res je tako. Spektralnemu
Deligne-Mumfordovemu skladu X namreč priredimo njegov funktor točk, ki ga z zlorabo notacije
označimo tudi kot X ∶ CAlgcn → S, s predpisom
X(A) ∶= MapSpDM (Spec A, X)
za vsak konektiven E∞ -kolobar A, pri čemer SpDM označuje ∞-kategorijo spektralnih DeligneMumfordovih skladov. Fuktor točk X zadošča spustu in tako priredi spektralnemu DeligneMumfordovemu skladu spektralen sklad v smislu zadnje točke zgoraj.
Spektralne sheme so, podobno kot njihove nespektralne sestrične, za določene potrebe razmeroma
omejujoče (npr. za obravnavo problemov modulov, kjer iščemo geometrijske objekte, ki parametrizirajo določene probleme ali družine objektov). Po drugi strani so spektralni skladi pogosto preveč
splošni, da bi za njih bilo mogoče razviti smiselno in uporabno teorijo. Spektralni DeligneMumfordovi skladi pa ležijo na sladki sredini, kjer so dovolj splošni za številne aplikacije, pa
tudi ne preveč splošni, tako da zanje obstaja bogata in zanimiva teorija.
Npr. spektralnemu Deligne-Mumfordovemu skladu X lahko priredimo simetrično monoidalno
kategorijo QCoh(X) kvazi-koherentnih snopov na X. Za afino spektralno shemo X ≃ Spec A velja
QCoh(Spec A) ≃ ModA , medtem ko je za splošen spektralen Deligne-Mumfordov sklad pojem
kvazi-koherentnosti stnopa lokalen, torej ga je dovolj preverjati v lokalnem afinem primeru.
S.1.9. Spektralna vs izpeljana algebraična geometrija. Za vtis o razliki med običajno (ali celo
izpeljano) algebraično geometrijo in spektralno algebraično geometrijo, si oglejmo geometrijsko
posledico razlike med prostimi in med polinomskimi E∞ -kolobarji, ki smo jo opisali v prejšnjem
razdelku. Ker sta prosti E∞ -kolobar S{t} ter polinomski E∞ -kolobar S[t] različna, obstajata v
spektralni algebraični geometriji dve različni afini premici
A1 ∶= Spec S{t},

A1♭ ∶= Spec S[t],

ki ju imenujemo gladka afina premica ter ploščata afina premica. Kakor imeni nakazujeta, se
vsaka od njiju odlukuje z eno izmed dveh lastnosti, ki v običajni algebraični geometriji obe veljata
68Tehnično je potrebno še nadomestiti topologijo Zariskega, s katero je Spec A opremljen kot spektralna shema,
s finejšo étale topologijo.
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za afino premico naenkrat. Izmed dveh spektralnih afinih premic je po svoje A1 bolj naravna,
medtem ko je z A1♭ lažje računati. Seveda obstajata tudi relativni varianti A1A in A1♭,A nad vsakim
konektivnim E∞ -kolobarjem A (ali splošneje nad poljubnim spektralnim Deligne-Mumfordovim
skladom X). Ekvivalenca A1A ≃ A1♭,A obstaja zgolj za E∞ -Q-algebre A. Za običajen komutativen
kolobar R je ploščata afina premica A1♭,R tista, ki jo poznamo iz običajne algebraične geometrije.
Obstoj dveh različnih afinih premic je v zelo formalnem smislu izvor vseh razlik med izpeljano ter
spektralno algebraično geomtrijo; če “prisilimo” afini premici, da se ujemata, dobimo iz spektralne
algebraične geometrije izpeljano. S tem se tudi ujema opazka, da sta izpeljana ter spektralna
algebraična geometrija enaki posploštivi običajne algebraične geometrije (oziroma se konektivni
E∞ -kolobarji ter simplicialni kolobarji ujemajo) natanko tedaj, kadar delamo nad Q.
Yuriju Sulymi se zahvaljujemo za naslednji šaljivi opis razlike: izpeljana algebraična geometrija
je, da algebraični geometriji na čelo nalepimo obliž homotopske teorije. Spektralna algebraična
geometrija je, da vbrizgamo homotopsko teorijo naravnost v žilo algebraične geometrije.
S.1.10. Mar smo zašli predaleč in zabredli pregloboko? Naslovno vprašanje tega podrazdelka je
seveda subjektivno in odgovor nanj odvisen od pogledov in moralnih vrednot posameznika.
Če je naš cilj boljše razumevanje klasične algebraične geometrije, potem nas je morda izpeljani
pogled na presečna števila, ki smo ga opisali v podrazdelku S.1.3), prepričal o vrednosti izpeljane
algebraične geometrije. Na žalost bomo s takšnim pogledom na svet verjetno morali zaključiti, da
je spektralna geometrija, s svojimi patologijami kakor sta dve afini premici, nepotreben presežek
abstrakcije.
V bran spektralni algebraični geometriji pa naj povemo vsaj, da ni povsem brez aplikacij. V
kromatični homotopski teoriji je precej zanimanja za v t.i. eliptične kohomološke teorije. Osnovna
ideja kromatične homotopske teorije, ki jo gre pripisati Quillenu, je, da je mogoče velikemu razredu
kohomoloških teorij prirediti formalne grupne zakone. Slednji so precej konkretni in dobro razumljeni algebraični objekti, in upanje je, da lahko iz njih izvlečemo čim več informacij o kohomološki
teoriji, s katero smo začeli. Eliptične kohomološke teorije so tiste, za katere je pripadajoči formalni
grupni zakon enak tistemu, ki ga dobimo iz grupne strukture na eliptični krivulji. Univerzalna
eliptična kohomološka teorija sicer ne obstaja, obstaja pa kohomološka teorija, ki je univerzalna
med eliptičnimi (ni pa pač sama po sebi eliptična). Zaradi povezav s teorijo števil se imenuje
topološke modularne forme, in pripadajoči spekter se označi tmf. Topološke modularne forme v
zadnjem času požemajo veliko pozornosti in preučevanja v homotopski teoriji, ter so preko Wittenovega rodu celo povezane s fiziko.
Originalna konstrukcija tmf je potekala preko precej sofisticirane teorije ovir, ki so jo prav posebej za to potrebo razvili Goerss-Hopkins-Miller. Alternativna konstrukcija, za katero se moramo
zahvaliti Lurieju, temelji na spektralni algebraični geometriji. Namreč, tmf ni zgolj spekter, temveč
je na kanoničen način konektiven E∞ -kolobar. Dobimo ga lahko kot tmf ≃ O(MEll ), tj. kot globalne
prereze spektralnega Deligne-Mumfordovega sklada MEll . Konstrukcija sklada MEll poteka v dveh
korakih: najprej se identificira njegov funktor točk, ki parametrizira orientirane spektralne eliptične
krivulje. Nato se pokaže, da ta funktor zadošča spektralnemu Artinovemu reprezentabilnostnemu
izreku, ter posledično podaja spektralen Deligne-Mumfordov sklad.
S.2. S čim se ukvarja to delo. Kot že rečeno, je namen tega dela obravnavati projektivno
spektralno algebraično geometrijo. Spomnimo se najprej, kako deluje ta zgodba v običajnem
kontekstu.
S.2.1. Običajna projektivna algebraična geometrija. V topologiji je projektivni prostor, npr. nad
kompleksnimi števili, najpogosteje definiran kot kvocientni prostor69
(14)

CPn ∶= (Cn+1 ∖ {0}) /C.

V algebraični geometriji je jemanje kvocientov delovanj nekoliko bolj komplicirano, zato se večinoma
projektivne prostore, in splošnejše projektivne sheme, definira drugače.
69V glavnem delu naloge smo se odločili kvocient X po G označevati X , kakor je običajno v teoriji reprezentacij
G
(ker je kvocient množica koinvariant, in je notacija za invariante standardno X G ). Tako smo se odločili predvsem
zato, da ne bi bilo zmede z nadkategorijami, ki jih tudi precejkrat srečamo, in za katere je običajna notacija C/C .
Ker pa v tem povzetku ne bomo srečali nadkategorij, bomo kvociente označevali na nakazani način.
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(1) Ena možnost je, da PnR , n-dimenzionalni projektivni prostor nad kolobarjem R, definiramo
kot zlepek (n + 1)-kopij afinega prostora AnR , pri čemer vsaka kopija sovpada z eno domeno
standardnih homogenih projektivnih koordinat. Na ta način dobimo dobro definirano
shemo PnR , nakar lahko projektivno shemo definiramo kot vsako takšno shemo nad R,
ki dopušča zaprto imerzijo70 X → PnR . To je bil klasični prostop k projektivni algebraični
geometriji, in je v veliki večini primerov (vendar ne čisto vedno!) ekvivalenten naslednjemu
sodobnejšemu pristopu.
(2) Drugi prostop je naslednji: poljubnemu ne-negativno stopničenemu komutativnemu kolobarju A = ⊕i≥0 Ai priredimo shemo Proj A. Kot množica naj ta sestoji iz homogenih praidealov v A, tj. praidealov p ⊂ A, ki so generirani s homogenimi elementi glede na izbrano
stopničenje na A. Vendar v Proj A ne vzamemo vseh homogenih idealov stopničenega kolobarja A, temveč zgolj tiste, ki ne vsebujejo t.i. irelevantnega idela A+ = ⊕i≥1 Ai . Na množico
teh praidealov se vpelje topologijo Zariskega, bazo odprtih množic katere tvorijo množice
D(a) ∶= {p ∈ Proj A ∶ a ∉ p}
za poljuben homogen element a ∈ Ai , i ≥ 1. Naposled se topološki prostor Proj A opremi še
s strukturnim snopom OProj A , katerega prerezi so na bazni množici D(a) za a ∈ Ad podani
kot homogena lokalizacija
OProj A (D(a)) ∶= {∑
i

ai
∶ ai ∈ Ai , i − dki = 0} .
pki

Na ta način Proj A postane shema. Tokrat definiramo projektivne sheme kot vse, ki pridejo
iz te konstrukcije.
Če vzamemo polinomski kolobar A = R[t0 , . . . , tn ] z običajnim stopničenjem, kjer ima ti
stopnjo 1, dobimo n-dimenzionalni projektivni prostor PnR = Proj R[t0 , . . . , tn ]. Podobno,
če je I ⊂ R[t0 , . . . , tn ] homogen ideal, potem lahko realiziramo idejo raznoterosti, ki jo
določajo ničle polinomov iz I, kot Proj (R[t0 , . . . , tn ]/I).
(3) Kljub temu, kar smo rekli na začetku, je z dobro definicijo kvocientov po grupnem delovanju
tudi v algebraični geometriji mogoče, četudi ne zelo standardno, definirati projektivni
prostor kot kvocient.
Namreč naj bo Gm,R multiplikativna grupa, tj. grupna shema dobljena iz A1R z odstranitvijo ene (geometrijske) točke. Multiplikativna grupa deluje “s skaliranjem” na AnR za vsak
n, zato lahko povsem enako kakor v (14) definiramo
PnR ∶= (An+1
R ∖{0}) /Gm,R .
Čeprav je prostop (2) daleč najbolj standarden, in je ubran npr. v EGA, ga ne znamo neposredno
prenesti v spektralni kontekst. Namesto tega ponudimo dva pristopa k spektralni projektivni
geometriji, prvi neposredno po zgledu pristopa (3), ter drugi motiviran s kombinacijo pristopov
(1) in (2).
S.2.2. Luriejeva dva spektralna projektivna prostora. Preden opišemo svoje delo v tej nalogi, najprej povejmo, kaj je znano že od prej. V svoji nastajajoči monografiji SAG je Lurie definiral dve
različici spektralnega projektivnega prostora:
● Projektivni prostor PnS dimenzije n je definiran z razmeroma sofisticiranim lepilnim procesom iz (n + 1)-kopij ploščatega afinega prostora An♭ , kjer je seveda An♭ = A1♭ × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × A1♭ .
● Gladki projektivi prostor Pnsm dimenzije n je definiran preko svojega funktorja točk
Pnsm (A) ∶= {L ∶ L lokalno prost A-modul ranga 1 skupaj z epimorfizmom An+1 → L}
za poljuben konektiven E∞ -kolobar A.
Vzrok, da je v prvi točki za formalizacijo lepilne konstrukcije, ki je spektralna inkarnacija
pristopa (1) iz prejšnjega podrazdelka, potrebna tehnična sofistikacija, leži v inherentni ∞-kategoričnosti spektralne algebraične geometrije. V običajni algebraični geometriji velja, da za fiksirano
pokritje {Ui } sheme X funkcije fi ∈ O(Ui ) podajajo globalno funkcijo f ∈ O(X), za katero je
f ∣U = fi , natanko tedaj, ko se fi in fj strinjata na preseku Ui ∩ Uj za vse i, j. Za vetkorske
70Naj opozorimo, da je v algebraični geometriji prevladala drugačna konvencija kot v diferencialni topologiji in
geometriji, kjer imerzija ni nujno injektivna. Algebraično geometrijski pojem imerzije je v bistvu analog pojma
vložitve v diferencialni topologiji.
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svežnje Ei na Ui je za obstoj svežnja E na X, za katerega bi bilo E∣Ui ≅ Ei , tudi potreben obstoj
izomorfizmov zoženih svežnjev ϕji ∶ Ei ∣Ui ∩Uj ≅ Ej ∣Ui ∩Uj za vse i, j. Vendar to še ni dovolj; poleg
tega morajo predpisani izomorfizmi zadoščati kocikličnemu pogoju ϕji = ϕjk ○ ϕki na trojnem
preseku Ui ∩ Uj ∩ Uk za vse i, j, k. Razlika je v tem, da so funkcije 0-kategorične, saj tvorijo
množico, medtem ko so vektorski svežnji 1-kategorični, saj tvorijo kategorijo. Spektralne sheme so
po definiciji ∞-kategorični objekti, torej je informalno za njihovo lepljenje potrebno specificirati ne
le ekvivalence vzdolž presekov Ui ∩ Uj ter kompatibilnostne ekvivalence med njimi vzlolž trojnih
presekov Ui ∩ Uj ∩ Uk , temveč naprej ekvivalence med predpisanimi ekvivalencami vzdolž presekov
Ui1 ∩ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∩ Uik za vse k. Da je sploh mogoče podati vse potrebne kompatibilnostne ekvivalence, se
je potrebno dobro organizirati, in v tem tiči tehnična zaguljenost Luriejeve definicije PnS .
Po drugi strani je enostavnost druge točke, torej definicije Pnsm , zgolj navidezna. Gadki projektivni prostor je z njo namreč podan zgolj kot spektralni sklad, ni pa očitno, da je DeligneMumfordov. Za dokaz tega Lurie uporabi spektralno obliko Artinovega reprezentacijskega izreka,
ki nikakor ni lahek rezultat.
Če naj bomo razvili dobro teorijo projektivne spektralne algebraične geometrije, potem moramo
tudi v njej najti Luriejev par spektralnih projektivnih prostorov.
S.2.3. Stopničeni E∞ -kolobarji. Pristop (2) opisan v podrazdelku S.2.1 jasno kaže, da je za razumevanje projektivne algebraične geometrije najprej potrebno razumeti stopničene komutativne kolobarje. Iz tega razloga je slaba polovica magistrskega dela namenjena proučevanju stopničenih
E∞ -kolobarjev.
V običajni algebri sestoji stopničen komutativen kolobar iz komutativnega kolobarja R skupaj
z dekompozicijo na direktno vsoto aditivnih podgrup R = ⊕m∈M Rm za komutativen monoid M ,
po katerem stopničimo, tako da velja Rm Rm′ ⊆ Rmm′ za vse m, m′ ∈ M.
V spektralnem kontekstu se je najprej potrebno odločiti kaj naj igra vlogo stopničnega monoida
M . V krasni novi algebri vlogo množic igrajo prostori, zato se zdi pravilno stopničiti po poljubnem
fiksnem E∞ -prostoru X, tj. intuitivno prostor X skupaj z binarno operacijo X × X → X, ki
je asociativna, unitalna in komutativna, vendar vse troje samo do homotopije natančno (in te
homotopije morajo biti med sabo kompatibilne do homotopije natančno itd.).
Glavni rezultat poglavja 1 magistrskega dela zagotavlja, da so naslednje definicije konektivnega
E∞ -kolobarja stopničenega vzdolž E∞ -prostora ekvivalentne, v smislu da privedejo do ekvivalentnih
∞-kategorij:
● Šibko simetrično monoidalni funktorji X → Spcn .
Šibko simetrično monoidalen funktor F ∶ C → D med dvema simetričnima monoidalnima
∞-kategorijama je takšen funktor F ∶ C → D, ki je kompatibilen z monoidalnima operacijama na kategorijah C in D, vendar ne tako, da bi bilo F (C) ⊗D F (C ′ ) ≃ F (C ⊗C C ′ ).
Namesto tega zahtevamo le, da obstaja kanoničn morfizem F (C) ⊗D F (C ′ ) → F (C ⊗C C ′ )
v D za vsak par objektov C, C ′ ∈ C, ter da so ti morfizmi med sabo kompatibilni do
koherentnega sistema homotopij natančno.
Na vsak prostor lahko gledamo kot na ∞-grupoid (tj. identificiramo prostor X z njegovim ∞-grupoidom π≤∞ (X)) in E∞ -struktura na prostoru X je ekvivalentna simetrični
monoidalni strukturi na pripadajočem ∞-grupoidu. Po drugi strani nosi ∞-kategorija
konektivnih spektrov simetrično monoidalno strukturo določeno z zbitim produktom, zatorej je smiselno govoriti o šibko simetrično monoidalnih funktorjih X → Spcn .
● Komutatinve algebre v ∞-kategoriji parametriziranih konektivnih spektrov nad X.
Parametriziran konektiven spekter nad X je ime za poljuben funktor E ∶ X → Spcn .
Objekti ∞-grupoida X so točke prostora X, zato za x ∈ X z Ex označimo konektiven
spekter, ki je vrednost funktorja E na pripadajočem objektu. Fuktorialnost zahteva, da
vsaki poti, ki povezuje točki x, x′ ∈ X, pripada ekvivalenca spektrov Ex ≃ Ex′ . Torej so
parametrizirani konektivni spektri do ekvivalence natančno lokalno konstantni, in lahko
nanje mislimo kot na lokalne sisteme na X z vrednostmi v konektivnih spektrih.
Parametrizirani konektivni spektri tvorijo ∞-kategorijo (Spcn )X , na kateri Dayev konvolucijsk produkt, podan za E, E ′ ∈ (Spcn )X s predpisom
(E ⊗ E ′ )x ∶= lim Ey ⊗ Ez′ ,
Ð→
y+z ≃ x
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določa simetrično monoidalno strukturo. S tem postane (Spcn )X simetrična monoidalna
∞-kategorija, zato lahko v njej vzamemo komutativne algebre.
● Komoduli v CAlgcn nad suspenzijskim spektorm S[X].
Suspenzijski spekter S[X] poljubnega prostora X je opremljen z naslednjo strukturo:
diagonalna preslikava ∆ ∶ X → X × X določa morfizem spektrov S[X] → S[X] ⊗ S[X],
konstantna preslikava v točko r ∶ X → ∆0 pa podaja morfizem S[X] → S. Če bi obrnili
puščice, bi nas to začelo spominjati na množenje in na enoto, in to je zares situacija; S[X]
je komutativna algebra v simetrični monoidalni kategoriji (Spcn )op , oziroma komutativna
koalgebra v Spcn .
Iz strukture E∞ -prostora na X podeduje S[X] strukturo E∞ -kolobarja in enak premislek
kot prej pokaže, da je S[X] komutativna koalgebra v CAlgcn . Na enak način, kakor lahko
nad komutativno algebro tvorimo module, lahko nad komutativno koalgebro tvorimo komodule. Komodul A ∈ CAlgcn za S[X] je tako opremljen s “komnoženjem” A → A ⊗ S[X],
ki mora biti (do koherentnega sistema homotopij) koasociativno in kounitalno glede na
koalgebrsko strukturo na A.
● Afine spektralne sheme z delovanjem spektralne sheme D(X).
Vsebino prejšnje točke lahko predstavimo v geometrijski preobleki, če upoštevamo, da
funktorja A ↦ Spec A in X ↦ O(X) podajata antiekvivalenco ∞-kategorij (CAlgcn )op ≃ Aff
med konektivnimi E∞ -kolobarji ter afinimi spektralnimi shemami. Velja Spec(A ⊗ B) ≃
Spec A × Spec B, torej je ta ekvivalenca simetrično monoidalna. Komutativne koalgebre
v CAlgcn torej sovpadajo s komutativnimi monoidi v Aff, tj. s komutativnimi algebrami
glede na Kartezično simetrično monoidalno strukturo (tisto, v kateri je operacija podana
s produktom v ∞-kategoriji).
V prejšnji točki smo videli, da je suspenzijski spekter S[X] komutativna koalgebra
v CAlgcn , zato je afina shema D(X) ∶= Spec S[X] komutativen monoid. Nadalje je ∞kategorija modulov nad tem monoidom, kar so natanko afine spektralne sheme skupaj z
delovanjem D(X), preko funktorja X ↦ O(X) antiekvivalentna komodulom nad komutativno koalgebro S[X].
Prve tri točke ne zahtevajo komutativnosti in ostanejo ekvivalentne, tudi če jo izpustimo. Vse štiri
točke dokažemo v mnogo večji splošnosti, v relativni obliki nad poljubnim spektralnim DeligneMumfordovim skladom X. To pomeni, da spektere nadomestimo s kvazi-koherentnimi snopi OX modulov, E∞ -kolobarje nadomestimo s kvazi-koherentnimi snopi E∞ -OX -algeber, suspenzijski spekter S[X] nadomestimo z OX [X], itd.
Skica dokaza. Ekvivalenca med prvima dvema točkama je klasičen rezultat za Dayev konvolucijski
produkt, ki ga je v za nas relevantnem ∞-kategoričnem kontekstu dokazal Glasman. Ekvivalenca
med tretjo in četrto točko je skorajda tavtološka, zato preostane dokazati, da sta druga in tretja
definicija X-stopničenih konektivnih E∞ -kolobarjev ekvivalentni. Konektivni rezultat zlahka sledi
iz različice brez te predpostavke, zato dokažemo raje slednjo. V notaciji HA želimo dokazati
ekvivalenco ∞-kategorij
CAlg(SpX ) ≃ cModS[X] (CAlg).
Trdimo, da je ta ekvivalenca inducirana s funktorjem r! ∶ CAlg(SpX ) → CAlg, ki komutativni
algebri v parametriziranih spektrih A ∶ X → Sp priredi njeno kolimito. S pomočjo ∞-kategoričnega
Barr-Beckovega izreka o komonadičnosti pokažemo, da je to ekvivalentno trditvi, v kateri pozabimo
multiplikativno strukturo. Torej želimo pokazati, da funktor r! ∶ SpX → Sp, ki parametriziran
spekter pošlje v njegovo kolimito, podaja ekvivalenco ∞-kategorij
SpX ≃ cModS[X] (Sp),
kar pa je mogoče izpeljati iz nedavnega rezultata Hess-Shipley.



Zahvaljujoč opisani ekvivalenci lahko prosto preklapljamo med definicijami stopničenih E∞ kolobarjev. V posebnem, vsako X-stopničenje na E∞ -kolobarju A inducira na komutativnem
kolobarju π0 A stopničenje vzdolž komutativnega monoida π0 (X) v običajnem smislu.
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S.2.4. Dve varianti nenegativnega stopničenja. V prejšnjem podrazdelku smo opisali ekvivalentne
definicije E∞ -kolobarja stopničenega vzlož poljubnega E∞ -prostora. Takšne splošnosti za projektivno geometrijo v resnici ne potrebujemo, saj klasična konstrukcija Proj vzame samo nenegativno
celoštevilsko stopničene kolobarje. Torej moramo ugotoviti, kaj igra v krasnem novem svetu vlogo
(nenegativnega) celoštevilskega stopničenja.
Ponuja se očitna možnost: vsak diskreten komutativen monoid lahko opremimo z diskretno
topologijo in ga na ta način naredimo v E∞ -prostor. Torej lahko stopničimo vzdolž diskretnih
E∞ -prostorov Z≥ in Z .
Po drugi strani lahko opazimo, da je Z≥ prosti komutativni monoid na enem generatorju, kakor je
tudi Z prosta abelova grupa. Prost E∞ -prostor na enem generatorju označimo DS 0 in ni diskreten;
kot prostor je enak disjunktni uniji ∐n≥0 BΣn klasificirajočih prostorov za simetrične grupe Σn .
Njegova grupna napolnitev je prost neskončen zančni prostor na enem generatorju QS 0 ≃ Ω∞ S.
Tudi ta ni diskreten, saj so njegove homotopske grupe enake stabilnim homotopskim grupam sfer
(in te niti približno nisto trivialne za i ≥ 1).
Povezava med dvema vrstama stopničenj je π0 (DS 0 ) ≅ Z≥ in π0 (QS 0 ) ≅ Z. Seveda ima dihotomija med dvema vrstama stopničenja svoj vir v razliki med prosto in polinomsko algebro, saj
velja
S[DS 0 ] ≃ S{t},
S[Z≥ ] ≃ S[t],
oziroma med gladko in ploščato afino premico, saj je
D(DS 0 ) ≃ A1 ,

D(Z≥ ) ≃ A1♭ .

V analogiji definiramo GL1 ∶= D(QS 0 ) in Gm ∶= D(Z), s čimer dvema sopomenkama v običajni
algebraični geometriji nadenemo dva različna spektralna pomena.
Po rezultatih prejšnjega razdelka je DS 0 -stopničenje na konektivnem E∞ -kolobarju A ekvivalentno delovanju A1 na afini spektralni shemi Spec A, medtem ko je Z≥ -stopničenje na A ekvivalentno delovanju A1♭ na Spec A. Vsako DS 0 -stopničenje se razširi do QS 0 -stopničenja, torej
na Spec A deluje tudi GL1 , oziroma Z≥ -stopničenje se razširi do Z-stopničenja, s čimer se Spec A
opremi z delovanjem Gm .
Primer 5. Prosti E∞ -kolobar na n generatorjih S{t1 , . . . , tn } nosi naravno DS 0 -stopničenje. Slednje sovpada s “skalirajočim” delovanjem A1 na An ≃ Spec S{t1 , . . . , tn }.
Primer 6. Polinomski E∞ -kolobar na n generatorjih S[t1 , . . . , tn ] nosi naravno Z≥ -stopničenje.
Tudi slednje sovpada s “skalirajočim” delovanjem A1♭ na An♭ ≃ Spec S[t1 , . . . , tn ].
S.2.5. Proj konstrukcija. Po zgledu pristopa (2) opisanega v razdelku S.2.1 bomo definirali spektralni sklad Proj A (oziroma Proj♭ A) za vsak DS 0 -stopničen (oziroma Z≥ -stopničen) konektiven
E∞ -kolobar A. Konstrukcija, ki formalno imitira pristop (3) iz razredlka S.2.1, je naslednja:
Konstrukcija S.2.1. Stopničenje na DS 0 -stopničenem E∞ -kolobarju A lahko razširimo do QS 0 stopničenja, torej Spec A opremimo z delovanjem GL1 . Množica negibnih točk pod tem delovanjem
je spektralna podshema V(π0 A+ ) ⊆ Spec A, ki jo določa irelevantni praideal π0 A+ ∶= ⊕i≥1 π0 Ai .
Njen komplement Spec A ∖ V(π0 A+ ) je GL1 -invariantna odprta spektralna podshema Spec A, zato
lahko tvorimo kvocient71
Proj A ∶= (Spec A ∖ V(π0 A+ )) / GL1 .
V primeru, ko je A stopničen nad Z≥ , postopamo enako in postavimo
Proj♭ A ∶= (Spec A ∖ V(π0 A+ )) / Gm .
Da je vse skupaj smiselno, moramo kvocient tvoriti med vsemi spektralnimi skladi (s tem razlogom v podrazdelku 1.2 strnemo teorijo kvocientov v kontekstu splošnega ∞-toposa), in per se
nimamo nobenega zagotovila, da sta Proj A ali Proj♭ A kaj več kakor splošna spektralna sklada.
V razdelku 2.6 dokažemo, da sta pod določenimi pogoji na stopničenje na A (ki jim zadoščata
S[t0 , . . . , tn ] ter S{t0 , . . . , tn }) to dvoje spektralni shemi. Dokaz poteka tako, da v tem primeru
podamo ekvivalentno lepilno konstrukcijo za Proj A oziroma Proj♭ A, ki je v bistvu zgolj Luriejeva
lepilna konstrukcija za PnS uporabljena v malo splošnejšem kontekstu.
71Ker ves čas postopamo ∞-kategorično in so vsi objekti definirani le do homotopije natančno, mora to zares

biti homotopski kovocient.
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Primer 7. Z obravnavo univerzalne lastnosti vidimo, da kot poseben primer opisane Proj konstrukcije, specifično s Proj S{t0 , . . . , tn } ≃ Pnsm , dobimo Luriejev gladki projektivni prostor.
Primer 8. Po drugi strani z uporabo alternativne lepilne konstrukcije za Proj♭ vidimo, da je
Proj♭ S[t0 , . . . , tn ] ≃ PnS . Torej smo dobili tudi Luriejev ploščati projektivni prostor.
Opremljeni z dejstvom, da je Proj A oziroma Proj♭ A spektrala shema, naposled še klasificiramo
zaprte imerzije vanjo. S tem dokažemo, da lahko tudi v spektralni algebraični geometriji (večinoma,
vendar ne vedno) projektivne spektralne sheme obravnavamo na dva različna načina. Po eni
strani gre za spektralne sheme, ki se zaprto imerzirajo v projektivni prostor (bodisi Pnsm bodisi
PnS , odvisno od izbire stopnjičenja). Alternativno pa gre za rezultate konstrukcije Proj oziroma
Proj♭ , aplicirane na (dovolj lepem) stopničenem E∞ -kolobar. Naposled obravnavamo še povezavo
med konstrukcijo Proj in svežnji premic ter skiciramo en potencialen način, na katerega so kvazikoherentni snopi na Proj A povezani s stopničenimi A-moduli.
Ker ni v opisanem pristopu to bistveno težje, večino rezultatov opisanih v tem podpoglavju v
glavnem telesu magistrske naloge ne izpeljemo zgolj v opisani obliki, temveč relativno nad poljubnim spektralnim Deligne-Mumfordovim skladom X.
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